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Introduction 

A M O N G the secret traditions of Tibetan Buddhism we find certain 
doctrines that deal with the central problems of human existence, 
with the advanced paths to self-knowledge, and with death. To 
these secret traditions belong the Tibetan Books of the Dead, 
which were for the most part found by "treasure discoverers" and 
thereby brought to our attention. Even though there is a definite 
and clearly developed basic structure peculiar to the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead, there are so many different works that build on this 
structure and elaborate various aspects of it, that we must talk of 
several Tibetan Books of the Dead rather than of one. 

The Tibetans consider that it is a task of the utmost impor
tance to confront the problem of death and of a possible transfor
mation beyond the so called bardo state which leads to a new 
incarnation. Ultimately, this task must be resolved or at least suit
ably prepared for in this life. The visions of deities experienced in 
the bardo are the reflections of spiritual processes and experiences 
in this life, which then work autonomously on the higher plane of 
the disembodied state. Therefore, the lamas who direct the death 
ritual admonish the dead person again and again to remind himself 
of all those teachings and of the meanings of the visionary deities 
which in his earthly life should have been the patterns and exem
plars of the spiritual and religious way of life. 

The primary aim is to grasp the essence of the deities and their 
various attributes in relation to transformations of awareness and 
to integrate them into one's own conscious mind. This, however, is 
a significant psychic achievement rooted in the practice of medita
tion, which must be attained in this earthly existence, since specu
lations about a better life after death would constitute a dangerous 
illusion and a renewed bond to the ego. 

The Bar-do thos-grol, or Tibetan Book of the Dead, deals 
with the events of death and the experiences to be expected on the 
other side, which take place between total liberation and renewed 
incarnation. But all this, in spite of Buddhist psychology's con
siderable experience of the paranormal, can be conveyed in the 
texts of the Tibetan Books of the Dead so convincingly only be-
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Introduction 

cause their doctrines are always oriented towards the reality of 
earthly life. Only that which can be the genuine experiential con
tent of our knowledge on earth, the empirical experience of con
sciousness, is used in the Tibetan Book of the Dead to portray the 
contents of the bardo that transcend consciousness. 

To this extent the Tibetan Book of the Dead is applicable only 
in its close relation to Buddhist philosophy and practice and with
out this would have sunk to the level of pure speculation. Since 
experience of life, knowledge of reality, and perfection of aware
ness also constitute the doctrinal basis of the transcendent states of 
the bardo, we may characterize the Tibetan Book of the Dead as a 
book of life a priori. The value of the psychic individuation at
tained by the individual human life in its earthly body wi l l be 
received again in the bardo realm beyond, nothing more and noth
ing less—that is the unequivocal law of karma. 

In the knowledge that there is not just one single Tibetan 
Book of the Dead but a whole group of various writings of this 
kind, and that outside of Tibet there was a rich tradition of the ars 
moriendi that can also be related to ancient Indian teachings, we 
have chosen a different form for the development of our theme. 
Given the abundance of various texts of the Bar-do thos-grol and 
related writings, we have attempted a synopsis of various tradi
tions and have focused on the central points of certain buddholog-
ical and psychological questions about the nature of the bardo and 
its visions. In considering these issues, basic questions about un
derstanding the bardo wil l be explained, the solution to which can 
be found only by referring to various different sources and com
mentaries. Among the indispensable Tibetan secret doctrines are 
the traditions of the bKa'-brgyud-pa sect, which has preserved the 
teachings of the Indian guru and siddha Naropa. 

We have drawn for comparison from works of the Shangs-pa, 
'Brug-pa, and Kam-tshang sects, in order to assess the significance 
of the Tibetan Book of the Dead " f rom the inside" as it were; that 
is, from the Tibetan point of view. But all of this would have been 
unthinkable without my teacher, Vairocana Tulku, the sixteenth 
incarnation of the great translator Vairocana of the east Tibetan 
monastery of Ka-thog rdo-rje-gdan, who revealed to me the mys-
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teries of the Bar-do thos-grol. I am grateful also to my Tibetan 
teachers in Ladakh, Sikkim, and Bhutan, for their assistance and 
support in providing many original Tibetan texts dealing with the 
bardo problems that lie at the core of this work. 

In order to place the doctrines of the Tibetan Books of the 
Dead in a broader perspective for the Western intellectual and 
spiritual worlds, we have drawn a comparison with the problem 
of the guidance of souls after death as it appears in other 
cultures. Although this comparison could only be carried out on a 
small scale, we felt it necessary to attempt, after the purely Tibetan 
section of the book, to draw certain parallels which would show 
that comparable symbols and contents are not confined to Asia 
but appear quite familiar and comprehensible to us in other forms. 
Psychology also offers us proof that the handling of the most 
primordial problems of human being and death follows universal 
forms and patterns of spiritual expression; through these we can 
enhance our understanding of the Tibetan Book of the Dead and 
its secret doctrines. Thus, the concluding psychological commen
tary attempts to understand from a psychological perspective the 
Tibetan path through the bardo with all its symbols and visions, in 
order to compare it with Western manifestations of consciousness. 
Perhaps it wil l thereby become possible to attain a better under
standing of the essential experiences of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, in order to integrate them into our own knowledge and 
experience. In our world it is proving more and more necessary to 
bring oriental wisdom and occidental thinking into a synthesis on 
a higher plane of awareness. This book should be a small contribu 
tion to this end. 

The diagrams and works of art portrayed here for the initia
tion into the visionary world of the bardo deities come from Tibet, 
Ladakh, Sikkim, and Bhutan. A number of the block prints have 
already reached the West, and we here acknowledge our gratitudt 
to those who have loaned rare pictorial material, in particular to 
Professor F. Spiegelberg for six of the reproductions. We owe the 
same gratitude to valuable unnamed help and to the publisher who 
spared no trouble to support and encourage such a difficult book. 

xi 
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Purity of the soul depends on her being 
clarified by a life that is divided, and on 
her entering into a life of unity. 

MEISTER ECKHART, On Death 

T H E D O C T R I N E S of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, with their direc
tions for passing through the visionary and (in the deepest sense) 
symbolic worlds of the intermediate state or of the after-death 
realm, rest upon a broad foundation of the most ancient Tibetan 
and also Indian traditions. It would not, in general, be appropriate 
to talk of only one Tibetan Book of the Dead, for our present 
knowledge of the written traditions shows that a highly developed 
and extensive system of "soul guidance" for the dead has long 
flourished in Tibet. The sources listed in the Tibetan bibliography 
(see below, chapter V I I I , 1, A, B), which are primarily texts on 
"experience after death," or simply "Books of the Dead," are by 
no means exhaustive and represent only a portion of the extant 
literature of this kind. Let us think, for example, of The Tibetan 
Book of the Dead published by Evans-Wentz. 1 In this work, which 
has already become a classic, only seven of the seventeen chapters 
of the Tibetan Book of the Dead (those chapters most important 
for the understanding of the whole) were translated. 

But there are also works in which we find, for example, 38 
sections,2 as well as essentially shorter versions of various kinds, 
which come from different traditions and wi l l be discussed further 
below. A large part of these writings is concerned with instructions 
for ritual and the performing of initiations, or else consists of 
mantric books. Concerning these last, there are certain books 
which belong to the ritual texts that are read at the ceremony for 
the dead person, and these contain almost nothing but mantras. 
These mantras are series of mystical syllables that are to be under
stood as esoteric invocations for the deities. In Vajrayana Bud
dhism, mantras and their correct recitation form an essential part 
of those esoteric doctrines that are transmitted from teacher to 
pupil in generally secret rites of initiation. Thus, even within the 
Tibetan Books of the Dead, we have mantric texts that contain the 
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whole cycle of the deities of the bardo, or intermediate state. Only 
one who knows those mantras is thereby in a position to use them 
correctly and to assign them to the corresponding deities during 
meditative invocations. These mantric texts are also very con
densed, and they can contain, for example, in only a few pages of 
mantric "shorthand" the whole Tibetan Book of the Dead with its 
hundred deities and their meanings. The knowledge and transmis
sion of these mantras is one of the secret and particular aspects of 
initiation by the guru, and it is then the duty of the pupil to 
preserve them in a similar way. 

We should at this point indicate a peculiarity of these mantric 
texts within the Tibetan Book of the Dead. There is a certain group 
of short mantric texts compiled in such a way that one can always 
carry a copy on one's person. For this purpose they are produced 
as small foldable books or in the form of mandalas printed on 
paper. 3 The texts are printed in small print on square blocks, the 
mandalas in the form of larger, articulated lotus blossoms on the 
leaves of which the mantras are printed in cosmological order. 4 

These writings or diagrams are folded small and sewn into cloth in 
a particular order, bound with silk thread of the five colors of the 
Buddhas (or Tathagatas),5 and then placed in a metal amulet-
holder (T. Ga'u), like those carried by most Tibetans. Often the 
texts are bound in cloth and worn around the neck. They thus 
afford the wearer a lifelong magical protection in all places and on 
long journeys of pilgrimage in Tibet. 

In discussing the traditional Buddhist texts and those that we 
can characterize as Books of the Dead, it must be remarked that 
we already possess an inexhaustible reservoir of Tibetan writings 
that, when translated with commentary, would fil l a dozen vol
umes. However, we are here concerned with extracting the essence 
of these texts by means of a synoptic overview, trying to make it as 
multifaceted and yet concise as possible in order to reveal the 
broad significance of the Tibetan doctrines of the bardo state. This 
is of course a two-fold task, in that we have before us in these 
works, not only doctrines about the bardo, but also the whole 
philosophical and ethico-religious system of Mahayana Buddhism 
upon which these doctrines are founded. So we also encounter in 
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the Tibetan Book of the Dead a quintessence of Buddhism, out of 
which the mandalas of the symbolic deities related to the bardo 
develop. Underlying all the deities of the bardo are one or more 
fixed meanings that have been taken from the Buddhist framework 
or are closely related to it. Thus we must also take into account 
works written by various Indian and Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhist 
scholars which have contributed essential texts or doctrines about 
the bardo to the Book of the Dead. 

The bardo (S. antarabhava), the "intermediate state" after 
death or between two forms of existence, receives its foundational 
discussion primarily in three groups of texts. The first group to be 
described includes the Bar-do thos-grol chen-mo, the "Great Lib
eration through Hearing in the Bardo," set down in books of 
several volumes or in collections of texts which are for the most 
part attributable to several authors. 6 

This group of Book of the Dead writings is associated in a 
striking way with the well known name of the Indian tantric sage 
and guru Padmasambhava, to whom the origination of the Bar-do 
thos-grol is attributed. Padmasambhava came to Tibet in the 8 th 
century (around 750 A.D. ) in order to spread the tantric doctrines 
of Indian Mahayana Buddhism. This tantric form of Mahayana is 
also called Vajrayana, the "Diamond Vehicle" (T. rDo-rje theg-
pa). As mentioned already, not only were several authors involved 
in the compiling of the Tibetan Books of the Dead, but also several 
generations, so that it must have reached the form with which we 
are familiar today in about the 14th or 15th century. This form 
was particularly influenced by the work of the so-called "treasure 
discovers" (T. gTer-ston), who for centuries exerted a great influ
ence on the spiritual life of the rNying-ma-pa sect. This sect, also 
more generally known as the non-reformed Red-Cap sect, is the 
institutionalized successor to the great guru Padmasambhava (T. 
mTsho-skyes rdo-rje). One of the Books of the Dead 7 draws up a 
spiritual lineage from which the after-death doctrines could be 
derived. Such lineages are popular in many Tibetan texts, but often 
show the successions in a different order depending on the per
sonal tradition of the author. In our text the spiritual heritage is 
characterized as the "tree of life of the doctrine that originated in 
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India ," 8 and we read further how "the light of the doctrine came 
to be lit in the Land of Snows (Tibet)." 9 

The first guru is the tantric Padmasambhava; his successors 
were Santaraksita (T. mKhan-chen zhi-ba-mtsho, 705-762), who 
was the first abbot of the great Tibetan monastery of bSam-yas, 1 0 

and the king Khri-srong Lde-btsan, who ruled Tibet in Lhasa from 
755 until 797. The accepted order of transmission, corresponding 
to the Indian principle of the spiritual hierarchy of guru and pupil, 
represents those two as being followed by the gurus Akasagarbha 
(T. Nam-mkha' snying-po), Buddhajfiana (T. Sangs-rgyas ye-shes), 
rGyal-mchog-dbyangs, and Ye-shes mtsho-rgyal, this last being 
one of the two important female pupils of Guru Padmasambhava. 
Other Tibetan sages of the 8th and 9th centuries appear in the 
succession, namely, 'Brog-mi dpal-gyi ye-shes, dPal-gyi seng-ge, 
Vairocana of sPa-gor, and the 25 tantric gurus (T. rje-dbang nyer-
lnga) who in the 9th century became known as yogis because of 
their supernatural powers. 

Another lineage shows the doctrines of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead as a revelation of the principle of the mystical Adibuddha 
Samantabhadra (T. Kun-tu bzang-po), who resides in the highest 
state of the dharmakaya (T. Chos-sku). 1 1 The lineage emanates 
from him in the mystical visionary body (sambhogakaya 1 2) of the 
white Buddha Vajrasattva (T. rDo-rje sems-dpa') and then in the 
earthly incarnation of the guru dGa'-rab rdo-rje. He is succeeded 
by the Indian mahasiddha Sri Simha, Guru Padmasambhava, his 
Tibetan female pupil mKhar-chen mtsho-rgyal, the Tibetan sage 
and translator K l u ' i rgyal-mtshan, and then the great Tibetan 
"treasure discoverer," Karma gling-pa (in about the 14th century). 
The "treasure discoverers" were Tibetan scholars who found trea
sure (T. gTer-ma) in the form of certain uncanonized writings of 
Buddhism in secret places where they had been concealed by ear
lier gurus, by Padmasambhava in particular. The particular cir
cumstances of the discoveries (the writings were found under 
rocks, buildings, stupas, etc.,) and the prediction of their re
discovery can be found in the biography of Padmasambhava. 1 3 

These texts are not included in the Tibetan Buddhist Canon of 
bKa'-'gyur and bsTan-'gyur but were, like most gTer-ma, collected 
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Fig. 1. The tantric guru, Padmasambhava, with his two female pupils. 
Tibetan block print. 

in the great compilation of the Rin-chen gter-mdzod of the 
rNying-ma-pa sect. We see, then, that there are very complicated 
connections within the Tibetan tradition of Books of the Dead and 
that several scholars developed the foundations of the Bar-do 
thos-grol. Of these the most important are Sri Simha, Padmasam-
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bhava, Vimalamitra, Vairocana, and Karma gling-pa. The great 
discoverer of treasure, Rig-'dzin Karma gling-pa, is known as the 
discoverer of the Bar-do thos-grol, which he found on the moun
tain sGam-po-dar. He also contributed considerable additions, so 
that we have today in the collection "Kar-gling zhi-khro" ("the 
peaceful and wrathful deities according to Karma gling-pa") not 
only the entire Bar-do thos-grol but also a series of ritual texts and 
prayers (in 38 parts) that are of great importance for the initiation 
into the mandalas of the visionary deities. These texts are particu
larly illuminating for our inquiry. 

In the tradition of the rNying-ma-pa sect we find a second 
group of Book of the Dead writings which, while related to the 
first group, display various iconographic differences. This second 
group is composed of texts from the cycle of the Naraka deities (T. 
Zhi-khro na-rag dong-sprugs) who are described in comprehensive 
books and rituals (T. Na-rag dong-sprugs) 1 4 and are also included 
in part in the famous collection "Klong-chen snying-thig," collated 
from the work of the Tibetan master Klong-chen rab-'byams-pa. 1 5 

The sNying-thig literature in general is a rich source of informa
tion about bardo doctrines. M u c h is to be learned about the vari
ous bardo states and the signs of approaching death as well as the 
transformation of awareness in the six worlds from the following 
works: the "Ye-shes b la -ma , " 1 6 the "bsKyed-rim l h a - k h r i d , " 1 7 the 
"Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po , " 1 8 the important "Lam-r im ye-shes 
snying-po" on fundamental principles, 1 9 the encyclopedic " K u n -
bzang bla-ma'i zhal - lung," 2 0 the collected works of gTer-ston 
Padma gling-pa, 2 1 the ritual work "rDo-rje theg-pa sngags-kyi 
gso-sbyong," 2 2 and the " M a n i bka'- 'bum" attributed to the Tibet
an king Srong-btsan sgam-po. 

Further contributions to the doctrines of the bardo are to be 
found in a third group of texts, the "Six Doctrines of N a r o p a " (T. 
Na-ro chos-drug), which constitute a pivotal point in the tradition 
of the bKa'-brgyud-pa sect of Tibet. The "Six Doctrines of 
N a r o p a " 2 3 provide important information for the understanding 
of the bardo doctrines, the awareness principle, the trikaya doc
trine, and meditation on the light, all of which play an important 
role in the Tibetan Book of the Dead. 
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Naropa (who lived from 1016 to 1100 in India and 
Kashmir 2 4 ) is the second guru in the bKa'-brgyud-pa tradition of 
Tibet . 2 5 There are two versions of his "Six Doctrines" extant, one 
by him and the other by his sister Niguma (T. Ni-gu chos-drug). 
Naropa's teachings reached Tibet through his pupil Mar-pa of 
Lho-brag (1012 to 1097), the great Tibetan translator. Mar-pa is 
the founder of the bKa'brgyud-pa sect, the line of "oral tradition." 
The "Six Doctrines of N i g u m a " came through the dakini 
Sukhasiddhi (a pupil of Virupa) to the Tibetan scholar Shangs-pa 
Khyung-po rnal-'byor (born 1086), in a tradition named the 
Shangs-pa sect after its founder. Its founder transmitted the "Six 
Doctrines" to Chos-kyi seng-ge, Shangs-ston rig-pa'i rdo-rje 
(1234-1309), and further successors. 2 6 

What then are the "Six Doctrines" of Naropa and Niguma? 
They are doctrines founded upon Yoga and tantric Buddhist ex
perience that discuss "the mystical heat" (S. canda; T. gTum-mo), 
the "Illusory body" (S. mahamaya; T. sGyu-lus), the "dream 
state" (S. svapnadarsana; T. rMi-lam), the "clear light" (S. abhas-
vara; T. 'Od-gsal), the "intermediate state" (S. antarabhava; T. 
Bar-do), and the "transmission of consciousness" (S. samkranti; T. 
Tho-ba). 

For our purposes, the last three doctrines, those of the "clear 
light," the "bardo," and "transmission of consciousness" are the 
most important, and we can draw from several sources 2 7 that 
developed these basic concepts of the Bar-do thos-grol. Another 
highly esoteric doctrine called Grong-'jug (S. parakayapravesana) 
belongs to the doctrine of transmission of consciousness, the living 
transmission of which was curtailed by the death of Mar-pa's son 
in the 11th century. Grong-'jug has a metaphorical meaning equi
valent to "the re-animating of a dead person" and forms a part of 
the Arya-Catuspitha-Tantra. Several theoretical and practical di
rections connected with it are to be found in the sNying-thig litera
ture. The "Six Doctrines" were transmitted from the Tibetan 
translator Mar-pa to his great pupil, the poet and yogi M i - l a ras-
pa, who is held to be Tibet's most important mystic. In his 
"Hundred Thousand Songs," as in the collection "Six Songs," 2 8 

we are given wonderful detailed descriptions of the bardo and 
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tion being published, and until now they have been accessible only 
to the experts. 2 9 So in discussing the Tibetan Books of the Dead 
and related works, we should, from the chronological point of 
view, have mentioned those of the Bon religion first, which proba
bly reflect the oldest transmitted forms. This is perhaps also recog
nizable from the fact that the few known and as yet untranslated 
texts do not display that systematic richness of cosmological and 
psychological relationships and meanings of the visionary deities 
that we find in the Buddhist texts of the Tibetan tradition. 

But the Buddhist texts of the Book of the Dead tradition are 
without doubt founded upon these very ancient experiences of the 
Tibetan religion. The wrathful deities that are to be found there, 
above all the theriomorphic dakinis and the blood-drinking guard
ians of the four gates of the mandalas, are not of exclusively Bud
dhist origin from the Indian tantras, but stem from much older 
layers of the magical-mythical religions of central Asia. One must 
not overlook the similarities in symbolism, ritual, and content to 
certain central Asian and shamanistic forms of religion. For a few 
parallels to this question, the reader is referred to the section on 
comparative religious studies (chapter V) . A detailed discussion of 
the Book of the Dead tradition of the Bon religion must wait for 
the future. However, in this book (chapter III, 3) we shall discuss 
briefly two important texts, 3 0 in order to make possible a prelimi
nary comparative overview of the Buddhist texts. One text is the 
Bar-do thos-grol gsal-sgron chen-mo from the canonical collection 
of the Bon-po bstan-'gyur (T. 124), and the other important work 
is the Na-rag pang-'gong rgyal-po, which belongs to the gTer-ma 
tradition of the Bon-po "treasure discoverers" and was found by 
'Or-sgom phug-pa (in around the 11th or 12th century). 3 1 

In the Bon religion too, we have the esoteric "treasure dis
coverer" (T. gTer-ston) system, which brought us such an abun
dance of important works in the Buddhist rNying-ma-pa sect, un
available in the canonical tradition. It is interesting that some 
"treasure discoverers" have found gTer-ma texts of both the 
Bon-po and the Buddhist tradition of Padmasambhava. So there 
were clearly quite deep connections and spiritual interactions be
tween the ancient Bon religion and the Buddhism of Tibet. We can 
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infer from the detailed historical work of the Bon religion, the 
Legs-bshad-mdzod, 3 2 that here too the bardo doctrines are as
sociated with an extensive tradition that has been collated in many 
texts, books of ritual, and commentaries. 3 3 Just as in the Buddhist 
tradition, we find in the Bon-po religion important contributions 
to knowledge about the bardo, the visionary deities, and the six 
realms of existence, in writings other than those specifically called 
Books of the Dead. A n d so, for example, the doctrines of the 
rDzogs-chen tradition of Zhang-zhung constitute an indispensable 
supplement to our knowledge of the Bon-po Bar-do thos-grol. 
Zhang-zhung is that western Tibetan region which can be seen as 
an ancestral home of the spiritual culture of the Bon religion. We 
shall return to the doctrines of the Bon-po Nispanna-Yoga of this 
school and its statements about the bardo when we come to dis
cuss the deities of the Bon tradition. 

Further empirical experiences relating to the problem of 
death, which are discussed in detail in the Buddhist tradition of 
Books of the Dead, must certainly have come from the Indian 
Vedic tradition. Or rather, there were for a long time definite 
descriptions of the process of dying and of the path of the soul 
after death which were generally current in India and were formu
lated in the Vedas and the Upanisads. The extant texts for the most 
part display considerable similarities with the content of Buddhist 
writings, and in this context the reader is referred in particular to 
the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad IV. 4, 1 -2 ; the Aitareya Aranyaka 
III. 2, 4; the Satapatha Brahmana; and the Pretakalpa of the 
Garuda Purana. 
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II 
Basic Elements of 

Wisdom about Life and Knowledge 
about the After-Death State 

and Rebirth 





1. Life, Karma, Death, and Rebirth 

Life is only another death. The birth of 
life, not its end, is death. 

FR. HEBBEL, Journals 

T H E I N T R O D U C T O R Y quotation from Hebbel is perhaps the best 
introduction to Asiatic thought in general and Buddhist teachings 
in particular. We have already mentioned that the Tibetan Books 
of the Dead not only attempt to answer questions about dying and 
transformation in the bardo but that they also presuppose ac
quaintance with the whole course of life and the Buddhist doctrine 
of salvation and so communicate this latter in their texts in the 
form of a self-contained compendium. 

Condensed into a short formula, this means: life, knowledge 
of life, and correct transformations in life are the true prerequisites 
for proper dying and for the possibility of determining one's fate 
beyond death. It is precisely this problem that the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead attempts to resolve. Although we cannot here give a 
complete outline of the Buddhist teachings, which wil l appear 
again and again in the texts and clarificatory remarks in the course 
of this book, we must nevertheless sketch some typical thoughts 
which lie at the core of the Buddhist spiritual and intellectual 
worlds. For only from this foundation is the meaning and purpose 
of the Tibetan writings about the bardo comprehensible. 

Buddhism regards life in all its forms as an inviolable blessing 
that should never be intentionally harmed or destroyed. But life in 
human form is something "precious and difficult to attain," since 
only man, thanks to thinking and discriminating awareness, is able 
to influence and guide the processes of life and conditions of exis
tence from his own experience and intuition. The great Tibetan 
scholar, sGam-po-pa (1079-1153), offers in his 28 instructions 
for yogis 3 4 the following admonitions: 

If one has reached this human body, pure and hard to attain, it 
would be regrettable to die an unreligious and ordinary person. 

Since human life in the Kali Yuga (i.e., our contemporary age of 
darkness through ignorance) is brief and uncertain, it would be regretta
ble to squander it in meaningless activity. 
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Since one's own spirit partakes of the uncreated nature of the dhar-
makaya, it would be regrettable if it were led into the mire of the worldly 
illusions. 

Thus Buddhism places life and existence at the unconditioned 
center of meaning-giving. The question of the whence and whither 
of human life is secondary in comparison to earthly existence and 
its mastery. If the here and now of being born human is resolved as 
a problem of existence, there is no longer fear of the future, and 
paths of liberation open up. The Buddha saw through life and the 
processes of existence by means of a practical method of knowl
edge oriented to reality, and from this came his important dictum: 
all life is ultimately suffering, the opposite of freedom and salva
tion. The path from suffering to liberation, which involves the 
recognition of the causes of suffering and the overcoming of it, is 
long. Suffering is one's enduring of all forms of opposites, in view 
of the knowledge of an indescribable absolute, of something death
less, called nirvana. Suffering is "to be separated from the agree
able and bound to the unpleasant." Suffering is the experience of 
love, or desire (Pali, tanha; T. 'Dod-chags), and hate (P. dosa; T. 
Zhe-sdang). Both states of consciousness are subject to time in the 
world of the transitory, and we suffer from their arising and dis
appearing. Suffering is also the cycle of birth, life, and death in a 
world rich in frustration and ephemeral joy (S. samsara; T. 
'Khor-ba). As long as man suffers in the world and from the cir
cumstances of the world and his behavior, he is not liberated and 
finds himself in ignorance (S. avidya; T. gTi-mug). Ignorance 
arises through desire, through lasting attachment to worldly things 
and events, and through attachments to one's own falsely under
stood personality, which through identification with the transitory 
world of existence remains bound to the then inevitable cycle of 
becoming and passing away. Everything that arises and passes 
away is of only relative value, the object of our illusions which can 
never be fulfilled. Attachment is the opposite of liberation. A l l 
activity that deepens the immersion in samsara wil l detract from 
the goal of liberation and lead to suffering and to actions that are 
bad or negative according to the law of karma. There is no moral 
evaluation connected with this. 
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A l l actions that loosen the attachments to the transitory world 
of existence are directed towards liberation and lead to good or 
positive deeds, which lead out of the circle of samsara. Karma as 
law signifies the conditionality of our actions and the absolute 
effect of these actions upon the present and future path of our 
existence. The law of karma places man in a position of uncon
ditioned responsibility for his actions, for every deed and even 
every resolution to act has an inevitable visible or invisible conse
quence. According to the Buddhist view, man remains in the cycle 
of birth and death until perfected knowledge puts an end to it. 
Rebirth is a consequence of not having attained liberation in the 
previous life. Each life is the result of the working out of karma 
that has been formed by actions attached to the world. 

Rebirth is not a personal event in which the same " I " re-
emerges that has existed before. Buddhism denies the notion of a 
soul as an enduring I-personality. The pre-determinations of 
karma, the energetic impulses in a particular direction, are the 
basis and cause for a further life in the cycle of existence from one 
life to another. The development can take place on a lower or on a 
higher plane, in better or worse circumstances with respect to 
salvation, depending on the karmic facts. And so the unavoidable 
and incorruptible law of life is the path that man can build, given 
that he recognizes the significance of his actions and thereby the 
meaning of the life that can lead to freedom. The Tibetan yogi and 
mystic M i - l a ras-pa (1040-1123) says in his "Hundred Thousand 
Songs" of the effect of karma: " D o you not know that all suffering 
and the lower worlds are the result of bad deeds? Y o u surely know 
that if you now practice virtue, you wil l have peace of mind and no 
worries in the face of approaching death." 

The Buddhist teachings attempt to bring about the insight 
that evil is not the objective world in itself, but rather the constant 
identification with it through desire. Compared with the goal of 
nirvana without suffering, which is absolute liberation in timeless 
eternity, everything earthly of the world of becoming must of 
course be characterized as unreal. What appears to us as reality is 
only seemingly so, since it is transitory and always changing in 
form. If the human spirit remains attached to the changeable and 
reveres this as the real, it wil l have to undergo its experience of 
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suffering in precisely this changeability. M i - l a ras-pa describes it 
thus: If our usual thinking becomes deeply attached, it leads to 
good and bad deeds and thereby creates the bardo of the world of 
suffering, in which one is forced to experience pleasure and pain. 

Life itself is an intermediate state, namely, between earthly 
birth and death. In this way one bardo succeeds another in this 
earthly world as well as in the world beyond. Just as the material 
world is subject to transitoriness, so also is man in his physical 
form. The Tibetan Book of the Dead follows the ancient Buddhist 
notion of the five-fold make-up of the human personality, and its 
meditations on this constitute a systematic psychology that has 
become the basic structure of all mandalas of Mahayana Bud
dhism. The five groups, or skandhas (S. upadanaskandha; T. 
Phung-po lnga) of the personality are the body as a physical form 
(S. rupa), sensation (S. vedana), perception (S. samjna), motivation 
(S. samskara), and awareness (S. vijnana). These five groups 
mutually interact and form what we call the human personality, or 
the presence of the individual in the world. A l l this is transitory 
and not absolute, for everything that arises passes away. The 
whole process of life, including thinking as the constant movement 
of consciousness, is characterized as constant flux. Nothing has 
real duration; everything is at every moment passing away or else 
is assigned to a new becoming. Life is not static, but dynamic, and 
all moments of existence are intermediate states, even between two 
different kinds of state in the process of transformation. To recog
nize the changeable nature of the whole empirical world means to 
see its deceptive insubstantiality. Thus, there opens up the path to 
the unchangeable, the reality of the deathless, which is identical 
with the knowledge of the perfected and liberated. Mahayana 
Buddhism, the basis of bardo teachings, introduced quite early the 
terminology to facilitate comprehension of the arising of images 
and visionary buddhas to be experienced through concentration of 
the mind. The question of transformation after death in particular 
lent itself to a better formulation when supported by the idea of a 
permanent ground of awareness. 

The first important concept is "emptiness" (S. sunyata; T. 
sTong-pa-nyid) as the primordial ground underlying and connect-
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ing samsara and nirvana. The empirical world is ultimately empty, 
since nothing is permanent or has essential being; nirvana is 
empty, since its all-pervading quality cannot be described or suit
ably characterized. So the concept of emptiness has with respect to 
the world a negative, and to transcendence a positive, value. The 
Vijnanavada or Yogacara School of Indian M a h a y a n a 3 5 posited as 
the absolute foundation of the world and of nirvana a "ground-
consciousness" or universal awareness (S. alayavijnana; T. Kun-
gzhi rnam-shes). We find this idea already in the Udana: Every
thing is contained in awareness. 

A l l suffering and experience of the seemingly real world 
comes about through perception in awareness. But nirvana too, 
complete salvation, is a condition in awareness, namely, emptiness 
and freedom from suffering, without the fluctuating processes of 
thought. When all contents of thought and activities of the intellect 
cease, which normally come to awareness from the empirical 
world through perception, then the stillness and absolute depth 
and infinity of ground-consciousness begin. To attain this is one of 
the important goals of all meditative practices. Nirvana is absolute 
freedom from the world and from the manifestations (samskaras) 
from the alayavijnana; samsara is every step out from ground-
consciousness into the world of appearances, and so also into the 
world of thoughts, which wells up from ground-consciousness in 
waves of thought. 

Whatever karma is accumulated during life falls back down as 
a karmically or energetically charged seed (S. bija) into ground-
consciousness, into that all-pervading essence of awareness out of 
whose primordial ground beings are reincarnated when the mat
uration of karma presses towards a new manifestation. It is not 
the previously existing person as a constellation of the five skan-
dhas who appears in a new incarnation, but his karma, the conse
quence of actions begun and not yet worked through. In a some
what more concrete form this idea now becomes the basis of the 
doctrines of the Tibetan Book of the Dead; there, whatever sur
vives physical death is called the awareness-principle (T. Y i d ; S. 
citta or manas), and this has through its karma the power to form 
itself into a subtle awareness-body (T. Yid-kyi lus; S. manomaya 
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kaya). It is this subtle body which stands in the intermediate state of 
the bardo at the central point of the process of transformation, and 
with whose guidance the monks who recite the ritual of the Books 
of the Dead concern themselves. As we shall see, this precise and 
uninterrupted directing of the awareness-principle of the dead per
son is so clear and real that it seems as if a person-to-person 
conversation is going on between the lamas and the dead person. 

Only this phenomenological evidence allows us to fall into 
Western terminology and to speak of "guidance of the soul" after 
death. We mention this concept here only in order to show the 
possible relationship in technique with practices in other religions. 

Let us consider a few further thoughts about life and death 
and possible perfection within this span. Life presupposes death, 
and after death there again comes life. But only in that individual 
span of existence between life and death can the law of individua
tion be consummated, in that life becomes fulfilled with meaning. 
In Buddhism this consummation consists in the liberation from 
suffering by perfection of the possibilities of human existence and 
virtues, through which the world can gradually be mastered in this 
existence. The Buddhist path (and, of course, with another orien
tation also many other genuinely philosophically or religiously 
grounded paths of salvation) thereby totally conforms with the 
development of the soul and the physical maturation of the person. 
Once the step into this world has been taken, there must also be a 
way to come back out of it. Whoever from ignorance has not come 
to know himself and the world to its depths must despair of it and 
is unable to recognize the final step that goes beyond death. In the 
Ahguttara Nikaya we find the following statement: 3 6 

Master, is it possible to travel far enough to come to the end of the 
world, to recognize and behold the place where there is no birth, no old 
age, no death, no passing away and no coming into being?. . . 

No traveling will bring one to the end of the world, and yet if one 
has not reached the end of the world, there is no liberation from suffer
ing. 

Indeed this end of the world is to be found; the beginning and 
end of all things, of all decisions in thinking and acting lie in us 
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ourselves. To overcome suffering and to attain freedom from the 
world in the world, means precisely "to reach the end of the 
w o r l d . " H o w many possibilities are contained in those words! Life 
in human form is the great opportunity to be and perfect oneself in 
it. Thereby a host of problems can be overcome without those 
passions that are precisely the cause of further suffering. Another 
very salutary meditation towards the understanding of the prob
lem of death is brought to us by Buddhaghosa. 3 7 Whoever wishes 
to develop reflection on death should go into solitude, and in 
seclusion should ponder the following consideration: "Death wil l 
come at some time, the life force wi l l be exhausted." One should 
by means of this reflection stimulate attention, emotion, and in
sight, for only so can one remove the blocks against ideas of death, 
and so "the notion of transitoriness becomes familiar, and as one 
pursues it further, the idea of suffering and lack-of-an-I wil l 
come." 

Therefore, whoever has not been prepared by such exercises 
wil l be assailed in his last hour by "anxiety and terror," the threat 
arising from ignorance of himself, blocking his access to clear and 
liberated awareness. This is the same situation as in the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead. Anxiety and terror lead in the bardo to the 
experience of the wrathful deities as images of the opposing kar-
mic forces which were in control of the unredeemed life—even at 
the moment before death with its engendered great fear of the 
unknown. With thoughts of transitoriness, suffering, and death, in 
life one should also arrive at the opposite recognition, namely, 
knowledge of the absolute and the transcendent. This is a totally 
positive attitude towards life, which values and directs what is 
essential. Thus Buddhaghosa affirms that one who "cannot attain 
the deathless in the course of his l i fe" but has at least striven to 
attain it wi l l achieve " w i t h the disintegration of the body a more 
fortunate path of existence." That is to say, his rebirth wil l take 
place under better circumstances on a higher plane. 

As this ancient text makes clear, the question of future trans
formation after death is of great importance. The Tibetan Book of 
the Dead instructs the dead person in finding the path through the 
bardo, and therefore proceeds from the well-known assumption in 
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Tibet that the awareness-principle wi l l be reborn. The conditions 
of awareness set by previous karma fashion the awareness or 
spirit-body (T. Yid-kyi lus) which undergoes all the experiences of 
the after-death worlds, and these experiences in the realm beyond 
correspond to his karma (see also chapter II, 6). 

It is of particular importance to the Tibetans that a person 
should appropriate during his earthly and fully conscious life all 
the knowledge which he wil l have to keep before his spiritual eye 
to guide him through the bardo. According to an important text 
from the "sNying-thig" tradit ion 3 8 the knowledge required for the 
path through the intermediate realm of the bardo is six-fold: 

1. The knowledge of his former place of birth or realm of 
existence (T. sNgon-gyi skye-gnas shes-pa). 

2. The knowledge of dying, of the crossing over of 
awareness, and of new rebirth (T. 'Chi- 'pho dang skye-ba). 

3. The knowledge of transcending spirit (T. pha-rol-gyi 
sems). 

4. The knowledge of all hidden (occurring in the realm of 
the non-visible) appearances (T. sKang-ba lkog-tu-gyur-ba). 

5. The knowledge of the six realms of existence, i.e., of 
rebirths (T. Rigs-drug-gi gnas mthong-zhing). 

6. The perfect knowledge of all liberating (purifying) 
capabilities (T. dBang-po rnams). 

Here we have a series of very subtle pieces of knowledge 
which all relate to how the path through the dangers of the bardo 
can be traversed with awareness. They are supposed to enable the 
spirit-body of the dead person to orient and guide itself in the 
realm beyond, recalling the teachings from this life. These things 
are therefore to be learned during life, so that they can be helpful 
in the life after death. Therefore the monk reciting the Book of the 
Dead admonishes the awareness-principle wandering through the 
bardo to remember these capabilities. In order to attain a basic 
understanding of the nature of incarnation and the three levels of 
existence of human beings and buddhas, we must briefly consider 
the doctrine of the "three bodies" (S. trikaya; T. sKu-gsum). 
Without this doctrine, fundamental to Mahayana Buddhism, the 
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initiations into the mandalas of the deities of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead cannot be properly understood. 

2. The Trikaya Doctrine 
as the Basis of the Initiations 

Life is a category of possibility. 
HEBBEL, Journals 

T H E D O C T R I N E of the "three bodies" (S. trikaya; T. sKu-gsum) 
belongs to the indispensable foundations of Mahayana Buddhism. 
It constitutes at the same time an important background to under
standing the structure of the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, in which all the deities are ordered according to this princi
ple. The three bodies together ecompass the possibilities of Being, 
between the highest Being in the spiritual sense and objective exist
ence in the world of form. They constitute a spiritual order in the 
self-understanding of Mahayana Buddhism as the possibility of the 
emanation of the spiritual as well as the spiritualization of the 
material. 

It is not a simple matter to convey the true meaning of the 
three bodies by means of Western concepts, but we can perhaps 
grasp the essential core of the doctrine by a series of paraphrases. 
The highest spiritual principle as cosmic order, as law or reality, 
interpenetrates the whole empirical world of being; it manifests on 
the plane of the transitory as nirmanakaya in physical form; it 
reveals itself in a higher sense in supernatural, transcending, and 
radiating form as sambhogakaya; and through timeless self-
positing, it manifests as the highest reality (S. dharmata) and 
Buddha-nature in the form of dharmakaya. 

Kaya in Sanskrit means body, not so much body as a visible 
form, but rather as a form of being, a plane of the working of 
dharma (law) between transcendence and immanence. Yogacara 
philosophy divides this realm of the reflecting human spirit in the 
frame of absolute reality into three bodies, or categories of being. 
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We shall find again and again in the texts of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead that these terms can be used in quite different ways, for 
they ultimately represent divisions of a spiritual principle. In the 
reality of life, in the ordering of spiritual hierarchies, in the por
trayals of the visionary deities as reflections of awareness, and in 
the rites of initiation as the image and primordial pattern of 
psychic transformation, the trikaya system constitutes an indis
pensable foundation. With the help of some definitions, let us 
acquaint ourselves further with the nature and working of the 
three bodies. 

The dharmakaya (T. Chos-kyi-sku) is the essence of doctrine 
and reality, it is highest Being as truth in itself, it has no form and 
is not visible. Its nature is the primordial ground of all appear
ances, emptiness (S. sunyata) as the condition of plurality, and 
from the psychological standpoint of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, it is the all-containing and all-embracing ground conscious
ness (S. alayavijnana; T. Kun-gzhi rnam-shes). As foundation, the 
dharmakaya is the principle of absolute totality, and in relation to 
pure matter it is spiritual Being. In their true essence the Buddha 
and all buddhas are identical with the nature of pure dharmakaya. 
Since the dharmakaya is absolute reality, beyond all ideas and 
concepts, there is also no image or form of it. It is not even possi
ble to form an adequate conception of its absoluteness. Yet there 
are symbolic representations of the dharmakaya, which are sup
posed to convey a certain idea. In art, there are the representations 
of the Adibuddha as Vajradhara (T. rDo-rje-'chang) or Saman-
tabhadra (T. Kun-tu bzang-po), which are taken as embodiments 
of the dharmakaya. We shall come back to these later. 

The dharmakaya in Mahayana Buddhism signifies an abso
luteness in every aspect: in religion it is the Sacred; in philosophy it 
is Law, but also the highest being and perfection; as a Gestalt it is 
the perfect Buddha or the primordial image of all buddhas, the 
primordial or Adibuddha (T. Thog-ma'i sangs-rgyas). We thereby 
understand dharmakaya as reality and also as embodiment in its 
purest form. The Tibetan sage sGam-po-pa (also called Dvags-po 
lha-rje), a pupil of the great Yogi M i - l a ras-pa in the 12th century, 
names a few qualities of the dharmakaya: it remains always the 
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same, is profound, enduring, unified, harmonious, pure, radiant, 
and blessed. 3 9 The dharmakaya is the foundation of all appear
ances or emanations of the Law; it is the highest Idea and at the 
same time the possibility of its embodiment. 

In the sphere of spiritual experience beyond sensory images 
and perceptions, reality can appear before the spiritual eye of 
bodhisattvas and the perfected or spiritually advanced person in 
the form of the "body of bliss," the sambhogakaya (T. Longs-
spyod rdzogs-pa'i sku). The meaning of this concept is difficult to 
convey in our language and is yet of great importance for the 
understanding of the deities of the bardo visions. The sam
bhogakaya is also called the "body of heavenly delight," of 
other-worldly bliss. We could characterize it as the knowable man
ifestation of the spiritual pervasiveness of the absolute or of 
buddha-nature. In the sambhogakaya, reality manifests in radiant 
beings like the bodhisattvas and the meditation-buddhas (S. 
Tathagatas; T. De-bzhin-gshegs-pa). The bodhisattvas (T. Byang-
chub sems-dpa') are "enlightened beings" who have passed 
through the earthly worlds on the path towards perfection of 
buddha-nature and are now living on the ten planes 4 0 of perfected 
spirituality in transcendent spaces, where they participate in the 
bliss of the pure buddha-lands. The bodhisattvas have in their 
earthly existence made the great vow of active compassion for all 
beings (S. mahakaruna; T. sNying-rje chen-po), so that they may 
save all beings and lead them to the salvation of nirvana. 

In the heavenly buddha-spheres, it is supposed, they work 
further towards this lofty goal, until all living beings are saved. But 
what belongs above all to the spiritual realm of the sambhogakaya 
are those transcendent buddhas seen in visions or in flashes of 
enlightenment, that we know as Tathagatas or meditation-
buddhas. They are seen as the emanations from the absoluteness of 
the dharmakaya and represent certain basic forms of wisdom, of 
psychological and cosmological relationships, which are rep
resented in Buddhist mandalas, where they constitute the greater 
part of the mystical meditation teachings of the Mahayana. The 
supernatural reality of the sambhogakaya, as the spiritual realm of 
emanations of higher intellectual sight, forms the most important 
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background for the visionary nature of the deities of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead. 

In the third phase of emanation the essence of reality man
ifests on the earthly plane in the form of buddhas, who from 
compassion appear in the transitory world of existence. They arise 
in a visible incarnated body (S. nirmanakaya; T. sPrul-pa'i-sku) 
and are subject like all beings to the earthly cycle of birth, life, and 
death. The historical Gautama Buddha is considered such a con
crete manifestation of the Law. The nirmanakaya has as its foun
dation the dharmakaya; the cause of its existence on the earthly 
plane is the compassion of the transcendent buddhas and 
bodhisattvas. But it is also said that earthly buddhas, as the prop
agators of the doctrine of salvation, are particular personalities 
who are distinguished from ordinary people by the 32 bodily 
marks and by certain supernatural powers (heavenly sight and 
hearing, for example). 

With the three bodies we have acquainted ourselves with the 
most important foundation for the understanding of the entire 
Tibetan Book of the Dead and its initiations. They are not only the 
basis of the initiations, which we shall soon discuss, but they also 
form the three planes of the death-experience, i.e., the transforma
tion in the worlds beyond, which come between two forms of 
existence in earthly life. The Tibetan Book of the Dead shows us 
the dramatic events between the highest experience of the light and 
the deepest abysses as transformation between the absolute and its 
most empirical opposite. As we shall see later, the visions of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead show us the emanation of the Sacred in 
its threefold aspect of the trikaya doctrine. The essence of 
buddha-nature is to be seen in Mahayana Buddhism as a symbol of 
the Sacred in itself (in opposition to the profane). The first emana
tion is the appearance, from out of the primordial Buddha, of the 
Sacred in the transcendent buddhas and bodhisattvas on the 
heavenly and visionary plane of the sambhogakaya. The second 
appears in earthly form as the Buddha preaching salvation in the 
nirmanakaya. Among the deities of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, 
it is only the six Buddhas from the six realms of incarnation who 
appear in the form of incarnated saviors. 
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The Buddhist doctrines of the Mahayana and particularly of 
tantric Vajrayana Buddhism, which were privileged to incorporate 
the ancient experience of Indian Yoga in a mystical synthesis, 
developed a schema from the trikaya doctrine that was soon 
supplemented by a "fourth body." This "fourth body" is the indi
visible trinity of the trikaya as unity in the great experience of their 
simultaneity (S. sahaja; T. Lhan-skyes) or the "great bliss" (S. 
mahasukha; T. bDe-ba chen-po). This experience of the unity of 
all things after the perfection of the "three bodies" is characterized 
as the "fourth body" or as the fourth stage of the mahasukhakaya 
(T. bDe-chen-gyi-sku), the spontaneously self-generating inner 
body (S. svabhavikakaya; T. Ngo-bo-nyid-ki sku) or as sahajakaya 
(T. Lhan-gcig skyes-pa'i sku) of the "simultaneously originated 
body." It is the body of the authentic inner essence (T. Ngo-bo-
nyid) and wil l be designated only as svabhavikakaya in the follow
ing chapters. The trinity and the one body as the fourth experience 
of indivisible (T. dByer-med) unity were identified, as forms of 
spiritual experience, with certain centers in the human body, 
which in Yoga is seen as an image of the macrocosm in a 
psychophysical and microcosmic order. M a n himself then be
comes the plane of activity of the subtle emanations of the Sacred 
or of buddha-nature. 

We shall again and again encounter these emanations of the 
Sacred from the mysterium of the diamond-nature of the Buddha, 
the suchness, the most perfect wisdom of the transcendent Tatha
gatas, when we consider the exoteric and esoteric statements of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, which always present us with a wealth 
of symbols and symbolic relationships. Because of the variety of 
traditions and schools from which we have received the teachings 
of the Tibetan Books of the Dead, it is difficult to provide an 
overview that does justice to the various systems. The language of 
the Buddhist texts of Tibet is usually an aggregation of symbols 
and notions which are often capable of several meanings. Espe
cially in the case of the initiations we must try to hold to one 
schema among the many that wil l prove to be of general validity. 

The introductory verse of the Bar-do thos-grol chen-mo (the 
Great Book of Liberation through Hearing in the Bardo) begins by 
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dividing up the cycle of deities into emanations according to the 
trikaya doctrines. From the dharmakaya comes the Buddha of the 
immeasurable shining light, the radiant Buddha Amitabha; in the 
light of the sambhogakaya shine the peaceful and wrathful deities; 
and as the incarnate disseminator of these teachings there appears 
in the nirmanakaya the Indian tantric and gum, Padmasambhava, 
who in the texts of the ancient Red Hat sect of Tibet is also 
referred to as a "second B u d d h a . " 4 1 

According to the Indian Buddhist Yoga school's categoriza
tion of man's inner cosmology, there are various psycho-
energetically concentrated centers called lotus cakras, situated on 
the axis of the vertebral column. We shall first consider the four 
most important of these centers, which we shall characterize as the 
planes of activity of the trikaya doctrine. Many Tibetan texts agree 
that a lotus center (S. cakra; T. 'Khor-lo) with a varying number of 
petals is situated in the region of the navel, the region of the heart, 
the larynx, and the top of the forehead. A l l four cakras are con
nected to each other by "subtle" nerve-channels. In the center of 
the navel region (solar plexus) is a 64-petalled lotus, the focus of 
the emanation of the nirmanakaya (T. sPrul-pa'i 'khor-lo). This is 
the physical plane of the development of action and karmic activ
ity. Above this, in the region of the heart, is the eight-petalled 
lotus, the jnanacakra (T. Ye-shes-kyi 'khor-lo, or Thugs-kyi 
'khor-lo). This is the plane of spiritual actualization in the dhar
makaya. The heart-center is the place of highest experience. Above 
this, in the region of the throat, is a 16-petalled lotus, the center of 
the activity of the sambhogakaya (T. Longs-spyod-kyi 'khor-lo). 
This is the verbal plane of mantras and invocations to the tran
scendent buddhas. The topmost lotus center has 32 petals and is the 
plane of intellectual experience and of discriminating thought and 
is characterized as the focus of the great bliss of the 
svabhavikakaya (T. bDe-chen-gyi 'khor-lo). This system wil l have 
to be supplemented later by another cakra, but this four-fold divi
sion wi l l afford us a solid foundation for the initiation-schema of 
Vajrayana Buddhism, which is also applied in detail in the Tibetan 
Books of the Dead. We must also remark, however, that the order 
of the four centers can be reversed in the initiations. 
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Fig. 3. Guru Padmasambhava (top), the Tibetan king Khri-srong lde-
btsan (left), and the sage Santaraksita (right). From an old block print 
from Western Tibet. 

There belongs to every ritual in Vajrayana the initiation with 
consecrated water, which forms the central point of a symbolic 
purification of the adept. This rite is called abhiseka (T. dBang-
bskur) and is performed together with initiations into a higher 
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esoteric wisdom or system of teachings. Connected with this is the 
"dispensing" or "transmission of power" (T. dBang-lung) which 
empowers the pupil or adept to practice and perform certain 
esoteric doctrines and ritual activities. Only after such an initiation 
can the pupil himself transmit the teachings to a successor. With 
the abhiseka consecration the pupil is released and directed into 
self-responsibility for his further activity on the spiritual path. 

Every transmission of Tibetan secret teachings of the Tantras 
and the higher doctrines of Vajrayana is accompanied by such 
initiations with abhiseka. They are the ritual medium of the par
ticular circumstances for the transmission of the secret mantras, 
texts, and such complex doctrines as are contained in the Tibetan 
Books of the Dead. 

The whole person is included in the ritual initiations and is 
presented with the secret wisdom that wil l make comprehensible 
to him the path of emanations of the absolute buddha-nature. The 
person himself then becomes the place of the mystery, into which 
the planes of the trikaya wil l unfold. In our case the consecrations 
with water and other sanctified ritual objects serve to allow the 
meaning of the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead to be 
grasped as a happening within the soul. Or, expressed in purely 
Buddhist terminology: all appearances and experiences of the 
deities of the Tibetan Book of the Dead are conditions of human 
awareness relative to the highest reality, which manifests itself in 
various ways. 

To this end we have the schema of the four initiations (T. 
dBang-bzhi), which pertain to man's psychic transformation. They 
symbolize the four shapes of the realization of pure buddha-
nature, which can be much better grasped and actualized if the 
four psychic centers, or lotus cakras, are purified of the stains of 
ignorance, delusion, hate, greed, and false ideas. The attainment of 
purity of mind and spirit on the path of liberation is the symbolic 
task of the four kinds of abhiseka-consecration. Each of the four 
initiations corresponds to a lotus center, and they are given either 
in the natural sequence or else in reverse order as a complement to 
the consecration. If we follow the course of the four abhisekas as 
presented already, we wil l recognize the manifestation of the Sa-
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cred in a sequence of emanations with four shapes, which through 
the consecration become an inner transformation. 4 2 We will learn 
a similar sequence of consecrations through the six sacred syllables 
when we come to consider the six Buddhas of the bhavacakra. 

With the kumbhabhiseka (T. Bum-dbang) all hindrances and 
contaminations on the psychic plane are removed and purified. 
One must thereby meditate upon the mantric syllable O M , which 
emanates from the forehead of the Buddha as a radiant white 
syllable. Then the profane human body (T. Lus) is transformed 
into a higher sanctified body (T. sKu) of a purer form of being. 
With the guhyabhiseka (T. gSang-dbang) profane speech of error 
and hatred is purified, while the red syllable AH shines forth from 
the throat of the Buddha and descends into the lotus of the sam-
bhogacakra. Ordinary speech thereby becomes the sacred Word, 
the mantra as the expression of the sambhogakaya. During the 
prajnabhiseka (T. Ye-shes-kyi dbang) one meditates upon the blue 
syllable H U M , which radiates from the heart cakra of the Buddha. 
This purifies with its light the level of the heart as the place of pure 
spirit and feeling, and the pupil attains the true center of pure spirit 
in the heart (T. Thugs) as the origin of the dharmakaya. The fourth 
consecration is the sahajabhiseka, performed in the light of the red 
mantric syllable H R I H (emanating from the navel of the Buddha), 
which goes to the nirmanacakra and purifies the whole trinity of 
body, speech, and spirit (thought), and thereby leads to the ac
tualization of the indivisible svabhavikakaya. 4 3 

With these four most important initiations of the Vajrayana 
the profane person is transposed into the higher state of the 
diamond body (S. vajrakaya; T. rDo-rje'i sku), after his worldly 
existence has been transformed into higher spiritual being by the 
emanations of the diamond-nature or vajra-essence of the tran
scendent tathagatas. The whole ritual of this four-fold consecra
tion is naturally much more complex, but this paraphrase should 
suffice to convey the essence of the abhiseka-consecration with 
respect to the bardo. 

The transmission of the initiations or the abhiseka consecra
tion involves not only the ritual purification of the unenlightened 
awareness as described above, but each initiation is associated 
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Lotus 
32 Mahasukhacakra Svabhavikakaya Orn Kumbha- Kayavajra 

(or Sahajacakra) Intellect Abhiseka 

16 Sambhogacakra Sambhogakaya Ah Guhya- Vagvajra 
Verbal Plane Abhiseka 

8 Jnanacakra Dharmakaya H u m Prajfia 
Spiritual Plane Abhiseka 

Cittavajra 

Nirmanacakra Nirmanakaya 
Physical Plane 

H r i h Sahaja- Jfianavajra 
Abhiseka 

T A B L E 1 

with a particular piece of wisdom which is given to the adept for 
his further spiritual path. Thus, a concrete doctrinal content is 
connected with the initiation, one which relates to particular as
pects of the Buddhist religion or to whole texts, such as a Tantra. 

In the Tibetan Book of the Dead we find a series of initiations 
which always relate to certain groups of aspects. Throughout the 
whole ritual, the recitation of which lasts several hours, a series of 
systematically structured initiations is performed which have as 
their content the separate stages of knowledge from the visions of 
the Book of the Dead. These consecrations relate to, among others, 
the five errors and hindrances (T. Nyon-mongs-lnga), the five 
groups of the human personality (T. Phung-po-lnga), and the five 
elements (T. 'Byung-ba-lnga), and they explain the meaning of the 
five Buddhas, the eight Bodhisattvas, and the peaceful and wrath
ful emanations. With the help of the ritual they also explain in 
detail the deeper meaning of the famous six-syllable mantra, om 
ma ni pad me hum, and the associated six Buddhas (T. Thub-pa-
drug). 

This wisdom is taught on the various planes of the trikaya, 
i.e., for each of the three or four stages these contents can be 
expressed in a different form, in the form appropriate to the stage. 
There arises from this an abundance of initiatory symbolism, 
which for the same content can use quite different symbols, im
ages, signs, mudras, colors, elements, or mantras. The meanings of 
the most important groups of symbols, of the most significant 
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religious, philosophical, and psychological contents, wil l be dis
cussed in section II, 4. 

3. The Six Kinds of Bardo 
and Other "Intermediate States" 

The essence of eternity is duration, the es
sence of the world is order, the essence of 
time is transformation, and the essence of 
birth is life and death. 

HERMES TRISMEGISTUS 

T H E K E Y W O R D for the understanding of life and death and their 
meaning in a constantly changing world is bardo (S. antarabhava), 
which means "intermediate state." From the Tibetan we have 
"bar ," meaning "between," and " d o , " a numbering concept 
which designates the equality or equilibrium between two things 
or between two weights, values, numbers, or contents. In the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead "bardo" designates a state between two 
similar states or conditions, namely, the state "between two lines" 
or kinds of existence in bodily or earthly form. Thus we see that 
the word "bardo" names a third thing, namely, the state of exist
ence of a person after his death and before his rebirth. 

The concept of the bardo must be construed in a broader way 
in order to grasp its dynamics. For we are here touching upon a 
way of thinking common to Asia in general and particularly 
characteristic of Buddhism, namely, the idea of the continuity of 
being or of life. It is therefore quite natural that bardo, the inter
mediate state, has many more meanings than just the state of 
existence after death. We shall see in what follows that there are a 
number of defined intermediate states, and this leads us to the 
Buddhist recognition that there is ultimately in life, in knowledge, 
in every kind of existence and form or matter, nothing but inter
mediate states, and no definitive or final and immutable forms. 
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The absolute withdraws from definitions, it is above all conditions 
and changes, and outside it there is only the relative, the becoming, 
the existent, and the not yet become (future form). 

We recognize all this through consciousness, which knows the 
empirical world or believes that it has grasped existence and is also 
conscious of something higher and imperishable, timeless and 
deathless. In the space between the manifold evolution of the tran
sitory forms of existence and the continuity of Being itself is 
situated the great polarity of human consciousness. 

Mahayana Buddhism and especially the Buddhist Tantras 
formed a further basic notion from this knowledge, which has the 
same importance to us as that of the bardo, namely, the paired 
concepts of samsara and nirvana (T. 'Khor-'das). Samsara is the 
cycle of existences, of every kind of being in the world resulting 
from attachment to every kind of material existence. It is also the 
connection of the spiritual with matter. A l l persons and materials 
including the living bodies of humans, animals, and plants are 
transitory, subject to suffering through transformation and the 
perishability of their temporal form. Beyond all this lies the death
less realm of salvation, the totally Other, the immeasurable place 
of the Absolute, which is in all religions and philosophies charac
terized by the highest concepts of which language is capable. 

In Buddhism this is nirvana, the goal of the teachings of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. Yet it is not anything beyond, in a 
spatial sense, but it is, as the highest liberation, a possibility of 
Being. The more a fulfilled person comes to inner freedom from 
the transitory world, the nearer he approaches the goal of en
lightenment and fully conscious presence and the more he di
minishes the intermediate state between the highest transcendence 
and the greatest attachment to the world. Samsara, the world of 
changes, and nirvana, the condition of highest liberation and sal
vation from the perishable, are two inseparable poles of Being (T. 
'Khor-'das). This specifically tantric insight of the Indian siddhas 
and gurus of the Vajrayana is of considerable importance for the 
understanding of the bardo as a concept of dynamic Wel
tanschauung. Bardo unites two states, as a continuity of forms of 
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existence, which only our discriminating consciousness tends to 
separate. 

Only a few of the many kinds of bardo states mentioned in the 
Tibetan texts wil l be described here. They show that bardo is a 
central concept for continuity, a dynamic concept, which in the 
metaphorical sense stands for "intermediate states" in every mo
ment of life. Every form of bardo is the recognition of an inter1-
mediate state in the course of continuously transforming existence, 
for there is no eternal state in the world of existence. Every instant, 
every minute, and second is a moment of the state in which a thing 
is situated between its past and its future. Although there are many 
kinds of bardo, the bardo of the world beyond between two possi
ble earthly existences is the most important. It is the great oppor
tunity for transformation by one's own power. 

Every moment is different from the previous one, but each 
moment is also the point of departure for the direction of future 
conditions of existence. A river seems always to flow in the same 
way, and yet at every moment the water in the same place is 
different. Life, too, is a state, and so is death; both are conditions 
of unitary Being. If we recognize the intermediate state as a mo
ment of change, each one is then a starting point of transforma
tion, from which we can set about forming future becoming. A l l 
the more so when we recognize that the intermediate state binds 
together both ends of past and future. In relation to the bardo in 
the Tibetan Book of the Dead, this means the possibility of the 
unfolding of life and activity without temporal restriction in the 
sphere of being after death. For death for the Tibetans is only a 
form of life without the earthly veil. We shall now confirm this 
from the numerous definitions in Tibetan writings about the 
bardo. 

The doctrines of the bardo emphasize that, from the Buddhist 
point of view, man himself can participate in the three planes of 
existence of the trikaya. If the buddhas and bodhisattvas have 
risen through earthly life to the highest form of being of the dhar
makaya, this way must also be a possible spiritual path for man, 
on which he can experience in various forms the three kinds of 
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absolute or dharma (law). From the "Six Doctrines" of the Indian 
siddha Naropa (T. Na-ro-chos-drug) and, for example, from the 
Tibetan Book of the D e a d , 4 4 we are acquainted with six kinds of 
intermediate states, which we can tabulate as follows: 

1. sKye-gnas bar-do the bardo of the realm of life (place of 
birth) 

2. rMi- lam bar-do the bardo of the dream state 
3. bSam-gtan bar-do the bardo of meditation 
4. 'Chi-kha'i bar-do the bardo of the experience of death 
5. Chos-nyid bar-do the bardo of the experience of reality 
6. Srid-pa'i bar-do the bardo of seeking rebirth 

A . T H E FIRST G R O U P O F T H R E E B A R D O S 

A S I N T E R M E D I A T E STATES F O R T H E T R A N S F O R M A T I O N 

O F A W A R E N E S S I N THIS L I F E 

The first intermediate state, the sKye-gnas bardo, designates birth 
in the sphere of existence and means that the whole span from 
birth to death is to be seen as an intermediate state. We can desig
nate it as such because it is only one in a long chain of successive 
forms of existence of life. Life appears as a state between two 
death-experiences, one before birth and one at the end of life, and 
the state of death in the beyond always repeats itself between two 
forms of life on this side. Therefore Naropa in the " K h r i d - y i g " 4 5 

characterizes the first intermediate state as the bardo between life 
and death with the following definition: "If life is, and not death, 
between these two is the sKye-'chi bar-do." The great Tibetan yogi 
M i - l a ras-pa recommends that in the bardo between life and death, 
within the span of earthly existence, one should meditate upon the 
two kinds of yoga (T. bsKyed-rdzogs-rim), the yoga of meditative 
unfolding of images (S. utpattikrama; T. bsKyed-rim) and the yoga 
of the great unification (S. sampannakrama; T. rDzogs-rim). 4 6 

These two yoga techniques develop the knowledge that all things 
arise from the ground of consciousness and that all images and 
ideas are to be dissolved again into the great emptiness. As we shall 
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soon see, this practice for the after-death state is the only right way 
to escape the dangers of the bardo. If the path of earthly life is 
illuminated by such practices, then the bardo of the path (of life) is 
fulfilled (T. Lam-gyi bar-do). According to M i - l a ras-pa this means 
that the intermediate state on the earthly plane as a human being is 
fulfilled with meaning. In the "root verses of the six bardos" (T. 
Bar-do'i rtsa-tshig) 4 7 it is pointed out that one should dedicate 
oneself in the bardo of the realm of life (T. sKye-gnas bar-do) to 
the three basic forms of appropriating knowledge through hearing 
the teaching, contemplation, and meditation (T. Thos bsam sgom 
gsum). 

The second bardo relates to the intermediate state in the 
dream state (T. rMi-lam-gyi bar-do). According to Naropa in the 
" K h r i d - y i g , " 4 8 a person is in the bardo of the dream state "when 
sleep has come and sleep has not yet gone." In the Tibetan teach
ings about the dream state (T. rMi-lam) particularly important 
psychological directions are given as to how the continuity of 
waking consciousness can be influenced and controlled during 
sleep and dreaming, in such a way that the person even during the 
dream can be clear about deceptive dream-imagery. Identification 
with those images of the dream world would lead to the obfusca-
tion of awareness and thereby to increasing ignorance and attach
ment. Just as by means of concentrated practice a person can as an 
impartial onlooker guide his own awareness through the inter
mediate state of the dream without being affected by delusions, so 
he is able, later, in the Chos-nyid bar-do of the experience of 
reality in the beyond, to recognize and follow the path of his 
awareness-principle. M i - l a ras-pa said that in the rMi- lam bar-do 
one should meditate upon the appearance of the clear light (T. 
'Od-gsal) and the deceptive body. Thereby the hindrances of igno
rance are overcome even in the dream, and they are therefore also 
no longer effectual in waking consciousness. 4 9 A n d so, with the 
help of certain yoga practices, dream visions change into forms of 
knowledge, and the intermediate state of dream and sleep becomes 
filled with meaning. It is interesting that the exercises from the 
teachings about dream consciousness work with an applied tech
nique of opposed symbols, a polar and dynamic technique of 
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knowledge, which as a psychological attitude also underlies the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. 

The third bardo is the intermediate state during meditation (S. 
dhyana; T. bSam-gtan) and samadhi (T. Ting-nge-'dzin), the two 
states of concentrated awareness and ecstatic vision, in which all 
images and false ideas are dissolved. Here too, the yoga of medita
tive unfolding and of perfectly unified vision (T. bsKyed-rdzogs) 
should be practiced, in order to direct awareness towards the pure 
and imageless form of the dharmakaya. In samadhi, the high point 
of meditation, the clear light of the radiant dharmakaya is ac
tualized. A l l deceptive images (T. 'Khrul-pa'i tshogs) are thereby 
dissolved and the pure nature of unmuddied and liberated aware
ness is attained. Only this yoga leads to the liberation of con
sciousness from the power of desire and passion, and from the 
attachments to the transitory world of illusion and thus constitutes 
the presupposition of salvation in the bardo after death. We can 
therefore characterize the three kinds of bardo state already dis
cussed as those planes on which a progressive self-actualization 
and overcoming of the world can take place. They are therefore 
the most important preliminary stages of educating awareness for 
the great experience of the dramatic visions and events of a world 
beyond, and thus they constitute access to the renewal of life in the 
next existence. 

B . T H E S E C O N D G R O U P O F T H R E E B A R D O S 

A S I N T E R M E D I A T E STATES F O R T H E G U I D A N C E 

O F A W A R E N E S S I N T H E W O R L D B E Y O N D 

With these three intermediate states we come to the experiences of 
awareness in the bardo of the world beyond or the after-death 
state, which the mystery of the trikaya doctrine wil l make trans
parent. 

In the " K h r i d - y i g " of N a r o p a 5 0 the three intermediate states 
of the bardo after death are identified with the great experience of 
the trikaya: " I n the clear light (T. 'Od-gsal) of the highest (first) 
bardo (the 'Chi-kha'i bar-do) appears the dharmakaya. In the 
middle one (the second, or Chos-nyid bar-do) appears the sam-
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bhogakaya, and the last (the Srid-pa'i bar-do) is the not yet con
cretized nirmanakaya." 

The first or 'Chi-kha'i bardo as the intermediate state at the 
moment of death brings before the spiritual eye the vision of the 
"clear light" which arises from the depths of awareness. The clear 
and radiant white light is the highest experience of the reality of 
the dharmakaya (see also chapter II, 6). Thereafter consciousness 
begins slowly to perceive the rays of the five elements, which de
velop into lights and visionary images of the peaceful and wrathful 
deities of the mandalas of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. This is 
the radiant, "heavenly" realm of the sambhogakaya, the descent of 
the Chos-nyid bar-do as experience of reality. 

In the third intermediate state after death, the Srid-pa'i bar-
do, awareness begins the descent into the concretions of the mate
rial realm, whose powers are concentrated into the potential of the 
nirmanakaya before rebirth. The relationship of awareness with 
the muddy emanations from the worlds of incarnation are taken 
up, and there appear the six Buddhas of the realms of existence as 
incarnate guides through the existences in one of the six worlds, or 
lokas (for a detailed account, see chapter III, i). Naropa has the 
following to say about these processes (Khrid-yig, Fol 46 6): 
"When the wisdom of the pure clear light in the awareness-
principle of the dead person has been transformed into the clear 
light of bliss and emptiness (T. bDe-stong), then the first bardo has 
been entered. That is the dharmakaya in the experience of death. 
After this has arisen and become a certainty for the dead person in 
the bardo, there then appear in him as if in a dream the divine 
images (or forms, T. sKu), and then the radiance shines forth from 
the clear light. Thus the clear light emerging from itself is recog
nized. A n d if it has been recognized at the right time, bliss and 
emptiness and the fields of divine forms (namely, the transcendent 
buddhas) then endure without interruption." 

" I n the second, the middle (Chos-nyid) bardo, there appear 
the victorious forms of the sambhogakaya." 5 1 The text elucidates 
further that in this state of confronting the visionary deities all 
desires of thought are overcome and the awareness is totally 
purified. At this point one should contemplate the hindrances and 
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sufferings of the beings in the six worlds of rebirth and use this last 
chance in this bardo of experience of reality in order to reach the 
state of sambhogakaya. Thereby the liberated awareness-principle 
remains in the fields of bliss on the plane of the bodhisattvas in 
view of the radiant Buddha Amitabha, who illuminates those 
realms as the Buddha of immeasurable shining light. 

In the last intermediate state, the awareness of the dead per
son experiences, in the beyond, the Srid-pa'i bar-do as the search 
for a new existence and there experiences the pre-formations of the 
arising nirmanakaya. Here, there appear from the rays of the dim 
lights of the six worlds all the Herukas in male and female de
monic form, and as guides through these worlds the six Buddhas 
of the bhavacakra come before the spiritual eye of the dead person. 

In his "Hundred Thousand Songs" M i - l a ras-pa says that the 
dharmakaya can be reached by practicing a developing and unify
ing yoga (T. bsKyed-rdzogs) as well as the teachings of the 
Mahamudra . 5 2 The latter centers around the doctrine of the great 
experience of the "clear light." The sambhogakaya as the body of 
bliss fulfills itself in the bardo of the experience of reality through 
recognition of the peaceful and wrathful deities (T. Zhi-khro), 
while the nirmanakaya characterizes the Srid-pa'i bar-do before 
the beginning of the next incarnation. In the recognition of the 
possibility of determining in the Srid-pa'i bar-do the way and type 
of the next incarnation, lies the third great opportunity for trans
formation after death. 

The awareness-principle recognizes the forms of the nir
manakaya and future conditions of being by way of particular 
signs, which are described in detail in the "Six Doctrines" of 
Naropa and in the Tibetan Book of the D e a d . 5 3 Thereby the condi
tions of rebirth can, even in the actual descent into incarnation, be 
determined by the dead person wandering through the bardo, in 
which the forces of his karma point the direction. M i - l a ras-pa 
affirms that all three bodies are immanent in every human being as 
possibilities of spiritual transformation, but that most people 
through ignorance do not realize it. "The clear light at the moment 
of death is the dharmakaya, the pure bardo of reality-experience is 
the sambhogakaya, the manifold births are the nirmanakaya, and 
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the indivisible unity of the trikaya is the svabhavikakaya (T. Ngo-
bo-nyid sku) as the fourth; these are all in us even though we are 
not aware of t h e m . " 5 4 

In a song of the great yogi M i - l a ras-pa, the five "sisters of 
long l i f e " 5 5 prayed for instructions about the doctrine of the 
bardo: 

Please teach us about the dharmakaya, 
explain the dharmakaya as the clear light of death. 
Please teach us about the sambhogakaya 
by explaining the deceptive forms of the pure bardo. 
Please teach us about the nirmanakaya, 
so that we may incarnate by our own powers. 5 6 

The Srid-pa'i bar-do as the intermediate state determinative 
for the kind of rebirth is the most important point in the journey 
through the beyond, without which the dharmakaya and the 
heavenly fields of the sambhogakaya cannot be reached. For only 
very few people thoroughly schooled in yoga may reach the goal of 
the perfect liberation of the dharmakaya in the immediacy of the 
great "clear light." In the last bardo the awareness-principle is 
furnished with a perceiving awareness-body (T. Yid-kyi lus), it 
experiences the working out of its previous karmic deeds as peace
ful and terrifying visions, and it comes before the judge of death, 
Dharmaraja, where its actions are weighed in the balance (see the 
further descriptions in chapter III, 5). Therefore this intermediate 
state is also called the bardo of karmically conditioned finding of 
rebirth (T. Srid-pa'i las-kyi bar-do). 

We have now established that the Buddhist doctrine of the 
three bodies is of great importance for continuing existence and 
the transformations of awareness in the three-fold bardo of the 
world after death. The significance of the bardo is thereby ex
tended to conscious life, and the world beyond becomes a karmi
cally corresponding image of earthly life. If a person in his earthly 
existence has not sufficiently loosened his craving attachments to 
the transitory world and thereby achieved a technique or practice 
of freedom of awareness, he wil l not be able to undertake the 
dangerous path through the bardo. 
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In one of the great Tibetan Books of the D e a d 5 7 it is written 
that the soteriological meaning of the bardo experience is "the 
meaning of all beings, to recognize in the clear light of death the 
radiant dharmakaya," and "it's significance for all beings is to 
attain the highest perfection of the precious Mahamudra (the doc
trine of the great symbol)." A n d "even if this has not been at
tained, let one be aware, in the bardo, of the bardo state," in order 
to perfect the body of the unity of the bardo and Mahamudra. The 
opportunity is thereby given to reach the sambhogakaya, a tran
scendent space. 

We spoke earlier of the emanation of the Sacred, in connec
tion with the absoluteness of the dharma, which emanates in the 
three or four bodies in various grades of knowledge. The teachings 
about the bardo show us that it is a dual process with one form of 
manifestation on the side of life and another on the side of death. 
Ordinary life is the intermediate state of the sKye-gnas bar-do and 
is incarnate existence (S. nirmana; T. sPrul-sku) in the material 
world. There, everything is subject to suffering (P. dukkha; T. 
sDug-bsngal). In the dream state one is no longer aware of the 
body and experiences the illusory bodies of the ambiguous 
dream-visions. To master these by means of yoga leads to knowl
edge of the visionary sambhogakaya. Whoever goes further and in 
clear waking awareness dedicates himself to meditation upon the 
great emptiness (S. mahasunyata) and the unity of awareness, wil l 
recognize the pure, imageless dharmakaya as the radiance of the 
clear light of enlightenment. 

The experience of the transformations beyond in the three
fold bardo are the reverse of the process towards renewed incarna
tion. The disembodied spirit slowly finds its way through the sub
tle forms of the clear light back into the world of visions and 
manifest forms. Just as, at the hour of death, the greatest concen
tration and attention is necessary for an awareness free of suffering 
to find the best and most lucid crossing into the critical part of the 
bardo, so there then appears the dharmakaya as the first light. 
Thus the greatest spiritual experience in the life of man takes place 
with the highest intensity on entering death. During earthly life 
man tries to raise himself from the lower plane of profane igno-
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ranee to the level of the highest wisdom, the dharmakaya. We are 
able fully to describe this significant process with words from our 
Western terminology. Life on earth is a process of constant 
spiritualization, of the actualization of the spiritual principle in 
man. If we now presuppose a bardo, then the transformation in 
the world of the dead is from the highest beginning a constant 
materialization of the spiritual, until a new earthly form is 
fashioned as the strong shell of the spirit. There then begins in the 
child, slowly at first, a continuous becoming-conscious until 
maturity, the mastery of awareness over the bodily principle. 

We can schematize the Tibetan path through life into death 
and again to a new life as shown in table 2, where each bardo stage 
of life has a corresponding stage in death and also a corresponding 
level in the three bodies. 

Earthly Life 
Form of 

the Trikaya The Life Beyond Earthly Life 

Bardo of the + 
Place of Birth 
(sKye-gnas 
bar-do) 

i 
i 

Nirmanakaya ^ -Bardo of Rebirth—» 
(Srid-pa'i bar-do) 

Bardo of the 
Place of Birth 

• 

Bardo of the 
Dream State 
(rMi-lam bar-do) | 

Sambhogakaya! Bardo of Reality 
(Chos-nyid bar-do) | 

Bardo of the 
Dream State 

Bardo of M e d i 
tation (bSam-
gtan bar-do) j 

Dharmakaya 

» 

Bardo of the Death j 
Experience ('Chi-
kha'i bar-do) | 

Bardo of M e d i 
tation 
—and so forth 

T A B L E 2 

C . B A R D O A S T H E I N D I V I S I B L E U N I O N O F T H E E S S E N T I A L 

We have now, through particular consideration of the three inter
mediate states of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, become ac
quainted with those kinds of bardo relating to the continued exist
ence of the dead person in other-worldly spheres, as is generally 
assumed in Tibet. They are of such great importance and treated in 
such detail in the scriptures because the conditions through which 
the awareness wanders in the bardo are considerably more dif-
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ficult than those in this life. Considered psychologically, it can be 
foreseen what it means for man to immerse himself, without rela
tion to embodiment or world, in the depths of the conscious and 
unconscious. We shall return to this question in chapter V I I . 

Here in the manifest world of existence it is possible con
sciously to direct one's life by coming to terms with the objective 
world, although only a few take advantage of these possibilities. 
Therefore, the Tibetan Book of the Dead continually instructs the 
awareness-body wandering through the bardo to recall the teach
ings it received during earthly life, which are said to be of con
siderable assistance for the path beyond. Conscious recall of wis
dom previously learned and experienced in life is the best means of 
finding one's way through the bardo. It is believed that the prac
tice of yoga gives awareness the ability to find its way, even in the 
difficult conditions of the bardo. 

As in all teachings of Buddhist philosophy, it is a question of 
man's learning not to get caught in dualistic definitions in his 
seeking to grasp the Absolute. World and transcendence, con
ceived in static concepts and taken in themselves, lead only to 
man's striving to attach himself to one or the other. But the truth 
lies in between. Thereby even the highest concepts are relativized 
to such an extent that they are no longer alone capable of describ
ing the totality. We are acquainted with the characterization of the 
Absolute as "neither-nor" from the philosophical dialectic of 
Taoism and from the Indian Tantras. 

Also, the great emptiness as a central concept of Mahayana 
Buddhism does not allow any evaluation, as is clear from the 
comprehensive' Prajnaparamita literature. Emptiness (S. sunyata) 
can neither be described in words nor signified in concepts. If one 
attains the highest experience of indescribable emptiness, this can
not even be adequately described by the emotional meaning of 
bliss (T. bDe-ba). Such occurrences remain, for the mind, an inex
pressible phenomenon. The intermediate state between the polar 
opposites remains, for experience, a mystery of the ineffable. Here 
also there is a bardo, as M i - l a ras-pa says in his Songs: 5 8 

In the bardo of a l l -embrac ing appear ing and emptiness there is no 
place for the p l a y of the transi tory and the eternal. 
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In the bardo of bliss and emptiness there is no place for the appear
ance of a conditional object. 

In the bardo between the word and its meaning there is no room for 
practicing scholarship. 

The intermediate state of inseparable communities and con
ditioned polar opposites clearly points to the indivisibility of the 
whole. Intermediate states of manifest form and emptiness (T. 
sNang-stong gnyis-kyi bar-do), of bliss and emptiness (T. bDe-
stong gnyis-kyi bar-do), and of word and meaning (T. Tshig-don 
gnyis-kyi bar-do) point to inner duality and show the uncon
ditioned equivalence of two essential forms of expression, which 
symbolically embrace both the rational and the non-rational ele
ments. Life and the life to come form an indivisible unity, since 
they are bound by the bardo as an inevitable condition. From these 
Tibetan experiences we recognize an unconditioned conviction, 
self-evident to the Asiatics, about the continued existence of life, 
and in addition we obtain valuable insights for the linguistic 
philosophy of symbolic forms, which have so far remained vital 
there with uninterrupted power. The bardo is then the inevitable 
connecting link between two rationally graspable states of oppo
site kind. Therefore, the other-worldly state of the inexplicable is a 
bardo. 

Of the various other intermediate states characterized as bar-
dos we shall mention a few more that M i - l a ras-pa describes. 5 9 In 
the symbolic and imaginal visions during developing yoga 
(bsKyed-rim), there is in the transition between various contents 
the intermediate state of the vision of both (T. ITa-ba'i bar-do); the 
practice of meditation knows a bardo of meditation (T. sGom-pa'i 
bar-do) as a state of neither perception nor non-perception; be
tween the beginning and the end of religious practices is the inter
mediate state of sacred meditative action (T. sPyod-pa'i bar-do); 
the path from the unfolding of awareness through to the unifying 
vision of the spirit is the intermediate state of utpattikrama and 
sampannakrama (T. Lam bskyed-rdzogs-kyi bar-do); dwelling 
upon the quintessence of spiritual teachings one finds oneself in 
the gNad-kyi bar-do; if the vital and dynamic relation between the 
physical, verbal, and spiritual planes is attained, one is in the 
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trikaya bardo; and if one finally achieves the fruits or results of the 
spiritual path in enlightenment, the liberated awareness then 
dwells in the state of perfection, that is, the bardo of the teleologi-
cal goal (T. 'Bras-bu'i bar-do). 

We should mention peripherally the psychic techniques of 
transmission of consciousness (S. samkranti; T. Tho-ba) and the 
re-animation of a dead person (S. parakayapravesana; T. Grong-
'jug). The purpose of the yoga practice of transmission of con
sciousness is to prepare the topmost point of the skull (the fon-
tanelle) by psychophysical exercises in such a way that at death it 
is possible for consciousness to exit unhindered. This technique is 
not without its dangers and is practiced under the direction of a 
guru. Using meditation on the breath and on syllables, it lasts at 
least fourteen days, but once it has been practiced successfully it 
need not be repeated in life. The exercise is associated with medita
tion on the syllable H I G and the radiant light of the Buddha 
Amitabha. When blood or lymph appears at the fontanelle, the 
path for awareness has been opened and the yoga can be discon
tinued. It is characteristic of the significance of the bardo for the 
Tibetans that these preparatory exercises are not performed to
wards the end of life, but usually at a much younger age. Then one 
can face the future with a clear spirit. A brief overview of the 
esoteric doctrine of the transmission of consciousness can be found 
in Evans-Wentz. 6 0 

Even more secret was the ancient Indian tradition of the Tan-
tric Naropa (or Nadapada), which was said to lead to the re-
animation of a dead person (S. parakayapravesana). The technique 
was brought from India to Tibet by the Tibetan sage and trans
lator, Mar-pa chos-kyi blo-gros of Lho-brag in southern Tibet, 
who is known as the guru of M i - l a ras-pa. The latter gave it to his 
son, Dharma mdo-sde, who, however, met with an unfortunate 
sudden death. Since he had not transmitted the doctrine further, 
the authentic secret wisdom of this technique was lost. We find 
that a few directions have been preserved in certain texts, in the 
"sNying-thig" literature, for example. Ancient shamanistic prac
tices must have persisted in this kind of yoga, which is based on the 
assumption that one can breathe life back into a dead person. If 
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we think of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation techniques practiced in 
contemporary emergency medicine, it seems as if the ancient In
dians already had sound knowledge of how to reactivate the func
tioning of the heart. Yoga is without doubt one of the most effec
tive methods of psychical and physical regulation of man. 

We shall close our discussion of the bardo by emphasizing 
that in Tibet the intermediate state has had a central significance 
that goes beyond the Book of the Dead. It was the moment not 
only of uniting past and present but also of consciously forming 
the future. From the bardo leads the path towards improving the 
conditions of one's own future being; bardo is the plane of karmic 
transformation. Whoever does not understand this experiences the 
bardo as the plane of suffering, of progress through the terrifying 
visions of the world after death with its eighteen different forms of 
hellish torment. For one who has not attained liberation during 
life, the intermediate state becomes the suffering of the torments of 
death (T. 'Chi-kha'i bsdug-sngal-gyi bar-do). 

4. On The Symbolism of Tantric Polarity, 
the Trinity, the Quaternity and the 

Fivefold, and of Colors and Elements 

Now appear the lights of the five orders, 
which constitute the unity of the four wis
doms: Take care to recognize them. 

TIBETAN BOOK OF T H E DEAD 

IF WE wish to attain a clear overview in our further descriptions of 
the teachings and deities of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, it wil l be 
necessary beforehand to acquaint ourselves with the schemata of 
its symbolism. Mahayana Buddhism and, to an even greater ex
tent, Vajrayana, which is more influenced by the Tantras, contain 
a wealth of symbolism which needs to be known in order to under
stand ritual and meditative practice. The Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, too, contains many of these symbols. There we find sym
bolic language (mantras, for example), colors, and deities, as cos-
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mologically and psychologically conditioned symbols, as well as 
the many attributes of the deities which all have a definite signifi
cation. If, before discussing the individual visions of the deities, we 
present the foundations of this symbolism, we wi l l find that the 
various parts of the Tibetan texts dealing with bardo visions are 
structured according to a quite clear and systematic principle of 
symbolic forms which stand in manifold consistent relationships 
with each other. Moreover, we shall establish that this symbolism 
evolves in definite stages towards the complex pantheon of all the 
bardo deities, who appear together on the fourteenth day in a great 
cosmic mandala. 

It should be remarked that we cannot discuss here the entire 
symbolism either of Vajrayana in general or of the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead in particular. We shall only refer to the characteristic 
structure of an initiatory doctrine such as that of the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead, in order to facilitate understanding of the whole 
work. Later, in chapter III,-we shall make a closer study of the 
symbolism of the deities, since we shall then be setting out on the 
path through the bardo visions in discrete symbolic steps. 

It is already remarkable that the teachings of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead proceed from the premise that the duration of 
the transformations in the bardo between two earthly forms of 
existence is forty-nine days. In this space of time of seven times 
seven days, beginning from the moment of the first vision, all the 
apparitions through to the moment of re-entry into earthly life (the 
moment of conception) occur in a way that corresponds to a pro
gression of symbolic numbers and multiple values. The more the 
awareness-principle in the bardo state becomes conscious of its 
capabilities, the more the visionary forms and images appear, 
which are described in the Tibetan Book of the Dead as images 
from one's own awareness. 

The symbols which are of interest to us here are not so much 
the individual numbers, colors, or forms, but rather the number 
and aspects of the divine worlds that appear in the visions. The 
Tibetans have always had a predilection for gathering together 
important concepts or groups of teachings into number-values. As 
a simple example we could mention "the three deities of long life," 
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or the "four blisses" of yoga, the "five poisons," or the "six doc
trines," or the "eight signs of good fortune." The language of the 
religious texts and especially of the great treatises of Tibet is ex
tremely rich in such group-concepts. It is understandable that as 
definite verses they could be more easily remembered. We con
tinually come across the same things in the texts of the Books of 
the Dead, which thereby afford us an important classification and 
overview. 

We generally find in the writings of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead a progression from the number one to the number two (as 
the most important tantric polarity), the number three (as trinity), 
the number four as quaternity (or as unity from out of the trinity), 
and the number five as the centering of the quaternity and the 
tantric uniting of the cosmological and psychological opposites. 
This leads in its double aspect to the number ten. There then 
follow the equally significant symbolic groupings under the 
number six, under seven unities, and finally various kinds of sym
bolic groupings of eight, of which many have a purely psychologi
cal background. It is clear, just from an overview of these symbolic 
groups, that the Tibetan Book of the Dead presents a masterfully 
developed work of applied psychology drawn from the ancient 
experiences of Yoga and Tantra, and that it has synthesized this 
knowledge about the direction of awareness into a harmonious 
unity as a guide through the bardo. 

We can of course only explain the individual symbolic groups 
in their connection with the corresponding general concepts, in 
order to retain the character of an overview. For the relevant 
details see the explanations and descriptions of the individual 
visions in chapter III. 

A . F R O M U N I T Y T O M U L T I P L I C I T Y 

The founder of Buddhism is known as the Buddha Gautama, or 
Sakyamuni. Although this historical figure laid the whole founda
tion of the teachings, he plays no role in the visions of the Book of 
the Dead. There we experience an exclusively tantric pantheon of 
deities from spiritual visions, in which the role of the bodhisattvas 
is of central importance. We are acquainted with the ideal figure of 
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the bodhisattva from Mahayana Buddhism, the essence of which 
ultimately is represented by the activity of the bodhisattva. The 
enlightened beings, or bodhisattvas, participate in both earthly 
existence and the higher spheres of the way towards enlighten
ment. Vajrayana Buddhism, which is also called Tantrayana be
cause of its use of the texts of the Tantras coming from Yoga 
practice, knows the Adibuddha or primordial Buddha. He is a 
transcendent symbol of the dharma as primordial principle under 
the image not of a historical but of a hypothetical Buddha. From 
this single, all-embracing, and universal Buddha unfolds the whole 
schema of deities, in correspondence with the polarity symbolism 
so essential to and characteristic of Vajrayana, so that all further 
buddhas and deities fundamentally always appear in a double as
pect. A schematic representation (fig. 4) wi l l make this clear. The 
teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead are a portrayal of a 
polar dynamism which discloses a high level of psychological rela
tionships. We know not only the historical Buddha but we also 
find mentioned his predecessors (Dipamkara-Buddha, for exam
ple) and the Buddha of the coming age, Maitreya (T. Byams-pa), 
and we become well acquainted in the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
with the transcendent buddhas or tathagatas, who are the basis of 
the whole psychic transformation in the bardo. There are also 
many bodhisattvas, of whom eight are of particular importance to 
us. 

B . D U A L I T Y A S A N E X P R E S S I O N O F P O L A R I T Y 

In the symbolism of transcendent buddhas in mystical union with 
a female partner, we again find in the teachings of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead a basic idea that is common to the whole of the 
Buddhist tantric tradition. Tantrism involves an integration of the 
feminine and is a doctrine concerned with embracing the oppo-
sites. In Tantra, the Buddha was raised to the level of an ideal 
spiritual image from meditative experience; his essence as the em
bodiment of the doctrine was portrayed in various forms and im
ages, in order to show various aspects of awareness and psychic 
attachments. Or, to put it another way, certain virtues, meditative 
qualities, levels of awareness, and basic psychological truths were 
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expressed by means of different kinds of images of the Buddha. 
These became primordial images of the psychic cosmos, which 
unfolded in front of the mirror of reflective thought. Thus the 
meditation-buddhas (S. tathagata; T. De-bzhin gshegs-pa) were 
formed from intuitive vision as partial aspects of forms of appear
ance of the dharma and were assigned to quite definite realms of 
human existence on the spiritual plane. This ordering took place in 
the mandala, or sacred circle, the total structure of which indicates 
the psychological laws of individuation. 

After the follower of Vajrayana has understood the whole of 
life, the human spirit, the physical realm, and the cosmos, as a 
common plane or a single space in which alone self-actualization 
and liberation from the suffering of impermanence can take place, 
then those buddhas were developed into figures of inner vision. 
Their image should be realized during meditation in the utmost 
detail. Therefore, from the psychological point of view, it is re
markable that precisely these five transcendent Buddhas are, in all 
representations, grouped into a mandala as a square within a cir
cle. 

The emanation of the spiritual is a comprehensive manifesta
tion of Being, which consists of the two opposites of purely static 
potentiality and of dynamic creation, or of masculine and feminine 
energy. Both are foundations of the creation process on the mate
rial and spiritual planes, and only from the union of both can 
evolution take place. The images of the buddhas in the double 
aspect of union with the feminine counterpart, or prajfia, show the 
totality of experience, its starting and ending points, which are 
shown to be totally inseparable in themselves (T. dByer-med). The 
path towards knowledge and enlightenment is represented in the 
image of the buddha, the goal of perfected wisdom in the prajfia, 
and both together are the totality in unbroken unity, or the con
tinuity of integration. 

At the beginning of the mandalas of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead is the Adibuddha; in the developing yoga (T. bsKyed-rim) 
the visualized circling of the center begins with the vision of the 
tantric double aspect. Thus the Adibuddha appears in tantric 
union with his female counterpart, and in this form he is the origin 
of all lights and deities which arise from the first unity. 
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The buddha (as path) and the female partner (as goal) are the 
two concepts (T. Thabs-shes) which serve to describe the process 
of meditation and ultimately also every activity. Every conscious 
act has a teleological purpose; it is goal-directed towards a physi
cal or psychic accomplishment. In the Tantras the Buddha is the 
path or the method (S. upaya; T. Thabs) by means of which one 
can attain the goal of enlightenment. In our context the path 
means practicing the Buddhist teachings in such a way that they 
can become a means to liberation in the bardo. The highest wis
dom is liberation as seen in the "clear primordial light" of the 
death experience. The goal is gnosis, the inseparable unity of path 
and goal, characterized by the union of the opposites of buddha 
and prajfia. The polarity of the tantric mystical union of the bud
dhas has two meanings. Firstly, it is the primordial image of the 
origination of all Being from inseparable totality, and secondly, it 
becomes the spiritual guiding image for a renewed integration of 
awareness which, on the path of disciminating knowledge in the 
"unifying yoga" (T. rDzogs-rim), overcomes and integrates all op
posites. Tantra teaches the complete synthesis of all duality, since 
dualistic thinking is the cause of suffering from these opposites. 
Polarity is, however, the condition of Being. 

A l l the deities of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, and in fact 
most deities in the Buddhist-Tantric systems of India, can be rep
resented as a unity of polarities. In the lower stages of Buddhist 
Yoga the deities are considered in their single aspect, in the direc
tions for meditating upon buddhas and bodhisattvas. The middle 
stages teach alternating realization of either the masculine or the 
feminine aspects of the buddhas and initiation deities. In the 
higher and highest Tantras the student experiences teachings con
nected with the simultaneously appearing double aspects of deity 
and female deity in tantric embrace (S. yuganaddha; T. Yab-yum). 
The way the deities are portrayed in the mandalas therefore cor
responds to the level of knowledge which is being communicated 
by the associated doctrine. 

We meet yet another tantric polarity in the visions of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, since not only the buddhas but also the 
bodhisattvas appear with a female counterpart. Even more exten
sive is the next double aspect, in which both buddhas and 
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bodhisattvas can assume a peaceful or a wrathful form of emana
tion. These are two ways of appearing of the same deity, also in the 
unity of male and female, which play an important role in the 
Book of the Dead during transformation in the bardo. They are 
related to two ways that human awareness manifests, namely, as 
pure knowledge, wisdom, and enlightenment on the one hand, and 
intellectual wisdom, discriminating thought, and rationality on the 
other. 

The center of the heart is the place of perfect, self-contained 
wisdom. It is the heart lotus (T. sNying-ga'i 'khor-lo) as the center 
of man, from which the visions of the peaceful (S. santi; T. Zhi-ba) 
deities and buddhas appear. In the schema of initiations we called 
the heart lotus the plane of the dharmakaya. In the uppermost 
cakra which is the physical location of the mental faculties or the 
mahasukhacakra (T. bDe-chen-gyi 'khor-lo) as the center of intel
lectual awareness, there appear the visions of the wrathful (S. 
krodha; T. khro-bo) buddhas and other bardo deities, and these 
constitute the great opposition to the poise of the peaceful bud
dhas. The terrifying deities are seen as forms of the intellect which 
appear as long as it is involved in the dualistic struggle within itself 
of 'for and against.' As long as the opposition between heart and 
mind has not been overcome, there appear, through pure mental 
capability without primordial relationship, the countless thought 
forms which attach themselves to the impermanent material world 
of desire. This is the great inclination and attachment to earthly 
form (T. sKu), or, if we may so express it, the incarnation of spirit 
in matter. On the other hand, from the heart, the spiritual center of 
man, the path towards transcendence and the unification of 
awareness begins, represented by the five lights and wisdoms of 
the transcendent buddhas. 

We shall return to these topics again in chapter III, since 
there are several relationships in the symbolism of polarity which 
we must first clarify. Figure 4 presents the emanation sequence of 
the polar relationships of the tantric deities. 

C . T H R E E F O L D A R T I C U L A T I O N S 

The best known symbolism of threefold articulation must for us be 
the doctrine of the "three bodies," which we have discussed in 
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A. The Buddha 

Masculine Feminine 
Counterpart 

B. The Bodhisattva 

Bodhisattvas 

Masculine Feminine 
Counterpart 

Peaceful Wrathful 

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. 

Peaceful Wrathful 

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fern. 

1st Emanation 1st Emanation 

I + 
2nd Emanation 2nd Emanation 

Fig. 4. Diagram of the emanation of polarities. 

detail. In the Tibetan Book of the Dead the trikaya symbolism is 
closely related to the three bardo experiences which we saw to be 
planes of transformation in the world beyond. In the bardo of 
death experience (T. 'Chi-kha'i bar-do), achieving the vision of the 
"clear light" (T. 'Od-gsal) is the pure experience of the dhar-
makaya. The span of fourteen days with the dawning of the peace
ful and wrathful deities in the bardo of reality-experience (T. 
Chos-nyid bar-do) is the actualization of manifestations of aware
ness in the sambhogakaya. Finally, with the descent into the Srid-
pa'i bar-do, the new orientation of the awareness-body begins, 
which then enters into a new mortal shell, the nirmanakaya. 

In Tibetan texts we often find mention of the "three jewels" 
(T. dKon-mchog gsum), which are supported by many layers of 
meaning. In the classical symbolism of Hinayana Buddhism, the 
oldest doctrine, the "three jewels" (S. triratna) are the Buddha, the 
teachings (S. dharma), and the community of disciples (S. sarigha). 
Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhism formulated a new version of this 
triad, which assumed even greater significance in connection with 
the transmission of tantric secret doctrines, and today it plays an 
important role in Tibetan religion. This is the trinity of lama, 
yi-dam, and dakini. These three are also manifestations of a simple 
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buddha-nature, even if they have a quite different effect on us from 
the original teachings of Buddhism. The secret doctrine is trans
mitted to the succeeding pupil by a guru or lama with specific 
instructions and an appropriate rite of initiation. The secret doc
trine, the doctrine of the "great symbol" (T. Phyag-rgya chen-po) 
for example, is placed under the protection of a personal protec
tive deity (S. istadevata; T. Yi-dam), which the pupil chooses or 
which is already contained in the teaching. 6 1 The dakini can be 
understood as a mystical female partner, somewhat like the pra
jfia, or feminine counterpart, of the buddhas. She is the "wise one" 
(S. vidya), and the transmitter of secret teachings through listening 
to the inner voice. 6 2 

We thereby come to the third well known triad, which is a 
complex expression of three different processes of awareness. The 
religious teachings are to be learned by listening (T. Thos), 
deepened by contemplation (T. bSam), and actualized by medita
tion (T. sGom). This triad of apperception and inner elaboration 
of outer impressions is also an important aid for the awareness-
principle in the bardo, which, precisely through these three reac
tions, can come into the position of liberating itself from the 
depths of the bardo. The threefold practice is one of the founda
tions of Buddhist teachings. 

The introductory verse of the Bar-do thos-grol (the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead) shows us the trikaya aspect beginning with 
Buddha Amitabha. The threefold division of the emanations can 
happen under quite different preliminary signs. Their condition is 
the theory of the Buddhist mandalas, which form the basis of all 
the assertions of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. In the tradition of 
our texts, Padmasambhava, the Indian Tantric and guru of the 
Vajrayana, is held to be the founder of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. He is characterized as an emanation from the Buddha 
Amitabha, whose supernatural form in the sambhogakaya is iden
tical with the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. As a tantric trinity, 
Padmasambhava himself forms a threefold phenomenal aspect of 
lama, yi-dam, and dakini, as table 3 wi l l show. In it we have 
various relationships from the trikaya symbolism, which wi l l make 
clear the manifold of appearances. The individual groups come 
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from the ancient Buddhist trinity, composed of the "three jewels," 
Buddha, dharma, and sahgha. 

Triratna 
Three Jewels 

Tantric 
Trinity 

Example of this Tantric Trinity 
for Guru Padmasambhava 

Buddha Lama or Guru Padmasambhava 

Dharma, 
The Teachings 

Yi -dam, 
Protective Deity 

Guru drag-po, 
the Wrathful Guru 

Sarigha, 
The Community 
of Disciples 

Dakini , 
Mystical Female 
Partner 

Simhavaktra, 
the Lion-headed D a k i n i as 
a Form of Appearing of Guru 
Padmasambhava 

T A B L E 3 

There are several more threefold articulations of interest to 
us, most of which are related to the trikaya schema, since all visible 
form can appear on three planes of manifestation. One might be 
tempted here to think of Plato's theory of Ideas. There we have the 
eternal and pure and changeless Ideas, then the ideas and images 
of our wil l which have been formed from the Ideas by the Logos, 
and finally the forms and works created from the concrete ideas. 

From the present threefold schema we can now project the 
structure of the bardo visions, which wil l have to be further elabo
rated in our discussion of fivefold orderings (chapter II, 4, E). The 
most important mantric triad in all the holy scriptures and ritual 
texts of Vajrayana Buddhism is the three seed-syllables, Om Ah 
H u m . They are used in almost all mantric recitations and are also 
mystical syllables which denote the unity of the trikaya. They 
occupy a central place in initiations and are the point of departure 
for many meditations upon the buddhas and Buddhist virtues and 
wisdom. They are much used in ritual practice, in the visualization 
of deities and in Yoga, and they also occur in most mantras. They 
are used at the consecration of Tibetan paintings: it is customary 
to inscribe in red characters on the back of portrayals of the 
Buddha the three centers of body, speech, and mind. Om then 
stands for the sacred body of the Buddha, Ah stands for pure 
speech, and H u m for the spirit of the enlightened one. This is the 
prescribed trikaya consecration of religious pictures. 

The white mantric seed-syllable Om appears at the center of 
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Trikaya Padmasambhava The Trikaya The Trikaya The Three Corres
in his Tri According to Ordering of ponding levels 
kaya Aspect the Introduc the Visions of the Bardo 

tory Verse of the Tibe
of the Tibe tan Book of 
tan Book of the Dead 
the Dead 

Dharmakaya Buddha The Immeasur The Adi 'Chi-kha'i Bar-
Amitabha as able Radiant buddha Sam- do, in the Death 
the Dharma Buddha Ami antabhadra Experience 
kaya Form of tabha as a Symbol 

Experience 

Guru Padma of the Dhar
sambhava ma in itself 

Sambhogakaya The Bodhi The Manifes The Peaceful Chos-nyid Bar-
sattva Ava- tations of and Wrathful do of the Ex
lokitesvara the Peaceful Deities of perience of 
as the Sam and Wrathful the Bardo Reality 
bhogakaya Deities of State 

Reality 

Form of Guru the Bardo 
Padmasambhava State 

Nirmanakaya The Earthly Guru Padma The six Bud Srid-pa'i Bar-Nirmanakaya 
Incarnation sambhava as dhas of the do, on the path 
of Guru Pad the Teacher Bhavacakra towards Rebirth 
masambhava of the Tibe as Emanations 

tan Book of of the Bodhis
the Dead attva Avalok-

itesvara 

T A B L E 4 

the skull as the light of the Buddha Vairocana and stands opposite 
the nirmanakaya. The center of the brow is the location of the 
active intellect and at the same time of desire (S. kama; T. 'Dod-
chags), which proceeds from the mind and attaches itself to im
permanent things. The first attachment, and thereby actualization, 
begins with a decision process of the intellect. Desire belongs to the 
three basic faults of human behavior (T. Dug-gsum), which be
come the causes of all other failings and thereby of all suffering. 
The other two are hatred (S. krodha; T. Zhe-sdang) and ignorance 
(S. moha; T. gTi-mug). Hatred expresses itself in the speech center 
and is therefore assigned the red radiant syllable A h , so that 
through its light the symbolic purification of this center can be 
achieved. The throat center as the place of language is ruled by the 
red Buddha Amitabha. However, the cause of all false attitudes is 
basic ignorance and unconsciousness of one's own actions, for all 
kinds of mistakes and burdens leading to attachment and suffering 
arise from behavior that is removed from knowledge and in 
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spiritual darkness. In the threefold consecration (T. dBang-gsum), 
the heart lotus is assigned the radiant blue mantric syllable H u m as 
the light of the Buddha Aksobhya from the dharmakaya. The three 
cardinal errors are also called in Buddhism the three poisons, and 
are the vices of body, speech, and mind, which determine the 
karma of life and rebirth. 

In the bardo the 110 deities of the mandalas appear as emana
tions from the three centers of intellect, speech, and heart. We 
must conceive the three ranks of deities as complementary images 
whose purpose, according to the teachings of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead, is to raise the totality of human awareness out of the 
realm of ignorance towards the light of knowledge, in order to 
attain the stage of imageless enlightenment as experienced in the 
"clear light" of the death experience. Certain Tibetan paintings, 
meditation pictures on the walls of monasteries or on scrolls, 
which give us a total portrayal of the visionary deities, also provide 
a schema of meditation in which a threefold ordering is evident. 
This corresponds to the path of initiation during recitations of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. It consists of three mandalas which 
relate to the psychic centers of man as is known from yoga. Then 
the 58 wrathful deities appear in the center of the brow as emana
tions of the intellect; in the throat center is the mandala of the five 
wisdom deities (S. vidyadhara; T. Rig-'dzin); and in the heart lotus 
appear the 42 peaceful deities, the buddhas and bodhisattvas in the 
fivefold radiance of the elements. A l l the deities together are im
ages of states of awareness, from the most extreme intellectual 
antagonism and self-destructiveness in wrathful form (S. krodha), 
to the peaceful and detached form (S. santi) of pure vision. Let us 
finish by tabulating (table 5) the threefold ordering according to 
the three mantric syllables and the psychic centers assigned to 
them. 

D . S O M E G R O U P S O F F O U R 

With the ordering of our symbols or concepts we come to the 
spatial images of the mandalas. However, we should also re
member here the four mystical bodies, which we saw were the 
triad of the trikaya and the sahajakaya arising from it. Associated 
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Three 
Syllables Color 

Lotus-
center 

The Three 
Basic Failings 

The Three 
Mandalas 

The Deities of 
the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead 

O m White Brow Desire Kayamandala 58 Wrathful 
Deities 

A h Red Throat Hatred Vagmandala 5 Vidyadharas 
(with Prajfia) 

H u m Blue Heart Ignorance Cittamandala 42 Peaceful 
Deities 

T A B L E 5 

with these four mystical bodies or realms of mind and action are 
the four initiations (T. dBang-bzhi), which we meet frequently as 
the tantric rituals of Tibetan Buddhism. Even though this fourfold 
consecration may be the most important kind of Tibetan initiation 
in the Vajrayana teachings, we find among the followers of the 
ancient and non-reformed rNying-ma-pa sect, which goes back to 
Guru Padmasambhava, a system with five consecrations for five 
psychic planes of human being which play an important role in the 
tradition of the Tibetan Book of the Dead in particular. We shall 
return to this in the following chapter. 

Another fourfold symbolism is the visvavajra or crossed vajra 
(see figure 8, upper right). The vajra, or diamond scepter (T. rDo-
rje), is the most important Tibetan ritual object and is central to 
the "d iamond" or "diamond-clear" doctrine of the Vajrayana (T. 
rDo-rje theg-pa), included in which are the texts of the Tibetan 
Books of the Dead. They constitute a synoptic essence of these 
Vajrayana teachings which form a rounded inner structure of the 
Buddhist religion, of Yoga, and of psychology, which were synthe
sized in the Tibetan Book of the Dead into a beautiful and har
monious cosmic-visionary world of all aspects of human aware
ness. The visvavajra (T. rDo-rje rgya-gram), with its ends that 
point to the four directions of heaven, forms the basis of the sym
bolism of Tibetan Buddhist cosmology and of the mandalas. In the 
cosmology there are the four continents (S. catvari dvipani; T. 
gLing-bzhi) which arise from a gold visvavajra as the foundation 
of the cosmos, and they thereby form the orientation of a 
mythical-cosmological world. In a similar schema, the four trian-
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gular fields in the square of the mandala are formed, which are 
assigned to the four directions and elements. Because of the neces
sary addition of the fifth we shall return to the mandalas below. 

An interesting iconographic and psychological phenomenon 
in the Tibetan Book of the Dead are the deities known as the four 
Guardians. These guardians of the four gates (T. sGo-ba bzhi) of 
the mandala have a wrathful appearance and are assigned various 
cosmic colors (see the description in chapter III). Like all deities of 
the Tibetan Book of the Dead the four Guardians appear as 
masculine-feminine pairs, i.e., in the initiation ritual the guardians 
are introduced separately from their female partners, in groups of 
four. As a rule, the four male Guardians point towards the "four 
limitless ultimate questions" (T. rTag-chad mu-bzhi), if we may 
use this collective concept in a somewhat free translation. On the 
other side, the four female Guardians usually stand for the "four 
divine boundless states" (S. catur-apramanani; T. Tshad-med 
bzhi). 

Both groups together constitute the most important elements 
of a meditational practice that in every respect transcends the 
individual personality and which is said to lead to correct insight 
into the right kind of awareness and of corresponding human 
behavior. The "four limitless ultimate questions" concern the 
meaning of birth and death, of immortality and extinction (of life), 
of Being and Not-Being, and of the phenomenal world and empti
ness. These are, in relation to the mandala of the demonic deities, 
the questions that determines one's fate, since they are put at the 
beginning of the visions of the wrathful deities. They are as
sociated in their meaning with the well known "four infinities" (P. 
cakkhu-ayatana), which are practiced as a meditation upon the 
expansiveness of awareness. 6 3 

The other group of four is usually associated with the four 
female Guardians (T. sGo-ma bzhi) and is called the "four divine 
boundless states" (S. brahma-vihara, or apramanani). These are 
the most important qualities or ways of acting for leading a 
spiritual life in the sense of Buddhist teachings. The "four divine 
boundless states" are the conscious development of kindness (S. 
maitri), compassion (S. karuna), sympathy (S. mudita), and 
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equanimity (S. upeksa). These four developments of the divine 
virtues (T. Tshad-med bzhi) are ancient Buddhist ethical demands 
for leading a life of virtue, which had already been established by 
Hinayana Buddhism. They now appear in connection with certain 
iconographic images from the Tibetan Book of the Dead which 
point towards this task. A further fact worth noting is the fourfold 
arrangement in the sequence of the visions of the 110 deities of the 
bardo. The 49 days of the after-death state until the next incarna
tion include four groups of seven days in which the peaceful deities 
appear (7 days), the wrathful deities (7 days), and all the deities 
together (14 days). Behind this remarkable arrangement lie sym
bolic and psychological realities of various aspects. 

We shall again and again be returning to the issue of the 
process of symbolic and ritual purification and consecration in 
tantric initiations; for again in the fourfold articulation of sym
bolic actions we come across a complete initiation system (T. 
dBang-bskur) which corresponds to psychophysical planes of man. 
The "four consecrations" (T. dBang-bzhi) briefly mentioned above 
constitute for us the most important foundation for an under
standing of the "four bodies," which we localized in four different 
lotus centers as planes of psychic development of spiritual powers 
(cf. p. 59). We must accustom ourselves, in dealing with this 
difficult material which comes from various traditions, to the fact 
that in the realm of the initiations there is a huge and often confus
ing multiplicity. There are several hundred consecrations in vari
ous Tantras and secret systems, in which the transmission of initia
tions from school to school can be different. 

Let us now follow the initiation schema of the four consecra
tions in the mandalas of the bardo deities according to the Nges-
don snying-po, 6 4 an important Book of the Dead from the 
rNying-ma-pa tradition of Tibet. Here we have the four consecra
tions in descending order, i.e., the highest consecration belongs to 
the svabhavikakaya above the navel center. The ascending and 
descending progress of the initiation, symbolizing the cycle of en
lightenment and the dissolution of opposites, is something we shall 
meet again later when we come to describe the six Buddhas and 
the path from the six lokas. In the fourfold (and thereby for tantric 
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ritual complete) initiation, the kumbhabhiseka (T. Bum-dbang) is 
given, in order to transform the profane body into the nir
manakaya of the Buddha. With the guhyabhiseka (T. gSang-
dbang) profane language becomes the pure word, with the pra-
jnabhiseka one attains the purity of the dharmakaya in one's heart, 
and with the sahajabhiseka (T. dByer-med lhan-skyes dbang) the 
center of the person fulfills itself as the sahajakaya, or body of 
indivisible totality of the four planes of a religiously and spiritually 
effective wholeness. This is shown in table 6. 

Seed-
Syllable Color Initiation 

Profane 
Existence 

Consecrated 
Existence 

Psychic 
Center 

O M White Kumbhabhiseka Profane Body 
(T. Lus) 

Consecrated Body Skull 
(T. sKu) 

A H Red Guhyabhiseka Verbal Plane 
(T. Ngag) 

Pure W o r d 
(T. gSung) 

Throat 

H U M Blue Prajnabhiseka Heart 
(T. sNying) 

Spiritual Center 
(T. Thugs) 

Heart 
Region 

H R f H Red Sahajabhiseka Earthly M a n Universal M a n Navel 

T A B L E 6 

In order to show once again the inseparability or the func-
tional interdependence of the four emanations of the deities of the 
bardo mandala, we represent in figure 5 the male peaceful deities 
by A, their female counterparts by B, and the wrathful emanations 
of both by Ai and B i . A l l deities are considered to be emanations 
from emptiness, in which the Adibuddha appears as primordial 
image. There then follows the polarity of the Adibuddha in unity 
with the prajfia (represented in figure 6 as Y Y ) , and from the 
primordial couple the 110 deities of the bardo, who fill out the 
circle of the visions in the center of the pyramid. Ultimately, how
ever, all deities are yab-yum, indivisible unity, and dissolve again 
as visionary images from one's own awareness into the great emp
tiness. 

E . T H E F I V E F O L D A R R A N G E M E N T O F T H E M A N D A L A 

In the Buddhist mysticism of the Vajrayana the most important 
part of esoteric symbolism is concentrated in the fivefold arrange-
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of mandala construction, the secret teachings associated with them 
could no longer be transmitted, since they would no longer be 
meaningful. We call particular attention to the rules concerning 
the mandala here, because of the current widespread tendency to 
call every conceivable kind of square or circular arrangement a 
mandala. 

In the central point of the mandala as the center of a lotus we 
have the identity with the origin of all buddhas and deities of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead; the center is the beginning or end-point 
of contemplation, according to the way the meditation process is 
set up. In the course of our portrayal of the visions we shall 
describe all the arrangements of the deities and their symbolism as 
they occur in the mandala. For the detailed theory of the mandala 
and the meanings of its elements, the reader is referred to the 
appropriate literature. 6 5 

The first part of the visions of the Bar-do thos-grol consists of 
the appearance of the five Tathagatas and the eight Bodhisattvas, 
together with their female counterparts, or Dakinis. A l l these man
ifestations of the peaceful deities are represented in the fivefold 
grouping of the mandala, which also reveals a significant psycho
logical structure in the formation and synthesis of symbols. The 
same schema is used for the second part of the bardo visions and is 
applied with certain changes and supplements to the emanations 
of the wrathful deities. To this complex arrangement with the 
same basic structure correspond the consecration rites and the 
initiations, which now relate to a supplemented schema of five or 
of seven psychic lotus centers. The foundation of all mandalas is 
the schema of the five Tathagatas or transcendent Buddhas (T. 
rGyal-ba rigs-lnga), who, together with their female counterparts, 
the Buddha-Dakinis, open up a realm of symbolism rich in interre
lationships. In the center of the mandala is Vairocana, the white 
Buddha, and from him radiate in the four cosmic directions the 
Buddhas Aksobhya (blue), Ratnasambhava (yellow), Amitabha 
(red), and Amoghasiddhi (green). 

The five Tathagatas correspond to the five skandhas or 
groups of the human personality, which stands at the center of the 
Buddhist analysis of Being. The five skandhas (T. Phung-po lnga) 
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are causally connected with the five hindrances (S. klesa; T. Dug-
lnga) which must be overcome if man wishes to tread the path of 
enlightenment and liberation. This path is symbolized as a clarifi
cation by the five elements, which are represented by the five 
female counterparts of the Buddhas (T. Yum-chen lnga). The five 
elements (T. Byung-ba lnga) form the five rays or lights out of 
which the Buddhas coming from the realm of emptiness unfold in 
the vision. The five elemental lights at the same time become the 
basic colors of the directions of the mandala and of the elements. 
Moreover, the five lights are the rays of the five transcendent 
wisdoms, the buddha-wisdoms (T. Ye-shes lnga), which are to be 
actualized if one wishes to overcome the five great hindrances or 
failings of human behavior. 

We can recognize here what a comprehensive and systematic 
symbolism was developed in Buddhist teachings to be able to por
tray subtle psychic and spiritual as well as cosmological processes. 
These are all connected with the symbolism of the mandala and 
appear there in a fourfold polarity, namely of the peaceful and the 
wrathful and the male and the female aspects. The colors of the 
five transcendent Buddhas, which are experienced on the plane of 
the sambhogakaya in the bardo, are also symbolic and relate to the 
cosmology and psychology of the mandala. That is to say, the 
mandala is a microcosmic image of the universe and at the same 
time the image of an intrapsychic and spiritual world, in which 
divine forms are reflected in determinate symbolic images of 
awareness. 

Figure 7 shows the basic schema of the five Tathagatas, which 
can be taken as a model of all mandalas and symbolic relationships 
in the Tibetan Book of the Dead. A l l other representations are 
derived from this basic form. In the center appears the Buddha 
Vairocana (A), he is followed by the Buddha Aksobhya (B) in the 
east, the Buddha Ratnasambhava (C) in the south, the Buddha 
Amitabha (D) in the west, and the Buddha Amoghasiddhi (E) in 
the north. 

The five Tathagatas as emanations of the five transcendent 
wisdoms are each assigned to a specific psychic center, in order to 
eliminate in it, by means of certain meditative practices, one of the 
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Fig. 7. Basic schema of the five Tathagatas. 

five poisons, or hindrances, which obstruct the path towards en
lightenment and liberation. For psychospiritual purification and 
the loosening of the attachments of the five skandhas are pre
requisites for the recognition of the "clear light" in the bardo. The 
five wisdoms of the Buddhas become the great guides on the i l 
luminated path of the five Tathagatas through the terrifying 
realms of the bardo. 

In one of the most important Tibetan Books of the D e a d 6 6 

from the rNying-ma-pa sect we find a fivefold arrangement of the 
psychic centers which is associated with the five Tathagatas. In the 
lotus centers in the skull, the throat, the heart, the navel, and the 
perineum are situated the spiritual forces, in the form of the five 
Tathagatas, that oppose the five hindrances. They correspond to a 
descending arrangement of tantric psychophysical symbols for the 
transformation of the five planes of human activity by means of 
body, speech, mind, deserving action, and karma. As a fifth center 
we find in the perineum the sukhapalacakra (corresponding to the 
muladharacakra in Yoga), which signifies that only by sublimation 
and constant conscious overcoming of earthly desires can tran
scendence and progressive knowledge be attained. This is where 
action (karma) takes root and becomes the cause of all further 
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Fig. 8. The attributes of the five Tathagatas. Block print of an initiation 
card for a death ritual. The symbols show vajra and ghanta, dharma-
cakra, sword, cintamani, lotus, and vis'vavajra. 
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conditions of later life; karma decides the nature of the path 
through the bardo to a new rebirth. Therefore the Buddha 
Amoghasiddhi stands with the wisdom of perfected action over the 
sukhapalacakra. Our Tibetan text assigns to the fourth and fifth 
centers the appearance of more dakinis and above all of the power
ful deity Vajrakumara, who are not generally to be found in the 
better known mandalas of the Bar-do thos-grol. 

In the topmost cakra as the place of the intellect, the visions 
of the 58 terrifying deities appear; these blood-drinking deities rule 
the four directions of the human brain. In the center of speech, 
standing on a lotus, are the five knowledge-holding deities, or 
Vidyadharas, in tantric union with their Dakinis. In the heart 
center is the mandala of the peaceful buddhas and bodhisattvas. In 
the navel center appear five forms of the Dakini Vajravarahi, 
and the lowest lotus center is the place of the wrathful protective 
deity with the three-bladed magic dagger, Vajrakila or Vajraku
mara, who overcomes the three poisons of the instinctual world. 
Since the lower-most cakras are not assigned in all Tibetan texts to 
the Dakinis and Vajrakumara, we have bracketed them in table 7. 

L O C A T I O N C E N T E R P L A N E O F A C T I V I T Y T A T H A G A T A E M N A N A T I O N 
A C T U A L I Z A T I O N I N T H E B A R D O 

1. Skull Mahasukha- Svabhavika- Body Vairocana Wrathful 
cakra kaya Kaya Deities 

2. Throat Sambhoga- Sambhoga- Speech Amitabha Wisdom-posses
cakra kaya Vac sing Deities 

3. Heart Dharma- Dharma- Mind Aksobhya Peaceful 
cakra kaya Citta 

Aksobhya 
Deities 

4. Navel Nirmana- Nirmana- Merit Ratnasambhava Dakinis 
cakra kaya Guna 

5. Perineum Sukhapala Abhisambodhi- Deed Amoghasiddhi Vajrakumara 
cakra kaya Karma 

T A B L E 7 

F. THE SIX R E A L M S OF I N C A R N A T I O N 

In the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead there is a detailed 
description of the six realms of incarnation which are called the 
wheel of life (S. bhavacakra; T. Srid-pa'i 'khor-lo). This sixfold 
world opens up to the wandering awareness-principle on its de
scent into the Srid-pa'i bar-do, where it seeks a place for rebirth. 
We find a detailed portrayal of the Srid-pa ?i bar-do in Evans-
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Wentz's translation of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, that well-
known work to which we must continually refer. 

On the path leading down to the Srid-pa'i bar-do the six dim 
lights appear, which flicker up from the sixfold world of existence 
below. Already in the first days of the bardo visions these six lights 
are perceived close to the clear cosmic radiance of the five 
Tathagatas, and they are considered to be elemental lights from 
the six worlds of existence, which are to be overcome by knowl
edge. The six dim lights are associated with the appearing of the 
six Buddhas of the bhavacakra. 

The most important directions in the texts of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead for the guidance of awareness in the bardo 
emphasize that the dead person should strive for liberation 
through his own knowledge. At all stages of the bardo it is stressed 
that clear knowledge and consciousness is the best path, and that 
rebirth in any form of existence involves suffering and imperma-
nence and the difficulties of attaining liberation. If all the tempta
tions of deceptive visionary images, which are continually referred 
to in the texts as hostile forms of the intellect, can be recognized as 
empty creations of one's own mind and can be immediately pene
trated, one wi l l attain liberation. These images dissolve away and 
the awareness reaches the peaceful and imageless release of nir
vana. Every fleeing from these fearsome and terrifying bardo im
ages and every feeling of being seduced by certain colors and 
visionary apparitions is a step into the ambivalence of the feelings 
of hatred and desire and is attachment to the opposites of divisive 
consciousness. It is therefore a step back into ignorance, for the 
antagonistic forces of desire and aversion prevent salvation and 
unity of awareness in the state of liberation. The awareness-body 
(T. Yid-kyi lus) transforming into salvation of the spirit in the 
bardo knows no neither-nor and endures detached from all appari
tions. 

If this state on the various planes and stages of awareness 
described in the Tibetan Book of the Dead cannot be maintained, 
rebirth is unavoidable. The path through the bardo is either the 
great liberation (T. Grol-lam) or the great suffering and rebirth. 
Karma that has not been worked off drives the wandering 
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awareness-body towards the six worlds; it is attracted by them, 
and its wishes and desires lead it to a new impermanent form. We 
can describe the six realms of existence as symbols of the working 
out of human vices. 

They are those realms of existence which are described in 
various Tibetan scriptures by means of a rich treasury of 
mythological and psychological symbolism. The six forms of exist
ence appear as one-sided exaggerations of human ways of behav
ing and can be derived from the six failings or hindrances. They 
are represented pictorially as the worlds of gods, titans, human 
beings, animals, hungry ghosts, and denizens of hell. Thus the six 
realms of incarnation communicate in a primordial imaginal 
typology of the human character the realms of experience ranging 
from divine joy to the most hellish torments, all of which result 
from human behavior. In a characteristic psychological and tan
tric symbolism of opposites, the vices are portrayed along with the 
corresponding ways of overcoming them. 

The six worlds of incarnation are the realm in which the great 
Bodhisattva of active compassion, Avalokitesvara ("the merciful 
onlooker"), manifests. He is the strongest symbolic figure of 
Mahayana Buddhism and the embodiment of the doctrine of sal
vation on the path from suffering to liberation. In the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead Avalokitesvara appears as the bringer of salva
tion who shows the path of release to the beings in the six worlds. 
We find him described there in his four-armed form or more often 
in his eleven-headed and eight-armed form as Avalokitesvara of 
great compassion (S. mahakarunika-avalokitesvara; T. sPyan-
gzigs thugs-rje chen-po). The various texts explain his various as
pects and say that he appears in the six worlds of incarnation in 
the form of six different Buddhas (Thub-pa drug). These are Bud
dhas from the famous six holy syllables of the great mantra, Om 
ma ni pad me hum, who have assumed visible bodily form in the 
nirmanakaya. This six-syllable mantra is for every Tibetan the 
most holy invocation of Avalokitesvara who is directly associated 
with the six worlds (see chapter III). In the M a n i bka'-'bum, an 
ancient Tibetan text attributed to the first Buddhist king Srong-
btsan sgam-po (617-650), we find many clarifications of the 
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meaning of the six-syllable mantra of Avalokitesvara. 6 7 This work 
is indispensable for an understanding of the six worlds of the 
Srid-pa'i bar-do. There too it says that the five Tathagatas are to 
be understood as emanations from the six syllables of the great 
mantra. 

In the elucidations from the M a n i bka'-'bum we recognize the 
great soteriological significance of the Bodhisattva "Yi-ge drug-
p a , " of the "six-syllable" Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. Beyond the 
forms of the six Buddhas of the bhavacakra, the Bodhisattva be
comes the proclaimer of the "six perfections" (T. Pha-rol-phyin 
drug), of those "six paramitas" necessary to overcome basic 
human failings and to attain liberation. We shall offer one further 
overview of the many relationships of the sixfold symbolism of the 
great mantra Om ma ni pad me hum to the six Buddhas of the 
realms of existence. Further details of this important symbolism 
wil l be explained in chapter III. Table 8 shows the relationships 
between the six worlds, the Buddhas as incarnations of A v 
alokitesvara, the six dim lights, and the assignment of the great 
mantra to the Tathagatas (Fol. 32 a-b from part Vam). 

Six Worlds Six Buddhas Six 
Lights 

Six-Syllable 
Mantra 

Avalokitesvara and 
the Five Tathagatas 

Gods brGya-byin White O m Avalokitesvara 

Titans Thags-bzang-ris Green M a Vairocana 

Human beings Sakya thub-pa Yellow N i Vajrasattva-
Aksobhya 

Animals Seng-ge rab-brtan Blue Pad Ratnasambhava 

Pretas 
(Hungry Ghosts) 

Kha-'bar-ma Red M e Amitabha 

Denizens of 
Hel l 

Chos-rgyal 
Dharmaraja 

Black H u m Amoghasiddhi 

T A B L E 8 

G . O T H E R S Y M B O L I C G R O U P I N G S 

From the rich symbolism of tantric Buddhism in Tibet we should 
mention the remarkable sevenfold temporal division of the bardo. 
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The time from the beginning of the experience of death in the 
'Chi-kha'i bar-do until the next incarnation, which is said to take 
place 49 days later, is an interval of seven times seven days. The 
visions of the bardo deities last fourteen days, the first half bring
ing in six days the 42 peaceful deities and on the seventh day the 
Vidyadharas, and in the second half the 58 terrifying deities ap
pear as the tantric counter-image of the previous visions. Among 
these are also the 28 powerful animal-headed dakinis (T. rNal -
'byor nyer-brgyad), who appear in groups of seven. These groups 
thereby correspond to the fourfold orientation of lamaistic cos
mology and to the arrangements of the mandala as the foundation 
of all divine emanations of the Buddhas. 

The four continents of Buddhist cosmology (S. catvari dvi-
pani) have eight smaller sub-continents (T. gLing-'phran brgyad) 
and thus constitute as a cosmological foundation an important 
mythological aspect of the description of the Srid-pa'i bar-do, in 
which the dead person seeking a place of rebirth (T. sKye-gnas) 
experiences the nature of these world-regions. 

A final eightfold grouping is that of the Bodhisattvas and the 
sixteen Dakinis who appear as visions in the bardo. The eight 
Bodhisattvas rule over the eight kinds of awareness (S. astavi-
jhana) and their Dakinis over the eight realms covered by these 
kinds of awareness. Their counter-images are the eight Keurima 
and the eight Phra-men-ma deities, who together form a group of 
sixteen wrathful Dakinis. A n d so we can recognize from these few 
examples that the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead pos
sess a well ordered and primordially imaginal structure which re
sults from the use of the Buddhist mandalas as the fundamental 
images of all visionary phenomena and divine emanations. 

It would be possible to say much more about the details of the 
symbolism; however, to consider a larger number of Tibetan texts 
beyond the Books of the Dead would necessitate taking so many 
variations and differences into account as to overstep the bounds 
of comprehension. Yet to look at Tibetan paintings and the 
iconographic portrayal of the bardo deities would bring to light a 
large number of things about which one must have exact knowl
edge if one wishes to penetrate further into the essence of the 
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teachings. Even though we should explain as much as possible in 
describing the pictures, we shall give here a general arrangement of 
the cosmologically relevant symbolism of the mandalas of the 
bardo deities. In this we take account only of the cosmic direc
tions, the colors, and the elements: 

Center East South 
white blue yellow 
ether water earth 

West North 
red green 
fire air 

A l l other visible signs, colors and symbols have likewise a 
more or less fixed meaning. The colors of the Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas as well as of all other deities are related to their 
cosmic position in the mandala or to their kind of emanation in the 
hierarchy of the Buddhas. In contrast, the five Tathagatas are 
pictured riding various kinds of animals. The deities are equipped 
with the trappings of the sambhogakaya-state, which is in turn 
used in the tantric symbolism of opposites. The Buddhas wear the 
heavenly buddha-crowns, whereas the wrathful deities have skull 
crowns and are adorned with bones, which indicate the imperma-
nence of all earthly existence. The peaceful Buddhas appear seated 
on lotus thrones in front of a radiant aureole, the color schemes of 
which can vary. In absolute contrast we see the wrathful deities 
appear in aggressive postures with threatening gestures, on the 
lotus in front of an aureole of flames and smoke; they display 
extreme power and inspire great terror. A l l the deities show vari
ous gestures of the hand, which are related to quite definite 
spiritual attitudes cr activities. These wil l be described when we 
discuss the individual deities in chapter III. 

Apart from the hand gestures, the deities' attributes are the 
most important. We find the peaceful deities holding the lotus, the 
wheel of the teachings (S. cakra), the ritual bell (S. ghanta), the 
vajra, the precious stone (S. cintamani), or the patra (begging 
bowl). Among the most important tantric symbols of the wrathful 
deities are the sling (S. pasa), the sword, the club, the spear, the 
arrow, the axe, and above all the tantric skull vessel, or kapala, in 
contrast to the patra. The Indian Guru Padmasambhava, for 
example, is portrayed in various forms of emanation. One shows 
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him as the second Buddha portrayed in the same way as the 
Buddha, carrying the patra in his left hand and with the name 
Sakyasimha. As the tantric master of the Tibetan tradition we see 
the same guru with flowing garments, a vajra in his right hand and 
the white kapala in his left. The attributes or hand gestures are also 
important symbols in denoting the various states or forms of ema
nation of the gurus and deities of the Buddhist tantric tradition. 

We should mention here in particular the trikaya doctrine of 
the three different states of being of the buddhas and deities of the 
Mahayana. On each of the three planes they assume different 
symbols or colors and forms of representation. By means of the 
representation of mystical seed-syllables, the bijas (T. Sa-bon), or 
by the transcription of a sequence of mantras, the deities of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead can be concentrated into an extremely 
small space in the so-called speech mandala (S. vagmandala; T. 
gSung-gi dkhyil-'khor). We also know Tibetan paintings with 
mandalas to the bardo deities, in which the deities' presence is 
portrayed only by colors and small groupings of dots of color. 
Thus the Tibetan Book of the Dead with its visionary deities con
stitutes an individual, self-contained, and complete symbolic 
world within the tradition of Tibetan Buddhism, of which the 
images discussed and shown here are only a small and incomplete 
part. 

5. The Death Ritual 
as Guidance through the Bardo 

T H E A U T H E N T I C Tibetan death ritual consists of a whole series of 
ceremonies and recitations as well as various consecrations, which 
dramatically and vitally supplement the contents of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead. The dead person, together with those present at 
the rites, is summoned to attentive participation in the ritual event. 
Here we shall concentrate on the most important consecrations 
during the recitation of the death ritual, as given in two particular 
books in the great collective work "Peaceful and Wrathful Deities 
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according to the Tradition of Karma g l ing-pa . " 6 8 The order of the 
initiations can be quite different in the various Books of the Dead, 
and the following one has been chosen as representative. We shall 
arrange all further descriptions and also the pictorial material ac
cording to this order, so that, in spite of the variations, some of 
which wi l l be explained in the appendix, we can maintain a direct 
line of progression. In chapter III we shall follow exactly in text 
and picture the ritual instructions of the above-mentioned sources, 
from which we can bring an explanatory overview of the sym
bolism to the descriptions. 

We should mention once again that the various texts of the 
death ritual consist of several books. Some communicate knowl
edge about the process of dying and about the kinds of visions that 
occur in the bardo, as well as speculations about the best technique 
for seeking a place of rebirth. Other texts consist of ritual instruc
tions for symbolic sacrifices to the buddhas and deities, for the 
exorcism of vicious demons, and for the initiations and magical-
ritual guidance of the dead person. 

To the authentic ritual texts intended only for the lamas prac
ticing the rite belong also the wide-ranging mantric texts. The 
ritual books with exact directions for the necessary ritual objects 
and their use during the ceremonies provide for the most part 
religious and psychological knowledge and also symbolism as
sociated with the ritual activity. Many symbolic contents and 
teachings appear within the ritual in abbreviated form and in all 
possible variations. Thus the Tibetan death ritual has come to 
communicate esoteric and practical wisdom to the participants in 
the dramatic course of the ritual activities. A part of the death 
ritual books is quite comprehensible to anyone hearing or reading 
it. The religious, ethico-philosophical, and above all psychological 
content is presented in a theoretical and comprehensive manner. 
Another large portion of the various books within the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead has a purely ritual or mantric character and is 
not in this form comprehensible to the layperson. 

The vehicle of the "way of the mantra" (S. mantrayana; T. 
sNgags-kyi theg-pa) is of a highly esoteric nature, since in it all the 
wisdom is communicated solely by means of syllables and man-
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tras, which have to be learned with great precision. Mantras and 
invocations open and conclude the Tibetan Book of the Dead, and 
they often start and finish each sentence. In many cases only a few 
syllables of a mantra wil l suggest to the initiated what encoded 
subject matter is being dealt with or to what the mantra is to be 
a p p l i e d . 

We can gauge approximately the size of a Tibetan Book of the 
D e a d , the Bar-do thos-grol chen-mo for example, a few of whose 
seventeen volumes were published by Evans-Wentz, by consider
ing that a translation of the entire work together with a commen
tary would be at least three times as large as Evans-Wentz' work. 
We could get the clearest idea of this by attending the readings and 
the death ceremonies themselves. For example, the relevant pas
sages from the collective work "Kar-gling zhi-khro" take at least 
14 days to recite, and can last up to 49 days. In the first 14 days, 
w h i c h are dedicated to the epiphany of the peaceful and wrathful 
b a r d o deities, the ritual recitations begin about six or seven o'clock 
in t h e morning and last about four hours, and they usually take the 
same amount of time again in the afternoon. The guidance of the 
dead person's awareness through the bardo is continuous for the 
first fourteen days, and the following fourteen days are given to 
explanations of the Srid-pa'i bar-do, the world of hell, and the 
bhavacakra. 

Many preparations, which we shall now briefly describe, 
must be made for the setting up of the death ritual, the placing of 
the offerings on the shrine, and for the recitation of the rites. 

"The shrine or house altar, which is found in every Tibetan 
household, is furnished with the pictures and objects necessary for 
the bardo ritual. In addition to the usual images of the Buddha and 
o t h e r sacred figures or deities of Buddhism, one or two scroll 
paintings (T. Thang-ka) are hung up, depicting the peaceful and 
wrathful deities. Some pictures show the 42 peaceful deities, others 
the 5 8 wrathful ones, and yet others show all the deities together. 
If su ch pictures are not already in the house, they are brought by 
the monks from the monastery who have been invited to the reci
t a t i o n . Ceremonies for monks who have died are even more elabo
rate, and for the death rituals of important abbots and saints 
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certain Mahakala dances are performed by monks in black robes 
and accompanied by special death music on drums. In these 
dances certain emanations of the terrible black tantric protective 
deity Mahakala or of the god of death, Yama, are invoked so that 
they may accompany the dead person on his way through the 
bardo. 

Let us turn again to the normal death ritual in which the 
recitations are for a lay person who has died. The house altar is 
decorated with flowers, and bowls of water, sacrificial cakes (T. 
gTor-ma), incense, and fruit are arranged in front of the ritual 
pictures. Then sometimes in addition to the usual candles, a set of 
108 sacrificial lamps is used, made of brass, copper, or silver, or 
else made out of dough and filled with butter. Another possible 
addition to the symbolic arrangement of the altar is the placing of 
various groups of Buddhist signs, made out of wood or brass (or 
silver), in rows in front of the sacrificial bowls. Included among 
these might be the offerings of the five senses (T. 'Dod-yon sna-
lnga), 6 9 the eight Buddhist auspicious signs (S. astamangala; T. 
bKra-shis rtags brgyad), 7 0 the eight sacrificial gifts that bring good 
fortune (S. astadravyaka; T. rDzas brgyad), 7 1 and the seven sym
bols of the royal rulers (S. saptaratnani; T. Rin-chen sna bdun) . 7 2 

Also indispensable is the great rice mandala as the symbolic offer
ing of all precious gifts of this impermanent world to the buddhas. 

First, the monks (at least two or more) arrange the ritual 
objects on the narrow tables in front of which they sit. In the 
tantric ritual for the bardo deities these are the vajra (T. rDo-rje), 
the ritual bell (T. Dril-bu), the small hand-drum (S. damaru; T. 
cang-te'u) of wood or skull-bone with hide stretched on both sides, 
the pair of small cymbals (T. Ting-shags), the tantric kapala (T. 
Thod-pa), a bowl of yellow sacrificial rice, and the ritual jug for 
consecrated water (T. Khrus-bum). This vessel of sacred water is 
of special symbolic significance for the introduction into the teach
ings concerning the visions of the deities of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. In the upper opening of the vessel rests a crown of peacock 
feathers on a stick, which is used as a sprinkler. For the death 
ritual a small picture of the blue Adibuddha Samantabhadra (T. 
Kun-tu bzang-po) with his white counterpart, or prajfia, is at-
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tached to the front side of these feathers. This Buddha is the most 
important figure in the mandala of the bardo deities, being the 
primordial image of all emanations from the dharmadhatu sphere 
of the pure dharmakaya. A final indispensable part of every bardo 
ritual is the small cards with pictures of the deities of the Book of 
the Dead, which the monk holds in his hand. With these cards he 
guides the dead person's awareness, and symbolically that of all 
the participants in the ritual, through the realm of the bardo. The 
cards (T. Tsa-ka-li) are usually only half the size of a postcard, 
have a red border, and portray in separate groups all the deities in 
an order corresponding to the Book of the Dead. According to the 
number of deities pictured together on one card and to the way 
they correspond to the structure of the appropriate Book of the 
Dead, there are various sets of these cards containing from 50 to 
80 of them. The small cards are often true masterpieces of Tibetan 
painting, since often as many as 28 detailed icons of deities may be 
painted in a very small space, care being taken to include all the 
appropriate colors and attributes. We are also acquainted with 
similar cards for the death rituals of the ancient Tibetan and pre-
Buddhist Bon religion. There too, they are used to guide the dead 
person through the realms of the bardo, the cards being shown and 
explained one at a time during the ritual. Connected with the 
showing of the cards, which the presiding lama holds up at certain 
points in the text, are the initiations for the dead person to be 
described below. 

However, without the presence of the dead person the recita
tion of the Book of the Dead cannot begin. It is true that after his 
burial (or cremation) he is no longer physically present, but in his 
place is a picture of him, called his sByang-bu (also mTshan-
sbyang, Byang-bu, or sByang-gzhi). This usually takes the form of 
a Tibetan woodblock print but can also be drawn by one of the 
monks on white paper. Figures 9—13 show five different kinds of 
Tibetan block prints, and two similar examples can be found in 
Evans-Wentz 7 3 and in Schlagintweit. 7 4 The prints are different for 
men and for women. We see first a dead man symbolically rep
resented in a praying attitude kneeling on a lotus with a lotus 
blossom in his hand (fig. 10). He is sitting under a canopy of 
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Fig. 11. sByang-bu for a dead 
woman. Tibetan block print. 
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honor, and on the altar to the side we see an altar lamp (T. Mar 
ine), a gTor-ma (sacrificial cake), and a bowl of rice. These three 
objects play a special role in the death ritual by representing the six 
lokas. The next picture shows a woman with folded hands under 
the canopy of honor kneeling on a lotus. She too holds a lotus 
blossom in her hand. The Tibetan inscription reads: "She who has 
left l ife." The other two pictures show a mantric syllable standing 
for the dead man from the ritual for the Srid-pa'i bar-do. The 
syllable is N r , the mantra for the human world. It stands on the 
lotus throne under the canopy. In the case of a dead man one can 
see in the center of the Nr the mantric syllable H u m , in the case of 
a woman, the syllable Vam. 

For the dead man the reverse side of the Byang-bu (see fig. 12) 
bears an inscription invoking the god of death, Yamantaka, as a 
protective deity. The gap in the text is to be filled by the dead 
person's name. The text reads: 

" M a y the deceased, (Name), through the assembled deities of 
the Sri-Vajrabhairava (another name for Yamantaka) be freed 
from all his failings and taken to the realm of the buddhas." The 
other Byang-du, for a dead woman, is quite similar, but on the 
reverse side the inscription invokes the tantric Dakini Vajrayogini 
(T. rDo-rje rnal-'byor-ma) as the protective deity and guide 
through the bardo. The text reads: 

" M a y the deceased, (Name), through the venerable Dakini 
Vajrayogini, when freed from and purged of all failings, be taken 
to the heavenly realm" (fig. 13). 

We see from these prints that various forms of representation 
are used in Byang-bus. These pictures are attached to a stick for 
the rite and placed on a lotus made from clay or dough. A small 
canopy of material of five colors is placed over the picture. The use 
of the Byang-bu in the ritual wil l be explained in chapter III in our 
discussion of the six Buddhas. 

The most interesting and dramatic part of the whole death 
ritual is the initiation and conversation with the dead person 
through his image, the Byang-bu. In several verses the deceased is 
called upon by the lama and entreated to appear from the bardo 
beyond and to take his place in the picture that has been prepared 
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Fig. 12. sByang-bu for a dead man, front and back. Tibetan block print. 

Fig. 13. sByang-bu for a dead woman, front and back. Tibetan block 
print. 
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for him, so that he can take part in the ceremony and its blessings. 
Thus the Byang-bu becomes the dead person who has become 
present again and who is now symbolically beginning the journey 
through the six worlds. At the end the picture is burned, symboliz
ing a second death on a higher, ritual plane, whereby the earthly 
death of physical decay is overcome. We shall return to this ritual 
later, since we must here maintain the character of a general over
view. 

Let us begin now with the introductory contemplation of the 
"mandala of the most sublime magical-illusory peaceful and 
wrathful deities." 7 5 We shall determine the general sequence of the 
initiations according to a particular w o r k 7 6 from the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead. The deities are also called "the most venerable assem
bly of the hundred peaceful and wrathful deities" (T. Zhi-khro 
dam-pa rigs brgya), and they are usually divided into two large 
groups. In the heart center (T. sNying-ga'i 'khor-lo) the 42 peace
ful deities appear in the midst of a bundle of light rays, and in the 
"white couch" of the skull the 58 wrathful deities arise from flam
ing rays. In addition (although not according to all texts) the five 
Vidyadharas with their Dakinis (ten deities altogether) appear in 
the throat center (T. Longs-spyod 'khor-lo), and according to the 
tradition of the b K a ' rdzogs-pa chen-po scriptures 7 7 the five 
Jnanadakinis (T. Ye-shes mkha-'gro lnga) appear in the navel 
center (T. ITe-ba'i 'khor-lo) and the wrathful blue Vajrakila-
Heruka appears with his Prajfia in the perineum (T. gSang-gnas 
'khor-lo). From these, in the visions in the Chos nyid bardo (the 
bardo of reality experience), arise the three great mandalas of the 
bardo deities: 

1. The hundred peaceful and wrathful deities 
2. The 110 deities including the Vidyadharas 
3. The 117 deities of the supplemental bardo cycle 

We encounter all three groupings in the scriptures as well as in 
the iconographic paintings for the Tibetan Book of the Dead. In 
agreement with our text 7 8 we shall now put the initiations of the 
first grouping together with the hundred deities of the bardo man
dala, and these should then serve, as the consecrations of the 
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deities, or rather in the name of the deities (T. Lha-dbang), to 
transpose all the psycho-physical centers of the human body 
out of the state of profane ignorance into the condition of perfect 
knowledge. 

In all initiations the Tibetan lamas use the jug of consecrated 
water with the peacock feathers and the picture of the blue 
Adibuddha Samantabhadra (Yab-Yum). Firstly, the dead person is 
summoned to his Byang-bu by the lama performing the ceremony, 
who lifts up the jug (S. kalasa) and says that, although the outer 
form is that of a jug, yet the great heavenly dwelling place of the 
deities is within i t . 7 9 Then he addresses the dead person: " H u m ! In 
the kalasa of the Buddha Samantabhadra (in unity) with his Prajfia 
dwells the divine assembly of the victorious peaceful and wrathful 
deities. In being blessed, O dead person, may you receive the 
deities' initiation." 

Thus the Samantabhadra-abhiseka (T. Kun-bzang yab-yum 
dbang) leads into the series of the thirteen important initiations, 
during the course of which all knowledge about the visionary 
deities and the symbolic significance of their groupings is made 
manifest. There is a further series of consecrations which we can
not, for the sake of clarity, consider here. The first consecration 
concerns the representation of the immeasurable Adibuddha 
Samantabhadra in the dharmakaya, whose illuminated vision be
longs to the 'Chi-kha'i bar-do. Therefore the Adibuddha, an in 
itself unrepresentable idea of the dharmakaya, is not counted 
among the visions of the Chos-nyid bar-do. He is the mystical 
father and medium of all the bardo deities. A l l the other consecra
tions except one have to do with the sambhogakaya, i.e., with the 
visions in the Chos-nyid bar-do of reality-experience. There then 
follow the initiations for the five Tathagatas or transcendent Bud
dhas (T. Rigs lnga yab lnga'i dbang), in order to purify the realm 
of the five skandhas, and then the consecration for the knowledge 
of the five female counterparts of the Buddhas (T. bDe-gshegs yum 
lnga'i dbang), in order to clarify the five elemental realms. Then 
come the initiations of the eight Mahabodhisattvas and their 
Dakinis, for the purification of the eight functions of conscious
ness and their realms of activity. The next consecration, for 
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knowledge of the six Buddhas as incarnations of Avalokitesvara, is 
the only one carried out in the plane of the nirmanakaya (T. 
sPrul-sku thub-pa drug-gi dbang). With this consecration the six 
vices which cause people repeatedly to arrive at karmically con
ditioned rebirth are said to be overcome. At the end of the conse
crations for knowledge of the peaceful deities stand the two for the 
four male and the four female Guardians of the mandala, which 
help the dead person to attain the "four limitless ultimates" and 
the "four divine boundless states." 

Then begin the initiations for the wrathful deities, starting 
with the one for the powerful Mahas'ri-Heruka (T. dPal che-
mchog), the lord of the "blood-drinking deities" (T. Khrag-'thung 
rab-'byams dbang). He is the extremely wrathful emanation of the 
peaceful Adibuddha Samantabhadra. With a significance corre
sponding to those for the peaceful deities, except now in the pow
erful (T. Drag-po) form of the tantric deities, there follow the 
initiations for the five wrathful Buddha-Herukas, their five 
Dakinis, for the eight Keurima and the eight Phra-men-ma deities, 
the four animal-headed female Guardians of the second mandala, 
for the purification of the four places of birth, and finally for the 
28 powerful theriomorphic Dakinis, in order to overcome any 
remaining false ideas or chimeras of consciousness. We shall give 
an explanatory overview of this central part of the important initi
ations, in which the Adibuddha Samantabhadra stands in the 
dharmakaya above all deities as the experience of the clear light in 
the bardo of the moment of death. Only the sequence has been 
altered in the list (see table 9) in order to make clear the corre
spondences with the psychic centers. 

Cakra or Karmic The Deities 
Center Plane of the Bardo 

Initiations of The Three 
the Three Stages Stages of 
of the Trikaya the Bardo 

Brain-
Center s K u 

Kaya Mahasri-Heruka 
with Prajfia 
(Yab-yum) 

Sambhogakaya Chos-nyid 
Bar-do 

the Five Wrathful 
Buddha-Herukas 
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Cakra or 
Center 

Karmic 
Plane 

The Deities 
of the Bardo 

Initiations of 
the Three Stages 
of the Trikaya 

The Three 
Stages of 
the Bardo 

- The Five Prajnas 
of the Buddha 
Herukas 

- -

- The Eight Keurima - -
- The Eight Phra-

men-ma 
- -

The Four Animal-
headed Female 
Guardians 

— 

the 28 Powerful 
Animal-headed 
Dakinis 

Throat-
Center 

Vac 
gSung 

The Five Vidya
dharas with Prajfia 
(Yab-Yum) 

— — 

Heart-
Center 

Citta 
Thugs 

The Adibuddha 
Samantabhadra 
(Yab-Yum) 

Dharmakaya 'Chi-kha ' i 
Bar-do 

Heart-
Center 

Citta 
Thugs 

The Five Tatha
gatas 

Sambhogakaya Chos-nyid 
Bar-do 

The Five Prajnas 
of the Tathagatas 

The Eight Bodhi
sattvas 

The Eight Dakinis 
of the Bodhisattvas 

The Six Buddhas Nirmanakaya 
of the Bhavacakra 

The Four Guardians Sambhogakaya 
with Prajfia (Yab-
Yum) 

Navel- Guna The Five Jnanadakinis 
Center Yon-tan 

The Five Jnanadakinis 
A Supplemented Bar-do 
Mandala according 

Perineum Karma The Magical Dagger-God to Certain Traditions 
'Prin-las Vajrakila or 

Vajrakumara (Yab-Yum) 
(see note 77). 

T A B L E 9. Diagram of the initiations of the bardo deities. This arrangement 
corresponds to the psychic centers where the bardo visions appear. 
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Fig. 14. The supplemented great mandala of the 117 deities of the Tibet
an Book of the Dead. Tibetan block print. The peaceful deities appear in 
circles of light, the wrathful deities among flames. 



6. Signs in the Transition between 
the Two Worlds and the Primordial Light 

at the Onset of Death 

A farness overtakes one when the sun 
sinks into the immeasurable, and the dear 
and welcome night arrives. At no mo
ment, I believe, would one more easily 
die. 

W. V. H U M B O L D T 

A C C O R D I N G to the Buddhist teachings of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, man reaches the zenith of his life at its end, at the moment of 
death and a short time beyond it. This notion may well have 
justification if we take two things as essential to the end of life. 
These are the final and personal stage of psychic individuation, 
and the awaiting of the great unknown which we characterize by 
the concept of death. If we read the Tibetan Books of the Dead, we 
get the impression that in Asia they have almost looked beyond 
death; and although only speculative, this vision yet seems to have 
an uncanny reality. There is in any case something unbelievably 
convincing in the Tibetan's expectations about death and the be
yond and in his recognition of the highly numinous and extremely 
ambivalent power that manifests itself in death. The events are 
described with such penetrating clarity, it is as if they could not 
possibly be otherwise. What is certain is that considerable em-
pathetic powers are there as well as a precognitive kind of thinking 
that goes beyond the everyday. 

If we choose to exercise our Western and seemingly modern 
way of thinking and brand the contents of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead as merely the result of the magical-mythical world view of 
the Tibetans—a fine and scholarly kind of rationalization—the 
problem of death is thereby neither illuminated nor solved. We 
easily fall prey to the deceptive conclusions of pure thinking, by 
means of which we believe we can easily overlook simple reality. 
But the problem remains. Whatever kinds of apparitions and 
visions, transformations, torments and exaltations, terrors and 
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salvation may or may not occur in the bardo—that remains to be 
seen. Nevertheless, the subtle knowledge to be found in the writ
ings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead concerning dying and experi
ences in guiding souls still presents us with much that is concretely 
and psychologically valuable. The introductory quotation from 
von Humboldt shows (and it is by no means alone in this) the way 
in which premonitions and experiences of death concur in the 
oldest writings and the most recent contemporary testimonies. 
M y t h , religion, history, and personal biography bring before our 
eyes presentiments of the realm of death in similar primordial 
images, and this correspondence indicates a psychic reality, though 
without proving it. Precisely for this reason, the ancient Tibetan 
sages, who were not merely scholars but were also men of experi
ence, focused their strongest powers of imagination towards repre
senting the events of death and of the period immediately after it. 
From careful observation of people dying, they were able to com
pile a sufficient amount of experience which, together with the 
Buddhist teachings, formed a handbook of living and dying which 
has an extraordinarily tight psychological structure. 

We mentioned earlier that a person should maintain the 
clearest presence of mind at the moment of death, so that he may 
have all the power of his unified spirit at his disposal when the first 
step into the world of the unknown must be taken. There he needs 
all his powers in order gradually to re-attain awareness on the 
trans-physical plane of the bardo. The process of dying and of the 
entry into the sphere of the bardo is portrayed in the Book of the 
Dead in detail. The relevant passage was translated and com
mented upon by Evans-Wentz (pp. 89—97). We shall therefore not 
repeat all the descriptions but shall rather bring out those points 
that are of particular psychological interest. Among these are the 
decline of the physical organization with the allegory of the ele
ments, and the "clear light." 

According to the tradition of the "Six Doctrines" of the In
dian siddha Naropa, as well as the work Ye-shes bla-ma, 8 0 the 
process of dying is a kind of regression back through the elements, 
in which they, in their vital functions as composite physical or
ganic entities, collapse step by step into themselves. Seen from the 
buddhological point of view, this is the dissolution and decline of 
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the five skandhas (T. Phung-po lnga) through the disintegration of 
the five elements (T. 'Byung-ba lnga). With the dissolution of the 
outer functions in this world of existence there begins the dawning 
of an other-worldly sphere in the innermost center of human 
awareness through the experience of the "clear light." The process 
is quite similar to that of attaining samadhi in the highest, most 
unified state of meditation. The more the outer world sinks away 
as a result of concentration, and mind and spirit center in them
selves, the more light and self-reflection of awareness occur. The 
highest awareness is therefore also enlightenment, the light of 
knowledge. This is why we said in agreement with the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead that the event of samadhi in life is comparable to 
the experience of the clear light in the bardo. If we accept the 
hypothesis of the clear light of the first bardo, then the psychologi
cal parallels of the two manifestations of awareness are striking. 

We shall once again briefly outline the event of dying accord
ing to the doctrine of the bardo state from the traditions of NarOpa 
and the Kam-tshang tradition of Tibet . 8 1 

Firstly the light of the eye disappears and the forms become blurred, 
then the powers of hearing are extinguished and one hears sound no 
more. Next, the sense of smell fails, followed by the sense of taste. Then 
the sense of one's body disappears and one can no longer feel anything by 
touch. Earth (the element) sinks into water (the element), and the water 
of the body can no longer be maintained. Water sinks into fire and dries 
out speech; fire sinks into air, and the warmth of the body dissipates. 
Then the element of wind sinks into awareness, and the outer and inner 
breath consume one another. Signs which were perceived in life as exter
nal, appear in time precisely as inner signs; the outer signs appear like the 
moon, and with the passage of time the inner signs appear as sparks of 
fire. Then the outer signs appear as the sun, and the inner as candlelight. 
Then the outer signs have the effect of being in darkness. Then, when one 
suddenly reaches the fourth stage and sinks into the clear light, the outer 
signs appear dim and distant, and one recognizes the inner signs as a 
peaceful and cloudless sky. In the absence of thinking and mental activity 
the clear light now appears, boundless and without a center. May the 
immutable clear light in the dharmakaya be perfected. 

If we consider these three processes which succeed each other 
in the dying, we have first of all the physical-functional dissolution 
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tity with the ether-element, which is like the blue autumn sky, and 
at the same time it experiences in the ether the boundless clear 
light. For this primary and most important stage three concepts are 
used synonymously: awareness, ether, and light. The last two are 
archetypal concepts or symbols for the spirit, not only in Asia, but 
also in the Western world. 

The third phase of the outer and inner signs also has five 
stages and makes it clear that ultimately the inner space of aware
ness develops into the infinite, that it grows into a new dimension 
as the so-called external world ends. It is a self-representation of 
awareness (table 10). 

1 2 3 4 5 

Outer Similarity M o o n Sun Darkness Dissolution 
W o r l d of Signs of Objects 

Inner Similarity Sparks Candlelight Light Boundless Sky 
W o r l d of Signs of Clear Light 

T A B L E 10 

From this description we could say that for the Tibetans it 
was a certainty that after death, awareness enters into a state of 
boundlessness. It is described as an identity with the world-totality 
of transcendence; it is sky, light, and the great emptiness simulta
neously. Salvation in the sense of the Mahayana scriptures is there
fore the attainment of the condition of the great emptiness, the 
synonym of nirvana for the Mahayana. This emptiness is not, 
however, a nihilistic form of nothingness but is a positive concept 
for something that transcends all possibility of description. To this 
extent the stage of emptiness (of all conceptual dimensions) is the 
realm of deathlessness, where there is neither coming nor going. 
From the writings about the problem of death in the pre-Buddhist 
Bon religion of Tibet , 8 2 whose bardo deities we shall describe later, 
we shall take the following very realistic text which portrays the 
desolate situation of death but does not forget to indicate the great 
perfection: 

Today the earthly sojourn is ended, and flesh and bones, hitherto 
inseparable, are parted. 
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Birth, old age, illness, and death are the origin of all suffering. After 
death everything decomposes back into the earth. Everything is devoured 
by birds, dogs, foxes, wolves, worms, and flies. 

There, all religious worship is without purpose. Bones become like 
stone, flesh becomes earth, blood becomes water, and cavities become 
air; and the spirit is like the emptiness of the heavens. 

What is said to happen after death may not seem much to us, 
since infinite emptiness is for us a negative concept. It takes the 
wisdom of a mystic to be able to intuit the positive aspect of 
emptiness, the ineffability of the infinite and the transcendent, that 
positive realm which lies beyond the range of words and concepts. 
This space without support or dimensions, the entry into death, is 
characterized by the all pervading radiant inner light, which from 
countless texts must be considered identical with the occurrence of 
perfect enlightenment and awareness. It is interesting to consider 
here the Egyptian Book of the Dead, since there too, death is 
immediately followed by entry into the "clear light of day," prior 
to the events associated with a renewed becoming-conscious. 

In the first bardo, the 'Chi-kha'i bar-do, the person for the 
first time experiences briefly the state of "only awareness without 
a second," namely pure consciousness without embodiment. We 
are admittedly unable to prove this, which to our way of thinking 
is only a hypothesis, but we can theoretically think it through in 
order to appreciate its significance. The Tibetan Book of the Dead 
has already taken this step and has in some respects gone further. 
Looked at from the psychological point of view we have no con
crete idea of how the two forms of conscious and unconscious 
might interact when dematerialized. We do not even know if they 
continue to interact, or even if they continue to exist at all. In 
short, we are unable to speculate about the unknown, for it tran
scends all scientifically provable occurrences. 

Nevertheless, the Tibetan Book of the Dead demands that we 
go further. In the Western world we venture the astonishing and 
yet logical and justifiable hypothesis of a pre-natal psychology. 
That is to say that we concern ourselves with knowledge about 
conscious process before physical birth. We thereby begin to ap
proach the well known question of the Zen Buddhist koan: What 
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was your face before you were born? Buddhism developed a rich 
psychology (above all in the Abhidharma of Asvaghosa) which 
described a great variety of states of awareness for which we in the 
West do not have the adequate conceptual apparatus, for we lack 
subtlety with regard to self-representations of awareness. H o w 
ever, the Tibetans believed that they could equally define forms of 
awareness that occur during the time after death. In the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead several traditions—Indian, Tibetan, and central 
Asian—flow together. Many of the forms of soul guidance are 
reminiscent of the practice of central Asian shamanistic rites and 
of other forms of deities and symbolic systems which appear to be 
related to the Bon religion of ancient Tibet. We must consider 
these forms of manifestation of awareness that go beyond our 
normal understanding of things. This is not intended as an evalua
tion of our performance and achievements in the humanistic sci
ences but is a necessary affirmation of different facts that have 
their validity in the East. We could also say that the East proceeds 
from a recognition of different psychic realities than does the 
Western world. 

The scholar and sister of the great Indian yogi and siddha 
Naropa was Niguma. In her version of the "Six Doctrines" (T. 
Zah-lam sukha chos drug) 8 3 she wrote: "The darkness of igno
rance is illumined by the sun of the clear light." If the dead person 
has become wise in the bardo, he should prepare himself for attain
ing proper access to the knowledge of reality of the bardo visions. 
Therefore Niguma admonishes: "Strive zealously toward the hid
den (secret) pathway to the great sphere beyond, where the visions 
of the bardo appear in the magnificent sambhogakaya." There
fore "one's body becomes like a rainbow of divine light and empti
ness, outwardly a heavenly realm, and inwardly divine beings ap
pear. Meditate upon a high mantra and the clear light of unborn 
reality." 

The clear light plays an extraordinary role in the symbolism 
of the bardo experience: it is the "radiance from the seed of empti
ness, the radiance in the realm of knowing, and the light of self-
generating w i s d o m . " 8 4 As the coming of light, it is an archetypal 
symbol of the many myths from the emergence of the conscious 
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world; it is a presupposition of every kind of knowledge and ex
tension of awareness and is a characteristic of spontaneous and 
natural processes of consciousness. According to the various texts 
of the Tibetan Books of the Dead, the experience of the clear light 
signifies full entry into the light of dharmakaya, which is itself 
entirely knowledge, and this becomes by means of light the pinna
cle of experience. In Zen Buddhism one therefore talks of the 
lightning-like flash of satori. 

The Tibetan texts say that complete and perfected awareness, 
a consciousness that is totally pervaded by light, is a precondition 
of the state of dharmakaya. If this perfect awareness is not at
tained, there wil l be parts that remain unconscious, which then as 
ignorance (S. avidya) cause the descent into the bardo. Death is, 
therefore, before the person experiences it totally, a sinking of 
bodily phenomena into a state of nonfunctioning. This is of sig
nificance from the biological-medical point of view. The second 
phase of the elemental dissolution assumed in Tibet is of unknown 
duration. But true death is that highest experience of light that no 
longer has anything to do with this world of suffering. Thus, for 
the Tibetan Book of the Dead the entry into the death state is 
accompanied by an extremely positive event, which becomes all 
the more important if through it liberation can be attained simul
taneously, without having to cross the bardo once again. 

If the "primordial clear light" (T. gZhi ' i 'od-gsal) coincides 
with a perfectly detached and karmically pure awareness, the " u n 
born dharmakaya" has been attained. One reaches the realm be
yond all becoming, the deathless realm. This is an important medi
tation practice, which should be actualized under the aspect of the 
five Buddhas. The so-called fivefold path of light in the Book of the 
Dead is the path of the five radiant wisdoms of the Tathagatas; the 
fivefold rainbow-like radiance forms, in its unity, the clear 
primordial light. Meditation on light is one of the most important 
exercises in the various schools of Tibetan Yoga. The more these 
psychic and spiritual powers can be achieved during life, the 
stronger is the ability to penetrate and overcome in the bardo. 

"If the indivisible clear light of one's own spirit that appears 
in radiance and emptiness endures in the five skandhas, this is then 
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the imperishable clear light of the unborn and immortal bud-
dhas . " 8 5 The manifestation of the clear light has been subdivided 
into five stages in the recognition of extremely subtle processes in 
experience. In a Tibetan work about the clarification of all mean
ings of the bardo the dawning of the clear light from the center of 
awareness is outlined in five stages: 8 6 

In the first, one catches sight of it in its fivefold radiance like a 
visionary reflection; in the second it is like a moon; in the third like the 
sun; in the fourth it is like a dawning. These are the signs of the clear 
light, and then in the fifth stage it itself appears like the cloudless vault of 
heaven. 

The first clear primordial light has great intensity and the 
power of transformation into liberation; the second primordial 
light (T. 'Od-gsal gnyis-pa) appears with lesser intensity and is of 
longer duration. Yet from this stage as well, the awareness-body of 
the dead person can find its way toward liberation, for the process 
is hindered only by slight karmic taints as the effects of the previ
ous life. If during this period there is no breakthrough into the 
higher spheres of the dharmakaya, gradually the visions of the 
deities begin to dawn. Day by day in increasing fullness the great 
mandala of the peaceful deities unfolds, until the second phase 
commences with the appearance of the mandala of the terrifying 
deities who are to test and purify the awareness. "The awareness 
wanders through the bardo like a lost dog," and in this condition 
the deities can contribute in their ambivalent symbolism to guid
ance and refusal, to knowledge and reactions of flight, which bring 
the dead person back to an incarnation. But all reactions of 
awareness to the various appearances of the deities are processes 
that are determined by karma and by the spiritual capabilities the 
person has acquired during his previous life. 

Before we come to consider the heroic peaceful and wrathful 
deities and their individual meanings, we should say something 
more about the duration of the bardo state as hypothesized in the 
various Tibetan texts. It is generally accepted that the total time of 
the intermediate state between two successive earthly incarnations 
is 49 days. The various cycles of emanation of the deities divide 
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this time into a rhythm that is always determined by the number 
seven. After three to four days the awareness-body has newly 
formed itself again and completely left its body of earthly life. The 
Yid-kyi lus is absolutely capable of experiencing the events of the 
bardo, as if it were equipped with all the corresponding senses for 
earthly life. From the fourth until the eleventh day there is the 
successive emanation of the 42 peaceful bardo deities from out of 
the fivefold radiant light of the buddhas. From the twelfth until the 
nineteenth day the 58 terrifying deities take shape from out of the 
flames, and the journey through the Srid-pa'i bar-do lasts three 
times seven days, twenty-one days in all. The last seven days are 
dedicated to the search for the place of rebirth which is supposed 
to take place on the eighth day. From a state of the highest experi
ence in the 'Chi-ka' i bar-do, the awareness slowly sinks down 
through the realms of visions back into a state of unconsciousness 
and ignorance, which leads to rebirth in the bhavacakra. But if the 
karmic pre-conditions are better than in the previous existence, the 
incarnation can take place under better omens for evolution. 

1. 'Chi -ka ' i Bar-do The Experience of the Primordial 
(Clear Light) 

2. 3 to 4 Days Unconscious State and Formation of 
the Awareness-Body for the Path 
through the Bardo 

3. 4th to 11th Day Chos-nyid Vis ion of the 42 Peaceful Deities 

4. 12th to 19th Day Bar-do Vis ion of the 58 Wrathful Deities 

5. 20th to 41st Day Srid-pa'i 
Bar-do 

Journey through the bardo and the 
Experience of the Worlds of He l l 

6. 42nd to 49th Day Srid-pa'i 
Bar-do 

The Search for the Appropriate Place 
of Rebirth 

T A B L E 11 
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Il l 
The Great Ritual of the 

Initiations into the Mandalas of 
the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities 





1. The Peaceful Deities 

The only place of becoming divine that is 
accessible to us is the human heart, as a 
true part of this transcendent process it
self. 

G. R. HEYER 

T H E V I S I O N A R Y apparitions from the bardo with which awareness 
is confronted after death, are of a fascinating and terrifying, unat
tractive form. As numinous figures they contain within themselves 
the most extreme antinomies of meaning and seem to be un
bridgeable manifestations of polarity itself. Yet in this extreme 
polar opposition they are only various manifestations of the same 
phenomenon, namely, of human awareness. They appear with 
such a forceful and convincing effect of psychic reality that it is 
impossible to overlook them or to rationalize them away. 

However, we must always bear in mind the contention of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead that in all phenomenological reality the 
bardo deities are not gods in the traditional sense. They are not to 
be relegated to any heavenly or under-worldly realms of spatial 
dimensions, nor are they mythological figures that are supposed to 
fulfill a mythological or soteriological purpose. Morever, the 
bardo visions are not to be understood as the forms of emanation 
of a god or of his hierarchical order. They are also not a theophany 
but a psychic reality, a primordial imaginal manifestation of 
numinous powers, which occur as images in the inner space of 
human awareness and also out from this (as projections). There
fore they are called "illusory images of one's own mind , " or " i l 
lusory" figures, or even "visions." Even as such visionary deities of 
one's own mind, they yet have the character of a psychic reality. 
The deities of the afterdeath visions are an intra-psychic occur
rence, represented by archetypal symbols of the Buddhist tradi
tion, which were practically proven as spiritual realities in the 
great mandalas. In particular, the five Tathagatas are primordial 
images of the corresponding wisdoms, of Buddhist virtues, of cos-
mological and psychological relationships which were brought to
gether in the five skandhas of the human personality. 
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However, the deities of the bardo also appear as a reply to 
karma, the self-perpetuated and personal fate of the individual, 
and so they become in the bardo an image of the personal situation 
of awareness on the path towards karmically conditioned rebirth. 
We shall have to come back to this foundational aspect of the 
bardo deities again. The function of the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
must be understood against the background of the answer to one 
of the most fateful of man's questions, as a profound answer to the 
question of death and the beyond, an answer which touches the 
transcendent. To make connections with mythology would from 
this point of view miss the true point of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. The deities of the bardo are not mythological and therefore 
occupy a special place in the pantheon of the deities of Buddhism, 
since they are attributed no reality for earthly existence. This is 
specifically true of the wrathful deities, who are hardly shown in 
representations of the pantheon. 

A l l bardo deities are manifestations of a "combination of 
radiance and emptiness"; they come "from the realm of pure self-
nature" and appear " i n the sphere of the precious own m i n d , " 8 7 

after in the bardo of the experience of death the clear primordial 
light has first been illuminated " i n the boundless mind . " We find 
many similar definitions of the nature of the deities in the Tibetan 
texts. 

A l l visionary deities appear on a lotus in a posture (S. asana) 
of sitting, standing, or moving. The lotus (S. padma) is a symbol of 
heavenly ecstasy, an unearthly throne, a symbol of unfolding from 
the cakras and from the center of awareness, and its purpose is to 
establish in the mind a heavenly throne for the deities. The lotus 
signifies that the deities have overcome the cycle of suffering in 
samsara and are far from the world of suffering. The peaceful 
buddhas and bodhisattvas appear on a lotus-moon throne of the 
heart mandala, and the wrathful deities appear on a lotus-sun 
throne of the forehead mandala. The peaceful deities radiate in the 
five elemental colors, and the wrathful deities stand in a blazing 
aureole of flames. Two ancient symbolic relationships with Indian 
Yoga are evident in this, namely the cosmologically related sun-
and-moon-significance of the deities and of the psychic powers in 
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Plates 

Plate 1. The assembly of the 42 peaceful deities of the bardo mandala (T. 
Zhi-ba'i lha-tshogs). In the center is the Adibuddha Samantabhadra in 
mystical union with his white prajna. He sits on a lotus above the lion-
throne and holds a golden vessel (T. Rin-chen bum-pa) for the initiation 
into the divine visions (T. lha-dbang) of the peaceful and wrathful deities. 
Above him are the five Vidyadhara and three of the six Buddhas of the 
bhavacakra; the other three Buddhas are standing at the bottom of the 
picture. In the four corners of the picture we find the four Guardians. 
Grouped around the Adibuddha we recognize the five Tathagatas with 
their accompanying Mahabodhisattvas and their Dakinis. 

Tibetan thanka in the Kun-bzang-brag monastery in Bum-thang at 
the birthplace of the treasure-discoverer gTer-ston Padma gling-pa. 

Plate 2. Tibetan thanka portraying the 58 wrathful deities of the bardo 
mandala (T. Khro-bo'i lha-tshogs). In addition we see the blue Adi
buddha Samantabhadra (above center), and the great, red-brown Che-
mchog Heruka as his terrifying emanation in the center of the visions. He 
is accompanied by the five Buddha-Herukas as wrathful emanations of 
the five Tathagatas. The eight Keurima appear in radiant aureoles, as 
well as the eight Phra-men-ma and the 28 powerful, animal-headed 
Dakinis. 

Tibetan painting from Kun-bzang-brag in Bum-thang. 

Plate 3. In the ceremonies of the ritual recitation of the Book of the Dead 
and the guiding of the dead person's awareness through the bardo, initia
tion cards (T. Tsa-ka-li) are used, and these are mostly painted in colors. 
To these belong also the mandalas of the six realms of incarnation (T. 
Rigs-drug dkyil-'khor). In the center of each mandala is the mantric 
seed-syllable of the "place of birth." The six worlds of incarnation are 
those of the gods, titans or demi-gods, human beings, animals, pretas, 
and denizens of hell. 

Plate 4. This painting shows the white Buddha Vajrasattva (T. rDo-rje 
sems-dpa') as the mystical revealer of all visionary deities of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead. In the heart-center the mandala of the 42 peaceful 
deities appears with the blue Adibuddha in the center. In the forehead-
center the mandala of the 58 wrathful deities unfolds as emanations of 
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the intellect. Both areopposing aspects of the Numinous as reflections in 
the mind on the plantof human awareness, in which karma is originated 
and suffered. These visions are to be unified and penetrated as visionary 
manifestations of thereat emptiness. The essence of liberation in pure 
transcendence is beyond all images and visions, which are themselves 
only a radiant imago' expression of transcendence. The Buddha Va-
jrasattva carries the njra and the ghanta, the ritual symbols and imple
ments of Buddhism, is attributes, representing the way of the gnostic 
unity of method, or path (vajra = upaya), and goal, or wisdom (ghanta = 
prajna). Gnosis is pJSopaya, in which the opposites of a self-
conditioned polarity attain a higher unity. 

Plate 5. Four initiaticJcards for the recitation of the death-ceremonies of 
the Kar-gling zhi-kho:: (a) the Buddha Vajrasattva (Yab-Yum); (b) the 
Tathagata Vairocanmth the initiation symbols, vajra, ghanta, kalas'a, 
and buddha-crown |T. rDo-rje, Dril-bu, Zhi-khro lha-tshogs rin-chen 
bum-pa, and dBu-rg)in; (c) the five Tathagatas or Meditation-Buddhas; 
(d) the four female prdians as Dakinis of the male guardians of the 
mandala conclude tlitpeaceful visions of the bardo deities. 

Plate 6. Four i n i t i a P cards for the death ritual. The first picture (a) 
shows the wrathful Oie-mchog Heruka, with whose appearance the vi
sions of t h e wrathfuUeities begin. In (b) we see the Dakinis of the five 
wrathful Buddha-Htmkas. Picture (c) shows the four theriomorphic 
Dakinis as the guarta (T. sGo-ma bzhi); these are the snake-headed, 
lion-headed, horse-haded, and boar-headed Dakinis. In (d) we see the 
eight Keurima as A wrathful counterparts to the eight Bodhisattvas 
from the mandala cithe peaceful deities. 

Plate_ 7. The great ami terrible Che-mchog Heruka as the emanation of 
the Adi-buddha, wl»on the eight day of the bardo visions opens the 
mandala of the w r i M deities. He appears in tantric union with his 
Dakini Krodhes'variipon a lotus in front of an aureole of flames. The 
red-brown Heruka *h the garuda-wings has three heads, six arms, and 
four legs. As symbolize carries the khatvanga, darmaru, kapala, a sling 
made of innards, asrell as a vajra and ghanta. 

Detail from thcpainting in Plate 2, from Bum-thang. 

Plate 8. The Great Minclala of the hundred peaceful and wrathful deities 
of the Bar-do thosfol. In the center is the blue Adibuddha Saman-
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tabhadra with his white Prajna. Below him we see against a background 
of hilly countryside the 40 peaceful deities (without the five V i -
dyadharas). The sky is filled with the 58 terrifying emanations of the 
bardo deities, led by the five Buddha-Herukas at top center. The middle 
Heruka is the dPal-chen Buddha-Heruka, who appears on the eighth day 
of the bardo visions (see Evans-Wentz, Tibetan Book of the Dead, p. 
137). The wrathful Dakinis and animal-headed deities appear amidst 
lambent flames in a vital and dynamic, but strictly measured, rhythm 
which is characteristic of the fine art of Tibetan tantric iconography, 
especially in the rNying-ma-pa tradition. 

Plate 9. A high point in the death ritual is the symbolic guiding of the 
dead person through the six worlds of the bhavacakra, in which the six 
Buddhas appear as emanations of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. The 
Tibetan thanka shows in the center the four-armed Avalokitesvara (T. 
sPyan-ras-gzigs), who as the Bodhisattva of great compassion lets the six 
Buddhas appear as emanations in the various realms of existence. On the 
left we recognize the three Buddhas of the worlds of human beings, 
titans, and gods, and on the right those of the worlds of animals, pretas, 
and denizens of hell. Avalokites'vara too is an emanation, from the 
heavenly eye of the red Buddha Amitabha (immeasurable light), who is at 
the center of the upper part of the picture, while at his sides can be seen 
siddhas and lamas of the rNying-ma-pa sect. So we have in this picture 
the whole trikaya structure symbolized in the deities: Buddha Amitabha 
as the dharmakaya, Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara as the sambhogakaya, 
and the-six Buddhas as incarnations on the level of the nirmanakaya in 
the form of saviors in the six worlds. 

Plate 10. A red-brown, demonic Mahakala as the powerful and temporal 
aspects of the great wisdom holds the bhavacakra (T. Srid-pa'i 'khor-lo) 
with representations of the six worlds of incarnation and the twelve 
self-conditioning dependencies of the nidanas (T. rTen-'brel yan-lag 
bcu-gnyis), which are sketched on the outer ring. The "three poisons" or 
cardinal failings of human behavior are symbolized in the center by the 
cock, the snake, and the pig. They occasion the black path that leads 
down to the hells, or in the case of full enlightenment, the white path that 
leads up to the realm of the immeasurable light of Buddha Amitabha in 
sukhavati (above left), to which the Buddha (above right) is pointing. The 
six worlds of incarnation are those of the gods (above) with the cosmic 
Mount Sumeru; of the demigods or titans (left), who are striving to fell 
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the tree of knowledge, the top of which is blooming with fruit in the 
realm of the gods; then the world of human beings (right); beneath this 
the world of the pretas; opposite this the world of animals; and at the 
bottom the world of hells. In this world we recognize a bridge crossing 
over the river of hell, the court of hell presided over by the judge Dhar
maraja, the great rack of the fire-vessel, and the eight hot and eight cold 
hells. 

Modern Tibetan painting from an earlier print, with very precise 
execution of the details. 

Plate 11. We rarely find Tibetan portrayals of individual scenes of the 
happenings in the worlds of hell. Here in the greater part of the picture 
we see the judge of death Dharmaraja in his hellish palace presiding over 
the dead souls. The huge figure of Dharmaraja is red, and he is holding 
the sword in his right hand and the mirror of justice in his left. He is 
sitting on a throne and is resting his feet upon a lotus. In front of him are 
the white and black "simultaneously born geniuses," who are shaking 
out the white and black stones from their sacks onto separate piles. The 
scribe of the deeds is here an animal-headed deity. Before them are stand
ing various people to be tried. To the right of the scribe the white stones 
are being weighed on the scale against an iron weight. At the bottom to 
the right and the left we see the various hellish tortures, from glowing 
fires to freezing cold, and also the sufferings in the woods of sword-leaf 
trees. In the center the animal-headed demons are stoking the fire under a 
huge kettle full of suffering souls. At top left we recognize the illuminated 
path of people who have attained release and are proceeding towards the 
western paradise of Buddha Amitabha. 

Plate 12. As in the Buddhist death rituals, we also find an ordered pan
theon of bardo deities in the ancient Bon religion. On the six initiation 
cards we see, in the upper row, dSang-ba ngang-ring, LCe-rgyal par-ti, 
and Lha'i thub-pa, who are the three Buddhas as gShen-rab-emanations 
for the worlds of hells, of titans, and of gods. Just as the Bon-po Books of 
the Dead talk of six Buddhas of the Srid-pa'i 'khor-lo, they similarly 
know a kind of "bodhisattva," here called Ye-gshen gyung-drung sems-
dpa'. The lower pictures show three of these. The symbols and colors of 
these deities are different from the Buddhist ones, but otherwise the 
layperson could hardly distinguish them from Buddhist bardo deities. 
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Front Cover. The blue Adibuddha Samantabhadra as the highest dhar
makaya and pure awareness is the highest deity of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead. Tibetan painting from dKor-rdzogs in Ladakh. 

Back Cover. The initiations into the visions of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead conclude with strongly abstract symbols. Among these are the sign 
of initiation into the highest knowledge (T. Sher-dbang), with the sword, 
the peacock feathers, and the five radiant lights of the Tathagatas, which 
dissolve into pure elemental radiance. All visions are merely forms of 
one's own awareness, and their dissolution at the end is a precondition of 
perfect liberation on the imageless plane of pure knowledge. Initiation 
card for the ritual of the Bar-do thos-grol from Tibet. 
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Great Ritual of the Initiations 

man himself. This doctrine plays an important role in the practice 
of Kundalini Yoga and in the Tantras for the representation of 
esoteric polarity-symbolism. 

Let us begin with the spectacle of the peaceful deities: " I n the 
innermost center of the sphere of the spirit in one's own body there 
is a concentration of the radiance of the five lights, and from its 
center appears the assembly of the 42 peaceful deities." 

These 42 peaceful deities begin with the group of the five 
Tathagatas. Above this in the highest rank stands the blue 
Adibuddha as pure dharmakaya and as the primordial image and 
the quintessence of all further emanations. We shall describe him 
first. 

A . T H E A D I B U D D H A A S 

T H E M Y S T I C A L C R E A T O R O F T H E M A N D A L A 

As the highest, only thinkable form of the primordial spectacle of 
the spirit, we find in the Tibetan Book of the Dead the dark blue 
Adibuddha Samantabhadra (T. Kun-tu bzang-po), whose image is 
theoretically not portrayable. Therefore, the Tibetan texts which 
describe the nature of the Adibuddha are full of symbolic concepts 
and transcendent ideas, the depth of which can hardly be 
adequately expressed in our language. As a first concretion of the 
envisioned transcendent body in the dharmakaya, the Adibuddha 
Samantabhadra is portrayed sitting on a lotus without any kind of 
robes and in a pure deep blue color. An ancient Tibetan fragment 
from the writings of the Tibetan Book of the D e a d 8 8 calls the 
Adibuddha the "k ing of knowledge and wisdom," who "origi
nated spontaneously from spirit," and who has his origin in the 
"pure and secret sphere of universal awareness" (S. alayavijnana; 
T. Kun-gzhi rnam-shes). The invocational text continues: "We 
invoke the (spiritual) father of all buddhas of the three ages, who 
brings about knowledge, who is pure and free from passions and 
sits without covering upon the lotus, and who possesses the mudra 
of the omniscience that embraces all buddhas and creatures, the 
lord of all mandalas, the exalted Sri-Samantabhadra." 

Another text from the Tibetan Books of the Dead describes 
the second vision of the Adibuddha, the pure spectacle of the first 
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tantric union of the great male-female polarity, in which the 
Adibuddha appears with his white Prajna Samantabhadri (T. 
Kun-tu bzang-mo), the great mother and creator of all buddhas. 8 9 

Glory to the Adibuddha, the body of imperishable light, the lord of 
all buddhas of pure intellect and wisdom, whose color is like the sky's, 
and who sits on the lotus seat in composed concentration. We call upon 
the dharmakaya Samantabhadra. The Prajna who produces all Buddhas 
of the three ages, who is as white as the crystal of all purest dharma-
spheres, who is united in great bliss with the Buddha, we call upon the 
great mother Samantabhadri. 

This kind of invocation belongs to the sadhanas, the descrip
tive invocational texts about the buddhas and deities which accu
rately portray the imagery of the meditation. The Adibuddha 
Samantabhadra in union with his white Prajna is the most exalted 
figure in the visions of the Tibetan Book of the Dead; he is the 
highest dharmakaya principle in the tradition of the rNying-ma-pa 
sect, which goes back to its founder, Padmasambhava. 

We encounter the blue Adibuddha in almost all Tibetan paint
ings for the Tibetan Book of the Dead, either at the top or in the 
center of the picture. He often has an aura and five-colored bun
dles of rays radiating from his center out into the heavenly spheres. 
His white Prajna also appears without clothing of any kind (T. 
ma-gos-pa) and in close tantric union with Samantabhadra; she is 
the "source of the origination of all mandalas." 

With the great symbol of the first tantric couple of the 
Adibuddha, all subsequent deities begin to appear in a similar 
polarity-symbolism. The blue Adibuddha in union with his Prajna 
embodies the path of tantric gnosis (S. prajnopaya; T. thabs-shes), 
the synthesis of the polarity of path, or method (represented by the 
Buddha), and goal (prajna). The path is the definite method for the 
attainment of knowledge, and the goal is wisdom, or the knowl
edge of appearance and emptiness. Since the Adibuddha in his 
transcendent qualities is beyond all possibility of description, he is 
portrayed without clothing. His essential nature is pure knowl
edge, similar to the all-pervading universal- or ground-awareness 
(S. alayavijhana; T. Kun-gzhi rnam-shes); the pure nature of 
awareness is light, and therefore the Buddha is the color of the 
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heavens—he is nondiscriminating universal-awareness. This color 
simile is reminiscent of the clear light of the first bardo. As the pure 
form of the highest dharmakaya state of transcendence, Saman
tabhadra wears neither robes nor heavenly adornment nor the 
buddha-crown of the sambhogakaya, which is found with all other 
deities of the bardo mandala. 

Before we come to the five Tathagatas, we must describe 
Vajrasattva (T. rDo-rje sems-dpa'), the white Buddha called 
"Diamond nature," who is to be understood as the first emanation 
of the Adibuddha in the sambhogakaya. He too may appear alone 
or in a tantric union with his Prajna, Vajrasattvatmika. V a 
jrasattva can be seen as one of the oldest symbolic figures of the 
"Diamond Teaching" of Vajrayana Buddhism. He is the quintes
sence of diamond-nature or pure self-nature (S. svabhava; T. 
Ngo-bo-nyid). Vajrasattva is also seen in his spiritual aspect in the 
transcendent realm of the dharmadhatu sphere. He appears in 
radiance and emptiness from the center of one's own spirit, white 
in color, and on a lotus throne. In his right hand he holds the vajra 
of wisdom and emptiness (T. Rig-stong rdo-rje) in front of his 
heart, and in his left hand he holds in his lap the ghanta (bell) of 
appearance and emptiness (T. sNang-stong dril-bu). Vajrasattva 
wears the heavenly ornaments of the magnificent sambhogakaya: 
he has the golden five-petalled buddha-crown (T. dBu-rgyan), 
white robes, and golden necklaces, arm- and ankle-bands. He sits 
upon a lotus in front of a radiant aureole. The aureole, or halo (S. 
prabhamandala) indicates the transcendent and radiant nature of 
the meditation-Buddhas of the sambhogakaya. They are not to be 
understood as outmoded or mythical figures, but rather as sym
bolic primordial images of definite teachings, images placed in the 
elemental cosmic order of Buddhist wisdom. They are transcen
dent and come from the heavenly "inner sphere of one's own pure 
awareness" as projections of active imagination. They are pro
jections of the immeasurable space of inner awareness into the 
cosmic spheres of a visionary heavenly space. These Buddhas are 
not then deities in the sense of gods but symbols of determinate 
levels of wisdom and awareness. The whole tantric richness of 
meaning of Vajrayana Buddhism is embodied in Vajrasattva. For 
this reason the mystical presence of the Buddha Vajrasattva is 
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invoked at the beginning of so many Tibetan initiations, from 
whose 108-syllable mantra the blessings of transcendental medita
tion for the four mystical bodies of the human microcosm unfold. 

B . T H E F I V E T A T H A G A T A S ( Y A B - Y U M ) 

At the center of all bardo visions stand the five Tathagatas (T. 
rGyal-ba rigs lnga). They form a first pentad in the Buddhist man
dala, and in their comprehensive multiplicity of meaning they con
stitute a many-leveled background for the development of most of 
the esoteric teachings of Vajrayana Buddhism. For the various 

Fig. 16. Mandala of the five Tathagatas, with the other deities rep
resented by inscriptions of their mantras in Sanskrit. Tibetan block print. 
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versions of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, which has its own 
tradition, they are the essence and the foundation for statements 
about the nature of man and his psychophysical structure, and 
they are at the same time primordial images for the spiritual path 
to transcendence and liberation. The doctrine of the five 
Tathagatas concerns possibilities of clarification of awareness in 
this earthly life as well as the possibility of attaining the illumi
nated path of the wisdom of the Buddhas in the bardo. As a 
constant consequence of a five-fold symbolism, there continually 
appear in the mandala of the five Tathagatas other symbolic 
groupings related to that of the Buddhas. The square as the place 
of manifestation of all buddhas is enclosed by the flaming circle of 
the mandala. It encloses the five points in the cosmic directions as 
the places of the buddhas and expresses the corresponding aspect 
of elemental (physicalistic), psychological, cosmological, philo
sophical, and meditative contents. 

A l l mandalas originate from the seed-syllables or bija-mantras 
of the deities. During meditation upon these mantras, an elemental 
radiance of light develops, from which comes the image of the 
buddhas. In the mantric parts of the Tibetan Book of the Dead we 
find for all deities the corresponding seed-syllables and the man
tras developed from these for the invocation of the Buddhas and 
the wrathful deities. In the following descriptions of the five Bud
dhas, which we shall present in an overview at the end of our 
discussion of the development of mandala symbolism, we have 
taken our orientation from six different Books of the D e a d , 9 0 al
though there are many other groupings. Our description draws 
heavily from texts handed down by the scholars Sri Simha, Pad-
masambhava, Vimalamitra, and Karma gling-pa. For an in-depth 
study of the profound meaning of the five Tathagatas, it is worth
while to consult some of the secondary sources mentioned in the 
bibliography. 9 1 

C . T H E B U D D H A V A I R O C A N A 

The mantric syllable Om radiates in a clear white light in the 
center of awareness, and from this arises the Buddha Vairocana 
(T. rNam-par snang-mdzad), the color of the white conch (T. 
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Dung-mdog). He sits on a lotus over a throne with a symbol of a 
white lion. He characteristically holds the wheel of the teachings in 
his right hand and the ritual bell (ghanta) in his left. The wheel of 
the teachings (S. dharmacakra) is a golden color and has eight 
spokes, which denote the eight-fold path of the Buddhist teachings 
(S. astamarga). Vairocana appears in inseparable tantric union 
with his female counterpart, or Prajna, Akas'adhatvisvari (T. 
Nam-mkha'i dbyings-phyug-ma). The Prajna is the color of the 
moon and has the same hand symbols as the Buddha Vairocana. 
The Buddha rules over the realm of embodiment (S. rupaskandha), 
the first of the five components of the human personality. Through 
meditation upon this Buddha the earthly and profane person is 
transformed into the universal body of the buddhas. 9 2 But as long 
as the total person is still attached to the world of impermanence, 
ignorance (S. avidya; T. gTi-mug) prevents him from attaining 
knowledge. Wisdom, on the other hand, expands awareness into a 
space like the heavens, which consists of only the pure element of 
ether, over which Akasadhatvisvari, the Prajna of the Buddha, 
rules. If the dead person in the bardo meditates upon the all-
pervading wisdom of the dharma spheres of the Buddha Vairocana 
(S. dharmadhatujnana; T. chos-dbyings ye-shes), 9 3 the hindrances 
of ignorance are thereby overcome. The awareness-body of the 
dead person attains union with Vairocana on the illuminated path 
of enlightenment. Vairocana 9 4 radiates in the blue light of ethereal 
awareness, with which in many texts he is identified. 

D . T H E B U D D H A A K S O B H Y A 

From the deep blue rays of the mantric syllable H u m , the blue 
Tathagata Aksobhya, the "Unshakeable" (T. Mi-bskyod-pa or 
Mi-'khrugs-pa), appears in the eastern quarter. In his left hand he 
holds the diamond scepter, or vajra, in his lap, or—according to 
other texts—in both hands, vajra and ghanta (bell). Usually two 
aspects are united in the Buddha Aksobhya, namely, those of the 
white Buddha Vajrasattva and of the blue Aksobhya as 
Vajrasattva-Aksobhya (T. rDor-sems mi-bskyod-pa), which points 
to the unchangeability of the pure diamond-nature. 
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Aksobhya appears in inseparable tantric union with the Pra
jna Locana (T. Sangs-rgyas spyan-ma), the ruler of the element 
water (T.Chu'i khams). She has the color of the vaidurya-jewel and 
carries the same symbols as the Buddha. The Buddha Aksobhya is 
associated with the plane of awareness (S. vijnanaskaridha), 9 2 

which manifests in the heart center in the dharmakaya. M a n gen
erates the greatest spiritual and mental contradiction through the 
vice of hatred (S. dvesa; T. Zhe-sdang), which cuts him off from all 
possibility of union. From this arises base dualism and denial, 
which destroys the path towards peace of mind. In meditating 
upon Aksobhya, the adept should attain "mirror-like wisdom" (T. 
Me-long lta-bu'i ye-shes), 9 5 in which all opposites are seen to be 
illusions. In the mirror of knowledge the opposites collapse into 
themselves, and all grounds for the duality of accepting and reject
ing become brittle. The Buddha Aksobhya radiates in the white, 
diamond-clear light of Vajrasattva. 

E . T H E B U D D H A R A T N A S A M B H A V A 

The mantric seed-syllable Tram radiates in beams of yellow light, 
and from this arises the yellow Buddha Ratnasambhava (T. Rin-
chen 'byung-ldan) in the southern quarter. As symbols he holds the 
jewel (S. ratna) and the ghanta. He appears in tantric union with 
the yellow Prajna Mamaki , who is associated with the element 
earth. 

Of the five skandhas Ratnasambhava represents the function 
of feeling (S. vedanaskandha), and the meditation upon this 
Buddha serves to enlighten the third vice, pride, which arises from 
attachment to the I (S. ahamkara; T. Nga-rgyal). Therefore this 
Buddha stands for the "wisdom of equality" (T. mNyam-nyid 
ye-shes), 9 6 for the law of the dharma is only of "one taste," in that 
all beings are seen as equal. The Buddha Ratnasambhava holds his 
right hand in the gesture of varadamudra, the giving of the teach
ings, and his iconographic yellow color is the same as the Buddha 
of the human world, Sakyamuni. The precious jewel in his hand is 
often shown in its threefold form as the triratna. The triratna 
symbol unites the triad of Buddha, dharma, and sahgha. 
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F . T H E B U D D H A A M I T A B H A 

From a beam of red light in the western quarter of the mandala the 
mantric seed-syllable H r i h appears, known as the invocational 
formula for the red Buddha Amitabha (T. 'Od-dpag-med or 
sNang-ba mtha'-yas). Amitabha is the Buddha of the "immeasur
able shining light," and his color is red or copper-red. The symbols 
he holds are the eight-petalled lotus blossom and the ghanta. He 
sits in inseparable tantric union with his female counterpart, the 
Prajna Pandara (T. Gos dkar-mo) who is the color of a red-
glowing crystal and wears a white robe. She too carries a lotus and 
ritual bell and rules over the element fire (T. Me'i-khams). The 
Buddha Amitabha is associated with the realm of discriminating 
perception (S. samjnaskandha) and holds both hands in the medi
tation gesture (S. dhyanamudra) in his lap. His opposite is the 
human failing of desire (S. kama, T. 'Dod-chags), which leads to 
constant attachment to and suffering in the world of imperma-
nence. In order to overcome it, the "wisdom of clear sight" (T. 
Sor-rtogs ye-shes) 9 7 is necessary, by means of which the causes of 
karmic conditions can be recognized. The Buddha Amitabha is at 
the same time the ruler of the "Western Paradise," Sukhavati (T. 
bDe-ba can), which liberated souls hope to reach. 

G . T H E B U D D H A A M O G H A S I D D H I 

The last Buddha, Amoghasiddhi (T. Don-yod grub-ba), completes 
the mandala. First the mantric syllable Ah appears from a green 
light in the northern quarter, and from this arises the figure of the 
Buddha Amoghasiddhi sitting on a lotus. His color is green and 
radiates like turquoise. As symbols he holds the crossed vajra (S. 
visvavajra; T. rDo-rje rgya-gram) and the ghanta. His right hand 
is raised in a gesture of fearlessness and protection (S. 
abhayamudra). Amoghasiddhi also appears in tantric union with 
his Prajna Samayatara (T. Dam-tshig sgrol-ma). Her color is also 
green, and she carries the same symbols; her realm is the element 
air (T. rLung-gi khams). The Buddha Amoghasiddhi is associated 
with the last of the five skandhas, the samskaras, which are the 
impulses of the wil l and intentions (T. 'Du-byed). As the last group 
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in the mandala they decide the person's fate, his future karma in 
the bardo and in the next incarnation. On the human side are 
greed and envy (S. irsya; T. Phrad-dog), which can be transformed 
by meditating upon the attributes of the Buddha Amoghasiddhi. 
This is the "wisdom of (karmic) perfection of deed," (T. Bya-grub 
ye-shes),9 8 with the help of which all remaining karmic conditions 
can be loosened and finally overcome. Therefore Amoghasiddhi 
has the goddess of salvation, Tara, as his Prajha. In the Buddhist 
arrangement of psychic cakras she appears in the center of the 
perfection of all karmic activity (T. Phrin-las), which we called the 
sukhapalacakra. 

N o w the first great visionary mandala of the Buddhas is com
pleted and stands in its fivefold radiance before the spiritual eye of 
the spectating awareness, to which all the deities in the bardo wil l 
successively reveal themselves in such circles of light. We also 
know texts and representations in which the Buddhas carry only 
one symbol (i.e., they appear without the ghanta), and in which 
some of the arrangements are different; but in the interests of a 
clear overview we have omitted those variations. 

We shall now present the meanings of the five Tathagatas in 
separate stages as mandalas (fig. 17). Consideration of the images 
always begins from the center and then proceeds to the east (al
ways pictured at the bottom) and thence clockwise, ending at the 
north with the Buddha Amoghasiddhi. 

1. The elemental mandala shows the arrangements of the 
five elements and the four cosmic directions. It is an image of 
the cosmos as matter and also as man in his physical constitu
tion. The elements are ether (Et), water (W), earth (E), fire (F), 
and air (A). 

2. The second mandala shows the arrangement of the 
colors for these elements and for the Buddhas. Blue and white 
can be used interchangeably. At the same time we have here 
the five lights of the Buddhas and their mantric seed-syllables. 

3. The third mandala is a picture of the profane man 
subjected to the passions. Ignorance and delusion are the 
causes of the "five poisons" (T. Dug-lnga), the counter-forces 
to the wisdom of the Buddhas. 
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4. In this mandala. we recognize the basic arrangement of 
the five Tathagatas. T h e Adibuddha Samantabhadra stands as 
the first vision above a n d outside the mandala. Thus the man
dala is a first manifestation from the boundless universal-
awareness of the Adibuddha Samantabhadra in the dhar-
makaya. 

5. If the person recognizes and actualizes the five wis
doms (T. Ye-shes lnga ) of the five Tathagatas, he then experi
ences the mandala of wisdom (S. cittamandala). This is the 
mandala of the enlightened and initiated person on a higher 
plane of knowledge. At this stage only concepts of the 
spiritual world appear as symbols. 

6. In the mandala of karmic activity (S. karmamandala) 
the wisdoms of the Buddhas are perfected in the five psychic 
centers which we called the five levels of the cakras or 
"bodies." This is therefore the mandala of action as a pro
totype of activity proceeding from wisdom. 

7. A comparison from Western alchemy shows cosmol
ogy and man in u n i t y with it. The arrangement of the ele
ments corresponds to the Tibetan. The drawing is from the 
Zainer Offizin in Augsburg from the year 1472. 

With these six mandalas we have learned a small portion of 
the symbolism of the five Tathagatas. In such representations the 
symbols of the Buddhas, a n d their gestures, or mudras, may also 
be shown, as well as the m antric seed-syllables or the correspond
ing points of color. In the concluding overview we shall present a 
table of symbols derived f r o m the Tibetan secret teachings about 
the five Tathagatas and t h e fiveDakinis (table 12). We shall place 
a small Tibetan drawing, which came to us from the wil l of a 
recently deceased Tibetan scholar, in the middle of our overview, 
and we shall be using it again later. 

The drawing proceeds from the seven psychic centers, with 
the uppermost sphere l y i n g in transphysical space above the skull. 
This is the mandala of perfect wisdom in the Akanistha-Heaven 
(T. 'Og-min). The next f i v e cakras which follow below contain the 
mantric syllables of the f iveDakinis , and at the sides are short 
descriptions of the locations of the cakras and the Buddha-
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The five 
Tathagatas of the 
Psychic Centers 

The five fe
male Coun
terparts of 
the Buddhas 

The Five 
regions 
of the 
Mandala 

The Five The Five The Five The Five 
elements Skandhas Poisons or Wisdoms 

Failings of the 
Buddhas 

Buddha Vairocana 
White 

Prajria 
Akas'a 
Dhatvis'vari 

Center Ether Rupa- Ignorance Dharma-
skandha dhatu-
Body Wisdom 

Buddha Amitabha 
Red 

the Buddha of the 
Western Paradise 
(sukhavati) 

Prajna West Fire Samjfia- Desire, Wisdom 
Pandara skandha Passions of Clear 

Perception Sight 

Buddha Aksobhya 
Vajrasattva-
Aksobhya 

Blue 

Prajna East Water Vijfiana- Hatred Mirror-
Locana skandha like 

Awareness Wisdom 

Buddha 
Ratnasambhava 

Yellow 

Prajfia-
Mamaki 

South Earth Vedana-
skandha 
Feeling 

Pride Wisdom 
of 
Equality 

Buddha 
Amoghasiddhi 

Green 

Prajna 
Samayatara 

North Samskara- Envy, 
skandha Greed 
Will, 
Intention 

Wisdom 
of Per
fected 
Action 
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Dakinis. For the Tibetans the most inportant symbols are con
tained in such drawings, after which urther meditations can be 
developed. 

H . T H E E I G H T M A H A B O D H I S A T V A S ( Y A B - Y U M ) 

With the group of the eight grea Bodhisattvas (S. maha-
bodhisattva, T. Byang-chub sems-dpa' :hen-po) we enter a further 
phase of psychological and physiologial aspects of the transfor
mation in the bardo, which forms th< functional components of 
the five skandhas. As in all symbolim of opposites in tantric 
Buddhism the eight mahabodhisattvs appear in the bardo as 
self-generating male-female pairs. Th eight Bodhisattvas" and 
the eight Bodhisattva-Dakinis togetheiform a group of 16 deities, 
who generally appear in mandalas tog'ther with the five Buddhas, 
for they symbolize the psychical and piysical organs of perception 
and their realms of operation in th< objective world. The Bo
dhisattvas rule over the eight kinds c awareness (T. rNam-shes 
brgyad), and the eight Dakinis are asscciated with the eight realms 
of operation of these kinds of aw.reness (T. rNam-shes yul 
brgyad). Thereby the potential inner vorld of man is addressed, as 
well as his outer world with which k is connected by the eight 
functions of awareness. The synthesis )f all these connections cor
responds to complete detachment fr<m the material world as a 
means toward liberation. In painting: of visions of the deities we 
usually find the eight Bodhisattvas cloely associated with the four 
Buddhas of the cosmic directions of tie mandala. Therefore each 
of the four Buddhas is assigned to two Bodhisattvas and two 
Dakinis. In figure 18 we have the conplete mandala of the five 
Tathagatas (yab-yum) and the eightBodhisattvas (yab-yum), in 
which Dakinis and Bodhisattvas appar separately in the circles of 
light. 

We shall now present an overviw of the eight Bodhisattvas 
and their female counterparts. We nould mention that the se
quence given here can vary from text t> text. We also find a similar 
irregularity (independent of the tradiion of the gurus) in the as
signment of the eight kinds of avareness to the individual 
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Fig. 18. Diagram of the mandala 
of the five Buddhas and the eight 
Bodhisattvas. 

Bodhisattvas. However, this is only of secondary importance with 

relation to the total meaning, and so we shall here consider only 

one single Tibetan text. 1 0 0 

The eight Mahabodhisattvas effect the transformation in the 

bardo of awareness in all its eight points and realms of communi

cation. With the great ideal of enlightened thinking (S. bodhicitta), 

Bodhisattva 

Bijamantra 
Seed-
Syllable 

Bodhi-
sattva-
Dakini 

Seed-
Syllable 

Direction in 
Mandala 

Ksitigarbha 
(T. Sa-yi snying-po) 

Ksih Lasya H u m East 

Maitreya 
(T. Byams-pa) 

M e h Puspa H u m Southeast 

Samantabhadra 
(T. Kun-tu bzang-po) 

H u m M a l a Tram Northwest 

Akas'agarbha 
(T. Nam-mkha' i snying-po) 

Trih Dhupa Dza South 

Avalokitesvara 
(T. sPyan-ras-gzigs) 

H r i h Gita H r i h West 

Manjus'ri 
(T. 'Jam-dpal-dbyangs) 

M u m Aloka V a m Northeast 

Nivaranaviskambhin 
(T. sGrib-pa rnam-sel) 

Thih Gandha H o Southwest 

Vajrapani 
(T. Phyag-na rdo-rje) 

Dzih Nrtya A North 

T A B L E 13 
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in order to banish the darkness of ignorance, the Bodhisattva in 
Mahayana Buddhism became a paradigm for the inner transfor
mation of the human spirit, which aims to bring man to the path 
of enlightenment or increased knowledge. In dividing up the sep
arate functions of the total structure of awareness, eight significant 
images have been chosen from the great number of Bodhisattvas 
and associated with the kinds of awareness. 

The white Bodhisattva Ksitagarbha with the symbols of a red 
branch from the tree of wishing and the ghanta in his hands ap
pears in order to purify visual awareness (S. caksurvijnana; T. 
Mig-gi rnam-shes) from false impressions of things in the world, so 
that the illusory aspect (S. maya) of all impermanent things can be 
recognized. The Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha has as his Dakini the 
goddess Lasya whose color is clear as water. She carries the mirror 
and the ghanta, and her realm is the visual field and all objective 
things. The "cloud-colored" (whitish-yellow) Bodhisattva M a i -
treya (T. Byams-pa) carries the Nagakesara branch and the bell 
(ghanta). His aim is the enlightenment of hearing (S. srotra-
vijnana; T. rNa-ba'i rnam-shes), in order that the ear may perceive 
the unchanging voice of the dharma. The Dakini of Maitreya is the 
"mother of pearl" goddess Puspa, who carries the symbols of the 
white lotus and the bell. She clears awareness of all previous and 
karmically effective illusory thinking. The third Bodhisattva is the 
"topaz-colored" Samantabhadra, who carries the ear of corn and 
the bell. His realm is the sense of smell (S. ghranavijnana; T. 
sNa-ba'i rnam-shes). His Prajna is the Dakini M a l a , whose sym
bols are the garland of flowers and the bell; she leads awareness 
towards religious thinking. 

The Bodhisattva Akasagarbha, whose color is yellow and 
whose symbols are the sword and the bell, is associated with the 
sense of taste (S. jihvavijnana; T. ICe'i rnam-shes). His Dakini is 
the goddess Dhupa, who carries a vessel filled with sweet-smelling 
essences and also the bell. The fifth Bodhisattva is Avalokitesvara 
with an eight-petalled lotus and the bell. He is associated with the 
sense of the body (S. kayavijnana; T. Lus-kyi rnam-shes). His 
Dakini is the coral-red goddess Gita, who carries a lute. She ap
pears in order to enlighten all perceptions of tone with the sound 
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of the heavenly music of the Kinnaras, which permeates the 
spheres. The Bodhisattva Manjusri has a saffron-yellow color, and 
he carries the blue utpala-blossom and the bell. He is familiar to us 
from the teachings of the Mahayana as the Bodhisattva of knowl
edge, and so he appears here to enlighten the faculty of thinking (S. 
manovijhana; T. Yid-kyi rnam-shes). As long as normal thinking is 
ruled by the intellect and its deceptive reflections, a breakthrough 
to perfect knowledge is impossible. The female counterpart of 
Manjusri is the red Dakini Aloka, who carries the all-illuminating 
light. She appears in order to enlighten thought-awareness, in that 
she protects it from all future intellectual activity with the clear 
radiance of her light. 

The seventh Bodhisattva, the reddish-yellow Nivaranavis-
kambhin, appears in the southwest of the mandala with the book 
of wisdom and the bell. The book as the symbol of the highest 
wisdom and the bell with the tone of all-pervading emptiness indi
cate that this Bodhisattva is able to enlighten the universal- or 
ground-awareness (S. alayavijnana; T. Kun-gzhi rnam-shes). His 
Dakini is the green Gandha, who carries incense and the bell, and 
who overcomes all presently-occurring intellectual activities. The 
eighth Bodhisattva is the "turmaline-green" Vajrapani (the vajra-
bearer), who holds the diamond scepter (vajra) and the ghanta. He 
appears in order to enlighten all hindrances still remaining in col
lective awareness (S. adanavijhana; T. Nyon-yid rnam-shes). His 
blue-green Dakini Nrtya carries a bowl of heavenly food as a 
foretaste of the bliss of liberation. 

We have now completed the circle of the Bodhisattvas and 
their female counterparts. Of course, in the various writings of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, we find different sequences, color-
symbolism, or divergent descriptions of the attributes or of the 
associations to the eight kinds of awareness. It would not, how
ever, be worthwhile to go into these confusing differences here. We 
shall later encounter the Bodhisattvas again in their negative as
pect in the form of the eight Keurimas and the eight Phra-men-
mas. They then constitute a demonic and wrathful intensification 
of the aspect of power manifesting on the level of the profane 
intellect. 
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I . T H E SIX B U D D H A S 

a. The Six Buddhas of the Bhavacakra and 
the Ritual of Guidance through the Six Realms of Existence 

With the six Buddhas of the so-called wheel of life (S. bhavacakra; 
T. Srid-pa'i 'khor-lo), who appear on the sixth day of the bardo 
visions together with the five Tathagatas and the eight Bodhisatt
vas, we come to the central ritual and symbolic portion of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. The six Buddhas are, among all the 
visionary figures of the bardo, the only ones to appear under the 
aspect of the nirmanakaya, that of the incarnated body. They are 
the six incarnated Buddhas (T. sPrul-sku thub-pa drug) as reincar
nations of the great compassionate Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, 
and they appear in the Srid-pa'i bardo as figures of salvation in the 
six realms of existence of karmically conditioned rebirth. 

There are figures quite similar to the six Buddhas in the bardo 
teachings of the pre-Buddhist Bon religion, who there bear the 
names gShen-rab, since they are held to be incarnations of the 
founder of the religion who had the same name (see also section 
3A). 

The six Buddhas are contemplated in detail in separate images 
during the death ritual, in order that the dead person in the bardo 
can realize early why these Buddhas appear as incarnations of the 
great Bodhisattva in the six realms of existence. To the ritual 
enactment of the six worlds belong also the various symbols of the 
Buddhas, which are displayed on individual initiation cards. The 
ritual sequence with the symbolic guidance of the image of the 
dead person (his sByang-bu) in connection with the six Buddhas 
wi l l be described later. Seen symbolically, the six Buddhas repre
sent the heroic descent of Avalokitesvara into the cycle of samsara. 
Thus the Buddhas are emanations of the Bodhisattva, so that in 
this form they may show the six kinds of beings the path out of the 
cycle of rebirth. To this end they make use of certain symbols and 
attributes; they appear in the six worlds as the heralds of a certain 
great virtue which leads to the overcoming of the corresponding 
world of existence. Together the Buddhas represent the six virtues 
of perfection, which belong to the ten moral principles of the 
Bodhisattvas. 
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In the important ancient Tibetan work M a n i bka ' - 'bum 1 0 1 

Avalokitesvara is described in many verses as the eleven-headed 
and thousand-armed "noble king of heaven" (T. 'Phags-pa nam-
mkha'i rgyal-po); in another part of the same work it is his four-
armed manifestation as the Bodhisattva of compassion who ap
pears in the center of the mandala of the six Buddhas. According 
to the meditation texts one should first meditate upon the mantric 
seed-syllable H r i h , which radiates in the middle of the heart center, 
standing on a sun lotus. Then the four-armed and pure white 
Bodhisattva Avalokites'vara (T. sPyan-ras-gzigs) appears from it, 
sitting upon a moon-lotus throne. In his first pair of hands he 
holds a rosary of 108 pearls in his right hand and in his left the 
eight-petalled lotus. His second pair of hands is folded in front of 
his heart in the namaskara mudra. With his kind and compassion
ate eyes he looks down upon the six kinds of beings. 

In the accompanying sketch of a mandala of Avalokitesvara 
(fig. 19) we see an arrangement of the six emanations in the form 
of the Buddhas. In the center of the lotus blossom is the 
Bodhisattva, and the six inner petals of the lotus bear the syllables 
of the mantric invocation Om Ma Ni Pad Me H u m , which is 
sacred to Avalokitesvara. The six mantric syllables are at the same 
time associated with the six Buddhas and their realms of incarna
tion, which are to be seen on the corresponding outer lotus petals. 
These six worlds form the "wheel of l ife" of the sixfold world of 
suffering, in which the Buddhas spread to the inhabitants the law 
of liberation from the suffering of rebirth. 

The realms of incarnation are those of the gods (T. Lha), the 
titans or demigods (T. Lha-ma-yin), human beings (T. M i ) , ani
mals (T. Byol-song), hungry ghosts or pretas (T. Yi-dvags), and 
denizens of hell (T. dMyal-ba). This comes from an old Buddhist 
classification familiar to us from Hinayana Buddhism, which is to 
be understood as a symbolic portrayal of human ways of behav
ing. 1 0 2 It concerns a world created by man's karmically unwhole
some behavior, causing him to be reincarnated again and again in 
the cycle of existence. Rebirth in the six realms of existence as the 
consequence of ignorance is connected with the doctrine of the 
twelve conditioned dependencies (S. pratitya-samutpada) which 
belongs to the core of Buddhist teachings about the inevitable 
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Fig. 19. The mandala of the six emanations of Avalokites'vara. In the 
inner lotus is the Bodhisattva with the six-syllable mantra; the outer lotus 
shows the six worlds of existence with the Buddhas. 

conditioning of becoming and impermanence. As long as human 
life is attached to the world of impermanence through ignorance 
and delusion, hatred, and desire, liberation from the chains of 
rebirth in the six worlds of suffering is impossible. In order to 
communicate this fundamental knowledge to all six kinds of be
ings, Avalokites'vara appears in the worlds of existence in the 
form of the six Buddhas. 

In the world of the gods, whose heavenly existence can 
nevertheless not last eternally, the white Buddha brGya-byin ap-
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pears as the Buddha of the realm of the gods (T. Lha' i thub-pa) 
with the melodious lute in his hands. This means that it is inap
propriate for the gods to be proud of their serene existence in lofty-
spheres, since their sojourn in the heavens based upon good kar-
mic deeds wil l at some time come to an end. The melodious tone of 
the lute (T. sGra-snyan) points to this impermanence. The mantric 
seed-syllable of the world of the gods, A H , is associated with the 
lotus center in the forehead, and the virtue of overcoming pride (T. 
Nga-rgyal) is the perfection of the meditation (S. dhyana-
paramita; T. bSam-gtan). 

In the world of the quarrelsome demigods and titans there is 
great envy over the fruits of the tree of knowledge. The green 
Buddha Thag-bzang-ris appears there as the Buddha of the titans 
(T. Lha-min thub-pa), with his knight's armor and his sword, in 
order to settle the envy-inspired fighting. The mantric seed-syllable 
S U 1 0 3 of this world is assigned to the throat center. The green 
Buddha teaches the titans the perfection of moral education (S. 
sila-paramita; T. Tshul-khrims), in order to overcome divisive 
envy (T. Phrag-dog). 

In the realm of human earthly existence the yellow Buddha 
Sakyamuni appears with the alms bowl and beggar's staff in his 
hands. In the human world of birth, old age, and death, the earthly 
Buddha teaches men to overcome the principle passion of desire 
(T. 'Dod-chags), while striving after the perfection of the attain
ment of salvation (S. virya-paramita; T. brTson-'grus). The 
psychic lotus cakra of the yellow Buddha Sakyamuni with the 
mantric syllable NR. is in the heart lotus as the place of the dhar-
makaya. 

For the world of animals living in ignorance and stupidity, the 
blue Buddha Seng-ge rab-brtan appears carrying the book of wis
dom. He teaches the animals to overcome ignorance (T. gTi-mug) 
by striving after the perfection of knowledge (S. prajna-paramita; 
T. Shes-rab chos). The mantric syllable T R I 1 0 3 is assigned to the 
world of animals and is situated in the lotus of the navel center as 
the origin of the animalistic and instinctual world. 

In the avarice- and greed-ridden world of the eternally thirst
ing hungry ghosts, or pretas (T. Yi-dvags), Avalokitesvara appears 
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as the red Buddha Kha-'bar-ma with the precious vessel of 
heavenly food (T. Rin-chen sgrom-bu). In order to overcome self-
torturing greed, which prevents these beings from ever becoming 
satiated, the red Buddha teaches the pretas the perfection of 
generosity (S. dana-paramita; T. sByin-pa'i chos). The psychic 
lotus for the world of the insatiable pretas is in the perineum and 
has the yellow mantric syllable PRE. 

The lowest realm of existence is the world of hells with its 
eighteen cold and hot regions of hellish torments, into which the 
beings driven by hatred (T. Zhe-sdang) fall. The Bodhisattva in the 

Fig. 20. The mandalas of the six realms of existence of the bhavacakra. 
Tibetan block prints from initiation cards for the death ritual; above: 
gods, demigods, and human beings; below: animals, pretas, and denizens 
of hell. 
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Fig. 21. The attributes of the six Buddhas of the worlds of existence. 

form of the indigo Buddha Dharmaraja (T. Chos-kyi rgyal-po) 
descends into these hells carrying water and fire to alleviate the 
sufferings of the beings tormented by heat and cold. The symbolic 
lotus cakra of the worlds of hell with the mantric seed-syllable DU 
is situated on the soles of the feet (T. rKang-mthil rtsa-'khor). In 
order that the denizens of hell may overcome the opposites of 
passionate hatred, the indigo Buddha teaches them the perfection 
of equanimity (S. ksantiparamita; T. bZod-pa'i chos). 

We shall quote an excerpt from a Tibetan meditation text 
about the great Bodhisattva Avalokites'vara 1 0 4 which will show 
the symbolism of the six syllables in relation to the worlds of 
existence. 

From the invocations to the Bodhisattva Avalokites'vara: 
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Om mani padme hum: 

Om mani padme hum: 

Om mani padme hum: 

Om mani padme hum: 

Om mani padme hum: 

The white syllable OM has appeared in 
the world of the gods in order to en
lighten the suffering of becoming and 
passing away caused by pride. M a y the 
true wisdom of equality be perfected. 
We call upon the lord of great compas
sion! 

The green syllable MA has appeared in 
the world of the titans in order to en
lighten the suffering of struggle and strife 
caused by envy. M a y the true wisdom of 
the works be perfected. 
We call upon the lord of great compas
sion! 

The yellow syllable NI has appeared in 
the world of human beings in order to 
enlighten suffering born of faint-hearted 
doubt. M a y the true and spontaneous
ly-originated wisdom be perfected. 
We call upon the lord of great compas
sion! 

The blue syllable P A D has appeared in 
the world of animals in order to en
lighten the suffering of animal stupidity 
caused by ignorance. M a y the true 
dharmadhatu wisdom be perfected. 
We call upon the lord of great compas
sion! 

The red syllable ME has appeared in the 
world of the pretas in order to enlighten 
the suffering of hunger and thirst born of 
the passions. M a y the true wisdom of 
discriminating clear sight be perfected^ 
We call upon the lord of great compas
sion! 
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Om mani padme hum: The blue-black syllable H U M has ap
peared in the world of hells in order to 
enlighten the suffering of heat and cold 
born of hate. M a y the true wisdom of the 
mirror be perfected. 
We call upon the lord of great compas
sion! 

The symbolism of the six Buddhas and their mission as guides 
to salvation in the six realms of existence is dealt with by the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead in a particular ritual intended for the 
guidance of the dead person's awareness. The ritual portrays sym
bolically the path of the Bodhisattva Avalokites'vara who appears 
in the form of the six Buddhas in the realms of existence in order to 
teach the Buddhist "perfections" (S. paramita) and wisdoms. A 
further significance of this r i t u a l 1 0 5 lies in the "closing of the six 
gates of rebirth" (T. sKye-sgo) by the mantric syllables Om ma ni 
pad me hum of Avalokites'vara, whereby the mission of the six 
Buddhas as emanations of the Bodhisattva is explained in detail. 
Moreover, in this central ceremony of the death recitations all the 
most important significations of the peaceful and wrathful deities 
are explained once again, above all the hand gestures and attri
butes (Phyag-mtshan) as well as the wisdoms of the Buddhas. For 
this purpose a series of painted cards, the Tsa-ka-li, is used, on 

Fig. 22. Three initiation cards for the death ritual with vajra, ghanta, and 
buddha-crown. Tibetan block print. 
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which can be seen the attributes, the symbols, and the signs of the 
spiritual lineages of the deities. As an example we shall name here 
the two first series of symbols from the group of the six Buddhas: 

For the yellow Buddha of the human world there is the series: 
patra and begging-staff, karmakalasa, dharmacakra, vajrasattva. 

For the white Buddha of the world of the gods: lute, buddha-
crown, vajra, three-footed kapala. 

Thus, for the symbolic portrayal of the six Buddhas and their 
realms and attributes alone, this requires a series of thirty cards, 
which during the ceremonies are shown simply in front of the 
image of the dead person and explained to it. The whole death 
ritual thereby becomes an initiatory succession of symbolic images 
connected with a precisely determined set of contents. It is there
fore also to be understood as a technique of systematic image-
meditation, in that the individual contents of the ritual process 
reveal themselves in the symbols. The dead person's awareness-
principle embodied in the sByang-bu is called upon to concentrate 
on these images and to meditate upon their profound contents. 
Thereby the purification of the profane awareness is achieved. 

The sByang-bu of the dead person occupies the central posi
tion in the ritual, and is addressed during the ceremony, ad
monished, guided, and imbued with spiritual powers by various 
abhiseka-consecrations, just as if it were an active participant. It is 
a question of the ability of the awareness-principle to find its way, 
spontaneously and with the guidance of the lamas, to liberation 
beyond the places of rebirth. The sByang-bu receives the place of 
honor in the view of the lama directing the ceremonies and is 
invited by him to take part in the ritual activity. The dead person's 
image represents him, and during the death ritual it travels in a 
symbolically ordered sequence on a specially prepared surface 
through all the various realms of incarnation that are possible 
places of rebirth. This surface as a cosmic plan of the six worlds of 
existence (T. 'Gro-ba'i khams drug) is placed on a rectangular 
wooden board (as in fig. 23) or on a kind of mandala of the 
worlds. In the middle row of the rectangular field are six squares 
representing the six worlds. This row is bordered on either side by 
another row of six squares. Small bowls of sacrificial rice are 
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dence in the sByang-bu or name-card (T. mTshan-sbyang). It 
should concentrate all its powers of awareness in this image and is 
admonished to recall the profound teachings and wisdom of its 
guru, to appropriate the wisdoms of the five Tathagatas and to 
remind itself of its personal protective deity (T. Yi-dam). 

The sByang-bu sits under a small canopy, and it is the name 
card of the dead person in that his name is inscribed under his 
image. This card is a symbol of the earthly body of the deceased. 
The stylized jewels on the card are a symbol of his spirit and the 
five-colored strips of silk hanging beside the canopy (see fig. 10) 
symbolize the five sensory components of his personality. After the 
summoning of the dead person comes the high point of the ritual, 
consisting of the instruction and guidance of the awareness by way 
of the sByang-bu, in order to lead it out of the six worlds of 
incarnation. The goal is the heavenly sphere of the great 
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, or complete release in nirvana. 

The symbolic journey of the small image begins in the first 
square with the portrayal of the sufferings of the world of hells, 
which are caused by hatred. The sByang-bu is placed on this 
square, and the sufferings of this realm of incarnation are de
scribed to the image as the representative of the dead person. N o w 
the deceased finds himself symbolically in hell; there he hears an 
account spoken by the lama of the appearance of Avalokitesvara 
as Buddha Dharmaraja, who out of great compassion (S. maha-
karuna) has descended as a savior into the world of hells. In the 
name of the dead person the small bowl of rice is offered to 
Buddha Dharmaraja who brings fire and water to alleviate the 
torments of heat and cold. Then the demonic beings of this realm 
are appeased with the gTor-ma offering, so that the awareness 
may leave the realm of hellish torments unhindered. At the end of 
this section of the ritual the gate to the world of hells is magically 
closed by means of mantras, and thereby rebirth in this realm is 
prevented. 

Then the sByang-bu is placed on the square of the pretas, the 
sufferings of the hungry ghosts and their karmic causes are ex
plained, and similar offerings of rice and gTor-ma are given to the 
Red Buddha and the harmful spirits. In corresponding sequence 
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the sByang-bu is taken through the world of animals, titans, 
human beings, and gods. By the time this has been completed the 
six gates of rebirth have been ritually closed. Then the table of the 
six worlds is taken away, and the path of Avalokitesvara leading 
to the spheres of enlightenment stands open to the deceased. The 
last earthly support of his awareness, the sByang-bu, is now no 
longer necessary and is burned over a light from the altar. The 
lama reciting the ritual speaks to the flames as f o l l o w s : 1 0 6 

" M a y the triad of body, speech, and mind of the deceased 
transform itself into fire for the wisdom of the three bodies (T. sKu 
gsum); may he be purified of the three basic failings and burdens, 
and may the fruit of the trikaya be attained. Let the five compo
nents of the personality and the five principal failings of the de
ceased transform themselves in the fire into the wisdoms of the five 
bodies (T. sKu-lnga); may the five elemental realms be purified of 
stains and the five wisdoms of the five bodies (the five wisdoms of 
the Buddhas) be attained. Let ignorance and sinful failures trans
form themselves in the fire into the purest wisdom; may he be 
cleansed of all hindrances and defilements and reach the fields of 
the lofty Buddha Samantabhadra." 

b. The Six Buddhas and the Great Image 
of the Realm of Hells 

Another important section of the death ritual portraying the Srid-
pa'i bardo is the detailed description of the worlds of hell with 
their wrathful ruler, Dharmaraja (T. gShin-rje chos-kyi rgyal-po). 
This theme has been taken up by many Tibetan artists who have 
treated it in vivid paintings which are to be found as murals or as 
scroll paintings in monasteries. In these pictures all imaginable 
sufferings of the eighteen hot and ice-cold hells are realistically 
portrayed, and in the center is the great court. Here the assistants 
of the judge of death assemble, and those beings burdened with 
bad karma are brought before Dharmaraja; the good and bad 
deeds are weighed and then the sentence of hellish torments is 
passed. In figure 25 we have a very fine Tibetan block print which 
depicts the realm of hells, the most important areas of which we 
shall now describe. 
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At the top we find the heavenly spheres of the five Tathagatas 
(1), visible in the circular radiance of their transcendent world (T. 
Zhing-khams). At almost the same level we see two further 
heavenly realms: on the left is the palace of Guru Padmasambhava 
on the copper-colored mountain (T. Zangs-mdog dpal-gyi ri-bo), 
and there we see the tantric guru in his wrathful aspect as Guru 
bDud-dpung zil-gnon. He stands in front of an aureole of flames 
and is holding the vajra and the magic dagger. With him are his 
two female pupils, the Dakini Mandarava and the Tibetan Ye-shes 
mtsho-rgyal (2). On the right side we recognize the turquoise 
palace in the heavenly realm of the goddess Tara; she appears 
accompanied by two bodhisattvas and is the guide on the path to 
salvation (3). 

Beneath these "heavenly spheres," which may be recognized 
during the meditative visions, extends samsara, the sixfold world 
of suffering including hell. The Tibetans, on account of their 
mythical connection with nature and the gods, have long been 
accustomed to seeing all important events against their cosmic 
background. A n d so the world of hells portrayed here is trans
posed to the central and most holy place in Tibet, the mountain 
Kailasa (T. Gangs-rin-po-che) in western Tibet. Kailasa as the 
mountain sacred to the gods is the highest point in the land of 
snow, where, according to ancient belief, one could gain direct 
access to the heavenly worlds. For the Tibetans, Kailasa is identical 
with the central cosmic mountain Sumeru, under the foundations 
of which are situated the hells of the god of death, Yama. In our 
picture (figs. 25 and 25a) we recognize the sacred mountain 
Kailasa, in the center of which is a Buddhist stupa, and to the side 
is the sacred lake Manasarovar (T. mTsho-ma-pham-pa), on the 
banks of which (5) stand ancient and venerable temples, monas
teries, and places of pilgrimage. The sacred mountain is almost 
entirely taken up by the stupa with a broad halo. The stupa is a 
symbol of the Buddhist teachings and has been used since the times 
of the Buddha as a sepulcher for the ashes of monks and saints (4). 
On the sides of the mountain and below we see the six Buddhas of 
the realms of incarnation (a—f) amongst the inhabitants of the 
realms. On the side of the Buddha of the human world (c) we 
recognize the upward-leading illuminated path of wisdom, by way 
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Fig. 25. The great image of the realm of hells with the judge of death in 
the center. Tibetan block print. 
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of which liberated beings climb to the summit of Mount Kailasa. 
On the other side, with the Buddha of the world of hells (f), we see 
the path leading down to the world of hells (T. dMyal-bar 'khig-
pa'i lam), down which the sinful people plunge. The upward-
leading path of liberation (T. mTho-ris thar-lam) shows the liber
ated beings in the upper part, but in the middle is the great red 
cloud with the wind of karma (T. Las-kyi rlung-dmar chen), which 
drives all karma-laden beings down into the hellish abyss. 

Let us now turn to the description of the worlds of hell and 
above all to the events that the dead person is supposed to experi
ence there, which bear many similarities to the mythical descrip
tions of other cultures and religions. Almost two thirds of the 
picture are devoted to the depiction of the realm of hells. This is 
the realm of the suffering of the extreme opposites of ice and 
glowing fire, and according to the Buddhist conception it must 
become through the vices of hatred and anger (S. dvesa or krodha) 
the unavoidable place of retribution. From the psychological point 
of view this comparison is quite appropriate, in that anger, hatred, 
and aversion must be seen in their strictly divisive and dualistic 
aspect. To create opposites also means to suffer from the exclu-
siveness of the opposites. Therefore this vice occupies first place 
among the "five poisons" which lead to rebirth in the six realms of 
existence. 

The world of hells (T. dMyal-ba) is an impregnable fortress of 
sufferings, the walls of which are festooned with so many dangers 
that escape is impossible until all wicked deeds have been atoned 
for. Nevertheless, Buddhism does not conceive of hell as eternal 
suffering, but as a temporally bounded purgatory, whereby the 
appearance of Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara in the world of hells 
receives its meaning. In our block print, hell is contained by a large 
square with four rocky mountains strewn with sharp stones and 
peaks (T. Shal-ma-ri) situated in the southeast, southwest, north
west, and northeast (g-k). These mountains with their sharp 
ridges are impassable. Between the four mountains are four insur
mountable walls of dangers: the innermost ring is fire, the second 
is a deep and treacherous morass of mud, and the third is a vast 
plain of knives (T. sPu-gri bye-thang chen-po), which is impossible 
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to cross without being cut to shreds. Should someone manage to 
surmount these three hindrances (1—n), he will come to the 
treacherous hedge of sword leaves (T. Ral-gri lo-ma'i nag tshal), 
which immediately plunge down if anyone should try to break 
through (o). These four walls and the four mountains at the cor
ners enclose the hell lying deep in the abyss. 

In the center we see, standing in front of an aureole of flames, 
the judge of death, Dharmaraja (T. gShin-rje chos-kyi rgyal-po). 
His appearance is wrathful, with blazing hair and a crown of 
skulls (6). He has a third eye and carries the flaming sword of 
knowledge as well as the mirror in which all the good and bad 
deeds of the people who have died are reflected. In front of the 
judge of death sits one of Dharmaraja's retinue of eleven assistants 
who is the most important of the "counsels of karma" or "karma 
guides" (T. Las-mkhan), the ape-headed "karma guide" (T. sPre'u 
mgo-can) who carries the scales of justice (7). Two more assistants 
of Dharmaraja sit to the side at his feet: the scribe, Las-mkhan 
stag-gi mgo-can, with the head of a tiger, and the bird-headed 
prosecutor, Las-mkhan pu-shud mgo-can, who has the head of a 
hoopoe (8 and 9). 

Beneath these are the dead people who have to account for 
themselves before the judge of death. The Tibetan Book of the 
Dead teaches that two spirits appear for every dead person who 
comes before the god of death, and these could be characterized as 
psychic aspects of the individual. They are considered to be good 
and bad spirits born simultaneously with the person. They appear 
together with the dead person before the judge of death; the " s i 
multaneously born white genius" (T. Lhan-cig skyes-pa'i lha 
dkar-po) carries a sack of white stones, and the "simultaneously 
born black demon" (T. Lhan-cig skyes-pa'i 'dre nag-po), a sack 
with black stones. In calculating the karmic deeds of the dead 
person before the court, the white spirit lays the white stones for 
the good deeds on the scale, and the black demon puts down the 
black stones for the bad deeds. The relative weights of the stones 
determine the extent of the punishment of hellish torments (10 and 
11). Dharmaraja has thirteen demonic assistants who help him 
make judgement over the dead person's individual karma: 
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demon-headed deity 
bull-headed deity 
second demon-headed 

deity 
ape-headed deity 

(with scales) 
tiger-headed deity 

(with scroll) 
hoopoe-headed deity 
scorpion-headed deity 
dog-headed deity 
lion-headed deity 
boar-headed deity 
bear-headed deity 
fury-headed deity 
serpent-headed deity 

These are the theriomorphic assistants of Yama Dharmaraja, 
who also guard the gates of the palace of hell, and from there they 
direct the sentenced beings into the eight hot and the eight cold 
hells. The two remaining realms of hell are situated at the bottom 
edge of the picture at the sides. Here the condemned beings find 
themselves surrounded by small biting vermin and in a lake of mud 
filled with snakes, worms, scorpions, and other small, tormenting 
animals. 

We have now described the major areas of the great image of 
hell. We see how detailed the descriptions of the sufferings of the 
underworld are, which are to be seen as the consequences of kar-
mically bad deeds. In some Tibetan collections, such as the " K u n -
bzang bla-ma'i zhal-lung," individual bad deeds are described in 
detail together with the corresponding hellish tortures that can be 
expected to follow after death. These detailed descriptions are 
amplified by very appropriate psychological examples. It is of 
particular interest that, consciously or unconsciously, exactly 
those symbolic consequences are drawn which unconditionally 
correspond to individual complexes of action. M a n knows his own 
failings, and the authors of the Tibetan Book of the Dead chose 

1. Srin-po'i mgo-can 
2. Glang-gi mgo-can 
3. Srin-po'i gdong-can 

4. Las-mkhan spre'u mgo-can 

5. Las-mkhan stag-gi mgo-can 

6. Las-mkhan pu-shud mgo-can 
7. Las-mkhan sdig-mgo-can 
8. Las-mkhan khyi-mgo-can 
9. Las-mkhan send-dong-can 

10. Las-mkhan phag-gdong-can 
11. Las-mkhan dom-mgo-can 
12. Las-mkhan dred-mgo-can 
13. Las-mkhan sbrul-mgo-can 
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symbolic retributions for them that are by no means unfamiliar to 
us from dream-experience. The ancient knowledge of cause and 
effect here brought to light primordial symbolic images whose 
relation to the reality of human behavior makes valuable psycho
logical comparisons possible. These wil l be more extensively con
firmed when we come to consider portrayals of the world beyond 
from cultures like those of India, Greece, or ancient Egypt. 

J . T H E F O U R G U A R D I A N S O F T H E M A N D A L A ( Y A B - Y U JV I ) 

On the sixth day of the visions of the peaceful deities, the four 
Guardians of the mandala appear; these are protective deities of a 
semi-wrathful character who guard the four gates of the mandala. 
Like all deities of the bardo visions they appear in tantric polarity 
with their female counterparts. They are of human form with 
wrathful faces, and they have the third eye of higher knowledge. 
With their wild hair and their crowns of five skulls, they guard the 
four cosmic directions of the mandala and at the same time be
come the guides of the awareness-principle in the transcendent 
world. At the east gate the white Guardian Vijaya (T. rNam-par 
rgyal-ba) appears together with his Dakini , Vajrahkusi. The sym
bols carried by the wrathful Vijaya are a kapala and a bell, and his 
female counterpart carries an iron h o o k . 1 0 7 The Guardian of the 
east gate appears in order to enlighten body-consciousness (T. 
Lus-kyi rnam-shes), and he effects the final physical dissolution of 
all beings. At the same time he represents one of the four divine 
boundless states (S. catur-pramana; T. Tshad-med bzhi) and 
stands for the virtue of immeasurable kindness (S. mahamaitri; T. 
Byams-pa chen-po). With the appearance of the dynamic figure of 
Vijaya, flaming red upon a lotus, the doctrine of the immortality of 
things and of psycho-personal structure (T. rTag-par lta-ba) is 
overcome. 

At the south gate of the mandala the wrathful yellow Yaman-
taka appears (T. gShim-rje gshed-po) with his Dakini , Vajrapas'i, 
in red flames and standing on a lotus throne. Yamantaka carries a 
sling and a bell. The Guardian of the south gate appears in order to 
dissolve the five corporeal senses, and he futher ensures that the 
"five poisons" (cardinal failings) are overcome by the five wis-
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doms. In addition he represents the divine state of great compas
sion (S. mahakaruna; T. sNying-rje chen-po) and leads the dead 
person's awareness beyond the doctrine of the boundedness of 
things. For neither thinking exclusively along the dimensions of 
bounded appearances nor thinking in terms of eternal conditions 
alone can ensure access to indescribable nirvana, which lies be
yond Being and non-Being. Thinking in mental conceptual con
structions must be subjective and dualistic, and it thereby misses 
the experience of absolute reality (T. Don-dam-pa). 

At the west gate of the mandala is the red Guardian Haya-
griva (T. rTa-mgrin rgyal-po) with his female counterpart, the Da
kini Vajrasrhkhala (T. rDo-rje lcags-sgrog-ma). Hayagriva with 
the horse's head in his hair carries an iron chain (or else a club en
twined with snakes) and a bell, and his Dakini also has an iron 
chain. The wrathful Hayagriva appears in order to dissolve all 
feeings and to ensure that the path of compassion is not aban
doned. The deity is associated with the doctrine of self-
contemplation and of reflective inner vision (T. bDag-tu lta-ba) 
and represents the divine virtue of sympathetic joy (S. mudita; T. 
dGa'-ba). 

The Guardian of the north gate is the green Amrtakundalin 
(T. bDud-rtsi 'kyil-ba) with his green Dakini , Vajraghanta. He 
carries a crossed vajra and a bell and appears in order to enlighten 
the awareness of all bodily sensations. In addition he effects tran
scendence through infinite compassion. Amrtakundalin represents 
the divine state of equanimity (S. upeksa; T. bTang-snyoms) and 
overcomes all thinking in signs and forms. He stands to the north 
as the cosmic place of Buddha Amoghasiddhi, and thereby sym
bolizes the perfection of all earthly and karmically conditioned 
works. The four Dakinis of the Guardians are also associated with 
the doctrine of the signs of the four boundaries (T. rTags-chad 
mu-bzhi), those boundaries within which alone all empirical ex
perience of life can take place. These four boundaries of our physi
cal and mental capabilities are birth and death (T. sKyed-'gag), 
immortality and dissolution (T. rTag-chad), existence and non-
Being (T. Yod-med), and appearance and emptiness (T. sNang-
stong). 
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We have now demonstrated some of the ethical and psycho
logical symbolism. Various other texts give further and sometimes 
differing accounts of the meanings of the four Guardians. In con
clusion we present an overview of these mandala deities (table 15). 

Bija- Bija- Catur-
Direction Mantra Guardian Color Dakini Mantra Pramana 

1. East H u m Vijaya White Vajrankus'i Dzam Mai t r i -
Kindness 

2. South H u m Yamantaka Yellow Vajrapas'i H u m Karuna-
Compassion 

3. West H u m Hayagriva Red Vajras'rnkhala Bam Mudi ta -
Joy 

4. Nor th H u m Amrtakundalin Green Vajraghanta H o Upeksa-
Equanimity 

T A B L E 15 

K . T H E F I V E SECRET V I D Y A D H A R A S ( Y A B - Y U M ) 

On the seventh day of the bardo visions the last of the peaceful 
deities appear, namely, the five "knowledge-holding deities," or 
Vidyadharas (T. Rig-'dzin lnga), who occupy a special position 
within the bardo mandala. Certain texts fail to consider them at 
all. The Vidyadharas are heroic tantric deities (S. vira; T. dPa'-bo), 
and they form a mandala in the sambhogakayacakra of the throat 
center (T. Longs-spyod 'khor-lo). They stand at the place of the 
mystical mantric lute and are symbolic figures of the spiritually 
enlightened verbal plane of human activity. By way of their as
signment to the cakra of the throat center, they belong neither to 
the sphere of the wrathful deities of the mental plane (the forehead 
center) nor to that of the peaceful spiritual plane of the heart lotus. 
Their position within the initiatory arrangement is special in that 
there is no particular initiation associated with them during the 
ritual, nor does their image appear on the consecration cards for 
the death ritual, which show the ritual sequence of the deities. Yet 
we often find the five Knowledge-holders in Tibetan paintings 
which depict the bardo deities. 
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The mantric path of the Mahayana (T. sNgags-kyi theg-pa) 
belongs to the secret paths of liberation through knowledge of the 
condensed meaning of the mantras and their recitation. Thus, the 
Vidyadharas, as deities on the mantric plane of pure speech (T. 
gSung-gi dkyil-'khor), even become guides on the path of libera
tion before the great cycle of wrathful deities dawns on the eighth 
day. 

The first deity to appear from the heavenly spheres (T. 
mKha-spyod zhing-khams) in the fivefold radiant light of "simul
taneously born wisdom" in the center of the lotus is the red 
Knowledge-holder, "Lotus Lord of the Dance" (T. Padma gar-gyi 
dbang-phyug), in tantric union with his red Dakini . Like the other 
four knowledge-holding deities, he carries as symbols the tantric 
kapala and the ritual sickle (T. Gri-gug). Then on the eastern lotus 
petal follows the white "Knowledge-Holder of the Earth" (T. Sa-la 
gnas-pa'i rig-'dzin), on the southern lotus petal the yellow "Life-
Ruling Knowledge-Holder" (T. Tshe-la dbang-ba'i rig-'dzin), in 
the west the red "Knowledge-Holder of the Great Symbol" (T. 
Phyag-rgya chen-po'i rig-'dzin), and in the north the green "Spon
taneously Arisen Knowledge-Holder" (T. Lhun-gyi grub-pa'i rig-
'dzin). A l l have the same symbols and are accompanied by their 
mystical Dakinis. Following the visions of these five deities are 

Vidyadhara 
Lotus Petal with Dakini 

Assignment to 
Color Symbols Psychic center 

Center Padma gar-gyi 
dbang-phyug 

Red Kaya-Vidyadhara 

East Sa-la gnas pa'i 
rig-'dzin 

White 

Kapala 
^and 

Sickle 

Citta-Vidyadhara 

South Tshe-la dbang-
ba'i rig-'dzin 

Yellow 
Kapala 

^and 
Sickle 

Guna-Vidyadhara 

West Phyag-rgya chen-
po'i rig-'dzin 

Red Vac-Vidyadhara 

North Lhun-gyi grub-
pa'i rig-'dzin 

Green Karma-Vidyadhara 

T A B L E 16 
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many other dakinis and protective deities, who are not, however, 
included in the mandala of bardo deities proper. In conclusion we 
present a brief overview of the symbol ism 1 0 8 of the Vidyadharas 
(table 16). 

2. The Wrathful Deities 

The evil of the soul is ignorance, for what
ever soul knows nothing of the nature of 
things or of the good itself, such a soul is 
blind and falls into the passion of the 
body, becomes an evil demon, does not 
recognize itself. . . . 

HERMES TRISMEGISTUS 

T H E S E C O N D cycle of bardo deities begins dramatically on the 
eighth day of the visions and lasts another seven days. From the 
depths of the abyss which opens up before the awareness-principle 
arise the wrathful deities. Yet this abyss is not to be found outside, 
but is rather a part of the human psyche itself, for according to the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, the terrifying deities appear as emana
tions of the intellect from the four directions of one's own head (T. 
Klad-pa dung-khang). They are projections of the intellect, which 
through ignorance tries to overcome these images by rigid rejec
tion, which causes the images to become all the more dangerous 
and overwhelming. Every reaction against the wrathful deities un
dertaken by awareness out of fear is, as a directed act of wil l on the 
part of the intellect, condemned to failure. The wrathful deities are 
the great counter-play—strengthened by demonic power—to the 
mandala of the peaceful deities. In both cycles of the great man
dala, the wrathful and the peaceful, the awareness-principle ex
periences in itself the suffering of the self-posited dualism of 
acceptance and rejection. The Tibetan Book of the Dead repeated
ly emphasizes this, in that the dead person is constantly exhorted 
to see through all kinds of visionary images with clear awareness, 
in order to recognize them as illusory. Liberation lies far behind 
these lofty radiances and beyond the terrifying apparitions. Every 
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kind of clinging to the images is considered here, from the psycho
logical point of view, as an impetus towards a new incarnation 
because of attachment that has not been overcome. 

But since the awareness-body of the dead person is, according 
to the texts, equipped with all faculties of sense, he experiences in 
the full reality of the senses the dawning of the terrifying deities, 
their forms, the dim and smoky lights and flames, and their chill
ing cries which demand annihilation. This overwhelming aspect of 
the numinosum tremendum of the wrathful deities throws the 
awareness into various levels of unconsciousness, and the further 
along the descending path one goes, the more unconsciousness and 
the inability to liberate onself wil l spread. We called the path of 
awareness through the bardo a reversed path, since on it all events 
are the reverse of their counterparts in earthly life. In the bardo of 
the death experience, the 'Chi-kha'i bardo, the highest and most 
perfect awareness flashes for a moment, and there then begins the 
descent of awareness through the Chos-nyid bardo on the level of 
the sambhogakaya. Until the moment of the reincarnation of 
awareness at the end of the Srid-pa'i bardo, awareness has almost 
totally succumbed to unconsciousness. Thus, the Book of the 
Dead, in describing the visions of the wrathful deities and the hells, 
talks of the helpless awareness being driven to and fro and of the 
violent red wind of karma which drives beings down into the 
abyss. 

The symbol of blood, well known in the Buddhist Tantras as 
the element of life, now receives its negative side, in that the wrath
ful blood-drinking deities (T. Khrag-'thung khro-bo) drink the 
blood, bearer of all desires and passions, of the dead person. With 
demonic energy they seize the dead person like Furies and drink his 
blood from the kapala, the skull goblet. The awareness flees from 
this spectacle down into the lower realms of the bardo. It loses the 
ability to collect itself and succumbs to the demonic visions which 
are the only things it can focus upon. It is therefore considered 
necessary for a person to concern himself with the bardo deities 
during his life, so that afterwards he will not be deceived and 
fascinated by their appearance. 

As with the peaceful deities, we find in the mandala of the 
wrathful deities a series of psychological meanings, which were in 
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the Tibetan Book of the Dead brought together inseparably with 
the doubtless extremely ancient theriomorphic deities. A l l the 
deities of the Book of the Dead, but above all the demonic emana
tions, are initiatory figures, as is the case with the Egyptian Book 
of the Dead. They are connected with a symbolism related to the 
human psyche and are amplified by a picture of Buddhist psychol
ogy, which presents itself before awareness in visions. 

Let us follow the order of the deities of the second cycle 
according to the teachings of the Book of the Dead as taught, for 
example, on September 8 of the year of the bird (A.D. 1501) by the 
Tibetan treasure-discoverer Padma gling-pa before his students in 
the Kun-bzang-gling monastery in eastern Bhutan . 1 0 9 He em
phasizes the psychological significance of the deities: "One's own 
body is the home of the peaceful and wrathful deities." Then from 
out of the powerful Mahasri-Heruka (T. Che-mchog Heruka), the 
wrathful manifestation of Adibuddha Samantabhadra, there un
folds the group of the five blood-drinking deities in order to an
nihilate the five principal failings of human behavior (T. Khrag-
'thung rigs-lnga). With them appear the five Heruka-Dakinis to 
enlighten the five elemental realms (T. Khams-lnga kro-ti-shva-
ri-ma). They are followed by the eight wrathful Keurima and the 
eight animal-headed Phra-men-ma for the enlightenment of the 
eight kinds of awareness and their realms of operation (T. gNas-
brgyad yul-brgyad ke'u-ri bcu drug). These are the wrathful coun
terparts of the eight Bodhisattvas and Dakinis from the mandala of 
the peaceful deities. Then from the four cosmic directions of the 
visionary space follow the four theriomorphic female Guardians, 
whose purpose is to indicate to awareness its "four boundaries" 
(T. rTag-chad mu-bzhi sgo-ma bzhi). At the end there is a wild 
round-dance of animal-headed Furies who appear in groups of 
seven wrathful Dakinis from each of the inner regions of the head, 
from its eastern, southern, western, and northern parts. They con
quer all karmic hindrances in order to liberate the world of aware
ness from all passions and attachments. For only on the image-less 
level can the realm of transcendence be attained. 1 1 0 

We must indicate a further fundamental difference between 
the peaceful and wrathful deities that relates to the extensive cos-
mological and psychological physiology of tantric Yoga, which 
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plays an important role in the picture of the universal man. These 
differences go back to the ancient Indian teachings of Buddhist 
Yoga, as handed down by the siddhas. They teach that there are 
three nadis, or subtle channels of psychic energy, which run inside 
the length of the spine, and these are the moon-nadi, the sun-
energy nadi, and the central avadhuti nadi. The joining of the sun-
and moon-energies in the central avadhuti by means of physical 
and psychical yoga-techniques is said to lead to an intensification 
of awareness and enlightenment. The three nadis in the profane 
and ignorant person are channels for the "three poisons," desire, 
hatred, and delusion, which are "the three evils of worldly exist
ence . " 1 1 1 They prevent the deities from having any influence in the 
three nadis, for only through the "highest truth" can the nadis be 
purified. 

These generally secret teachings, transmitted in various tradi
tions, in Kundalini Yoga in particular, were transmitted to Tibet 
with the "Six Doctrines" of Naropa. They are also the basis for the 
idea in Yoga that the appearance of deities is psychically con
ditioned, according to which the deities assume differing forms 
according to the state of awareness. Therefore, the peaceful deities 
are surrounded by an aureole of rays the colors of the five ele
ments, and they always appear on a lotus-moon throne. This 
means that the top surface of the lotus is a horizontal crescent 
moon. A l l the heroic deities and the wrathful deities of the bardo 
appear in an aureole of flames and upon a sun-lotus throne. The 
inseparable unity of both of their ways of appearing, the peaceful 
and wrathful aspects, the male and the female emanations, leads to 
the totality of the experience of reality in the Chos-nyid bardo and 
to the recognition that all forms are images of one's own aware
ness, behind which "empty" and absolute reality is to be found. 

A . T H E G R E A T H E R U K A O F T H E A D I B U D D H A ( Y A B - Y U M ) 

Above the first mandala of the five Buddha-Herukas, the 
Adibuddha Samantabhadra appears in the form of the powerful 
and terrible red-brown Che-mchog Heruka (S. Mahasri-Heruka). 
The mandala of the great wrathful blood-drinking deities is a 
fivefold lotus in the brain cakra, with a center and four petals. 
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"There first appears there from the center of the lotus and amidst 
the radiance of fiery light the great, wrathful blood-drinking 
Che-mchog Heruka , " with three heads, nine eyes, six arms, and 
four legs, upon a lotus, and in a flaming aureole. His right face is 
the color of smoke, the middle white, and the left red. In his three 
right hands he carries the vajra, the trident (S. khatvahga), and a 
drum with a handle (T. rNga-chung), and in his left hands he 
carries the bell, the kapala, and a sling made from innards. The 
powerful Heruka appears in inseparable union with his Dakini 
Krodhesvari, whose color is pure white. 

Che-mchog Heruka appears as Adi-Heruka outside the man
dala of the five Buddha-Herukas; he is the sixth Heruka and the 
unfolder of the great mandala of the wrathful deities. He is the 
primary precondition for all other terrifying deities and in certain 
texts is not mentioned in the sequence of after-death visions. The 
best known texts of the Tibetan Book of the Dead usually begin 
with the mandala of the five Buddha-Herukas. Like the 
Adibuddha Samantabhadra, the great Mahasri-Heruka thus oc
cupies a special position among the bardo deities. 

B . T H E F I V E W R A T H F U L B U D D H A - H E R U K A S ( Y A B - Y U M ) 

On the eighth day (the first day of the wrathful deities) there 
appears in the center of the lotus cakra the Heruka of Buddha 
Vairocana in the form of the smoke-colored dPal-chen Buddha-
Heruka with his white Dakini , Buddha-Krodhesvari. The central 
Heruka has three faces, six arms, and four legs. The right face is 
white, the middle smoke-black, and the left red. In his right hands 
he carries a long-handled axe, a flaming sword, and the wheel of 
the teachings; in his left, a kapala, a ploughshare, and a bell. This 
wrathful Heruka is an emanation of Buddha Vairocana, manifest
ing himself in a terrifying flaming form. 

His retinue then appears at the four cosmic directions, one of 
the remaining Buddha-Herukas on each day, as emanations of the 
peaceful meditation-Buddhas. They are the dark blue Vajra-
Heruka with the Dakini Vajra-Krodhes'vari in the east, the yellow 
Ratna-Heruka with his Dakini Ratna-Krodhesvari in the south, 
the red Padma-Heruka with the Dakini Padma-Krodhesvari in the 
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west, and finally the green Karma-Heruka with his Dakini 
Karma-KrodhesVari in the north. A l l Herukas have three heads, 
six arms, and four legs and are adorned with the tantric buddha-
crown of skulls and with skull-necklaces. These five Herukas in 
their terrifying numinosity vehemently set upon the "five 
poisons," with their seemingly ineradicable roots in ignorance, 
hatred, pride, passion, and e n v y . 1 1 2 It is explained to the aware
ness of the dead person in the ritual of the "confrontation with the 
wrathful deities" that these Herukas of the eighth to the twelfth 
day are nothing other than the emanations of one's own mind and 
that they should be recognized as forms of the Five Buddhas, one's 
own protective deities. This is a demand to integrate these visions 
into one's own awareness, whereby their psychically detrimental 
effect is dissolved. For the awareness-principle caught in the delu
sion of ignorance, or, psychologically speaking, in unconscious
ness, these Herukas must constitute a great danger, since their true 
(psychologically conditioned) nature is not recognized. The wrath
ful Herukas are also to be understood as "guides on the i l lumi
nated path of the five wisdoms," just as the five Buddhas were 
addressed in the "prayer of liberation from the bardo" (T. Bar-do 
'phrang-grol-gyi smon-lam). If the Herukas are seen in their true 
light, the danger dissolves, and the way to liberation in the sam-
bhogakaya stands open. 

Lotus Emanation of 
Cakra Heruka Color Heruka-Dakini the Buddha 

Center Buddha-Heruka Smoke-Brown Buddha-Krodhes'vari Vairocana 

East Vajra-Heruka Blue-Black Vajra-Krodhes'vari Vajrasattva-

Aksobhya 

South Ratna-Heruka Smoke-Yellow Ratna-Krodhesvari Ratnasambhava 

West Padrna-Heruka Smoke-Red Padma-Krodhesvari Amitabha 

North Karma-Heruka Smoke-Green Karma-Krodhes'vari Amoghasiddhi 

T A B L E 17. The Five Buddha-Herukas. 

A significant attribute of the Buddha-Herukas is that they 
generally have the wings of the garuda bird. The Herukas are 
magical apparitions, and they possess the power to overcome evil, 
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which is symbolized in particular by the mythical bird, Garuda, 
the destroyer of the serpent-demons. Most paintings for the Tibet
an Book of the Dead show the Herukas with wings, but there are 
also some in which only the central Che-mchog Heruka has wings. 
We also find many Tibetan pictures in which all six Buddha-
Herukas are shown in the center of the mandala of wrathful 
deities. More rare are versions which show only the five Buddha-
Herukas. The different arrangements of the deities in the various 
paintings for the Book of the Dead reflect the different Tibetan 
texts upon which the paintings are based. 

C . T H E E I G H T K E U R I M A 

With the Fury-like eight wrathful female deities, called the Keu-
rima, we encounter the terrifying aspects of the eight peaceful 
Bodhisattvas from the first cycle of bardo deities. As wrathful 
Dakinis they have the same psychologically motivated task, the 
enlightenment of awareness, as the Bodhisattvas, but now con
siderably intensified by their powerful wrathful aspect (T. Drag-
po). This becomes essential, as the awareness sinks deeper into 
unconsciousness and allows itself to be driven by fear of the ter
rifying figures which it does not properly recognize. The Keurima 
are called "Wisdom-Dakinis of the eight kinds of awareness" (T. 
rNam-shes brgyad-kyi ye-shes mkha'-'gro b z h i ) . 1 1 3 These Dakinis 
are also emanations from the cosmologically oriented portions of 
the head and are divided into two groups, that of the "inner four 
Dakinis" (T. Nang-gi mkha'-'gro bzhi), of the cardinal directions 
with pure colors, and that of the "outer four Dakinis" (T. Phyi-yi 
mkha'-'gro bzhi), of the intermediate directions with mixed colors. 
Once again the head is pictured as an eight-petalled lotus: from the 
east comes the white Keurima carrying a human corpse as a club in 
her right hand and a kapala in her left; from the south comes the 
yellow Tseurima (Cauri-ma) with drawn bow and arrow (the tan
tric symbol for the unity of path and goal = Thabs-shes); from the 
west comes the red Pramoha with the makara sign of victory 
(which guarantees no further access to samsara); and from the 
north comes the dark green Vaitali (Petali) who carries the vajra of 
eternal reality and a k a p a l a . 1 1 4 
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The second group of dakinis originates from the four inter
mediate directions: the reddish-yellow Pukkasi from the southeast, 
who pulls innards from the place of sinful misery; from the south
west, the greenish-black Ghasmari, who stirs the skull-bowl with a 
vajra (or who drinks blood from the kapala as a sacrifice to the 
giving up of samsara); 1 1 5 from the northwest the pale-yellow 
Candali, carrying a heart and a corpse (or who "is just tearing the 
head of false thinking from a corpse"); and finally from the north
east the blue-black Smas'ani, who is twisting the head off a corpse. 
A l l eight terrible goddesses make wild gestures of threat, vio
lence, and destruction and are surrounded by the raging flames of 
anger. They are followed by the eight theriomorphic Phra-men-
ma Goddesses, who correspond to the peaceful Dakinis of the 
Bodhisattvas. 

D . T H E E I G H T P H R A - M E N - M A 

A second group of eight terrifying goddesses are the eight 
theriomorphic Ma-mo Goddesses or Phra-men-ma, who rule over 
the eight realms of awareness (T. Yul-gyi phra-men-brgyad). Like 
the Eight Keurima, they belong to the thirteenth day of the bardo 
visions, and they are the wrathful counterparts to the eight Dakinis 
of the Bodhisattvas from the first cycle of peaceful deities. 1 1 5 In 
contrast to the Keurima, the eight Phra-men-ma goddesses, al
though of human form, have animal heads. Four of them have bird 
heads, and four animal heads: the animal-headed goddesses cor
respond to the four cardinal directions of the eight-petalled lotus, 
and the others to the intermediate directions. 1 1 6 

In the east appears the smoke-brown, lion-headed goddess 
Simhamukhi (T. Seng-mgo-can) amidst red flames. She holds her 
arms crossed in front of her breast in order to devour a corpse. The 
red Vyaghramukhi (T. sTag-gdong-can) appears from the south 
and has a terrible yellow tiger's-head. She holds both hands 
crossed below. From the west comes the black Srgalamukhi (T. 
Wa-mgo-can) with a red hyena's head (or fox's-head). In her right 
hand she brandishes a dagger, and in her left hands she grasps 
innards from which to drink the blood. From the north appears 
the dark-blue Svamukhi (T. Spyang-mgo-can) with a grey wolf's-
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head, who carries a corpse in both hands and devours it. From the 
southeast comes the yellowish-white Grdhramukhi (T. Bya-
rgod-mgo-can) with a vulture's head, and holding a corpse in her 
left hand, she tears innards out of it with her right. From the 
southwest appears the dark-red Kahkamukhi (T. Bya'i mgo-can) 
with the black death-bird's-head, who drags an enormous corpse 
on her shoulders. From the northwest comes the black Kakamukhi 
(T. Bya-rog mgo-can) with a raven's-head, who carries in her left 
hand a scimitar and in her right a kapala. The last terrifying fury 
appears from the northeast and is the dark-blue ulukamukhi (T. 
Ug-pa'i mgo-can), with the brown owl's-head, who carries in her 
right hand a vajra and in her left a kapala (or else a sword). These 
are the eight flesh-eating demonic goddesses of the eight realms 
who, together with the five Herukas, originate from the various 
regions of one's own head. They should not be feared, but should 
rather be considered as emanations of one's own thinking. A l l 
theriomorphic goddesses as well as the eight Keurima wear 
leopard-skins and hover in empty space, surrounded by blazing 
flames. Psychologically, they perform the same functions as the 
eight Bodhisattvas and Dakinis. The symbolism of the sixteen 
Fury-like goddesses as counterparts to the Bodhisattvas is of par
ticular psychological interest, in that we find in the eight Phra-
men-ma, groupings of mythological images of the negative mother 
and of the guidance of awareness which point to archetypal struc
tures of mythically conditioned origination of images. 

E . T H E F O U R A N I M A L - H E A D E D 

F E M A L E G U A R D I A N S O F T H E M A N D A L A 

On the fourteenth day there appear from the four cosmic direc
tions of the head the four animal-headed Dakinis, followed by the 
28 powerful and similarly animal-headed Dakinis. The four 
Guardians (T. sGo-ma bzhi, or also sGo-skyong khro-mo bzhi) are 
fairly similar to the Phra-men-ma. As far as their buddhological 
significance is concerned, they again represent the "four divine 
boundless states" (T. Tshad-med bzhi). The four female Guardians 
are the four heralds of the 28 powerful goddesses and also count as 
members of this group, in which they appear again. But basically 
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they also appear in the death ritual apart from the group as the 
guardians of the four gates of the mandala. The 28 goddesses are 
subject to a cosmologically conditioned fourfold division into four 
groups of seven including the Guardians, or else the group of four 
Guardians can stand separately beside four groups of six goddes
ses. 

At the east gate 1 1 7 the white rTa-gdong-ma appears with a 
horse's h e a d , 1 1 8 holding in her right hand a kapala and in her left a 
vajra iron hook (T. rDo-rje lcags-kyu). As the bearer of tantric 
symbols she teaches "boundless compassion" (T. sNying-rje 
tshad-med). At the south gate appears the yellow Phag-gdong-ma 
with the black boar's-head, carrying in her right hand a kapala, 
and in her left a sling with which to pull the dead person out of the 
mire of samsara. She announces the heavenly state of "boundless 
kindness" (T. Byams-pa tshad-med). From the west gate of the 
mandala comes the red Seng-gdong-ma with the white lion's-head, 
carrying a kapala in her right hand and an iron chain in her left. 
She is the herald of the state of "boundless sympathetic joy" (T. 
dGa'-ba tshad-med). At the north gate of the mandala the green 
sBrul-gdong-ma appears with the grey serpent's-head, carrying the 
kapala in her right hand and the bell in her left, the ringing 
of which fades away into emptiness. She announces the fourth di
vine boundless state of "infinite equanimity" (T. bTang-snyoms 
tshad-med). A l l four Guardians appear surrounded by flames and 
wearing tigers' skins. 

F . T H E 2 8 P O W E R F U L , A N I M A L - H E A D E D G O D D E S S E S 

On the fourteenth day the outer ring of the Mandala of the Wrath
ful Deities produces the four times seven animal-headed goddesses, 
who originate from the cosmic directions. Some Tibetan paintings 
correspond exactly in their structure to the descriptions of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead as translated by Evans-Wentz, and also 
to such descriptions as we have g iven . 1 1 9 In the central circle we 
recognize the five Buddha-Herukas and the Che-mchog Heruka, 
and in the first ring around the center are the eight Keurima and 
the eight Phra-men-ma as well as the four theriomorphic female 
Guardians. These are the thirty wrathful Herukas and deities (T. 
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Heruka drag-po'i lha bcu-sum tham-pa) referred to by the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead, without mention of the Heruka of the 
Adibuddha. Then follow, in the four sectors of the outer ring, the 
28 wrathful and powerful goddesses (T. dBang-phyug nyer-
brgyad). They are also called the 28 flesh-eating Dakinis (T. Sha-za 
mkha'- 'gro) . 1 2 0 First come the four groups of six Dakinis from 
the four directions of one's own head and then the four female 
Guardians. 

From the east comes the smoke-black Srin-mo goddess Rak
sasi with the head of a Tibetan yak (T. gYag-mgo-me), carrying a 
vajra. She is followed by the reddish-yellow Brahmani with a 
snake's-head (T. sBrul-gdong-ma) and the dharma wheel in her 
hand, the greenish-black Mahadevi with a leopard's-head (T. 
gZigs-mgo-ma) and the trisula (trident) in her hand, the blue Vais-
navi with a mongoose's-head (T. Sre-mong mgo-ma) 1 2 1 and the 
dharma wheel in her hand, the red Kumari with the head of a 
Tibetan snow-bear (T. Dred-mgo-ma) and a short spear in her 
hand, and, as the sixth goddess in this group, the white Indrani 
with a bear's-head (T. Dom-mgo-ma), holding innards in her 
h a n d . 1 2 2 

Then from the south come the yellow Vajri with a bat's-head 
(T. Pha-wang mgo-ma) and a knife in her hand, the red Santi with 
the makara-head of a water dragon (T. Chu-srin mgo-ma) and the 
kalasa (the vessel of the water of life) in her hand, the red Amrta 
with a scorpion's-head (T. sDig-pa'i mgo-ma) and a lotus in her 
hand, the white Candra with a falcon's-head (T. Khra' i mgo-ma) 
and the vajra in her right hand, the greenish-black Danda with a 
fox's-head (T. Wa ' i mgo-ma) and a club in her right hand, and 
finally the yellowish-black Raksasi with a tiger's-head (T. sTag-gi 
mgo-ma) and a blood-filled kapala in her left hand. 

From the west appear the greenish-black Za-ba with a vul
ture's head (T. Bya-rgod mgo-ma) and a club in her hand, the red 
d'Ga'-ba with a horse's-head (T. rTa'i mgo-ma) and carrying the 
trunk of a huge corpse, the white Mahabali with a garuda's-head 
(T. Khyung-gi mgo-ma) and holding a club in her hand, the red 
Raksasi with a dog's-head (T. Khyi ' i mgo-ma) and carrying a 
vajra-knife, the red Abhilasi with a hoopoe's-head (T. Pu-shud 
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mgo-ma) and carrying a bow and arrow ready to shoot, and finally 
the greenish-red Nor-srung with a stag's head (T. Sha-ba'i mgo-
ma) and carrying a kalas'a. 

From the north appear the blue Vayudevi with a wolf's-head 
(T. sPyang-ki'i mgo-ma) and a weathervane in her hand, the red 
N a r i with the head of an ibex (T. sKyin-gyi mgo-ma) and carrying 
a sling of strung teeth, the red Vajri with a crow's-head (T. Khva-
tva'i mgo-ma) with the corpse of a child in her right hand, the 
greenish-black sNa-chen with an elephant's-head (T. Glang-chen 
mgo-ma) carrying a huge corpse, and finally the blue Varuni with 
a snake's-head (T. sBrul-gyi mgo-ma) and carrying a sling wound 
around with snakes. 

N o w 24 of the 28 powerful goddesses have appeared and they 
are followed in the four gates of the mandala by the four Guard
ians once again, who conclude the entire mandala of the 58 terri
ble goddesses. 

From the four directions of the head appear the four female 
Guardians who are similar to the goddesses of the mandala gates 
mentioned above. In the east is the white Vajradakini with a 
cuckoo's-head (T. Khu-dbyug mgo-ma) and an iron hook in her 
right hand. In the south is the yellow Dakini with the antelope's-
head (or goat's head) with spiralling horns (T. Ra-mgo-ma) and 
holding a sling in her hand, while in the west the red Dakini with 
the lion's-head (T. Seng-mgo-ma) appears with an iron chain in 
her hand. At the north gate the greenish-black Dakini with the 
snake's-head (T. sBrul-mgo-ma) appears and lets the bell (T. Dr i l -
bu) in her hand ring into the emptiness. 

A l l these deities should be recognized as manifestations of 
one's own mind. The 42 peaceful deities come from the radiance of 
the dharmakaya, and the 58 wrathful deities come from the 
radiance of the sambhogakaya. 

The Tibetan Book of the Dead mentions another consequence 
of the transformations of the visionary deities in case one flees 
from these images out of fear. Then all the peaceful deities become 
forms of the protective deity Mahakala, and all the wrathful 
deities change into the most extremely negative and threatening 
aspect of the god of death, Dharmaraja (T. Chos-kyi rgyal-po). 
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The peaceful deities assume the aspect of power which represents 
protection through wisdom and knowledge. Mahakala, the great 
and powerful protective deity, is indeed a wrathful figure, but in 
the positive sense. Therefore he is also called Ye-shes mgon-po, the 
"protector of knowledge and wisdom." If, even under this positive 
aspect of the warding off of ignorance, the person does not become 
aware that all manifestations of the deities in the bardo are not 
external to his own mind, but rather are inherent in it, then the 
wrathful deities wil l suddenly all appear in the form of Yama or 
Dharmaraja, the god of death. For all manifestations of one's own 
thought, in the form of "images" of psychic projection, but not 
recognized as such or else they could be withdrawn, are now an
nihilated. The Tibetan symbolism has found in the intensification 
of the various aspects of the deities an appropriate psychological 
medium for the expression in such images of the psychic process of 
wisdom, knowledge, and enlightenment on the one hand, and of 
ignorance, delusion, and passion on the other. These of course 
come from an ancient mythical world, which always attains its 
own reality in high religions such as Buddhism. It is remarkable to 
see how, when such religions migrate to other countries, the high 
teachings are always expressed by ancient images in such a way 
that they are comprehensible to everyone. 

For this reason the Tibetan Book of the Dead also says that 
one should regard the images as forms of manifestation of one's 
own awareness, i.e., the Buddhist doctrine is working here with 
realistic visions but is demanding their psychic dissolution and 
overcoming, since they would not be compatible with the doctrine 
of absolute liberation in imageless and purely transcendent nir
vana. 

The lama or monk directing the whole death ritual and the 
recitations for the dead person admonishes the awareness "wan
dering through the bardo like a stray dog" to value properly his 
"spirit-body formed from karmically conditioned hindrances" (T. 
Bag-chags yid-kyi lus), in that, no matter how anxious it may be in 
the face of the threatening deities and furies, it cannot be destroyed 
and ultimately remains immortal in the bardo (T. 'Chi rgyu-med). 
For the person has no kind of embodiment and consists of pure 
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awareness, even though this is seemingly capable of all sensation. 
The dead person is reminded, therefore, that his bardo body is in 
reality formed of emptiness (T. Stong-pa'i rang-gzugs). It was 
mentioned repeatedly during the earlier part of the ritual recita
tions that all the radiant and burning apparitions of the deities on 
the level of the sambhogakaya and of the highest dharmakaya are 
emanations from infinite emptiness. Or, according to Buddhist 
Vijnanavada philosophy, all images and visions and also all objec
tive things are emanations from the immeasurable alayavijhana, 
the universal-consciousness, which is capable of forming every
thing. Karma is characterized in the Book of the Dead as the wind 
from the red cloud which drives the dead beings into the abyss of 
reincarnation. But karma is also the wind which causes waves of 
thought on the surface of the ocean of awareness and the ten 
thousand created forms of mind which prevent a clear view into 
the depths of ground-consciousness. 

Thus, at the end of the part of the Book of the Dead which 
presents the visions of the wrathful deities, it says that even the 
destructive forms of Dharmaraja are merely images of one's own 
thought forms, with no reality of their own. They are emptiness, 
and cannot harm the emptiness of a liberated awareness-principle. 
If the recognizing mind and the images mutually interpenetrate, 
then liberation on a higher level is attained, and this can no longer 
be described, since there is no kind of suffering of opposites. This 
is the meaning of the recognition of the "clear light," the highest 
experience of transcendence in the bardo. 

G . T H E F I V E J N A N A - D A K I N l S 

A N D T H E P O W E R F U L V A J R A K U M A R A - H E R U K A 

Certain ritual texts of the Tibetan Book of the Dead talk of some 
additional deities, which gives rise to an enlarged mandala of 117 
peaceful and wrathful deities. 1 2 3 We find this larger mandala ex
clusively in the tradition of the rNying-ma-pa and the 'Brug-pa 
sects of Tibet, Ladakh, and Bhutan. The seven additional deities 
are situated in the two lowermost cakras, the muladhara-cakra (T. 
gSang-gnas dkyil-'khor) and the manipura-cakra (T. ITe-ba'i 
dkyil-'khor). In Chapter II (4E) we were introduced to the lowest 
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cakra in the perineum as the location of the protective deity V a -
jrakumara, or Vajrakila-Heruka. This cakra is also associated with 
karmic activity (T. Phrin-las) and with Buddha Amoghasiddhi and 
is usually referred to in the bardo texts as the sukhapala-cakra (T. 
bDe-skyong 'khor-lo). Here the powerful protective deity 
Vajrakila-Heruka watches over the place of desire (kama). Be
tween this cakra and the heart-lotus is the manipura-cakra, also 
called the nirmanacakra (T. sPrul-pa'i 'khor-lo). Here, in the place 
of karmic merit (S. guna) and of Buddha Ratnasambhava, appear 
the five "Wisdom-Dakinis" (T. Ye-shes mkha'-'gro lnga). 

They form a five-petalled lotus or a hexagram with the five 
mantric seed-syllables Bam, H a , R i , N i , and Sa. In the center appears 
the white Buddha-Dakini, in the east the blue Vajra-Dakini, in the 
south the yellow Ratna-Dakini, in the west the red Padma-Dakini, 
and in the north the green Karma-Dakini. They are initiation-
goddesses, known in Buddhist symbolism also as emanations of 
the tantric Dakini , Vajravarahi (T. rDo-rje phag-mo). 

In the lowermost lotus, the sukhapala-cakra, the dark-blue 
Vajrakila or Vajrakumara-Heruka appears as a powerful personal 
protective deity. He has three heads, six arms, and four legs and 
stands on a lotus with his light-blue female counterpart. Vajraku-
mara also has the wings of the garuda and wears the tantric 
death's-head buddha-crown. In his first pair of hands he holds a 
ninefold vajra (T. rDo-rje rtse-dgu) and a burning flame; in the 
second pair he carries a vajra and a long trident; in the third pair 
he holds a magic dagger and at the same time embraces his Prajfia. 
The magic dagger, also called a vajra dagger (S. vajrakila; T. rDo-
rje phur-pa), is an important ritual tool in the tantric rites of Tibet. 
Its handle is a vajra and it has a three-edged blade. The deity is 
himself named after this attribute. The dagger is used in Tibet for 
ritual exorcism and annihilation of harmful and demonic beings, 
and especially of serpent-spirits. According to the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead the magic dagger is associated with the sukhapala-cakra 
in that it is the three-edged tool for annihilating the "three basic 
evils" or "three poisons" of all human activity, which continually 
lead to karma and attachment. These "three poisons" (T. Dug-
gsum) are ignorance, hatred, and the passions. As long as they 
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condition life and are continually set in motion by the desires, no 
exit can be found from the cycle of the worlds of suffering. There
fore the blue Vajrakumara as the wrathful protective deity oc
cupies the lowest cakra, in order to protect karma from these three 
failings. We have now become acquainted with all the deities of 
the Buddhist pantheon for the bardo visions, who symbolize in 
their individual meanings the total psychical and physical being of 
man. 

Place Visions Lotus or Cakra Five Buddhas 

Forehead Wrathful Deities Mahasukha-Cakra Vairocana 

Throat Knowledge-holding Deities Sambhoga-Cakra Amitabha 

Heart Peaceful Deities Dharma-Cakra Vajrasattva-Aksobhya 

Navel Wisdom-Dakinis Nirmana-Cakra Ratnasambhava 

Perineum Vajrakumara-Heruka Sukhapala-Cakra Amoghasiddhi 

T A B L E 18 

3. From the Books of the Dead of the 
Pre-Buddhist Ancient Tibetan Bon Religion 

Then your heart is a dark valley; if you do 
not soon work for the birth of the light, he 
will then ignite the fire of anger in 
you . . . and you will be unable with your 
animal birth to reach the gates of heaven. 

JACOB B O E H M E , Aurora 

W E H A V E not yet considered in any depth the teachings of the 
ancient Tibetan Bon religion, which had been widespread in the 
high lands of Tibet before the arrival of Buddhism from India. We 
must of course distinguish between the various kinds of Tibetan 
folk-beliefs and the authentic Bon religion as such. Where the 
border between the two formerly lay cannot be stated categori
cally. What is certain is that with the propagation in Tibet of 
Buddhist teachings since the seventh century, we also know, from 
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written evidence of the kings and early monks, of the existence of 
this religion whose adherents call themselves Bon-po. Tibetan 
folk-beliefs and local religious movements stem from essentially 
differentiated ideas of soul and spirit, woven into an ancient 
magical-mythical world view which exhibits ancient central 
Asiatic and shamanistic traits. This is a multi-layered realm of 
heterogeneous ideas about the essence and persistence of the soul 
after death, of its journey through the underworld and its return to 
the earthly world, and these ideas are clearly distinguishable from 
those teachings of the Bon religion with which we now want to 
deal. At first glance the systems of the Bon-po known to us today 
have such profound and well-ordered psychological and ethical 
foundations that they are hardly distinguishable from the Buddhist 
religion. 

We also know, however, that in the course of the assimilation 
between Buddhism and the Bon religion on Tibetan soil which 
lasted many centuries, a transformation of the Bon religion took 
place, in which many forms of Buddhist thinking and categories 
were integrated. The Buddhist mandala theory, for example, with 
its cosmology and the well-known fivefold symbolism, became an 
indispensable foundation of the Bon-po pantheon as in the extant 
writings of the Bar-do thos-grol. There were of course many de
monstrable influences in the opposite direction, in the case of the 
symbolism of the "nine doctrinal systems" (T. Theg-pa dgu), for 
example. It is not our task here to engage in an historical and 
religious or philological comparison between the two religions, the 
problem being too complex and the subject not sufficiently 
researched. We can, however, apart from critical historical com
parisons, deal with the Book of the Dead of the Bon religion, 
which exhibits a striking similarity to that of the Buddhist 
tradition. 

If we consider that in the Bon religion there was the tradition, 
as in Tibetan Buddhism, of the "gTer-ma" scriptures which were 
found by the "treasure discoverers," we can then go fairly far 
back, historically speaking. 

The work by the Bon-po gTer-ston 'Or-sgom phug-pa 
(12th—13th centuries) dealing with the Naraka deities of the bardo 
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w o r l d s 1 2 4 bears a striking similarity to the Naraka-cycles of the 
Buddhist writings from the Na-rag dong-sprugs genre. There are 
also manuscripts, which are perhaps three- to four-hundred years 
old, in which there is a systematic arrangement of the bardo 
deities, the peaceful and wrathful emanations, the six worlds of 
rebirth, and the six Buddhas of the wheel of life, which, even under 
other names, immediately display their relationship to the Bud
dhist tradition. Buddhist principles in the Bon religion are even 
clearer in the mandala symbolism, the use of the elemental and 
psychological symbolism of the five skandhas, the five wisdoms 
and the "five poisons," which for the most part are applied in the 
Bon religion by means of the same concepts. We may also con
clude that both these systems of organized religion could be of 
non-Tibetan origin, which has already been shown in the case of 
Buddhism. 

Our historical knowledge indicates that important currents of 
the Bon religion came from western Tibet, perhaps even from 
beyond the western border (Kashmir to Iran). Also, the great 
founder or reorganizer of the Bon doctrine, gShen-rab myi-bo, is 
said to have come to western Tibet from the region of the west 
Himalayas. 

His history is as much concealed behind fantastic legends as 
that of Padmasambhava, about whom we can at least establish a 
chronology of the few years of his stay in Tibet. Yet the influence 
of the teachings of gShen-rab was considerable, and many things 
and religious or spiritual stages were given his name (gShen), 
which is at the same time the principal concept of his doctrine. 

Let us now come back to the Tibetan Book of the Dead and to 
that of the Bon religion. Even if we do not possess any translated 
works of this kind, there are nevertheless some Tibetan sources 
from which we can draw. The best known Tibetan Book of the 
Dead of the Bon-po is the Bar-do thos-grol gsal-sgron chen-mo, a 
work similar in many respects to the Buddhist version. Given cer
tain differences in symbolism and in the various deities, which are 
generally more numerous and have individual personalities and 
different names, we could say that the course of the Bon-po Book 
of the Dead is more or less parallel in content to that of the 
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Buddhist version. Yet we must be careful not to oversimplify or 
to force any parallels. It is nevertheless helpful to the reader to 
have the schema of the Buddhist bardo visions in his mind's eye 
throughout the following presentation, since the structure in the 
Bon religion is somewhat similar. 

In what follows we shall briefly describe the peaceful and 
wrathful deities according to certain bardo teachings of the 
Bon-po and describe their symbolism in outline, since we are un
able here to present a more penetrating study or a more complete 
description of the very complex symbolism. Given a detailed pre
sentation of the Bon-po traditions of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, the reader might become confused by the complexity of the 
symbols and colors of the deities and their attributes in the Bon 
religion. 

Let us proceed from some basic premises common to the Bon 
religion and to Buddhism. We find similarities in the descriptions 
of the process of dying, the sinking of awareness through the 
elements, and in the division of the stages of the bardo. We again 
find the 'Chi-kha'i bardo, the Chos-nyid bardo, and the Srid-pa'i 
bardo. The number of deities in the visions is greater. The division 
into peaceful and wrathful deities with male and female aspects, 
the dakinis, the buddhas, the theriomorphic deities, and the 
herukas are similar in both traditions. 

A . T H E P E A C E F U L DEITIES 

At the beginning stands another threefold invocation formula: Lha 
bon gshen dang gsum la phyag-'tshal-lo. Hereby the highest triad 
of the Bon-po religion is invoked: "I take refuge in the deities, the 
teaching, and the founder, gShen-rab." Whereas in the Buddhist 
Tibetan Book of the Dead we had the pure dharma-sphere of the 
Adibuddha Samantabhadra as the transcendent and absolute ori
gin, we have here the "swastika-sphere (T. gYung-drung-gi 
dbyings) of the unchanging B o n " (T. Mi- 'gyur bon-nyid), from 
whose "radiant heaven of the light of wisdom" the highest deity 
Samantabhadra (T. mNga'-bdag kun-tu bzang-po) appears as the 
first f igure . 1 2 5 It is remarkable that the dark-blue Samantabhadra 
is the highest deity of the Bon religion as well as of the ancient 
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non-reformed rNying-ma-pa sect of Tibet. Samantabhadra is the 
perfected embodiment of Bon-reality and embraces all three 
worlds. From the absolute Bon-sphere, concretized in the blue 
Samantabhadra in the form of the true Bon (T. Bon-sku), there 
radiates from the heart-center the clear light of the highest wis
dom. From this emanate all the deities, unfolding in luminous 
mandalas, of the peaceful and wrathful orders (T. Zhi-khro lha-
tshogs) of the Bon-po Book of the Dead, who appear in order to 
remove all impurities and hindrances on the path through the 
bardo. According to the sNyan-rgyud tradition of the Bar-do 
thos-grol 1 2 6 the first to appear from radiance and emptiness is the 
gShen deity "White Light" (T. gShen-lha 'od-dkar) on a magnifi
cent sun-moon-lotus throne. His color is white and his hands lie in 
his lap in the dhyanamudra. He is clothed in regal splendor and 
thereby manifests in the form of the sambhogakaya. In his heart-
lotus there appears from the innermost essence of spirit (T. Sems-
nyid ngo-bo) the luminous white mantric syllable A, which is the 
most important seed-formula of the Bon religion. From this sylla
ble emanates the fivefold radiance of the elemental lights of the 
wisdoms, and from these come the peaceful and wrathful deities of 
the bardo visions. The swastika (T. gYung-drung) is an important 
symbol of the Bon religion. It is the left-pointing hooked cross 
found as an emblem of the throne of the deities, and carried, for 
example, as a swastika-scepter by the divine founder of Bon, 
gShen-rab myi-bo, in his right hands (fig. 26). The swastika also 
appears in Buddhist symbolism, but in that case is right-pointing. 
We find certain other symbols in the two religions that are distin
guished only by their right- (Buddhism) or left- (Bon) orientation. 

This is important in relation to the mandala symbolism of the 
Bon religion, since this too is read in the opposite direction. From 
the center one proceeds to the east (below) and then by the north 
(right) to the south on the left side of the lotus-mandala. Corre
spondingly, the holy circumambulation of a Bon-po stupa takes 
place to the left, whereas in Buddhism it goes to the right. 

After gShen-la 'od-dkar has initiated the bardo visions as the 
embodiment of the white light, the complex form of the peaceful 
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deity rGyal-ba 'dus-pa follows as an emanation of Saman
tabhadra. He sits in the middle of a blue heavenly sphere on a 
lotus-throne with the symbolic animals, the lion, the elephant, the 
horse, the dragon, and the garuda, supporting the lotus. The drag
on is found as a symbolic animal only with the Bon-po deities. 
rGyal-ba 'dus-pa has a white body which radiates in crystal-clear 
light. He has five heads and ten arms and is adorned with the 
finery of the sambhogakaya. His five faces are white, yellow, red, 
green, and blue. As attributes he carries sun and moon in his first 
pair of hands, the victory-sign and bow and arrow in the second, 
swastika and sling in the third, and cakra and iron hook in the 
fourth, the fifth pair being empty. rGyal-ba ' d u s - p a 1 2 7 rules over 
the mandala of the peaceful deities and occupies a position equiva
lent to that of Buddha Vajrasattva in the emanation-schema of the 
bardo deities. His terrifying aspect among the wrathful deities is 
the powerful protective deity, dBal-gsas. 

Then the indigo-blue Khri-bzhi nams-ting (or, Khri-bzhi 
nam-bting rig-pa'i lha) appears on a dragon-throne above the 
sun-moon-lotus, radiating in the white, unchangeable body of 
knowledge. 1 2 8 This deity appears in tantric union with his female 
counterpart, Thugs-rje byams-ma, also called Srid-pa'i rgyal-mo. 
Khri-bzhi nams-ting has four faces which look towards the four 
cosmic directions. He points towards the formation of the cosmic 
mandala by the five bDe-shegs rigs-lnga, who now arise from the 
center. 

In the center of the mandala there appears from a heavenly 
sphere in the fivefold radiant light of the spirit the deity Kun-snang 
khyab-pa bDe-shegs Thugs-kyi lha. His color is white and he 
wears crystal-clear robes; in his right hand he holds a cakra and in 
his left the sling. Thugs-kyi lha, the deity of the essence of spirit in 
the heart, appears in tantric union with the Dakini Nam-mkha 
lha-mo, the goddess of heaven, also known as "Great Mother of 
W i s d o m " (T. Shes-rab yum-chen). The appearance of this deity 
overcomes the vice of hatred (T. Zhe-sdang), and the wisdom of 
emptiness (T. sTong-nyid ye-shes) is proclaimed. 

From the east of the mandala comes sKu'i lha on an 
elephant-throne, and he is associated with the plane of corporeal-
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ity. His color and robes are yellow, and he appears in tantric union 
with his Dakini Sa-yi lha-mo, the goddess of the element earth. He 
teaches the overcoming of ignorance by mirror-like wisdom (T. 
Me-long ye-shes). In the west we find the red Tathagata gSung-gi 
lha upon a dragon-throne. His robes are red, and his female coun
terpart is M e ' i lha-mo, the goddess of the element fire. gSung-gi 
lha is associated with the plane of pure speech and appears in 
order to overcome the passions, since he symbolizes the wisdom of 
clear sight (T. Sor-rtogs ye-shes). In the south of the mandala, the 
fifth of the Bon-po Tathagatas, the blue Phrin-las lha, appears on 
the plane of karmic activity. He wears a vaidurya-jewel robe and 
appears in tantric union with his Dakini Chu-yi lha-mo, ruler of 
the element water. Phrin-las lha overcomes the vices of greed and 
envy and symbolizes the wisdom of karmic perfection of action (T. 
Bya-grub ye-shes). 

If we compare the symbolism of the five Tathagatas from the 
Bon-po mandala of peaceful deities with that of the Buddhist 
Books of the Dead, the similarities are immediately apparent. In 
the Bon teachings too, we have the five Tathagatas with their 
Dakinis, the five elements, the five basic evils, the five groups of 
the human personality (T. Phung-po lnga), and the five wisdoms, 
which are identical with those of Buddhism down to the first-
mentioned wisdom of emptiness. Also the color symbolism of the 
Bon-po mandala of peaceful deities is basically the same as in the 
Buddhist mandalas. However, the leftwards progression alters 
the meaning-relations between the colors and the elements. The 
Dakinis of the Tathagatas stand for the five elements (T. Byung-ba 
lnga) and have the same color. We cannot here go into all the 
details of the deities of the Books of the Dead of the Bon religion, 
since this would require a book of its own. In addition, the same 
kinds of consecration-cards are used, which we encountered pre
viously as Zhi-khro tsa-ka-li. They have the same names in the 
Bon-religion and show, divided into groups, all the deities of the 
peaceful and wrathful cycles, including their attributes and sym
bols. The five Tathagatas of the Bon-po mandala and their rela
tions to the elements, symbols, and wisdoms are laid out in 
table 19. 
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After the first mandala, there follow the eight Ye-gshen 
sems-dpa' and their Dakinis, who are known as Ye-sangs lcam-
yum. We are immediately reminded of the eight Bodhisattvas and 
Dakinis of the Buddhist Book of the Dead, who together form a 
group of sixteen deities. The significance of the Ye-gshen sems-
dpa' is the same as that of the Bodhisattvas, and they are similarly 
associated with the eight functions of awareness and their realms 
of operation. Together with their Dakinis they accompany the five 
Tathagatas. Two of these deities are shown in plate 12; their col
ors and symbols are different from those of the Bodhisattvas, but 
they are otherwise quite similar. 

In another text from the Bon-po tradition which deals with 
the meanings of the six worlds of incarnation, 1 2 9 we find an in
teresting indication of the relation between mind and the five basic 
failings with reference to the psychophysical organization of the 
human body. According to this idea, hatred arises out of the com
ing together of mind and ether; from breath, or prana-energy, and 
mind comes pride; from mind and body-warmth comes envy; from 
mind and blood come the passions; and from mind and flesh 
comes ignorance. 

The Tibetan Book of the Dead of the Bon religion also has a 
doctrine of the six realms of existence, into which one can be 
reborn as a result of karmic activity. Here we find the same divi
sion into the worlds of hells, pretas, animals, titans, gods, and 
human beings. The ruler of the dead souls in the terrible worlds of 
hells is Yama Khram-thogs rgyal-po. And again, the six worlds of 
existence have a savior figure who in various emanations enters 
these worlds in order to bring the teachings concerning liberation 
from suffering. Every existence is only a passing intermediate con
dition in one of the six realms (T. Rigs drug bar-do); to enlighten 
the six classes of beings gShen-rab himself appears, in various 
emanations in the forms of Buddhas. The six Buddhas of the 
Bon-po tradition (T. 'Dul-gshen drug) are very similar to the Bud
dhist forms, in that only the colors and hand-gestures are different 
(see plate 12). The six emanations of gShen-rab appear in the 
realms of incarnation in order to liberate the beings living there 
from the "five poisons" (T. Dug lnga). They therefore have the 
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same task of moral enlightenment fulfilled in the Buddhist Book of 
the Dead by the great compassionate Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. 

In a white light there appears in the realm of the gods the 
white Buddha Ye-gshen gtsug-phud (or Lha-yi gshen-rab) from the 
mantric syllable A, which arises from the forehead-center. Ye-
gshen gtsug-phud teaches the beings residing in the transitory 
heaven the overcoming of all five evils and hindrances. 

In a green light there appears from the throat-center the blue 
ICe-rgyal par-ti (or Lha-min gshen-rab) in the world of the warring 
titans. The seed-syllable of this realm is SU, and the blue Buddha 
teaches the overcoming of pride and egotism. In a red light from 
the heart-center the blue gSang-ba 'dus-pa (or M i ' i gshen-rab) 
appears with the syllable R N I for the world of human beings in 
order to overcome envy. In the animal world, which is permeated 
by ignorance, there appears in a blue light the green Ti-sangs 
rang-zhi from the lotus of the navel-center. For the eternally hun
gry and thirsty pretas there appears in a red light from the lotus of 
the perineum the white Mu-cho Idem-drug, whose function is to 
extinguish the passions and desires of these beings. In the sixth 
world of hellish torments there appears from the lotus-cakra of the 
soles of the feet in a smoke-black light the violet gSang-ba ngang-

Realm gShen-rab Color Attributes Lotus-center 

Gods Ye-gshen 
gtsug-phud 

White Mussel-Scepter Forehead 
and Iron Hook 

Titans ICe-gryal par-ti Blue Hand-Drum and Neck 
Amrta-Vessel 

Human 
Beings 

gSang-ba 'dus-pa Turquoise Hand-Drum and Heart 
Amrta-Vessel Bon-nyid Cak 

Animals Ti-sangs rang-zhi. Green Radiant Wheel Navel 
and Amrta-Vessel 

Pretas Mu-cho Idem-drug White Iron Hook and Perineum 
Wheel 

Hells gSang-ba 
ngang-ring 

Violet Iron Hook and Soles of the 
Wheel Feet 

T A B L E 20. Symbolism of the six emanations of gShen-rab. From Bon-po 
Nispanna-Yoga (pp. 134—140) and Na-rag pang-'gong rgyal-po. 
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ring (T. dMyal-ba'i gshen-rab) in order to overcome the evil of 
hatred. These are the six emanations of gShen-rab, which are to be 
understood as bringers of salvation in the six worlds of existence. 

It wil l not surprise us that the Bon-po tradition is similar to 
the Buddhist Tibetan Book of the Dead in that it also has in the 
mandala of peaceful deities the four Guardians and their female 
counterparts. The four Guardians (T. Ye-shes sgo-bzhi or 
rNgam-chen khro-bo) have wrathful Dakinis (T. Dus bzhi rgyal-
mo), the goddesses of the four times. They each have one of the 
four colors of the mandala and various gestures of the hand. They 
conclude the peaceful deities of the first seven days of the bardo 
visions, who are assembled in a group of at least 42 deities. 

B . T H E W R A T H F U L DEITIES 

Corresponding to the arrangement of the peaceful deities of the 
bardo visions, the wrathful emanations appear in the same se
quence: Samantabhadra, the five-headed rGyal-ba 'dus-pa, the five 
Bon-po Tathagatas, and the other deities. The schema, with the 
peaceful aspects of the heart-lotus and the wrathful apparitions of 
one's own thought-forms from the intellect, is in principle the 
same as in the Buddhist Book of the Dead. We shall therefore give 
only a brief overview of the most important figures of the Bon 
mandala according to the Bar-do thos-grol and the Na-rag pang-
'g°ng rgyal-pa. 

From the wrathful and powerful sphere of Bon-reality, amidst 
a great space burning with raging fires, there appears as the first 
and highest deity in his terrifying aspect dBal-gsas rngam-pa 
khro-rgyal, in tantric union with his female counterpart, rNgam-
mo bde-'gro yum. The wrathful dBal-gsas is blackish-blue in color, 
and has nine terrible, glaring faces, eighteen arms, and four legs. 
He carries various weapons and attributes, and is embraced by his 
greenish-black Dakini . dBal-gsas is the wrathful emanation of 
rGyal-ba 'dus-pa and embodies the kaya-aspect in the trikaya 
schema. 

There then follows as an emanation of the peaceful four-
headed Khri-bzhi nams-ting on the wrathful plane of the vac-
aspect (sambhogakaya) the powerful Khro-bo lha-rgod thog-pa. 
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He is dark blue, and has four heads and eight arms. His female 
counterpart is the goddess Srid-pa'i rgyal-mo (or sNang-srid kun-
grags dbang-mo), whose color is greenish-black and who is said to 
have a hundred heads and a thousand arms. While considering the 
wrathful deities of the Bon religion and of the Buddhist Books of 
the Dead we must bear in mind that the deities emanating from the 
awareness principle assume enormous dimensions, that they are 
"eighteen times larger" than the world-mountain Sumeru, for in
stance. This means that the terrifying nature of these threatening 
deities who appear surrounded by flames surpasses all human 
imagination. It is only in such dimensions as one encounters in the 
incorporeal space of the bardo after death that the many-limbed 
and many-headed figures of the wrathful deities can be com
prehended. 

After these two terrifying leaders of the wrathful deities, there 
unfolds the mandala of the five Tathagata-Herukas on the five 
planes of citta, kaya, guna, vac, and karma. A l l five Herukas have 
three heads, six arms, and four legs and appear together with their 
female counterparts. Their heads all have three eyes and blazing 
hair; they carry various weapons of destruction, and wear tiger- or 
leopard-skins and ornamental chains of snakes or skulls. 

After the Herukas of the Tathagatas, who together form a 
group of seven wrathful deities, there appear the wrathful appari-

Place in Wrathful Female Plane of 
the Mandala Emanation Counterpart Color Emanation 

Center Khro-gryal mKha-la Blue-Black Citta 
mkha-'gying-kha gdug-mo M i n d 

East gYung-drung Ne-sla Reddish- Kaya 
khro-gsas sra-brtan yum Yellow Body 

N o r t h Khro-bo Li -mun Blue-Black Guna 
rngam-gsas lan-brgyad yum Meri t 

West Khro-bo dbal-gsas Tshangs-ting Reddish- Vac 
dpal-mo yum Black Speech 

South Khro-bo gtum gsas Ting-nam Smoke- Karma 
rgyal-mo yum Black Act ion 

T A B L E 21. The five Tathagata-Herukas and their Dakinis. 
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tions corresponding to the eight Ye-gs-hen sems-dpa' and their 
Dakinis. These are the eight Ha-la-khro-bo with their Dakinis (T. 
Yum-chen khro-mo brgyad). They are followed by the four wrath
ful Guardians of the mandala together with their Dakinis, and 
then by a large group of theriomorphic figures, the 28 goddesses, 
seven for each of the four cosmic directions (T. dPal-mo nyi-shu 
rtsa-brgyad). This is however only a general arrangement of the 
bardo deities, corresponding to the groupings in the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead. The various texts of the Bon-po tradition name addi
tional deities in the peaceful as well as in the wrathful cycle—the 
four karma-deities, for example, who appear in the form of the 
Buddha with a patra in their hand. But we shall not go into any 
more detail and shall now conclude this preliminary look at the 
Book of the Dead of the Bon religion. It has sufficiently shown us 
the relationship between these two Tibetan religions as far as the 
after-death visions are concerned. We shall now turn to some 
more general comparative considerations. 
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The most transitory, when it truly touches 
us, awakes in us something everlasting. 

FRIEDRICH HEBBEL, Diaries 

A F T E R reading the texts of the Tibetan Book of the Dead many 
readers wil l have asked, with justification, what exactly is it that is 
reborn—awareness, or the totality of the soul? With this question 
we touch on a fundamental problem, which we cannot even ap
proximately solve in this chapter, in as far as there are infinitely 
many definitions of soul and of awareness, and the two concepts 
mutually interpenetrate and influence one another. Nevertheless, 
for thousands of years philosophies and religions—and today also 
psychology—have occupied themselves with this problem and will 
continue to do so, repeatedly bringing new knowledge to this old 
question. 

Our aim here is simply to offer a few pointers towards a 
comprehensive understanding, and in this and the following chap
ters to extend the philosophical and eschatological meaning of the 
Tibetan Books of the Dead by adducing the thoughts and experi
ences of other spheres of culture. We shall thus gain a broader 
understanding by amplifying the significant statements of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead with the contents of comparable writ
ings. Only through the spiritual eyes of great thinkers and by 
drawing from the wealth of experience of other religions concern
ing soul, awareness, life and death, shall we be able to attain a 
more profound access to such an essential and, to us Westerners, 
extraordinary work as the Tibetan Book of the Dead. 

A comparative study of the treatment of such questions shows 
to what extend the Tibetan Book of the Dead is a book that gives 
meaning to life, and that the world of its thought ultimately lies 
closer to us than we imagine, for it deals with Being or Non-being, 
with the transitoriness and permanence of the real. We do not wish 
to make any rigid evaluations, but one thing is certain—that we 
shall find in the Tibetan Book of the Dead an outstanding guide, 
capable of opening the gates to transcendence. 

For the Tibetan, there exists already a complicated system of 
ideas about the soul and awareness that comes from two origins. 
Ancient Tibetan ideas stemming from folk religion and the older 
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Bon religion acknowledge a soul-principle or soul that has de
veloped from a threefold function. Bla is the concept of the indi
vidual single-soul, which further has an energetic and a pneumatic 
aspect. The energetic component is Srog, life-energy, and the 
pneumatic ground or vital soul is the breath (S. prana; T. dBugs). 
Ancient ideas from the magical-mythical era of Tibet are still ac
tive and are founded on the premise that the soul (T. Bla) is capa
ble of being led astray by demons of illness, that it may even be 
totally abducted and must then be liberated from the clutches of 
the demons by means of certain rites. These dangerous spirits that 
harm the soul are primarily the 'Dre, the Lha, the serpent demons 
(T. Klu) or the Yaksa-spirits, and others. 

At death the activity of psychic energy and of the life-force 
comes to an end. The soul is now free to wander about and is able 
to linger for some time in any kind of object. Through these resting 
places of the soul, which form its temporary support, it is possible 
to reach the soul by prayer. We see in this the foundation for the 
sByang-bu used in the Tibetan Book of the Dead, the image of the 
deceased, in which he is said to dwell for a time, in order to hear 
the instructions of the monks. 

These ancient ideas of the soul have, of course, been long 
since superseded by Buddhism, which does not posit the existence 
of a personal soul. This is also the position of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead. If anything survives death, it is the awareness-principle 
(S. vijnana; T. rNam-shes) or something specifically spiritual (T. 
Yid-kyi lus) in the form of a spirit-body. It is then the task of the 
Book of the Dead to transform the spirit-body burdened by con
taminations into a pure and knowing awareness (T. Ye-shes lus or 
rDo-rje lus). We have also mentioned the "clear light" at the be
ginning of death as a highly important stage of the spiritual experi
ence. The spiritual-energetic principle (T. Sems) can, by means of 
procedures of knowledge and "enlightenments," be transformed 
into wisdom (T. Ye-shes). Wisdom as a purely spiritual "highly 
evolved form" of the spirit or as clear presence of the totality of 
awareness, is clear unadulterated light, or is of a luminous nature. 
In the visions of the Tibetan Book of the Dead the luminous 
character of the divine apparitions plays an important role. A l l 
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visionary deities originate from a bundle of light composed of rays 
of five colors. This luminous source is, however, the light of one's 
own spirit, which becomes transformed into pure radiance by 
means of knowledge and wisdom. At first, all the deities appear 
from out of the same radiant light of the five wisdoms (T. Ye-shes 
lnga), and they then assume form. Since they are divine forms, they 
appear in the dual aspects of the numinous from the depths of 
primordial or universal awareness (T. Kun-gzhi rnam-shes). Seen 
from the standpoint of reality, all bardo visions are to be consid
ered illusions of emptiness; they are conditioned forms of the con
stitution of awareness, which experiences all visionary images in 
the immaterial realm according to its karmic determination. For 
the Tibetans, influenced by Buddhist thought, there is no wander
ing and reincarnating soul with any personal connection, but only 
the idea that after death the awareness wanders through the bardo, 
and that it forms an awareness-body capable of experience, in 
which the stages of catharsis are undergone as images of aware
ness. The path through the bardo is determined by the karmic 
deeds of the previous life and by the ability of the awareness to 
achieve sublimation and encompassing awareness. The means to 
this are provided by Tibetan yoga and the various systems of 
spiritual education, such as the teachings of the "Great Symbol" 
(S. mahamudra) and of the Book of the Dead, which are an inte
gration of many forms of knowledge. 

N o w what the devotee of Mahayana Buddhism in India and 
Tibet, and also in China and Japan, understands by transforma
tion and enlightenment of awareness, and by liberation of con
sciousness from attachments to an earthly world full of suffering, 
has been seen by other people and cultures as transformation of 
the soul. This statement is admittedly a somewhat crude general
ization, but it does in essence hit the mark. 

It is therefore our task here to put forward some fundamental 
questions concerning the soul, awareness, life, and death, in order 
to recognize that in the final analysis it always comes down to the 
solution of the same eternal questions. But we shall now approach 
our topic from the Western conception of the soul. There is, how
ever, a great similarity in descriptions of psychical phenomena and 
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ultimate questions about the meaning of Being and possible trans
formation through death. Among the Greek philosophers, Plato 
offers fitting analogies to the structure of the soul; and all the 
examples we are about to consider can be related to corresponding 
levels in the psychological schema of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. Plato compares the soul to two steeds drawing a chariot: 
"Moreover one of them is noble and of good stock, whereas the 
other is of the opposite character and stock. Hence the task of our 
charioteer is difficult and troublesome" (Phaedrus 246b). This 
conception points to the dual nature of the psyche and corre
sponds to the nature of the peaceful and wrathful deities as de
scribed in the Tibetan Book of the Dead. The parallel becomes 
even clearer in the following passage from Plato: " A n d do we not 
see that opinion is opposed to desire, pleasure to anger, reason to 
pain, and that all these elements are opposed to one another in the 
souls of bad men?" (Sophist 228b). In this sense Hermes Tris-
megistos recognizes: "The human soul is nevertheless both de
monic and divine." The recognition of the polarity and partially 
exclusive opposition of the soul or of psychical self-experience is to 
be found universally. From such statements one could develop a 
comparative phenomenology of the soul that would constitute a 
valuable adjunct to the psychology of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. 

We also find in Plato appropriate points of comparison in his 
reflections on the relation between body and soul on the one hand 
and their unity with the world on the other. These ideas are very 
close to the Buddhist view of existence as being basically suffering. 
"For the body provides us with innumerable distractions . . . inter
rupting and disturbing and confusing us so that we are unable to 
see the truth. We are in fact convinced that if we are ever to have 
pure knowledge of anything, we must get rid of the body and 
contemplate things with the soul itself" (Phaedo 66b—e). It is not 
then a question of turning away from the world in a spirit of 
negation and one-sided introversion, but rather, as Buddhist teach
ings emphasize again and again, of the maintenance of a higher 
standpoint that cannot be found in this world of suffering as long 
as one is physically and psychically attached to it. Dissolving these 
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attachments is liberation and freedom from all attachment, and 
only in this way can true insight be attained, in which one can 
recognize the essence of things and also of transcendence. 

What is to be recognized, what we usually characterize as the 
upward path, is ultimately at the same time an inward path di
rected towards the intensification of awareness, towards knowl
edge of the self, or, in religious terms, towards the Divine or the 
Absolute. In the Tibetan Book of the Dead the way of ignorance 
turns out to be a precipitous path down to the torments of hell and 
the darkness of rebirth, but the way of knowledge is the penetrat
ing power of awareness and union with the goal of liberation or of 
a divine condition per se. Wisdom and ignorance are symbolized 
in the Orient by light and darkness, which are the linguistic con
cepts adequate to the two opposing conditions of consciousness. 
According to the Chandogya Upanisad: "Perceiving above the 
darkness the highest light, our own, we reach the radiant and 
divine source of energy, of the sun, of the highest lights" (III, 
17.2). We find in this symbolism of opposites a number of indica
tions that characterize the path of the soul or awareness towards 
the light as the divine path, seeing in the earthly changes of the 
body the path of death and the transitory. M a n participates both 
in a transcendence that goes beyond him and in the transitory 
existence of earthly forms, or, as Plato puts it: the soul resembles 
the divine and the body the mortal. 

A further universal way of thinking is to contrast darkness 
and ignorance with light and wisdom, or knowledge. This is a 
typical psychological symbolism found in all languages of cultured 
peoples. For every coming to light, every kind of enlightenment or 
knowledge, means a gain in awareness of previously unknown 
processes, in the becoming conscious of unconscious contents, 
which are characterized in the Indian religions as unknowing or 
ignorance. The cosmogonic and theogonic myths of the most an
cient cultures already contain the symbolism of the opposites of 
light and dark in relation to the beginnings of creation, and this 
means nothing other than the opposition of complete unconscious
ness and consciousness. One of the important Upanisads 1 3 0 offers 
the following definitions: "That which is even higher than this 
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ultimate questions about the meaning of Being and possible trans
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and their unity with the world on the other. These ideas are very 
close to the Buddhist view of existence as being basically suffering. 
"For the body provides us with innumerable distractions . . . inter
rupting and disturbing and confusing us so that we are unable to 
see the truth. We are in fact convinced that if we are ever to have 
pure knowledge of anything, we must get rid of the body and 
contemplate things with the soul itself" (Phaedo 66b—e). It is not 
then a question of turning away from the world in a spirit of 
negation and one-sided introversion, but rather, as Buddhist teach
ings emphasize again and again, of the maintenance of a higher 
standpoint that cannot be found in this world of suffering as long 
as one is physically and psychically attached to it. Dissolving these 
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attachments is liberation and freedom from all attachment, and 
only in this way can true insight be attained, in which one can 
recognize the essence of things and also of transcendence. 

What is to be recognized, what we usually characterize as the 
upward path, is ultimately at the same time an inward path di
rected towards the intensification of awareness, towards knowl
edge of the self, or, in religious terms, towards the Divine or the 
Absolute. In the Tibetan Book of the Dead the way of ignorance 
turns out to be a precipitous path down to the torments of hell and 
the darkness of rebirth, but the way of knowledge is the penetrat
ing power of awareness and union with the goal of liberation or of 
a divine condition per se. Wisdom and ignorance are symbolized 
in the Orient by light and darkness, which are the linguistic con
cepts adequate to the two opposing conditions of consciousness. 
According to the Chandogya Upanisad: "Perceiving above the 
darkness the highest light, our own, we reach the radiant and 
divine source of energy, of the sun, of the highest lights" (III, 
17.2). We find in this symbolism of opposites a number of indica
tions that characterize the path of the soul or awareness towards 
the light as the divine path, seeing in the earthly changes of the 
body the path of death and the transitory. M a n participates both 
in a transcendence that goes beyond him and in the transitory 
existence of earthly forms, or, as Plato puts it: the soul resembles 
the divine and the body the mortal. 

A further universal way of thinking is to contrast darkness 
and ignorance with light and wisdom, or knowledge. This is a 
typical psychological symbolism found in all languages of cultured 
peoples. For every coming to light, every kind of enlightenment or 
knowledge, means a gain in awareness of previously unknown 
processes, in the becoming conscious of unconscious contents, 
which are characterized in the Indian religions as unknowing or 
ignorance. The cosmogonic and theogonic myths of the most an
cient cultures already contain the symbolism of the opposites of 
light and dark in relation to the beginnings of creation, and this 
means nothing other than the opposition of complete unconscious
ness and consciousness. One of the important Upanisads 1 3 0 offers 
the following definitions: "That which is even higher than this 
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"Totality" is without form and free from illness. Those who know 
this become immortal. The others, however, enter into suffering 
(that is, they are born again)." Wisdom is shown to be the way to 
immortality, (a characteristic Indian definition), whereas ignor
ance—and this is one of the fundamental tenets of Buddhism— 
leads to the psychical and physical conditions of rebirth. As long 
as ignorance reigns, karma is accumulated, and this obstructs the 
path to liberation. The Svetasvatara Upanisad states further: 
"Two, (that is) wisdom and ignorance, are set down in the un
changing, infinite stronghold of Brahman, where they are con
cealed. Ignorance is the changing, wisdom the immortal. But he 
who rules over wisdom and ignorance is another." 

Pure wisdom as knowledge and intellectual wisdom as 
image-forms of the mind are two quite distinct things; the Tibetan 
Would say: pure wisdom is of the heart, intellectual wisdom is in 
the head. It is integrated and sure knowledge that guides life and is 
confirmed by it; the other type constitutes things and is directed 
towards impermanent objects. In Western philosophy, in, for 
example, the great Christian thinker, Nicholas of C u s a , 1 3 1 we 
come across similar structures of thinking, which once again point 
to the central questions of wisdom and ignorance, and of life and 
death. "The highest bliss is the spiritual intuition of the Omnipo
tent itself, the fulfillment of our longing, in which we all demand 
to know. Therefore, the kind of reason that in all its wisdom 
knows nothing, wil l grieve away in the shadow of death in eternal 
privation." This is the question of the "noble forces in the soul, the 
lower as well as the higher," of which Meister Eckhart speaks. He 
too portrays the structure of the soul independently of the five 
senses, just as Buddhism has characterized them as the five skan-
dhas or components of the human personality, for " i n every per
son there are two kinds of person. One is the outer person, the 
person's sensory apparatus. The five senses serve this person, but 
these senses work by virtue of the power of the soul. The other 
person is the inner person, the person's inwardness ." 1 3 2 With rela
tion to the external world, the problem of psychic adaptation is of 
the first importance. Neither one-sided orientation towards the 
external world nor regression to an exclusive inwardness can be 
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the proper way of actualization. The Indian Tantras above all, and 
in Buddhism the philosophy of the " M i d d l e W a y " (S. 
madhyamika) of Nagarjuna, offer various spiritual methods of 
completing the process of psychic adaptation to both worlds. For 
salvation by means of knowledge of reality is, according to the 
tantric conception, possible only through and with the body and 
through and with the spirit—i.e., the totality of the human being 
must participate in the process of transformation and enlighten
ment. Whoever believes that he is not of this world is precisely 
only in it; and whoever believes he can find liberation only in this 
world, is lacking all knowledge of transcendent realms of Being. 
The Christian mystic, Meister Eckhart, also proceeds from the 
recognition of the totality of the human being: "The purity of the 
soul depends on its being purified by a life that is divided, and on 
its entering a life that is u n i f i e d . " 1 3 3 The union mentioned here is 
the content of all the great teachings of Indian Yoga, it occupies a 
central position in Tibetan Atiyoga and in the teachings of the 
"Great Symbol" (S. mahamudra), and it constitutes the original 
condition at the onset of death in the 'Chi-kha'i bardo, where the 
unified light of all buddhas appears as the white clear light in 
awareness. Even at the end of the fourteenth day of the bardo 
visions, the dead person's awareness is told that now the unified 
light of all peaceful and wrathful deities is shining down upon the 
wanderer in the bardo. This single light as radiance from pure 
knowledge or from fully present awareness is a symbolic indica
tion of the spontaneous functioning of a total psychic structure, 
which can in this life be experienced only by the mystic. This light 
is not objective in the sense of an external light source, but rather a 
highly subjective light as an inner experience. The Chandogya 
Upanisad expresses this as follows: " N o w , the light which beyond 
heaven shines on the backs of all, on the back of each one in the 
highest of high worlds, this is certainly the same light that is inside 
man" (III, 13.7). 

Even if the world was a vale of suffering and of an imperma
nent nature for the ancient Egyptians, they nevertheless saw in the 
event of death the possibility of great progress for the individual, 
who would then be able to step into "the full light of day." At the 
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"Total i ty" is without form and free from illness. Those who know 
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the proper way of actualization. The Indian Tantras above all, and 
in Buddhism the philosophy of the " M i d d l e W a y " (S. 
madhyamika) of Nagarjuna, offer various spiritual methods of 
completing the process of psychic adaptation to both worlds. For 
salvation by means of knowledge of reality is, according to the 
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through and with the spirit—i.e., the totality of the human being 
must participate in the process of transformation and enlighten
ment. Whoever believes that he is not of this world is precisely 
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light of all peaceful and wrathful deities is shining down upon the 
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knowledge or from fully present awareness is a symbolic indica
tion of the spontaneous functioning of a total psychic structure, 
which can in this life be experienced only by the mystic. This light 
is not objective in the sense of an external light source, but rather a 
highly subjective light as an inner experience. The Chandogya 
Upanisad expresses this as follows: " N o w , the light which beyond 
heaven shines on the backs of all, on the back of each one in the 
highest of high worlds, this is certainly the same light that is inside 
man" (III, 13.7). 

Even if the world was a vale of suffering and of an imperma
nent nature for the ancient Egyptians, they nevertheless saw in the 
event of death the possibility of great progress for the individual, 
who would then be able to step into "the full light of day." At the 
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moment of crossing the threshold of death the sun god Ra lets his 
rays illuminate the darkness of the realm of death, and the dead 
person steps into the full light of day. We find here a considerable 
similarity of psychological symbolism with the appearance of the 
"clear light" at the threshold of the bardo, as described in the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. Even if the definitions of the presuppo
sitions of the experience of light are different, they are still 
phenomenologically similar. Another text of the Egyptian scrip
tures of the d e a d 1 3 4 offers the following version: " O , mysterious 
land of silence . . . which fashions the figures (of the intermediate 
state), let (name) emerge so that he may see the sun and rejoice 
before the great god . . . and that I may praise the radiant sun 
thanks to the light of my eyes." Here is the human eye, which, if it 
were not sun-like, would not be able to see the sun. 

The question of the transformation of the soul after death has 
long been pondered by the philosophical and religious thinkers of 
the West, in some of whom may be found a bridge to the under
standing of oriental thought—of the Indian conception of karma 
in particular. Plato assumes that the soul of the perfect man is 
feathered like a bird, and the soul of the unliberated person un-
feathered: "The perfect and winged soul soars on high and holds 
sway over the whole world; one that has shed its wings sinks until 
it reaches something solid, whereupon it settles down and assumes 
an earthly body . . ." (Phaedrus 246c). The feathered soul is borne 
by knowledge and perfect wisdom; the unfeathered is driven by 
ignorance, which inevitably leads it to a new incarnation in im
permanent matter. Thomas Aquinas later goes into this problem 
intensively and comes to the conclusion: "It is therefore impossi
ble that the understanding soul is m o r t a l . " 1 3 5 He considers the 
understanding to be part of what Eckhart calls the inner man, and 
this is immortal. " It is therefore impossible," says Aquinas, "that a 
self-perpetuating form of being ceases to exist." 

Thomas Aquinas also poses the critical question of the mean
ing and purpose of psychic faculties and whether these come to an 
end at death or whether they can influence the continued existence 
of the departed soul. His point of view here can be considered an 
interesting Western contribution to the understanding of the In-
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dian idea of karma. Aquinas proceeds from the question of 
whether all the faculties of the soul remain in the body after death. 
He comes to the following conclusion: "Since these faculties are 
parts of the soul or of the totality of soul and body, therefore, after 
the demise of the body, those faculties which were in the soul 
remain there, and those which were in the composite of soul and 
body remain only by virtue of their effects." 1 3 6 This conception of 
the efficacy of the psychic faculties after death is close to the 
Buddhist notion of karmic energy, which accumulates as a result 
of actions performed during life and then continues to be effective 
after death. According to the Indian doctrine it is not the same 
individual who is "reborn" as the continuation of his former exist
ence, but rather, the degree of karmic accumulation determines 
the point of departure for a new incarnation. The karma becomes 
a directional condition for the new existence. But this should not 
be conceived rigidly or schematically, since the working of karma 
depends on the basic situation and the intentions of the individual 
concerned. In the Anguttara-Nikaya the Buddha gives a brief, 
basic account of the function of karma: "There is, O monks, the 
dark deed, whose fruit is dark; there is, O monks, the light deed, 
whose fruit is light; there is the deed that is partly dark and partly 
light, whose fruit is partly dark and partly light; there is the deed 
that is neither dark nor light, whose fruit is neither dark nor light: 
the deed that leads to the disappearance of effectual deeds" (IV 
232). 

We shall be reminded of the teachings of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead concerning the path of the awareness-principle through 
the bardo and the chances of its rebirth if we consider a few more 
assertions of Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas arrived at the general idea 
that the wisdom acquired in the earthly world would also stay 
with the departed soul. His view is that the human soul is ulti
mately created for a better or higher determination, and that the 
earthly body as material support of the existence of the soul is only 
a tool on earth with which to prepare for a transformation of the 
soul. "It is therefore clear that the soul is for its improvement 
united with the body, in order that it may understand by turning 
towards ideas; but it may nevertheless continue to exist in a differ-
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ent way, after being separated from the b o d y . " 1 3 7 The notion of 
psychic predestination on the grounds of its earthly transforma
tion, which we wish to compare with the concept of karma, be
comes even clearer when we consider the following final passage: 
"The separated soul has awareness, although not of individual 
things, but rather only of that with which it has a particular affin
ity, either through previous acquintance or through inclina
tion " 1 3 8 

In these remarkable quotations from the Summa Theologica 
of Aquinas, whole spiritual and intellectual epochs from ancient 
Greece until Christian mysticism converge; and we also find here 
the closest parallels to Buddhist forms of thinking in relation to the 
concept of karma. Of course, with this solution to the question of 
the condition of the soul in the world beyond, further problems are 
raised which touch the realms of genetics and of psychology. These 
statements have great significance for the validity of the theory of 
archetypes proposed by C. G. Jung. If we accept Aquinas's asser
tions and those of the Indian theory of karma as given, the theory 
of archetypes or primordial images, which can already be found in 
the Chinese I Ching, would have a broad foundation of justifica
tion. 

Let us conclude by briefly referring to some extracts from the 
philosophy of Jean Gebser, who has recently grappled with some 
of the most ancient human problems. Gebser sees the soul in the 
aspect of polarity and justifiably names as one of its most mean
ingful symbols the Chinese t'ai-chi symbol (yin-yang). This is a 
symbol in which the day- and night-side of the soul are equally 
portrayed, the light part just as much as the dark. The advantage 
of such a symbol is that it applies equally to the soul in its present 
form and in the world beyond, and also equally to its conscious 
and unconscious components. Apart from this meaning, the t'ai-
chi symbol stands for the whole Taoist world-view as the highest 
symbol of polarity, which knows only a mutual complementarity 
of opposites. 

Gebser sees the dimension of the soul in the life- and death-
pole of the same soul, standing in a vital relationship to one an
other. According to this view, death and life are polarities of the 
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total energy of the soul, which are not fixable at any static point. 
The soul endures; it is only its state that changes. Each pole is in 
itself ambivalent, which is also expressed by the t'ai-chi symbol, 
and the ambivalent nature of one pole relates to the other in a 
complementary way. So on the side of night or death is already the 
seed of transformation into life, and vice versa. There is no abso
lute end-point of ultimate validity. 

If we relate this to our discussion of the bardo as an inter
mediate state, we shall become aware of the dynamism of this 
conception. The bardo, the after-death state, is the energetic mo
ment of transformation of awareness or the psyche (in the Western 
sense), in which the path towards a new existence is begun. The 
moment of transformation in the bardo is therefore, according to 
the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, the most important 
instant in the psychic existence. Upon it depends literally "life and 
death," if we attempt a spiritual solution to the problem. From this 
central point life decides itself as a path into the "concretion of the 
spiritual" (to use Gebser's formulation) or to the condensation of 
the merely physical and thereby to the propagation or prolonga
tion of suffering on the karmically conditioned level of rebirth. 
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Concerning the freedom of the spirit mark 
this: The spirit is free as long as it is not 
attached to all nameable things, and they 
are not attached to it. 
MEISTER ECKHART, On Self-Knowledge 

T H E INSIGHTS of the Tibetan Book of the Dead have not only been 
of significance to the Tibetans themselves, but we find in it numer
ous symbols from the most ancient of man's ideas which we can 
partially recognize in the traditions of other religions and cultures. 
The authentic Buddhist-influenced doctrine of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead with its highly developed ethics and psychology is a 
concern of Buddhism and its followers. But behind this we find an 
ancient symbolical structure to the problem of death, which has its 
roots in the images of mythology and in the psychic reality of the 
death experience. This symbolism, which engages the universal, 
fundamental questions of life and death, this world and the be
yond, Being and Non-Being, the consciousness of life and the pos
sible unconsciousness of death, is to be found throughout the 
world. These are primordial processes of human awareness, basic 
experiences of a similar kind, which according to the structure of 
the human psyche lead to related images. M a n responds to the 
challenge of death in universally similar ways, by means of certain 
rituals, cults, and ways of behaving, whose purpose is defense 
against, or at least alleviation of, the problem. In his struggle with 
death, man generally begins to recognize his responsibility and the 
psychical powers which he needs to summon in order to recognize 
the dangers of the unknown world or to bolster his hopes. 

M a n has always conceived of the possible events to be ex
pected after death in certain images or symbolical processes. If we 
briefly compare the images and descriptions of the realm of death 
and the worlds beyond from various spheres of culture, we will 
find certain points of similarity, which represent an archetypal 
basis of experience. Wherever man has pondered death and com
mitted his reflections to writing, we find the idea of the continued 
existence of the soul or of some kind of awareness. A n d where the 
survival of the psyche is assumed, at least two kinds of existence 
are posited in the world beyond: the realm of light and bliss, and 
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the realm of darkness and suffering. The ancient structures go 
back to a small number of images conceived as opposites, such as 
heaven and_hell, a divine world and a demonic realm, light and 
dark, day and night, a return to human form or a departure into 
pure spirit, everlasting life or total annihilation. On the plane of 
advanced religious symbolism we are faced with the oppositions of 
man and world, man as an ensouled creature and man as a mortal 
shell. The same opposition is expressed in the question: to what 
extent is the soul divine or does it participate in transcendence and 
attain higher worlds, and why does the same soul participate in 
the mortal realm and the transitory material world? This is a 
primordial opposition which pervades all myth and legend, and all 
humanity's greatest writings, and which continually demands new 
solutions. In this context we shall present a few examples of the 
significance of death and of the worlds beyond, as treated in 
comparable non-Tibetan texts. Comparisons can be drawn only at 
a quite basic level, but these will nevertheless set the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead in a broader frame of understanding. 

As already mentioned in the first chapter, the Vedic culture of 
India has some profound insights to offer. It is not impossible that 
some of these insights into life and death found their way into the 
Buddhist system, or that they constituted a general Indian wealth 
of wisdom about death. 

1. Indian Insights in the Upanisads 

This thing about which there is so much 
doubt, O Death, what will befall us in the 
great crossing over—tell us that. 

Katha Upanisad, 1.29 

A L R E A D Y in the earliest Upanisads, in for example the Chandogya 
Upanisad and in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, and in the 
Atharva-Veda as well as in the Aitareya-Aranyaka, we find de
tailed portrayals of the process of dying, of the signs of approach
ing death, and of the ritual forms of the funeral procession and of 
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the burial. In the Atharva-Veda there is a self-contained Book of 
the Dead. We shall select only a few passages from the wealth of 
Indian sources, which will suffice to show the parallels with the 
portrayals of the corresponding processes in the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead. We shall then recognize the closeness of the relationship 
which justifies our assumption that insights about dying were part 
of a fund of knowledge common to the whole of ancient India, in 
which Buddhism also participated. 

In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad in particular, we find an ex
tremely expressive symbolical description of the process of dying, 
which is quite similar to the account in the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead: "When the soul falls into unconsciousness and a weak and 
confused state, then the organs of life contract around it. The soul 
draws to itself these elements of energy and descends into the 
heart; but the spirit in the eye turns back out (to the sun), and then 
no longer recognizes forms" (IV. 4.1). And so we have first of all 
the concentration and drawing together of the physiological func
tions of the body, which now constantly concentrates on itself, as 
the outer functions are given up, and the heart is raised to the last 
island of earthly being. From there begins the transition of the 
psyche or awareness out of the body, after the last "glimmer" of 
the activity of the heart has been extinguished. The whole psychic 
organization of the "eight kinds of awareness," as described in the 
Buddhist Mahayana texts, have now become one, and all the 
senses and their functions are restricted to the center. There is 
therefore no longer any more sense-activity or perception related 
to the earthly world: "Then the point of his heart is illuminated, 
and by that light the soul (atman) departs . . . and life then de
parts, taking all the life-organs with it. The soul is one with know
ing, and all that is knowing departs with i t " (IV. 4.2). 

The same theme is treated in a similar, although shorter, form 
in the Chandogya Upanisad. However symbolic the language used 
in such descriptions may be, the essential core of the problem still 
comes through to the "modern" and scientifically-minded person: 
"Then when his voice has gone into his thinking (manas), and his 
thinking into his prana (breath—or vital-energy), his breath into 
the heat, the heat into the highest divinity—then he no longer 
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recognizes them (his relatives sitting around him at his death)" 
(VI. 15.2). We find the same processes in the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, and here too there is at first no more recognition, until later 
the awareness gradually re-enters its environment from the realm 
beyond. According to the view of the Chandogya Upanisad, 
people are totally unaware that the entry into the world beyond is 
a most significant—the most significant—transformation. A n d so 
we find there the following poetical comparison: "Just as in this 
(the unity of the collected honey of the concentrated life-impulses) 
those juices do not retain any distinction of the particular trees 
they come from . . . in the same way these creatures, when (in 
death) they enter into Being, have no awareness that they are doing 
so" (VI. 9.2). There is a corresponding emphasis in the texts of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead on the significance of the "clear light," 
to the effect that whoever lets this appearance slip away without 
being fully aware of it, remaining merely fascinated and spell
bound, such a person wil l soon see the "secondary clear light" and 
then the whole pantheon of visionary deities in sequence. This 
means, however, that he is on the descending path that leads away 
from the highest reality of the dharmakaya, which previously 
radiated as "clear light" in pure absoluteness. 

Various ancient Indian Veda texts similarly comment on the 
signs of approaching death. We find in them some remarkable 
material which could be of great heuristic value for contemporary 
psychology and for the study of precognitive dreams. We shall give 
a few examples to illustrate this point. In the Moksadharma we 
read: "Death wi l l come within a year in the following cases: when 
poor vision occurs, and one does not see oneself in another's 
eye, when great wisdom is transformed into ignorance, when one 
sees the moon cracked like a spider's web, when the color of the 
face changes, and when one smells corpses instead of aromas" 
(11710-11723). 

With respect to human responsibility and personal behavior 
which has its karmic effects on the form of transformation in the 
world beyond, the texts of the Upanisads are similar to those of the 
Buddhist tradition. The Brhadaranyaka Upanisad says the follow
ing about the problem of karmic character: " M a n is made com-
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pletely of desire; and according to his insight, such wil l be his 
actions, and according to his actions, such wil l be his fate" (IV 
4.5). It is interesting that we find in these texts an abundance of 
passages which ascribe to human ignorance the fact that the suffer
ings of the abysses beyond are conditioned by this alone. " M a n y 
hells are established in response to lack of knowledge" (Mok-
sadharma, 7186). This knowledge is as applicable to earthly life as 
to the world beyond. Seen psychologically, portrayals of the 
realms of death are simply faithful reflections of earthly life, except 
that they appear less refined and more mythical. And it must be 
this way, in order properly to emphasize the ethical responsibility 
of our present life on earth. 

One's fate in the bardo remains uncertain, however many 
precise instructions and great speculations about the world beyond 
we may find in the scriptures of various peoples over the last few 
thousand years. They provide only portrayals and admonitions, 
possible images of unknown Being, which, even when taken to
gether, fail to give the whole picture. 

"The days do not come again, nor the months nor the nights, 
and man, uncertain as he is, walks endlessly along this path. The 
only meeting on the way is the connection with spouses and rela
tives, and there has never yet been one who could have lived with 
them eternally" (Moksadharma, 11834 and 11846). 

Of great psychological interest in this context is the Anugita 
(460-483), in which the false ways of behaving are described 
which are opposed to the principle of human life and lead to its 
ending. One could speak of a portrayal of self-destruction. The 
manifestations of regression are described here, which, through a 
misjudgement of life and its meaning, occur as man gets older, 
without attaining the corresponding wisdom about the ultimate 
things in life. We find further descriptions of the signs of approach
ing death in the Aitareya Aranyaka (III 2.4), and above all in the 
Satapatha Brahmana. In the latter ancient Indian work we once 
again encounter the scales as a symbol of the weighing of good and 
bad deeds, as is familiar to us from the court of death in the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, where the dead person is brought be
fore the judge, Yamaraja, the ruler of the worlds of hell. The 
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Satapatha Brahmana talks of the scales in the world beyond as 
follows: "The right hand of the vedi (fireplace) is the scales. The 
good that a person has done is inside the vedi, the bad is outside. 
Therefore one should sit touching the right edge of the vedi, since 
in that world they put (both) on one scale. Whichever of the 
two—whether the good or the bad—draws, he wil l follow. A n d so 
whoever knows (about this), he already in this world gets on the 
scales, and then in the world beyond gets around the weighing. His 
good works will draw, and his bad works not" (XI 2.7.33). 

We find one of the most detailed portrayals of the events 
which befall the dead person in all their horrors and heavenly joys 
in the Pretakalpa of the Garuda Purana, a Hindu text from the first 
century A . D . This is the Book of the Dead of the Indian tradition 
par excellence and many of its aspects are reminiscent of the visions of 
the Tibetan Book of the Dead. 

In describing the process of dying it is explained that during 
the last moments of fading awareness, all subject-object relation
ships dissolve away and all objects retreat from awareness, and 
any consciousness of a personal soul or the external world be
comes diffuse and dissolves away. The soul is the purusa of the 
dead person and contracts to the size of the human thumb. The 
soul of the bad person is led away by the executioners of Yama, 
the ruler of hell, while the good souls are directed by heavenly 
guides. On the tenth day after death, the pinda body of the de
ceased, which is again the size of a thumb, arises from the rice-
offerings (S. pinda) of those present at the cremation, who bring 
them daily for the deceased. The person is also called preta, who 
will now in this form experience the fruits of his good and bad 
karma. The bad souls pass through many horrible tortures of 
thirst, hunger, and other suffering and arrive at the river Vaitarani, 
which flows around the realm of hell. This river is crossed with 
torture and pain, and the soul arrives in the realm of Yama, with 
the hot and cold hells. There the dead person leaves the pinda-
body and assumes the form of a thumb-sized, subtle torment-
body, called the yatanadeha. He thus comes before Yama, the 
terrifying 32-armed death-god of the hells, who appears on a buf-
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falo. But the most horrible tortures of hell, which are then de
scribed, are meant only for the paying-off of bad karma, before the 
person can again achieve rebirth on the human level. The souls of 
the good people achieve rebirth either on the human or on the 
heavenly plane of the gods. 

We cannot end our review of the Indian sources of the Hindu 
tradition without mentioning the important symbolism of 
Naciketas' fire which occurs in the Katha Upanisad. There we 
have the famous dialogue between Yama, the ruler of the under
world, and Naciketas, the young son of a brahman. Naciketas was 
elected to inquire into the mystery of the underworld, and he 
descends to the realm of Yama to seek the law of karma and the 
true destiny of man. After Yama has offered him the fulfillment of 
three wishes, if he wil l only not ask after the ultimate things, 
Naciketas resists this very temptation and thus acquires the wis
dom of immortality, by learning to penetrate all delusion. Yama 
concludes his speech by saying: "There are two things in the 
world, one of which is good and the other pleasant,. . . and these 
two bind the souls of mortals in various ways." The good thing is 
attachment to the path of liberation, that is, the path to release and 
perfection; the pleasant thing is great and limited self-deception. 
This path may perhaps appear to people on earth as the lesser evil, 
but the consequences of which in the world beyond are all the 
more dire. 

Abhedananda 1 3 9 sketches in a few clear words the whole 
problem of life and death, from a profound knowledge of Indian 
thought, which never held back from confronting ultimate ques
tions with the strongest words: "Death means the transformation 
of our physical conditioning and not the extinction of our selves. 
Some people believe that death means annihilation. But death does 
not mean destruction and absolute dissolution, but the transfor
mation of our life into its elemental conditions. That means com
ing and going. This realm is the sphere of birth and rebirth." Like 
so many Indian and Tibetan thinkers, Abhedananda finally re
turns to the symbolism of the inner light, which as the light of 
knowledge has become the symbol of the experience of life and 
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death: "Search for the inner light, and do not give up until this 
goal is achieved. When you have reached that light, you cross the 
boundaries of death." 

2. Comparable Elements in the 
Religions of Persia, Babylon, and Egypt 

A R E C U R R I N G symbol in various ancient religions is the dangerous 
narrow and forked path in the world beyond, which must be 
negotiated before the true path in the beyond can be taken. It is a 
kind of crossroads for the person's good and bad deeds, a deciding 
point for the heavenly or the hellish path, which is described in the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead as the threatening and terrifying defile 
of the bardo. Therefore there is a text in the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead with the title: "The prayers for salvation from the (abysmal) 
defile of the bardo" (T. Bar-do'i 'phrang-dol-gyi smon-lam), in 
which the Buddhas are beseeched to lead the dead person out of 
the horrors on to their illuminated path of wisdom. 

In the religion of Zarathustra, the Zoroastrian religion of 
ancient Persia, we find in the Yasht (22) descriptions of the dead 
person's path. Immediately after death the soul of the believer 
stays with the body for three days and nights. During the first 
night "the soul experiences as much joy as in the whole night of 
l ife." It is called the night of life because the soul after death begins 
the ascent into the infinite realm of light, with which nothing 
during earthly life can be compared. In the morning after the third 
night comes the moment of reckoning with the arrival at the bridge 
of the judge, known as the Cinvat Bridge. This is the bridge where 
the good and the bad souls are separated. For non-believers and 
wicked people the bridge crosses over the abyss of hells like a fine 
silk thread. These souls, mortified with fear and terror, plunge 
down into the hells. The believing souls cross directly into the 
paradise of Garonmana, the home of the immortal saints. In Par-
seeism there also stand at the Cinvat Bridge the accusing demons, 
Mithra , Sraosa, and Rasnu. Ras'nu carries the scales of justice and 
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weighs the good and bad deeds. We recognize this symbol of the 
scales from the portrayal of the judge of death, Yamaraja, in the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. 

In the religions of Babylon and of ancient Assur we again find 
a striking symbol, which we shall meet again more often. It is the 
dark and seemingly unconquerable river of death. The dead person 
must cross the Hubur river in the underworld, in order to reach the 
mountain of justice. The water of death, which is familiar to us 
from mythology and psychological symbolism as the water of life 
and as the water of death, here forms the unknown depth of 
separation of the two forms of existence between life and death. 
On the far side of the Hubur river is also the realm of life, where 
the Anunnaki or (later also) Gilgamesh appear as judges of the 
dead. These death-deities are at the same time the rulers and 
guardians of the source of life. A n d in the religion of Ur we have 
the description of the path of Gilgamesh with the boatman Ur-
shanabi, who guides the hero across the water of death. The si
multaneity of the significant water-symbolism is striking here. Its 
life-aspect is inseparably connected with its death-aspect. What 
function water has depends upon which psychic state it appears 
under. In any case, water, as separating and as joining, plays an 
important role in the symbolism of death and rebirth. 

In the ancient Egyptian religion we find in the Egyptian Books 
of the Dead of Amduat and in the even older "Book of the Two 
Paths" a wealth of mythical knowledge about the path of the dead 
person through the dangerous realm of the underworld, which is 
in many respects comparable with the visions of the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead. 

We have already mentioned the striking similarity in the 
light-symbolism between the Tibetan and Egyptian Books of the 
Dead. In Egypt, the dead person immediately after death enters 
into "the full light of day," a remarkable piece of symbolism which 
in Tibet represents primary knowledge. 

The ancient Egyptian realm of death is situated in the land of 
the setting sun, and the ancient cosmologically and mythically 
based path to rebirth in a world of light begins in the west and 
proceeds through the night of the rising sun of the east, which is 
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the path of the sun-god Ra. The Egyptian realm of death is also 
divided into the two opposite regions of heaven and hell. Behind 
the passage lies the night, where the huge serpent-demon Aposis 
lurks, and then the field of the blessed, Iaru. 

We find a further similarity to the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
in the ancient Egyptian doctrine of the structure of the soul and its 
transformation after death. The dead person appears in the un
derworld as a living soul-body being, the BA. Those beings who 
have been condemned to final death there attain total annihilation 
in the worlds of hell, while the blessed ones develop a "trans
figuration-body" (called A C H ) and arrive in the realm of the gods. 

Before the deceased can reach the fields of Iaru, he must cross 
the treacherous narrows of the subterranean Nile , where the 
sandbanks of Apopis oppose the boat. The sun as bearer of light in 
the underworld is represented by the sun-bark of Ra with which 
the dead soul crosses the Nile and which is beset by many dangers. 
These can be overcome only by wisdom and by the knowledge of 
magic formulas which the dead person has to have learned during 
his life on earth. We have here again the idea that certain kinds of 
knowledge or wisdom are the only means with which to overcome 
the dangers of the world beyond. They become the actual precon
ditions for attaining rebirth in the realm of the blessed. In the fifth 
hour the lake of fire and the sandbank of the Apopis-demon must 
be overcome, as long as in the fourth hour of death the cavern of 
the Sokar has been negotiated successfully. In the dangerous 
seventh hour the power of the strongest magic incantations suc
ceeds in exorcizing the Apopis-demon, who with a retinue of many 
other serpents, scorpions, and other evil creatures represents a dire 
threat to the crossing. 

It is of critical importance that the dead person in the under
world know all the names of the demons there, so that he can 
render them harmless by means of the appropriate formulas. He 
must therefore possess magical-ritual knowledge to guide him 
through the straits of the intermediate realm. On reaching the far 
bank he arrives at the fields of Iaru, which are surrounded by the 
waters of life and have 15 or 21 gates, at which stand ferocious 
guardians with knives who guard the fields of the blessed. If the 
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subterranean Nile was the water of death, it leads again to the 
waters of life which surround the fields of Iaru. 

We find striking symbolism comparable to that of the 
animal-headed dakinis of the wrathful deities of the Tibetan Book 
of the Dead in the many theriomorphic deities and demons to be 
found in the texts of the Egyptian Book of the Dead. Even if the 
meanings and psychological purpose of the deities of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead have quite different foundations and roots, the 
morphological similarities to those of the Egyptians are neverthe
less surprisingly great. We shall just mention Anubis with the 
jackal's-head, Chephri with the head of a beetle, Thoth with the 
head of an ibis, Hathor with the cow's-head, Sechmet with the 
lion's-head, Chnum with the head of a ram, Horus with the 
falcon's-head, and Selkis, the protective goddess of the dead with 
the head of a scorpion. These are all theriomorphic figures, with 
partly human bodies, who as initiation deities have a symbolic 
character. Like the animal-headed deities of the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead, they are also given certain attributes which are con
cealed under the symbol of the corresponding animal head. 

We know from the visions of the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
that the animal-headed dakinis of wrathful aspect are manifesta
tions of the human intellect and that they appear in order to purify 
awareness of false thinking. These dakinis are wrathful furies who 
combat ignorance and delusion. In the Egyptian Book of the Dead 
we can tentatively attribute a similar function to the theriomorphic 
deities who appear on the path to fields of eternal bliss. If the dead 
person is able to recognize them by name and to see through them 
as phantoms, they lose their danger for the individual. A similar 
element in the mantric texts of the Tibetan Book of the Dead is 
that all the deities are invoked by name and by the mantras sacred 
to them. Only one who knows these mantras is able to communi
cate with the bardo deities by reciting the sacred formulas. The 
mantras become bearers of divine energy and a medium for the 
wisdoms of the buddhas. 

To conclude this account of Egyptian underworld symbolism 
we must mention the scales of justice which are to be found in the 
portrayal of the court of death. Together with 42 death-judges, the 
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great god Osiris holds court in the great hall of the two justices. 
Osiris as god of the underworld sits on a throne surrounded by the 
waters of life, amidst the assembly of his 42 judges. Anubis, the 
jackal-headed god, and Horus with the falcon's head weigh the 
deeds of the soul on the scales of justice, while Thoth with the head 
of the ibis is the scribe who keeps the register of the life's deeds. 
This scene is so reminiscent of the court of Yama in the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead, who holds the mirror in his hand, with his 
animal-headed assistants and the scales of justice before him! It 
should be remembered, however, that the ancient Egyptians be
lieved in a complete resurrection of the dead person in the world 
beyond, while in the Buddhist tradition a karmic transformation 
of the awareness occurs through various forms of earthly existence 
which are interrupted by the bardo state. 

3. Comparable Elements with 
the Greeks, Romans, and Germans 

I N A N C I E N T Greek culture we again find the land of death in the 
most western part of Oceanus, and there lies Erelus, the under
world realm of the dead. Dark Erelus, where no ray of sun reaches, 
is the true location of Hades. Once again there are several 
treacherous underworld rivers, such as the Styx, Acheron, 
Cocytus, and the river of fire, Phlegethon. At the entrance to 
Hades stands the hell-hound Cerberus, the animal of the ancient 
god of death, Hades. This is where the souls of the dead arrive and 
lead a dreary and shadowy existence. In post-Homeric times the 
conception of Hades was broadened; there was a division between 
the blissful Elysian Fields for the good souls, and Tartarus, a place 
of torment for the bad souls. But on the outskirts of Hades were 
fields of asphodel where souls waited without shade in an inter
mediate state; these were the souls of those who had committed an 
equal number of good and bad deeds. The souls of the dead do not 
totally lose their existence, but lead a shadowy life as the psyche 
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fluctuates between various levels of consciousness and uncon
sciousness. 

There are various gods of death: Hades (or Aidoneus), 
Thanatos, and also Pluto, who keeps the register of the sins of the 
dead souls. Certain deities are associated with the sufferings in 
Tartarus, and they can be seen as figures symbolic of the failings of 
the soul. Of the three Furies, Tisiphone is the avenging killer, 
Alecto is the untiring pursuer, and Megaera the gruesome 
Gorgon-like goddess. The death-demon Thanatos wears black 
robes, has black wings, and holds a knife in his hand. The descrip
tions of the Furies and demons of Tartarus are quite reminiscent of 
the wrathful deities of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. Tityus ap
pears as the pursuer of the opposites of desire and aversion, Tan
talus punishes arrogance and anxiety, Sisyphus persecutes the in
constant human intellect and the turbulence of awareness which 
always strives in vain. Ixion punishes the desires of the soul, and 
the Danaids prosecute senseless beliefs and vain striving. Also 
among the host of tormenting spirits are the terrible Erinyes of 
Persephone, the Eumenides as goddesses of fate, the terrifying 
Chimaeras, the bird-like Harpies, and the Hydra with multiple 
snake's-heads. Thus, we find in Greek culture a wealth of ideas 
about the worlds beyond, even though no fixed meaning is as
signed to the continued existence of the conscious soul. Death in 
Greek religion has essentially negative connotations, and this has 
prevented evolutionary thinking or genuine ideas of reincarnation 
from developing. 

Similar principles are valid for the Roman ideas about death, 
and we shall only briefly mention the god of death Orcus, and Dis 
Pater, the ruler of the realm of death. The departed souls are the 
lemures or manes. These are ghost-like beings without a body, for 
return to the world is impossible. The manes are divided into two 
classes: the good and light souls were the lares, the bad and dark 
souls were the larvae. Their underworld was Orcus, which essen
tially corresponded to the Greek notion. 

In the Germanic religions of the Nordic peoples and also 
among the Celts we again find water as the symbol of death. The 
dead were brought across water to the realm of death, which was 
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called "Utgard" or by the Celts, "the House of the D o r m . " As 
death-deities we know Odin with the raven, and Thor, who is the 
ferryman of the dead across the river Wimur. Best known is the 
underworld called Hel , ruled over by Halja, the goddess of the 
underworld. It can in a certain sense be compared with hell; it was 
a hidden world of extreme cold in the dark north, around which 
was the bleak beach of corpses, Nastrandir, at which the dead 
arrived after crossing the water. In ancient England the dead souls 
had to cross the lake of terrifying skeletons and pass through the 
valley of death to the sea, on the shores of which the abyss of hell 
yawned. In the North of England people knew a bridge as thin as a 
thread, which crossed the abyss of hell into the realm of the dead. 
The image of the bridge as the narrow path leading to the world 
beyond is universally widespread. 

4. The Soul and Death for 
the Manicheans and the Mandaeans 

IN T H E Religion of Mani there is a fundamental strict dualism 
between the irreconcilable opposites of light and dark, between a 
king of light in paradise and the Satan Iblis kadim of the deepest 
world of hells. M a n is fatefully connected with the demonic pow
ers, since a portion of his luminous nature was swallowed up by 
the world of darkness. The path of his life is a constant striving in 
the direction of re-acquiring his purely luminous nature, which 
must be wrested away from the powers of evil. M a n strives for 
deliverance from the clutches of darkness. At death there appears 
to the Manichean soul the "guides" from the realm of light called 
Isa, and these are emissaries of the god of light and three other 
figures with a vessel of water, headband, crown, and radiant light. 
From the worlds of hell the emissaries of evil appear as demons, 
and yet they are overpowered by the helpful forces, and the soul is 
able to enter paradise. These helpful forces of the light are some
what reminiscent of the radiant Buddha Amitabha (from the west
ern paradise), who is portrayed in East-Asiatic art as descending 
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from heaven with his assistants, in order to lead the believers 
among the dead to Sukhavati, the western paradise of light. 

In pondering man's failings Manicheanism sees the problem 
clearly psychologically, as we find too in the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. The human body is the "poisonous sea of fire," the "palace 
of the demons," the "fivefold pit of the realm of darkness," and in 
it are "the five poisonous places of darkness ." 1 4 0 M a n is "the root 
and origin of all ev i l " and "the gate of all hells," for the light 
portions of the soul have been "thrown into the jaws of all de
mons." Therefore we hear the plaint of the imprisoned souls, as 
preserved in a hymnal of the Manicheans of Turfan in central 
Asia : " W h o wil l save me and take me away from the straits of 
hell? Who will save me from the jaws of all the wild animals . . . 
from those devouring depths, from the narrows of H e l l ? " 1 4 1 

We recognize here the psychological aspect of the problem of 
evil as a humanly conditioned way of being, which has its own 
responsibility. The light and the dark sides are aspects of the same 
soul, and to whichever one it leans, it wil l experience that aspect. 
Of the greatest interest to us is the symbolism of light in M a n 
icheanism and the number five, for in the five Tathagatas who 
radiate in the five lights of wisdom we find the five Buddhas as the 
basic structure of the mandala. The light- and number-symbolism 
of Manicheanism, which was widespread throughout central 
Asia, may lead to the conclusion that certain forms of expression 
of Tibetan mysticism in the Buddhist and also the Bon-po tradition 
could have been influenced. 

In the Mandaean religion, which is already a very compli
cated combination of Babylonian, Persian, Jewish, and Christian 
elements, we still encounter the same dualism of the worlds of light 
and darkness. Beneath the boundless spheres of light of heaven 
there stretched a great void, and beneath this, the dark waters of 
the underworld. The realm of human being also belonged to the 
underworld, since it is entwined with evil. Earthly existence with 
its sufferings and failings is the world of darkness. The king of 
light is the "great l ife," and the world of darkness and so also the 
earthly world, is of death. Therefore, according to the doctrine of 
Enoch: "There is life, and there is light; there is error, and there is 
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truth." The path of man, who wishes to escape darkness (and 
therefore also ignorance), leads to light and life. Salvation leads 
out of the world of existence to eternal light and life. The abyss of 
sinful souls after death is called by the Mandaeans hell, or "the sea 
of the end." These are the inescapable "watched places," in which 
stand the guards of Mattarta, and as punishment there are hot and 
cold hells. In the mattarta of the Abatur are the scales of justice, in 
order to weigh "wages and work"; there spirit and soul are again 
anited, before they reach the light. Only those who die "the second 
death" are totally damned, and these are the wicked souls who 
may not expect any resurrection after death and after the end of 
the world. 

5. The Soul, Light, Life, and Death 
in Some Western Schools of Thought 

IN T H E preceding pages we have adduced certain comparisons 
which make possible some appropriate associations with the 
teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. Our aim was to show 
some of the characteristic symbolism of opposites, and the alter
native of the descent into the worlds of darkness or the ascent into 
the light. One is suffering, and the other is salvation or bliss, which 
are quite similarly characterized in the various religions. Precisely 
in the Tibetan Book of the Dead the whole doctrinal structure of 
the guidance of awareness rests upon the portrayal of the oppo
sites, which result from the extremes of human behavior. Such 
patterns of behavior elicit correspondingly strong symbols. Yet the 
teachings of Buddhism have achieved a great development, namely 
the overcoming of the opposites and of the dualism between the 
heavenly and the hellish worlds, in as far as both aspects are united 
and portrayed as images of human being. Entelechy lies beyond 
the opposites which have in so many ancient cultures held sway 
over the questions of Being and Non-being. Herakleitos recog
nized this in his assertion: "Nature too strives for opposition, and 
brings forth harmony from this and not from similarity" (Frag
ment 10). 
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The process of transformation from life to death bears a con
siderable similarity to many processes of renunciation in life, or, as 
Lao Tse said: "Whoever lays no claims, therefore suffers no loss." 
The greatest Christian mystic of the Middle Ages, Meister Eckhart, 
offered many insights into this problem which are congruent with 
the central tenet of Buddhism of suffering through egocentricity. 
" A l l love in this world is founded upon self-love. If you can allow 
self-love, you can easily allow the whole world." Or, in other 
words: "If I throw out everything that is selfish, then I can be 
transposed into the pure nature of spirit." We can find in the 
language of the mystic the same primordial image of the overcom
ing of the world of darkness by means of the path of light. And if 
there is in this life the possibility of contact with the transcendent 
or the divine, which shows us that a timeless and deathless Abso
lute exists, it is then reasonable to transfer these paradigms to the 
"world beyond." The comparison with the positions of various 
great religions lets us recognize the. extent to which the highest 
states of earthly knowledge or mystical insight are compared with 
the forms of pure release in death. In Buddhism there is samadhi as 
the highest form of unified and self-subsistent spirit in the light of 
knowledge during meditation, and at the moment of death this 
light can reappear as the clear light of self-composed spirit, which 
is similarly, although finally, separated from the body. 

Light as wisdom and knowledge on the one hand, and dark
ness as deadly threat and unconsciousness on the other, are a 
primordial pair of symbols of psychic experience, perhaps the 
most ancient of humanity's images since spirit attained in matter 
the first sparks of self-consciousness. The Christian myotic, H i l -
degard von Bingen, asks herself the question: "I the pilgrim? 
Where am I? In the shadow of death. On what path am I travel
ling? On the path of error." In agreement with this she asserts: 
"For these evil spirits have . . . brought darkness in the place of 
bright wondrousness." We also find in the visions of Hildegard 
remarkable descriptions of the abysses of hell, which are similar to 
the experience in the bardo, when the dead person on the descend
ing path encounters the apparitions of the wrathful deities. "Their 
jaws open up like a grave. They exhale fiery, stinking smoke. For 
the abyss devours the souls, offering them enticing delights and 
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drawing them by godless deception down to the place of torment, 
where the fire burns and the smoke b i l l o w s . " 1 4 2 

Finally Hildegard recognizes in her visions of the world after 
death two different kinds of beings, which she characterized psy
chologically, just as in the Tibetan Book of the Dead, as figures 
from the deeds of human beings. " A n d therefore, as the soul re
leases itself, light and dark spirits rush by, the fellows of its trans
formation, according to the movements which it has completed 
in its home; for, when the human soul leaves its home, it then 
encounters. . . good and evil angels, the witnesses of its 
works . . , " 1 4 3 

If we look back to the descriptions of the visions of the Tibet
an Book of the Dead, we then have the "witnesses of the works" in 
the figures of the peaceful and wrathful deities as forms of one's 
own awareness, and the witnesses of the works are laid before the 
Judge, Yama, in the form of the white and black stones on the 
scales. It is an eternal question, what really happens in the realm 
beyond. It is a crossing over into the unknown, which offers 
neither the conviction of total annihilation nor of everlasting Be
ing. Here the experience of the transcendent, as already that of 
transcendence as knowledge of life, becomes a factor of the 
numinous, the reality of which we are no longer able to grasp by 
means of the intellect alone. The experience of death and every 
thought of it has something numinous about it, which seems to 
move between the extreme opposites of terror and eternal bliss. 

If we think back to the visions of the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead, we then have on the one hand the transfigured luminous 
figures of the peaceful buddhas in their elemental radiance, and on 
the other, their counter-images of fear and terror. The former are 
the aspect of the mysterium fascinans, pleasing and attractive in 
appearance, and the quintessence of liberation. The latter are the 
terrifying herukas as aspects of the same numinosum in the mys
terium tremendum, which cause human beings to tremble. It is for 
this reason that the texts say that one wi l l feel simultaneously 
attracted to and repulsed by the deities. But both are simply oppos
ing functions of one and the same ungraspable. This is charac
terized as the clear light and the great emptiness, which embraces 
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everything. Rudolf Otto writes of the nature of the numinous as 
follows: "It has its wild and demonic forms . . . and it has its 
evolution into the fine, the clear, and the rad iant . " 1 4 4 

A l l the visions of the Tibetan Book of the Dead stand under 
the sign of the peaceful Tathagatas and are therefore emanations 
from a primordial order of cosmic light. The highest visions are the 
luminous paths of wisdom of the buddhas as the aspect of the 
mysterium fascinans; they radiate in the light of the transfigura
tion of the psychic components as a spiritual cosmology of the five 
wisdoms. These lead over to the experience of the totally Other, 
which is circumscribed as the sphere of the world-order (S. dhar-
madhatu), as the diamond-clear wisdom, or as absolute emptiness 
(S. sunyata). 

A. Metzger offers a valuable contribution to this basic prob
lem of the demonic, which manifests as the world of hell, suffering, 
and persecution by the deities. For him, divinity "manifests in 
world-martyrdom." He puts forward the following proposition: 
"The demonic of earthly life is the necessity of the divine (of the 
'absolute'): the necessity of untorn infinity in its dispersed torn-
ness, to which it is exposed in matter, in ens creatum."145 We 
recognize beyond ourselves, beyond this cycle of earthly suffering 
and of unloosenable attachments, the one absolute, the place 
where "there is neither coming nor going," or, as the Buddha put 
it: "If there were not this uncreated that had not become, one 
could find no way out from the created realm of becoming." Yet 
we know that transcendence is possible in this world, that it ap
pears here and can be intuited before being actually attained. So, 
however much life on earth remains a "wor ld martyrdom," this is 
nevertheless only the demonic aspect of a greater whole. The one 
does not exclude the other, and the one is always a condition of 
knowledge of the completely Other. To this we shall add another 
of Metzger's definitions: "Transcendence and the demonic stand 
in an inseparable, a priori foundational relationship. They are . . . 
mutually supportive, powerful factors which constitute our tran
scendental creativity." 

It is both natural and human that with the question of death 
there should arise the question of the meaning of life, for it is from 
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this critical point that the past life gains a decisive and threatening 
dimension. 

It is quite natural and justified if man with his advancing 
knowledge arrives at the conclusion that the many descriptions of 
after-death states, the journeys to heaven and to hell, ultimately 
portray a symbolic task of arriving at understanding through im
ages and likenesses. It is above all on the magical-mythical plane 
that the image is one of the most effective forms of communication 
of contents that transcend rational comprehension. If in the Tibet
an Book of the Dead the deities were recognized as figures sym
bolic of the psychic attributes of awareness, we then find in the 
Graeco-Roman tradition a transformation of the real image of the 
underworld or the world beyond. Many of the tormenting spirits 
of Hades, which arose in the post-Homeric era, were then under
stood as symbols of human behavior. Lucretius asserts in his third 
book: " I n addition, all those fables about figures of the under
world without doubt apply to our earthly life" (980). He realizes 
that there were in actuality no such mythical figures as Tantalus, 
Tityus, and Sisyphus, but that "men are throughout their lives 
driven by a groundless fear of the gods." Lucretius relates the 
events in the underworld to intro-phychic processes, of which they 
are mythical images. "But that same Tityus lives within us: man, 
bound by the chains of love, is devoured by the vultures, anxiety 
gnaws away at him, or he is brought down by obsessive worries 
and desires" (1000). In the same way, the mythical images of 
Cerberus, the Furies, and the death-demons of Tartarus are seen 
by Lucretius as metaphors of psychic states as the result of per
sonal behavior during life. Thereby Lucretius, as one of the first 
ancient writers, adopts a psychological point of view in recogniz
ing that, even if these punishments may not appear in reality, man 
still subjects himself to the torments of his conscience—which 
comes to the same thing. " A n d so the spirit, who knows the trans
gression, who senses the punishments, itself applies the goad; it 
tortures itself . . . and does not see an end to all these tortures" 
(1020). It is earthly life itself that the unknowing ones form into 
their own hell. 

We can establish that in general the Western sources continu
ally emphasize the connection of wisdom with freedom and of 
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ignorance with suffering and attachment. These are in themselves 
fundamental notions which have always formed a basic part of the 
teachings of Indian religions. We find, for example, in Hermes 
Trismegistos the assimilation of ignorance to suffering. "The evil 
of the soul is ignorance, for a soul which recognizes nothing about 
the essential things, or about nature itself, or about the good, such 
a soul is blind and falls into the passion of the body, becomes an 
evil demon and fails to recognize i t se l f . " 1 4 6 We see the extent to 
which this essential question relates to the ethical foundations of 
human life and how strongly it influences the question of the 
world beyond. Jacob Boehme approached the same question; for 
him the problem of the demonic and the divine was resolved by his 
alchemically conditioned polar thinking. He succeeded in synthe
sizing various opposing opinions and points of view into an im
pressive acknowledgement of the totality of man in unity with the 
creation. 

He characterized the split psychic nature of man in the follow
ing terms: " Y o u find . . . in the substance of the soul, eternal birth 
and in the inseparable eternal bond, the most terrifying, hostile 
torment, tantamount to the totality of devils, without the Light of 
God, in which its eternal torment subsists, warring in itself. . . , " 1 4 7 

Boehme proceeds from the premise that the total universe of the 
spirit, all human strife, the divine and the demonic, are fundamen
tally inherent in the structure of the soul. "Nothing is closer to you 
than heaven, paradise, and hell: whatever you incline and strive 
towards is what you are now closest to. In this world you stand at 
both gates and you carry the births of both within y o u . " 1 4 8 Thus, 
for Boehme, man carries his earthly and heavenly image within 
him, and on the other hand his hellish nature, from which all too 
easily the emanations of his vices unfold as terrible demons and 
threatening deities. 

In Boehme too, existence is ultimately seen under the primor
dial schema of the images of light and dark, which we have 
characterized psychologically as the opposites of wisdom and ig
norance. We see in the most philosophical writings, in Vedanta or 
in the Buddhist texts, for example, that the primordial form of 
division, that between light and dark, provides a foundation for a 
whole series of definitions that can be represented by these oppo-
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sites. In Boehme, the symbolism that arises from this opposition 
takes many linguistic forms which are quite reminiscent of the 
visionary world of the bardo from the Tibetan Book of the Dead. 
" Y o u r heart is then a dark valley; if you do not soon work towards 
the rebirth of the light, the fire of anger wil l be ignited in you . . . 
and with your animal birth you will be unable to reach the gates of 
heaven. " 1 4 9 Another verse from Boehme reminds us of the experi
ence of the "clear light" in the bardo, which is parallel with the 
knowledge of the highest divinity and its unity with the spirit. 
"The soul originates in the life of fire, for without the source of fire 
there is no spirit, and it goes of its own accord through death . . . 
and falls by its own wil l through the principles of fire into the 
luminous eye of G o d . " 1 5 0 

We shall conclude this chapter by showing that important 
parallels in the experience of transformation, death, and salvation 
in the Tibetan Book of the Dead, are to be found in, for example, 
as famous a work as Goethe's Faust. With tremendously profound 
psychological insight in the character of Faust, Goethe has 
achieved a monumental classical study of tragic transformation, 
which has a validity that reaches far beyond its poetic effect. At the 
end of the second part of Faust, the four grey old women appear as 
fateful Eumenides. These are the inner doubts and torments which 
arise in Faust's soul—lack, guilt, care, and need. Just as the un
knowing and therefore blind person always tries to avoid encoun
tering and acknowledging his shadow-side, he thereby suffers ac
tual blinding by "care." But what closes his eyes from outside, is 
capable of opening his inner eye. 

The night seems to penetrate deeper and deeper, 
And only inside does bright light shine . . . (11500) 

A n d this light, which now like the "primordial clear light" 
becomes his guiding star in the realm beyond, appears to him as 
the descent of radiance. 

Still he is blinded by the new day. 

Then Faust experiences the elemental transformation, rep
resented similarly to the alchemical process, or to the descent 
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through the elements as described in the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead. The purifying nature of the element fire is described in clear 
symbolic language. " T u r n towards clarity, you loving flames!" 
(11800), and further: 

Holy flames! 
Whomever they surround 
Feels in life 
Blissful with the good. 

In this elemental catharsis Faust experiences the necessary 
realization that all things which do not constitute the inner true 
self must be given up completely. Only if one holds back from 
outward and impermanent things can one open up the inner hori
zons; and it is here, within oneself, that truth is to be grounded. 
Thus the chorus sings (11745): 

What does not belong to you 
You must shun, 
What disturbs your inner realm 
You must not tolerate. 

Finally Faust recognizes in the death experience the necessity 
of transformation, and he longs for it. The symbols that appear 
here are to be used to purify awareness; they are the strongest 
aspects of the spiritual power, of the self-destruction of the decep
tive veil of the human intellect, which is always the greatest obsta
cle on the path to the integration and unification of the spirit. 

Arrows, pierce me, 
Lances, impale me, 
Clubs, crush me, 
Lightning, tear through me, 
So that nothingness 
Will volatilize everything . . . (11858) 

In a vital symbolism reminiscent of the struggle of the forces 
of light against the demons of darkness from the Manichean-
Gnostic doctrine, Goethe describes the radiant and peaceful 
heavenly emanations which appear to assist the soul, while evil 
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dissolves into the fleeing horde of demons. For after Faust's death 
we see, before his soul leaves his earthly body, the visionary strug
gle of Mephistopheles and his satanic hordes for the possession of 
the soul, which is ultimately liberated for the realm of light by the 
heavenly armies. We are thereby reminded once again of H i l -
degard von Bingen: "For at death the good and bad angels are 
present as the 'witnesses of the w o r k s . ' " The same image leads us 
again to the Tibetan Book of the Dead, where we have the host of 
the peaceful and wrathful deities as the "witnesses of the works ," 
in order thus to effect the final purification of awareness of its 
karmic failings. 

The indications of the meaning of life, of transformation, and 
also of the meaning of death are innumerable at the start of a new 
life. We have only considered a few of these indications in order to 
show that the relevance of the Tibetan Book of the Dead is not 
confined to its country of origin, but is universal. It is a book 
about death, dying, and rebirth, whose purpose is to invest the 
meaning of life with the proper worth and significance; for from 
the dividing path one gains an overview of past and future. There 
the ontological question of the psyche is raised to an intuited but 
unknown transcendence. 
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Psychological Commentary 
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1. General Basic Thoughts from Buddhist 
Philosophy and Elements of Psychology 

First we must discern the nature of the 
soul, both divine and human, by consider
ing its activities and its experiences. 

PLATO, Phaedrus, 245c 

T H E M O S T important psychological task on the path of human 
individuation is the mastering of life as the great spiritual and 
conscious preparation for dying, which is held by the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead to be the most important moment of human life. 
At the center of the Tibetan teachings rightfully stands awareness 
and the intellect, those two manifestations of spirituality whose 
heights and depths make possible life in all its multiplicity and 
which introduce in the bardo the decisive vision of the peaceful 
and wrathful deities. The Tibetan Book of the Dead, in addition to 
its religious and philosophical content, is a thoroughly psychologi
cal work intended for the better understanding of and as a guide to 
psychic phenomena which are portrayed as after-death experi
ences and yet are actually images of psychic processes in daily life. 
Before turning to individual aspects and particular doctrines of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, let us again consider some basic prem
ises of Mahayana Buddhism and relate them to certain concepts in 
Western psychology. We shall thereby recognize that many orien
tal ideas are not only genuinely psychological, but that they also 
have equivalents in our psychology. For one thing is common to 
both systems, Buddhism and psychology, namely, the analyti
cal path towards expansion of awareness and of man's psychic 
structure. 

A . S U F F E R I N G A N D T H E P L E A S U R E - P A I N P R I N C I P L E 

The well known pleasure-pain principle in our psychology as an 
intra-psychic principle of opposites can also be taken as a fun
damental premise of Buddhist philosophy, which is referred to 
again and again by the texts of Pali Buddhism. In the religion as a 
doctrine of salvation, as in this principle, we have the opposition 
of suffering and nirvana as a possible solution to the problem. In 
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Buddhism suffering is a fundamental inability of the psyche, con
ditioned by drives and desires, to attain any lasting fulfillment of 
its needs. Not only the external world, which is subject to the 
endless cycle of becoming and passing away, but also awareness 
itself is unsteady in relation to the external world. Thus man 
stands between love and hate, or, in other words, between the 
one-sided modes of behavior of acceptance and rejection. Both are 
individually effective attitudes of awareness, according to which 
man acts and structures his world-view. Acceptance and rejection 
come under the opposites of pleasure- and wish-fulfillment as well 
as unfulfillment, which produces negative psychic tension. 

For the most part, however, the discrimination in the individ
ual between what appears as good or evil, desirable or to be 
avoided, takes place unconsciously. That is, many of the inner 
levels of functioning of instinctual life, of the emotions, and of 
repressed and unconscious complexes determine conscious life and 
its decisions from this unconscious ground. The lack of conscious
ness of self-generated psychic processes prevents man from realiz
ing that these realities of life which he has been ignoring could one 
day arise against him from out of the unconscious. This would be 
the confrontation with the unconscious, with the shadow, the hid
den dark side of the personality, which attempts to penetrate con
sciousness. This is the essential point of all Buddhist teachings: 
only an increase in consciousness, an intensification of awareness, 
can eliminate unconscious and psychologically unhealthy pro
cesses. Therefore the symbol of Buddhism, as a religion of inten
sification of awareness, is enlightenment. Only when some degree 
of psychic adaptation and realization of awareness has been at
tained, does Buddhism pose the broader question of nirvana as the 
goal of liberation. But nirvana is attainable only by an overcoming 
of desire, the greatest attachment, with which "beings wander for 
ages through the cycle of rebirth." And so it says in the Majjhima-
Nikaya: " T o what extent is the non-attainment of that which one 
desires painful? The births of the fallen beings are prey to the wish: 
' O h , that we were not subject to birth, that no further birth stood 
before us!' But such a thing cannot be achieved merely by wishing, 
and precisely this non-attainment of what one desires is painful." 
Similarly with worry, pain, and despair, with old-age, sickness, 
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and death, one can achieve no change through wishing. The great 
opposition, the freedom from suffering beyond all desire, opens up 
in nirvana, which begins with enlightenment and inner stillness. 

B . T H E T W O STAGES O F L I B E R A T I O N 

We come now to the question of liberation, which occupies a 
central position in Buddhism as in all high religions and also to 
quite an extent in Western psychology. If we wish to consider both 
of these last two, we must distinguish two categories of liberation, 
that of profane liberation (self-actualization) and that of sacred 
liberation, which ultimately includes a transcendent goal. Libera
tion in the profane and personal realm has as its goal the health 
and the liberation of the soul or the awareness. This health is 
psychologically oriented. We find it, for example, in the Vedas as 
the recognition of the inner purusa, the self, and this constitutes 
the precondition for any further form of liberation. If this becomes 
transparent, there then comes the great moment of the knowledge 
of sacred liberation as the absolute goal. This always has a tran
scendent character and is to be found beyond this profane world. 

It is a psychological fact that man's sacred goal of liberation is 
congruent with his earthly goal. This is the transcending of the 
meaning of existence into the infinite, the timeless and deathless, 
which in religious imagery presents itself as the divine within the 
soul, as Brahman, as God, as pure light, as pure transcendental 
awareness, or as nirvana. Sooner or later in the psychic process of 
individuation there arises the question of man's highest principles, 
which manifests in the confrontation with the problem of God and 
eternity. Therefore, what occurs quite necessarily in psychic life, in 
its transformation and maturation, is in the religions the a priori 
explicit goal of liberation. In the Buddhist and Hindu doctrines of 
liberation in particular, we find a great number of psychic tech
niques and psychological practices which are very closely con
nected with the religious doctrinal systems. 

C . I G N O R A N C E A N D W I S D O M 

We find in Buddhism as in all Indian religions that significant 
symbolism of the opposites of wisdom and ignorance. Ignorance is 
the failure to see the true background of the psychic relationships, 
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the instinctual conditions and dependencies under which the " u n 
enlightened person" lives and suffers. Wisdom is the illumination 
of all these generally unconscious fixations, where conscious i l 
lumination entails the disappearance of the hindrances (S. klesa) 
which obstruct the path to liberation. The Asiatic understands by 
wisdom that kind of knowledge which serves the development of 
spiritual awareness and release. Rational wisdom is then of 
secondary importance and does not serve the true goal if it has 
merely been amassed by the intellect. Also unfamiliar to the Asiatic 
is the distinction—often too sharply drawn in the West—between 
consciousness and the unconscious. He rather sees the human per
son under the aspect of a totality of awareness. Certain Indian and 
Tibetan doctrines, for example, that of the "dream-state" (T. r M i -
lam), which was handed down by Naropa and Marpa, make this 
aspect quite clear. Their aim is to maintain a continuity of aware
ness throughout the sleep- and dream-state, capable of being 
controlled at all times. If we apply the characteristic function of 
Buddhist symbolism, which is informed by a deep knowledge of 
reality, to the psychological definition of the Western way of 
thinking, our model of consciousness and the unconscious could 
be used—provided that we clarify the borders between both 
ways of the manifestation of awareness and understand them 
dynamically. 

Concerning ignorance (S. avidya) we would want to say: it is 
the fundamental unconsciousness of an essential, personal portion 
of psychic processes which lie outside our conscious knowledge. 
We know that such processes take place from the psychology of 
the complexes, depressions, regressions, and suppressed contents 
and from the incongruence of individual psychic potential and its 
manifest actuality. The contents of dreams are only one example 
of this. Psychology has established a host of clear definitions for all 
those "sufferings" which ultimately have their cause in the "igno
rance" of precisely these "sufferings" and their causes. Psycho
analysis is the uncovering and analyzing of psychic sufferings and 
their origins, in order to bring them to consciousness. If this suc
ceeds, it becomes a psychological path to the "alleviation of suffer
ing , " in as far as consciousness gains knowledge of and power over 
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hitherto "unconscious" or " u n k n o w n " contents. Then the ob
structions can be overcome. We are here talking, of course, of 
the ideal case, which may be only partially attainable. 

If we at this point look away from the highly complex 
theories of the structures of the unconscious in order to attain a 
more comprehensive view, a more dynamic conception of igno
rance and unconsciousness would then seem appropriate. The 
more ignorance can be transformed into knowledge, the more 
wisdom and awareness can be actualized. This is the primary goal 
in Buddhism, prior to the asking of any transcendental question. 
The more unconscious contents can be raised from the uncon
scious, and the more consciousness can be increased, the more 
independence from the dangers of unconscious processes then de
velops, reducing dependence on drives and libidinous fixations. 
This is the task of Western psychology. There is, then, a path; if we 
call it philosophical, then it leads from ignorance to wisdom; if 
psychological, then from the unconscious to consciousness, which 
results from the potential of a possible evolution of awareness. We 
can also say then that the philosophical path towards knowledge 
rests upon the reality of the psyche and is one of its primary 
images. We could derive similar structures from the great sym
bolism of mythology which similarly constitutes a faithful image 
of the history of awareness, when looked at psychologically. 

D . O N T H E R E L A T I O N O F M I N D A N D B O D Y 

The question concerning the fatefully determined attachment to 
the manifest world through desires and passions also touches upon 
a fundamental psychological problem which cannot be solved by 
mere theorizing but requires continual adaptation of life to reality. 
M a n , because of the whole structure of his physical being, is a 
natural being and one therefore bound by natural instincts. This is 
the larger part of his being. His total corporeality occupies a posi
tion in the biological processes of instinctual life, which is common 
to all living organisms. But then man as a self-conscious and 
spiritual being was able to recognize another level of Being, which 
allowed him to set himself outside and beyond all purely natural 
events. That man exists within the cycle of nature cannot be 
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doubted, but this fact is not problematic. The problem begins only 
when man's spiritual nature becomes autonomous and sets itself 
up against his earthly nature. This is the point of departure for the 
Buddhist doctrine of suffering, which it recognizes as a suffering of 
the world. Biologically and physiologically we are dependent on 
the world; but neither extreme asceticism nor total worldliness can 
be the right way to freedom from the opposites. To find the middle 
way between the divisive mind and physical existence inclined 
towards nature is a principal task of human life. 

Buddhism thus has undergone transformation in various im
portant schools, in order to dissolve this problem of "body alone 
on one side and mind alone on the other." In the Mahayana and 
Vajrayana, methods centered around psychological techniques for 
achieving integration were developed to resolve this opposition. 
This is the task of psychology, to be concerned about accom
modating the functions of instinctual life, and yet also to see be
hind this a life on a higher plane of awareness which is no longer in 
opposition to the physical constitution. The dualistic principle of 
spirit and matter is no longer applicable, but rather the integration 
of spirit as a power that pervades everything material. The Tibetan 
Book of the Dead is concerned with the opposition of awareness 
and intellect, because the intellect is the divisive function which 
creates the opposites. 

E . K A R M A A N D S E L F - R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y 

We have already discussed the problem of personal karma as a 
central idea in Buddhism. Karma is the personal experience of the 
fruits of one's own thoughts, intentions, and actions. It is the 
suffering of the working-out of previous actions and of the at
titudes which led to them; the person is, so to speak, the sum of his 
doing. The notion of karma is certainly intelligible to the West
erner, even if he cannot quite grasp the incredibly strict conse
quences. There are many examples from the idiomatic uses of 
language which betray an underlying feeling for the law of 
karma—for example, the saying: "It all comes back on you. " 

Buddhism places this law concerning the consequences of 
one's actions in the realm of the absolute, which is to say that the 
law is effective beyond all boundaries of the individual life. It is the 
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causal law of the world in itself. Only from this transcendence of 
time can the Buddhist theory be grasped, that man is also respon
sible for those so-called "acts of fate," which he cannot believe 
himself to have caused. According to the Buddhist conception, the 
events and sufferings of this life relate, not only to present activity, 
but also to earlier actions and their causes in an earlier life. In his 
present life man is therefore the sum and consequence of his previ
ous deeds and decisions. The theory also presupposes that the 
future, including a later earthly existence, can be influenced posi
tively or negatively by corresponding behavior. This is not a ques
tion of moral values in themselves but of behavior relating to the 
health of the total individual. Concerning the condition of human 
awareness, Buddhism talks of karmically favorable and unfavor
able behavior; one furthers enlightenment and release, the other 
leads to attachment and ignorance. 

In a certain sense we find in practical psychotherapy compar
able points of contact, in its concern to achieve a comprehensive 
understanding of the meaning of being human. This is clear in the 
"analytical psychology" of C. G. Jung, which gives a central posi
tion to the total human being, also in the "Schicksalsanalyse" 
("fate-analysis") of L. Szondi, and especially in the "Daseinsana-
lytic School" of L. Binswanger, M. Boss, and G. Condrau. In all of 
these, man's historicality plays an important role, from the "ar
chetype" (Jung), to the "hereditarily conditioned compulsion of 
choice" of fate (Szondi), and the "fulfillment of Dasein" as the 
hanging-together of human experience. 

The majority of people come into psychotherapy because they 
are no longer master of themselves owing to neuroses, anxieties, 
and depressions, and because a large portion of their psychic 
energy is so bound up with their "sufferings" that their freedom to 
act is significantly curtailed. They are always running into conflicts 
with their own complexes, which obstruct their path at every turn. 
These complexes also hinder the natural process of individuation, 
the psycho-spiritual perfection of man. These people even know, 
in part, that they are continually making the same mistakes, and it 
is remarkable that they are no longer able to remedy these failings 
by means of their own powers. Wrong behavior arises not only 
from ignorance and bad reasoning, but also from maladaptation, 
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conditioned by neurotic complexes, to the natural structures of 
physical and psychical life, which are thereby thrown out of 
equilibrium. 

Instinctual fixations arising from neuroses, deeply rooted 
complexes (which unconsciously lead to lasting delusions), and 
complex inhibitions and transformations of instincts lead to the 
formation of a second superstructure, which obstructs true knowl
edge, objective behavior, and the path to self-knowledge. The 
"picture of things" we individually construct, the object imago, is 
further pushed into unreality by the weight of the complexes. The 
ability to act responsibly from knowledge of one's own psychic 
capabilities is diminished. It is the task of psychotherapy to loosen 
these "attachments" of neurotic fixation, in order to achieve an 
increase in psychic energy, which then enables the person properly 
to relate to himself and his environment. Constricted awareness is 
then freed, and what was hitherto unconscious becomes conscious, 
which is why we talk of an expansion of consciousness. 

Taking responsibility for one's thoughts and actions, as de
manded by the Buddhist idea of karma, is also a goal of Western 
psychology, which seeks to return to man his full capabilities of 
acting. Freud was the first to discover the conclusions that can be 
drawn from dream-images. If a person believes that his behavior 
has no influence on his personally so loved and protected psychic 
existence, the psychology of dreams or the psychopathology of 
everyday life can show just the opposite. Therefore, the central 
task of psychology is to show man the path towards taking re
sponsibility for himself. Common to the teachings of Buddhism 
and to psychology is the analytical path, the destruction of those 
psychically conditioned phenomena of a secondary character, that 
is, phenomena which can be led back to a deeper cause, which has 
become covered up or distorted. What has to become transparent 
is the psycho-energetic kernel and the pure center of awareness, so 
that free behavior can unfold. 

F . A L A Y A V I J N A N A A N D A R C H E T Y P A L STRUCTURES 

Another concept from Buddhist Mahayana philosophy, which was 
introduced in the second chapter, is that of the universal- or 
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ground-consciousness, which we can translate exactly as "store
house-consciousness" (S. alayavijnana; T. Kun-gzhi rnam-shes). 
From the Tibetan translation it is clearly a question of the "aware
ness of all causes" which lead to thinking and other intellectual 
activities. Yogacara philosophy, the school of "mind-only doc
trines" (S. vijnanavada), proceeds from the premise that all things 
as objects, all images and appearances, are only mind or aware
ness. That is to say, we only recognize and know things as such in 
their multiplicity and individuality in as far as they are contents of 
consciousness. Consciousness is the presupposition of the process 
of "knowing . " Thus everything that is not recognized in con
sciousness is therefore non-existent. The whole objective world is 
therefore ultimately consciousness, since this constitutes the pre
supposition for its being known. M i n d , or pure awareness, is, 
according to the idealistic Vijnanavada theory, the indispensable 
basis and essence of reality and is therefore absolute. Since nothing 
is imaginable without mind, it is called the absolute, or all-
pervading emptiness, or simply nirvana. 

In man there are, according to this same theory, two levels of 
this storehouse- or ground-consciousness, which are distinguished 
only by their functions as static and maternal primordial ground 
and as activity. The alayavijnana forms the primordial ground or 
the inexhaustible potentiality for all conscious development. Its 
active form is the continuously self-generating and transforming 
thought-consciousness (S. manovijnana; T. Yid-kyi rnam-shes). In 
the Buddhist texts the alayavijnana is compared with a vast ocean 
symbolizing the fullness and totality of all water. Ground-
consciousness is, then, the storehouse of all impressions of aware
ness, which are communicated by the senses and by discriminating 
thought. However, all intellectual activities of discriminating 
thought-awareness occasion karmic consequences which impress 
themselves on the primordial ground and from there can again 
come to "maturation" in new thought-processes. Karma is then 
the personally occasioned " w i n d " of awareness-energy which 
blows over the surface of the ocean of ground-consciousness. It 
whips it up into a thousand waves and causes thoughts and associ
ations in the depths of the storehouse-consciousness. Thinking is 
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the dynamic process of the multiplication of contents immanent in 
consciousness, which is synthesized into the object. Karma, the 
causally conditioned, individual situation of man, causes the 
deepest personal and personally hitherto unrecognized images, 
ideas, and knowledge to well up into consciousness, since these are 
all contained in the universal potentiality of ground-consciousness 
as karmic seeds. In the latency of the storehouse-consciousness 
each individual image is there primordially, even though totally 
indistinguishable. 

It is surely not "coincidence," but rather historically a psychic 
reality of great significance, that similar trains of thought are also 
to be found in the West since antiquity. They were first formed in 
Plato's Theory of Ideas, which talks of the eternal, intellectual, 
primordial images as Ideas. Plato saw these images of things as 
both personal and transpersonal, i.e., as existing before the indi
vidual's birth. In Plato the Ideas alone are truly real and are above 
all the primordial forms in which manifest things participate in a 
merely conditional way, for these are merely a limited expression 
of the totality of the Ideas. The Theory of Ideas runs through 
Socrates, Plotinus, and the Middle Ages and through the whole 
intellectual history of the West, although in the most varying 
forms. Perhaps we even find a version of it again in modern psy
chology, in as far as there must be something primordial in human 
awareness that from unknown depths influences human behavior 
in characteristic ways. 

Freud was the first to recognize, from certain archaic and 
constantly returning dream-contents, that dreams produce seem
ingly "phylogenetically inherited" material reflecting functions 
and contents of consciousness more ancient than those of personal 
life. For Jung and his school this notion became the central doc
trine, that in human consciousness primordial images, the ar
chetypes, manifest, which are to be seen as structural dominants of 
the collective unconscious. Jung thereby conceives these ar
chetypes in a way consonant with an energetic definition of the 
psychic, as preformative points of crystallization in the uncon
scious. The archetypes become psychically concretely visible and 
demonstrable through becoming conscious. We cannot therefore 
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say that the primordial images as such are lying in readiness in the 
unconscious, but they exist rather as structural potentialities, 
which may under certain conditions be continually recognized as 
archetypes. Jung also calls them "self-reflections of the instincts," 
since they are identical with the primordial functions of the in
stincts. 

If these archetypes are raised up into consciousness, they take 
on the characteristics of "discriminating" consciousness and there
fore appear to be of ambivalent value or meaning. It is from this 
function that the systematic symbolism of opposites of the Tibetan 
Book of the Dead is to be understood, which is founded upon 
primordial symbols. But what we recognize in consciousness as 
"primordial images" has its invisible energetic preformation in the 
unconscious as structural dominants, or as a kind of primordial 
structure which can be described as an instinctual tendency. In 
biology and animal psychology such structures are known as in
born mechanisms which lead to the release of quite definite and 
consistent modes of behavior. The biologist A. Portmann sees 
things comparable to the archetypes of Jungian psychology in "the 
recognition of what-has-never-been-perceived by means of an in
herited structure." 1 5 1 For Portmann they are "releasers," which re
lease certain typical functions on the surface of visible behavior. 
These latter in turn point to the existence of primordial functions 
which preform the living organism in its behavior. We have 
touched upon these questions in psychology only in order to show 
that the question of a primordial consciousness and thereby the 
question of the transmission of contents of consciousness through 
generations is widespread. With the Buddhist concept of the 
alayavijnana we have a first Asian formulation of the problem, to 
which on the philosophical plane Plato's Theory of Ideas bears a 
certain relationship, and today psychology again poses the ques
tion of the permanence of human experiences which have been 
maintained in an archetypal collective unconscious. 
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2. Psychological Aspects 
of the Tibetan Book of the Dead 

There are many people who, at the mo
ment of their death, have not only lagged 
behind their own possibilities, but also far 
behind those which had been made con
scious in their lifetime by other people. 

c. G. JUNG 
Memories, Dreams, Reflections 

O N E OF T H E most remarkable things about the Buddhist 
philosophy in the Tibetan Book of the Dead is that the visionary 
deities can appear simultaneously as realities or as "illusory im
ages." Or, in other words, they are on the one hand the highest 
reality and on the other, mere images of psychic projection. Yet 
both aspects are fully justified and in no way exclude one another. 
For Buddhist philosophy there exist no gods as absolute beings, for 
even their being is restricted to the time during which they are 
recognized as such by human beings. Nevertheless the Book of the 
Dead uses divine figures, the transcendent buddhas, in order to 
express certain spiritual and psychic qualities, or also their wrath
ful counter-images, in which the aspects of power and reaction 
manifest. But beyond all images and symbols, Buddhism has 
placed nirvana, the imageless stage of liberation, which is therefore 
also called the great emptiness. In all-pervading emptiness, figures 
of reality and of mere appearance dissolve in their relativity, for 
here at the goal "nothing more is to be attained" which would 
have to be concretely made present. 

The buddhas and bodhisattvas are considered a reality on the 
path of meditation in order that the adept may grasp philosophical 
and religious teachings. For the followers of the Mahayana they 
are the guiding symbols of the spiritual path, and thus these images 
are identical with the ethical contents of the teachings. As the 
Tathagatas they point the way to higher awareness and to a life of 
metaphysical fulfillment of existence. Yet the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead teaches that the buddhas are only the visible forms of the 
inner, pure buddha-nature of awareness, representable manifesta-
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tions of the enlightened nature of man which is always present in 
him. 

We thereby reach the second level, that of the psychological 
knowledge that all images and visions, even the highest images and 
deities, are figures from one's own awareness. We thereby recog
nize them as projections, in which deep contents of consciousness 
are made accessible to us through images. The images of the 
Tathagatas are nothing other than forms of expression of the con
tents of awareness. 

Similarly, the projections of the visionary deities are logical 
extensions of Mahayana philosophy and its applications, in that it 
too teaches the psychological viewpoint that all images, forms, and 
thought-contents are ultimately to be understood as products of 
awareness. What on the side of reality are primordial images of 
spiritual actualities, become, from the psychological viewpoint, 
projections as imaginal contents of consciousness and symbolic 
figures representing psychic processes and concrete transforma
tions of awareness. As long as the buddhas rest upon reality and 
their portrayal of spiritual contents, they are real, but as soon as 
they symbolically stand for anything, they are to be seen psycho
logically. What is metaphysically grounded upon the purely 
philosophical plane of Buddhist metaphysics, which is here rep
resented in the most numinous images, appears on the psychologi
cal plane of projections of consciousness as a psychical and even 
metaphysical reality. Psychical because the visionary deities are 
recognized as symbols of the spirit, and because they are the ar
chetypal symbolism of processes immanent in awareness. A 
metaphysical reality is thereby established, because the whole pro
cess of the existence of conscious and unconscious individuals is 
not yet transferred into the transcendence beyond earthly life. That 
is to say, the existence of the psychical is extended as a projection 
far beyond its earthly dimension. 

The doctrines of Yogacara philosophy, among which the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead can be counted, proceed from the prem
ise that karmically laden awareness by far outlasts the earthly 
life-span of the individual. According to this view, psychic life lasts 
as long as the power of personal karma. N o w , whether the bud-
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dhas represent the goal of the great perfection, or whether, after 
penetrating their imaginal nature we see them as stages on the 
path, as formed awareness, these are only two kinds of knowledge, 
two levels of spiritual practice. The philosophy of the Mahayana 
places above all conceptualization emptiness, suchness, pure 
buddha-nature, or the crystal clear diamond nature of human 
awareness, which is of imageless intensity. It is always there, it 
must simply be discovered. Therefore a question in Zen asks: 
" W h y do you wish to go with the Buddha to look for the 
Buddha?" It is as if one wanted to use fire to look for fire. Self-
knowledge is a spontaneous process of synchronicity between 
conscious and unconscious, between intellect or thought-
consciousness and primordial ground or alayavijnana; here all im
ages and visions are suddenly extinguished, curtailed by pure 
knowledge or enlightenment. This is the condition of "clear light" 
in the Tibetan Book of the Dead, in which only light itself is 
experienced as the dharmakaya. Therefore the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead can first proclaim the philosophical reality of the buddhas 
and their teachings, and after these have been grasped and pene
trated, it can then say that these are only illusory images of one's 
own consciousness, for the pure world within needs no images of 
external form. 

Whether man in his spiritual evolution, on the path of reli
gious salvation, on the path of spiritual knowledge and liberation 
through philosophy and ethics, or else by the practice of Yoga and 
psychology, thereby discovers and perfects his individuation, each 
of these paths is nevertheless a self-contained symbol for the en-
telechy of the psychical in the totality of its earthly being and its 
transcendent possibilities. It is always a striving of spiritualization 
for knowledge, a turning of consciousness to metaphysical and 
irrational contents, a connecting with the purely divine, which can 
manifest already in this life. 

If we consider the various accounts of the reality of the 
psychical, we find that there are various theories of the soul and 
awareness, but that the incredibly rich treasure of symbolism, con
cerning the great crossing over, formed by primordial human ex
perience, is strikingly universal. Whether it is the path of the soul, 
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the spirit-body, and the vital life-force of the ancient Egyptian into 
the realm of Osiris and then into the fields of Iaru, or the trans
formations and wanderings of the purusa in the pretakalpa of the 
Garuda-Purana, or else the narrow path through the bardo for the 
"awareness-body" of the Tibetan, the path through the beyond is 
described by means of remarkably similar symbols. We recognize 
in this the phenomenology of a collective psychic faculty of expres
sion, which archetypally revolves around more or less the same 
symbols. This is the recognizable law of the primordially con
ditioned reaction-formation of consciousness concerning the on-
tological problem of human hope and being. 

Behind all these various descriptions, whether the soul is 
thought of concretely or as an amorphous structure of conscious
ness, lies the collective primordial ground of psychical notions and 
perhaps also genuine experiences. Who could draw the line here 
between reality and speculation? At least the dark region between 
the two is somewhat illuminated by the Tibetan Book of the Dead. 
We should also bear in mind that so many of the psychical situa
tions in human life: the anxieties and needs of dreams, the true 
anxieties of life, the emergency situations of the greatest psychic 
tension and conflict, all these can evoke corresponding images of 
tension, demonism, solution, transcendence, and torments and 
sufferings of spiritual and earthly hells similar to those depicted in 
descriptions of the after-death world in mankind's wisest books. It 
is not mere coincidence that we find such parallel descriptions in 
the scriptures of the O l d Testament, Judaic scriptures, and in the 
Egyptian, Greek, Indian, and Tibetan traditions. 

Is the bardo or the intermediate state of the decisions and 
sufferings of consciousness between two forms of life merely a 
projection of basic anxiety in the face of death? The purely 
psychoanalytic point of view would like to define it as such. But 
does this do justice to the situation and to the lasting questions of 
thousands of years of human awareness? The answer lies between 
affirmation and denial, just as the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
makes possible simultaneously a philosophical and a psychologi
cal, a determinative and a relativizing judgement. Hence this emp
tiness, this "concept" beyond concepts. Or else, is it a question of 
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transcendent experience, which dawns upon human existence as 
intuited reality? This question, as before, has to be pushed further. 
Metaphysics takes us into a realm beyond material or physical 
reality, and whether it is conducted empirically or ascertained 
through evidence, the ultimate proof of reality will always be lack
ing. Therefore its dimension may not be restricted by physical 
measures. Metaphysical events, if we proceed from a psyche 
bound to the individual, which yet reaches beyond this individual 
as a one-time being, necessarily lose for us their dimensions in a 
psychology related only to this world. If we know all too little 
about the psychical in man, about the true dimensions of con
sciousness, how can we hope to comprehend the worlds of the 
bardo? At this point a phenomenology of the possible conditions 
and speculations must begin. There is an abundance of evidence 
available, if we may call it that—the whole of intellectual history is 
proof that soul and awareness are more than just a once-only 
transitory embodiment. If we study the many writings about ex
periences of the world beyond, and also the Books of the Dead 
with their determinate statements, we could establish a 
"phenomenology of the beyond" utilizing definite statements and 
symbols. Yet the world beyond, as long as we are in this one, must 
remain a mystery. Even if it continues to remain so, the contents of 
the Tibetan Book of the Dead nevertheless constitute a rich fund of 
psychical treasure which serves to illuminate to some extent the 
phenomena of life, awareness, and the divine. 

The Bar-do thos-grol, the Tibetan Book of the Dead in all its 
variations and independent of particular religious influences, of
fers us an instruction manual for the guidance of human awareness 
after death. All the events are described as psychic projections in 
the space of an already transcendent awareness, in such a way that 
they there underlie the same modes of reacting as previously on the 
earthly plane. To this extent the Tibetan Book of the Dead is 
primarily a book of life, for the knowledge of the path through the 
bardo must be gained "on this side" if it is to be put into practice 
"on the other side." This is the basis of the Buddhist way of life, 
which is set up as a model for the journey through the bardo. 
Without this basis a Book of the Dead that would communicate 
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only knowledge for the beyond could not possibly be translated 
into our rational thinking. Therefore the ritual work for the Tibet
an Book of the Dead is different, in that although it embraces the 
essential contents and philosophy of the Book of the Dead, it is 
substantially supplemented by ritual instructions for the perform
ing of death-rites, consecrations, initiations, sacrifices, and suppli
cations. 

In the Buddhist trikaya doctrine, which forms the basis for 
understanding the transformations in the bardo, we can recognize 
three stages in the manifestation of awareness. The highest man
ifestation as the uppermost level of pure Being is that of radiant 
awareness as the self-illuminating clear light in the state of the 
dharmakaya. It is awareness per se and is therefore also equated 
with the great emptiness, which makes possible the plenitude of 
the spirit. The dharmakaya state, therefore, is symbolized by the 
unclothed deep blue Adibuddha Samantabhadra. Deep blue is the 
color of intensive pure awareness, of the intellect sunk in medita
tion, and "without clothing" means "without any attributes" or 
"indescribable in his qualities." In the dharmakaya-state, pure 
awareness is in the realm of the primordial beginning, that is to 
say, that it subsists in an indivisible state of potentiality prior to all 
creation and all origination of contents of consciousness. 

If something opposing appears, namely, an objective goal, 
then the activity of consciousness begins from its first self-positing 
and individuation, and then the emanations of awareness follow 
on the various levels. In the Tibetan Book of the Dead the sym
bolic opposite is the female counterpart of the buddhas, the prajfia 
or dakini. Her inseparable union in the unio mystica with the 
buddha symbolizes the beginning of all mandalas, of the structures 
of psychic totality and the unified symbols of Buddhism. 

A second level of awareness is the visionary realm of visible 
transcendent figures, which manifests in the sambhogakaya, the 
plane of heavenly and divine visions. Looked at from the point of 
view of the physical body, the sambhogakaya is as a state of bliss 
an ecstatic projection which is experienced psychically, inwardly 
in awareness, or through visions in the most outward space. The 
meditation techniques of Vajrayana Buddhism generally discuss 
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two ways of psychic realization. The outer way consists of vi
sualization and the active imagination of symbols, mantras, and 
images of the deities, which are imbued with meaning by means of 
various kinds of projection. The image recognized in outer projec
tion by imaginative techniques, when united with consciousness, 
leads to ecstatic experience. The inner way as a complementary 
event at the center of awareness, without any influence from the 
external world, is a goal-directed and conscious introversion to the 
point that the again visionary events take place within the horizons 
of awareness. To unite these extremely inward visionary images 
with those most outward spheres of the external world is the goal 
of the tantric Buddhist psychic techniques, forming a great unity of 
immanent and transcendent visionary events. This visionary plane 
is comparable with the sambhogakaya, the "body of spiritual 
bliss" at the visionary level of the divine image. It manifests as a 
form of the numinous in its greatest opposition of the peaceful and 
liberation-bringing and of the wrathful, demonic, and threatening. 
Both these aspects are forms of awareness, which according to its 
situation expresses itself in one or the other of the opposites. 

The third and general human level shows awareness in the 
nirmanakaya, the embodied consciousness in its mortal shell. In 
Buddhist philosophy this is the place of suffering, in which aware
ness experiences the nature of the impermanence in which it still 
participates. Here the total psyche is bound to impermanent form 
and suffers from the constant conflict of spirit and matter, between 
natural biological life and constantly evolving spirit, which ex
tends its dominion in order to achieve independence and freedom. 
Yet this human life prefigures a path which begins in unconscious
ness and yet can attain more mature and higher awareness, a life 
which is apparently capable of going beyond the earthly form. 
After the embodiment of awareness, the upward path to individua
tion begins, and according to the Tibetan Book of the Dead, 
awareness attains its highest moment at death. But there, the in
verted path begins, from pure "liberated" awareness in the face of 
the dharmakaya, through the visionary state of the sam
bhogakaya, back down into unconsciousness, the resting of the 
activities of the spirit, before the beginning of a new life. These 
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three levels are the 'Chi-kha'i bar-do, the Chos-nyid bar-do, and 
the Srid-pa'i bar-do. From the first life with minimal conscious
ness, man develops to the bright "daylight" of waking-
consciousness, and thence to pure awareness at the crossing over 
into the bardo. Therefore the path to the next incarnation in the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead is called the descending path, because 
the power of awareness again sinks from its zenith down into 
union with the physical. The smaller the karmic accretions, the less 
effect they have in the bardo, and therefore, the higher the starting 
point for the new rebirth is, and so, the better the prospects for 
eventual liberation. 

We have indicated that the Tibetan Book of the Dead is a 
self-contained work employing archetypal symbols, as are a few of 
the wisdom-books of the ancient world. We should like now to 
mention again some of these archetypal structures. First is the 
intensive light-symbolism as against the abysses of flaming and 
smoking darkness of the worlds of hell, which symbolize the op
position of the highest wisdom and the darkest unconsciousness. 
The five Tathagatas appear in the radiant lights of the wisdoms, in 
cosmic colors, which denote a comprehensive intensification of 
awareness. If we think of the light-symbolism of the flames of the 
Holy Spirit, which appear at Whitsuntide above the heads of the 
disciples, then we have the same archetypal image of the birth of 
light in the spirit, which heralds a new awareness. 

The bardo of reality-experience shows the visionary, imagi-
nal, and also deceptive structure of the divine figures who arise as 
manifestations of awareness within the horizons of one's own 
mind. The more the luminous nature of awareness diminishes, the 
more powerful become the opposing forces, demonic, terrible, and 
arising out of the unknown depths, whence radiate the dim lights 
of the six lokas. These are the lights of the failing intellectual 
faculty, which has been dimmed by the instinctual worlds. The 
counter-images to great and peaceful wisdom are the herukas, the 
terrifying power-aspect which arises in the blazing figures when 
the human intellect has come away from the roots of conscious
ness. The archetypal symbolism of the theriomorphic deities is 
remarkable, who on the descending path towards the end of the 
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visions announce a multiplication of the destructive aspect of the 
Great Mother. We shall return to this below. 

Of great significance from the psychologico-religious point of 
view is the appearance of the peaceful and wrathful deities, who 
even in their great multiplicity are to be understood as aspects of 
the numinous. These are not only images and "manifestations" of 
awareness, but in them the presence of the divine is expressed, 
which can assume various forms in the psyche. Although Bud
dhism knows no relationship to a personal God or Creator, the 
nature of the divine is nevertheless in no way foreign to it, but 
rather an equally lofty ideal. The "four divine states" (S. catur-
apramanani) of a disciple of the Buddhist teachings, which are 
similar to the virtues of Brahma, may be an example. For the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead the buddhas and bodhisattvas are 
"deities," the highest metaphysical bearers of meaning, who ap
pear as symbols of transformation on the path of enlightenment. 
They are not gods in the strict sense, although Buddhism knows 
such gods from the other Indian religions. These latter, however, 
have their place in the pantheon in one or other of the heavenly 
regions and are hardly of significance in Buddhist philosophy and 
ethics. The buddhas are deities in the sense of symbols of Buddhist 
wisdoms and virtues. 

Their appearance in the symbolic world of the Book of the 
Dead corresponds to the archetypal structure of numinous con
tents of consciousness, in which the nature of the divine manifests 
as the ungraspable in twofold form. This numinosity was de
scribed by R. Otto under the two aspects of the fascinans and the 
tremendum. In a certain sense these primordial manifestations of 
the divine are also appropriate to the visions of the bardo. Corre
sponding to the self-reliant state of meditative awareness, the di
vine wisdoms appear as peaceful buddhas in the attractive and 
uplifting aspect of the mysterium fascinans. In their fivefold 
radiance they divert the gaze of consciousness upwards, and they 
are pictured "hovering in heavenly spheres." Their counter-aspect 
is the divine as mysterium tremendum, which appears in shatter
ing, terrifying, threatening visions, when the intellect is in conflict 
with the ungraspable. The Tibetan Book of the Dead emphasizes 
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again and again that the terrifying Buddha-Heruka is none other 
than the Adibuddha Samantabhadra. And such great counter-
images arise only when the absolute, the dharmakaya, and totally 
liberated awareness have not yet been attained in the first "clear 
light." 

We have said that the bardo deities constitute a precisely 
ordered schema of psychological contents and relationships. 
Translation of the Tibetan scriptures taking account of the Bud
dhist symbolism makes it clear that the peaceful and wrathful 
deities are characterized as single structural elements of psychic 
organs and relationships. Therefore, according to the tantric 
scheme, all the deities are always connected with their opposing 
aspect, which is expressed in the conjunction of male and female 
or peaceful and wrathful components. We mentioned the remark
able theriomorphic deities, who are female and are called dakinis. 
They appear first as anthropomorphized demonic goddesses, the 
eight Keurima, then as eight therianthropic goddesses in the form 
of the eight Phra-men-ma, and finally as the 28 animal-headed 
goddesses who initiate the dead person into the mystery of total 
self-dissolution, before a new life can begin. 

These goddesses exhibit clear variations of the destructive and 
devouring aspect of the archetype of the Great Mother. They are at 
the same time images of the animal nature of the shadow-side of 
the human psyche. The animal-headed goddesses symbolize the 
aspect of annihilation by means of the Indian and Tibetan 
graveyard-symbolism, with which the dakinis of annihilation are 
connected. The goddesses with the head of the serpent, the tiger, 
the leopard, the dog, the fox, the crow, or the vulture demonstrate 
the destructive function of the concluding bardo visions, which 
bring an end to the remnants of false thinking and illusion. The 
annihilation is carried out by the female aspect, in that the 28 
goddesses appear from the "four directions" of one's own head, in 
order to effect a final catharsis of consciousness of all false iden
tifications. It is striking that many Tibetan paintings for the Book 
of the Dead portray the terrifying deities with symbols of annihila
tion from the graveyard and that these almost always appear to
gether with symbols of longevity. 
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Thereby the polar structure of the archetypal opposites is 
maintained; the symbolism designates, in spite of annihilation, the 
continuation of awareness in new forms of transformed existence. 
It is a basic function and characteristic of the archetype that it 
always appears on the level of consciousness in ambivalent images. 
There is not one image of an archetype but always several, 
whereby each differing aspect mirrors only one side of the primor
dial image. The forces " i n the center of the heart" and the powers 
of the intellect must be brought into a functional unity, which 
makes possible a dynamic integration of the opposites. This is 
clearly portrayed in the fine Tibetan painting in plate 4, in which 
Buddha Vajrasattva unites both mandalas, that of the peaceful 
deities in the heart center and of the wrathful deities in the head. 
This shows that the deities are projections of human awareness, 
which certainly form oppositions but which are yet one, namely 
Vajrasattva, or diamond-nature. This is buddha-nature, pure 
awareness, or the great emptiness. 

Finally the Tibetan Book of the Dead is a treasure trove of 
mandalas, which we know as the most important unifying symbols 
in psychology. The mandalas of the five Tathagatas and of the 
Herukas, their counter-images, reflect the polarity of the numi
nous aspect in the space of the greatest psychic order and unifica
tion, in which all the counter-images present in the psyche are 
again brought into unity. The structure of the mandala consists of 
the square, as an ordering of the elements and of spiritual struc
tures, and the circle, which expresses the cosmic and binding unity 
of the psychical. In the circle and the square the profane man and 
the sacred man are brought together in a spiritual symbol of unity. 
The earthly path is extended by means of transcendent and 
metaphysical meaning and placed into a cosmic and sacred order. 
The universality and totality from the individuation of a conscious 
person is represented in a psychologically related cosmic and di
vine world, in which a five-colored blazing circle of light sur
rounds the square. This is elemental luminous awareness, which 
encompasses the "heavenly sphere" and the plan of appearance of 
divine symbols. Thus the Buddhist mandalas are visionary images 
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and not yet ultimate realities, but as the archetypal structure of 
quaternity they symbolize those realms of the absolute, of the great 
light of the dharmakaya, which out of indescribable emptiness 
form the foundation of the manifold of all things. 

In the two great mandalas of the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
we recognize, from the psychological point of view, the portrayal 
of a double quaternity which brings together the manifestations of 
the numinous and of consciousness into a psychological and cos-
mological order. Each order has a polar structure, symbolizing the 
complementarity of the male and female aspects of awareness. 
Each brings a level of the numinous, one the peaceful and the other 
the wrathful. Both are dimensions of awareness and in the bardo 
state are to be interpenetrated by knowledge. Only then is the 
liberation through vision (T. mThong-grol) accomplished, which 
transcends the state of the merely symbolic in order to attain im-
ageless reality. 

Among the conditions laid down by the authors of the Tibet
an Books of the Dead are progressive processes of knowledge 
beyond physical death. We ourselves have little opportunity to 
penetrate the realm of the unknown, yet our psychology knows an 
abundance of premonitions and dream visions which come true, 
and we also know synchronistic phenomena which point to the 
existence of other psychic dimensions than are normally acknowl
edged. 

In Jung's analytical psychology there is the important defini
tion of the transcendent function, which in the process of psychic 
individuation effects a synthesis between conscious and uncon
scious through the development of unifying symbolism. This con
stitutes significant knowledge about the nature of creativity, which 
like all conscious acts can take place only through the participa
tion of a potential of the unconscious which is unknown to us. We 
thus recognize the extent to which our conscious functioning is 
conditioned by a much more complex unconscious, of whose di
mensions and range we hardly have an idea. How far could the 
unconscious primordial ground of limited consciousness be effec
tive beyond physical existence? Or is there a systolic contraction of 
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the pure unconscious before new consciousness can arise out of 
primordial potentiality? Such speculations must not be indulged 
in, since they only serve to bind us to ideas instead of to realities. 

The Books of the Dead of the Tibetans, the Indians, and the 
Egyptians, the myths of the eternal return of man, the abundance 
of prayers and songs of hope for a better life in a world to come or 
of the salvation of the soul, all these contribute to a theory of 
existence in the world beyond. If we call them such, whether in 
mythical image, in a metaphysical definition, or in psychological 
concepts, they are for us philosophically and psychologically real, 
however much we may use reason to put them in abeyance. The 
establishing of transcendent worlds, although only in theory, is 
nevertheless a reality which we cannot avoid as a problem of 
awareness. It is therefore worth concerning ourselves with these 
realms, at least for our own psychic development in "this w o r l d . " 
Even if our evidence for the portrayal of other-worldly events or 
forms of existence is not conclusive, it still constitutes a rich har
vest for the philosophy and psychology of this life, much of which 
remains to be gathered. For many questions remain open and 
retain their mystery, whether we now seek a philosophically 
exhaustive answer or a psychological solution. 

The Tibetan Book of the Dead grew slowly, and for ages it 
occupied the living in establishing the meaning of the transforma
tions in the beyond and in compiling this meaning in a book of 
wisdom. Actualization of life as psychic individuation and cultiva
tion of awareness is demanded by man in his existence, if his 
transformation in the bardo is to fulfill the teleological meaning of 
his liberation. The Tibetan Book of the Dead was written for the 
spiritual guidance of the recently deceased, in order that he may 
grasp the new life awaiting him at the end of the 49 days in the 
bardo. The content of the Tibetan Book of the Dead consists of the 
most profound wisdom about life for the path through the uncer
tainties of the bardo, which is described by the Bar-do thos-grol 
with such assurance that it is as if prernonitions of the unknown 
and beyond had become reality. 

The question about what happens after the great transition 
can only be resolved by symbolic comparisons, which yet provide 
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comprehensible evidence. Therefore we shall conclude this chapter 
with a comparison from the ancient Indian Chandogya Upanisad 
(8.1.6): 

Therefore, those who depart from here without having recognized 
the soul and those real desires, they will lack freedom in whatever worlds 
they live; but those who depart from here after recognizing the soul and 
those real desires, they will find freedom in all worlds. 
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VII . N O T E S 

1. W. Y. Evans-Wentz, The Tibetan Book of the Dead, Oxford, 
1927. This work is indispensable for the interested reader, since it pro
vides a translation of a considerable portion of the Book of the Dead. As 
mentioned in the introduction, our book sets itself another task as a 
comparative overview of the Tibetan Book of the Dead tradition and as a 
guide to the understanding of the initiations and visionary images, which 
in themselves portray an abundance of ancient life-experience. A new 
translation of The Tibetan Book of the Dead by Francesca Fremantle and 
Chogyam Trungpa has been published by Shambhala Publications, Inc., 
Berkeley and London 1975. 

2. See Bibliography VIII, 1.A. No. 8. 
3. Such texts are, for example, the bTags-grol-gyi skor-rnams, or the 

sNying-thig-gi bshags-grol. 
4. A good example of this is figure 16 on p. 163 in D. I. Lauf, 

Tibetan Sacred Art, Berkeley & London 1976. 
5. On the five Buddhas or Tathagatas see pp. 135—146. 
6. To these belong the texts in Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 1,4,6,7,8. 
7. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 7. 
8. 'Dzam-bu'i gling-du bstan-pa'i srog-shing btsugs. 
9. Kha-ba-can-du chos-kyi sgron-me sbar. 
10. bSam-yas was the first great Buddhist monastery, built according 

to mandala-cosmology, located on the Tsang-po river south of Lhasa, 
and built around 780 by Padmasambhava and Santaraksita during the 
reign of the Tibetan king Khri-srong lde-btsan. 

11. On Samantabhadra and dharmakaya see chapter II. 
12. On the sambhogakaya see chapter II. 
13. The best known biographical work is the O-gryan gu-ru padma 

'byung-gnas-kyi skye-rabs rnam-thar padma 'bka'i thang-yig. 
14. Corresponding texts are in Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 5, 10, 34. 
15. See Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 16 and 17, and the quotations from 

Mi-la in nos. 11 and 31. 
16. Biblio VIII, l .A. no. 29, written by 'Jigs-med gling-pa. 
17. Biblio VIII, l .A. no. 30. 
18. Biblio VIII, l .A. no. 31. 
19. bLa-ma'i thugs-grub rdo-rje drag-rtsal las I Zhal-gdams lam-rim 

ye-shes snying-poIPadma sam-bha'i snying-tig-go. 
20. rDzogs-pa chen-po klong-chen snying-thig-gi sngon-'gro'i 

khrid-yig kun-bzang bla-ma'i zhal-lung. 
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21. Rig-'dzin padma gling-pa'i kha'-'bum yid-bzhin gter-mdzod. 
22. rDo-rje theg-pa sngags-kyi gso-sbyong bdud-rtsi'i rol-mtsho. 
23. See note 27. 
24. H. V. Guenther, Life and Teaching ofNaropa, Oxford 1963, p. 

XI-XII . 
25. The spiritual teacher of the Indian siddha Naropa was the In

dian guru Tilopa; see also note 27. 
26. The Shangs-pa sect, founded by Kyung-po rnal-'byor in the 11th 

century, is considered a subsect of the bKa'-brgyud-pa line of Tibet. 
27. Biblio VIII, l .A. nos. 13,14, 15, and the smaller work, Zab-lam 

su-kha chos-drug-gi brgyud-pa'i gsol-'debs. 
28. Biblio VIII, l .A . nos. 14 and 16. 
29. We find the more important writings on the Bon-po religion in 

the following titles: Tucci, G. / Heissig, W., Die Religionen Tibets und 
der Mongolei (The Religions of Tibet and of the Mongols), Stuttgart, 
1970; H. Hoffman, Quellen zur Geschichte der tibetischen Bon-Religion 
(Historical sources of the Tibetan Bon religion), Mainz 1950; 

, Die Religionen Tibets (The Religions of Tibet), Freiburg 
1956; S. Karmay, The Treasury of Good Sayings: A Tibetan History of 
Bon, Oxford 1972; Kvaerne, P., "The Canon of the Tibetan Bonpos I 
and II," Indo-Iranian Journal Vol. XVI, 1-2, the Hague 1974; 

, "Bon-po Studies, The A Khrid System of Meditation," in 
Kailash, Journal of Himalayan Studies, Vol. I, Kathmandu 1953; D. L. 
Snellgrove, The Nine Ways of Bon, Oxford 1967; , 
Himalayan Pilgrimage, Oxford 1961; Snellgrove/Richardson, A Cultural 
History of Tibet, Washington 1968; A. H . Francke, "gZer-myig, A Book 
of the Tibetan Bonpos," in Asia Major Vol. I (1924), Vol. 3 (1926), Vol. 
4 (1927), Vol. 5 (1930), and Vol. 6 (1930); G. H. Roerich, Trails to 
Inmost Asia, New Haven 1931. 

30. These texts are the Bon-po Book of the Dead sNyan-brgyud 
bar-do thos-grol gsal-sgron chen-mo, and the work of the Bon-po trea
sure discoverer, 'Or-sgom phug-pa, entitled Na-rag pang-'gong rgyal-po. 
Further texts, still unfamiliar to us, about the deities of the Bon-po Book 
of the Dead are: 1. Na-rag gting-sbyongs, 2. Man-ngag 'khor-ba dong-
sprugs, 3. Khams gsum sems-can skye-'chi'i mdo, 4. Zhi-khro rtsa-'grel 
chen-mo, 5. Zhi-khro yang-khol and Zhi-khro yongs-'dus, 6. Zhi-khro 
sbrag-sgrub and Zhi-khro spyi-bskul, 7. Zhi-khro yang-snying cha-lag 
dang-bcas-pa, 8. Zhi-khro yongs-rdzogs sku'i rgyud, 9. 'Khor-ba dang 
dong sprug-gi mdo, and 10. Zhi-khro bcud-dril. (According to the 
sources listed in S. Karmay, Treasury, Oxford 1972.) 
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31. Biblio VIII, l.B. nos. 1-4. 
32. S. Karmay: The Treasury of Good Sayings, Oxford 1972. 
33. Although many of these texts are still located in unknown parts 

of Tibet and have not yet been discovered, many of them are at least 
known to us by their titles from our knowledge of the history of the 
Bon-po religion; they are listed in note 30. 

34. The Lam-mchog rin-chen 'phreng-ba of the Tibetan sage, 
Dvags-po lha-rje, alias sGam-po-pa (1079-1153), Fol. 2 a-b. Dvags-po 
lha-rje was the most important pupil of the great yogi Mi-la ras-pa and a 
transmitter of the doctrine of the Great Symbol (T. Phyag-rgya chen-po), 
which is the ancient Indian mahamudra doctrine, of central importance 
in the bKa'-brgyud-pa sect. 

35. This philosophical system originated in the 3rd or 4th century 
A . D . under the scholars Maitreyanatha, Asanga, and Vasubandhu. It 
teaches the practical and meditative "transformation on the path of 
yoga" (Yogacara) or also the knowledge of universal awareness and 
other states of consciousness (vijnanavada). 

36. Anguttara-Nikaya, IV. 45 and Samyutta-Nikaya II, 3.6. 
37. Visuddhimagga, VIII, 230, 239. 
38. Ye-shes bla-ma, Vol. 68 a-b. 
39. H . V. Guenther, The Jewel Ornament of Liberation, Berkeley 

1971, p. 264, 265. 
40. The ten perfections or stages of the bodhisattva path (S. 

dasabhumi: T. Sa-bcu), on which beings proceed towards complete en
lightenment, are an ideal image of the human progression from worldli-
ness to transcendence of the world, or from profane life to the holy life of 
absolute spiritual release. The first group of six stages represents the 
possibilities of earthly life, while the last four are virtues of the 
bodhisattvas in transcendent space. We shall give a brief account of the 
ten stages: 1. The stage of "joyful" decision (S. pramudita; T. Rab-tu 
dga'-ba); 2. From this follows the stage of perfect purity (S. vimala; T. 
Dri-ma med-pa); 3. The stage of the "radiant" (S. prabhakari; T. 'Od-
byed-pa); 4. The stage of the "flaming" (S. arcismati; T. 'Od-'phro-ba-
can) as the burning of all vestiges of false ideas; 5. The stage "difficult to 
attain" (S. sudurjaya; T. Shin-tu sbyang-dka') of meditative knowledge, 
which leads to 6. the stage of "turning towards" (S. abhimukhi; T. 
mNgon-du gyur-pa) perfected wisdom; 7. the "far-reaching" stage (S. 
durangama; T. Ring-du song-ba), which opens up transcendent space; 8. 
the stage of "unshakability" (S. acala; T. Mi-gyo-ba); 9. the stage of 
"holy and pious" reflection (S. sadhumati; T. Legs-pa'i blo-gros). The 
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10th and final stage is the "cloud of the doctrine" (S. dharmamegha; T. 
Chos-kyi sprin) in which the spiritual universality of the bodhisattva is 
achieved. Then the bodhisattvas in the radiant form of the sam
bhogakaya partake in the existence of the buddhas in the Tusita heaven. 

41. Bar-do thos-grol chen-mo, Biblio. VIII, l .A . no. 4. 
42. I.e., beginning from the forehead, we have the order sKu, gSung, 

Thugs, Ye-shes, or kaya, vac, citta, jnana. 
43. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 37. 
44. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 7, Fol. 48 b; no. 11, Fol. 3 b, and no. 6 part 

d; Bar-do'i rtsa-tshig. 
45. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 15, fol. 12 a. 
46. Biblio. VIII, l .A. , Mi-la mgur-'bum, Fol. 147a. 
47. Translated by Evans-Wentz: The Tibetan Book of the Dead, pp. 

202-204; and Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 6, part d: Bar-do'i rtsa-tshig. 
48. See note 45. 
49. On the doctrine of the dream-state see Evans-Wentz, Tibetan 

Yoga and Secret Doctrines, pp. 215-22, Oxford 1967, or in the Na-ro 
chos-drug, Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 13, which offers a different version of 
this doctrine. 

50. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 15, Fol. 46b. 
51. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 15, Fol. 47a-48b. 
52. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 16, Fol. 147a-b. 
53. Evans-Wentz: The Tibetan Book of the Dead, pp. 183-193 and 

also Yoga and Secret Doctrines, p. 242. 
54. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 16, Fol. 144b. 
55. Tshe-ring mched-lnga, which is the group of five ancient Tibetan 

mountain-goddesses, of whom Tshe-ring-ma is the leader and the best 
known. The five mountain-goddesses were considered, after conversion 
by Mi-la ras-pa, to be the protective-goddesses of all Tibetan yogis. See 
also, D. I. Lauf, "Tshe-ring-ma, the Mountain-Goddess of Long Life and 
Her Retinue," in Ethnd. Zeitschrift Zurich, Vol. I, Bern 1972. 

56. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 16, Fol. 146a. 
57. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 7, Fol. 46b. 
58. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 16, Fol. 92b-93a. 
59. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 16, Fol. 213a-b. 
60. Evans-Wentz: Yoga and Secret Doctrines, pp. 246-50. 
61. Such protective deities called yidams are, for example, Hevajra, 

Cakrasamvara, the eight-armed and eleven-headed Bodhisattva Av-
alokitesvara, or protective deities of the teachings such as Mahakala, 
Lha-mo, or Vajrakila. 
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62. The dakini as mystical partner is, for example, the red Va-
jravarahi, the white Lab-sgron-ma, Simhavaktra, or Tshe-ring-ma. 

63. The cakkhu-ayatana are 1. the realm of infinite space (P. aka-
sanancayatana); 2. the realm of infinite awareness (P. vin-
nanancayatana); 3. the realm of nothingness (P. akincannayatana); and 
4. the realm of neither-perception-nor-non-perception (P. neva-sanna-
nasaiinayatana). 

64. Zab-chos zhi-khro nges-don snying-po, Biblio. VIII, l .A. Fol. 
12b-13a. 

65. See G. Tucci, Geheimnis des Mandala, and D. I. Lauf, Tibetan 
Sacred Art, pp. 117—61, as well as L. Govinda, Foundations of Tibetan 
Mysticism. 

66. Zab-chos zhi-khro nges-don snying-po. 
67. Mani bka'-'bum, Part Vam, Fol. 32a-b. 
68. Zab-chos zhi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol lasldBang-bskur 

'bring-po 'gro-drug rang-grol and Rigs-drug gnas-'dren, Biblio. VIII, 
l .A. no. 8. 

69. The five senses, in the form of symbolic offerings (S. pan-
cakamagunah), are among the most important symbols for the overcom
ing of attachments to the impermanent world of the senses; they are 
shown as a mirror for the emptiness of corporeal form, cymbals for the 
impermanence of sound, a filled spiral horn for deception through fra
grance, fruit for the sense of taste, and a silk shawl for the overcoming of 
sensations of touch. 

70. The eight Buddhist sacred signs are: 1. the wheel of the teach
ings; 2. the vessel of the water of long life; 3. the two fishes; 4. the lotus; 
5. the eightfold knot of eternity; 6. the Buddhist sign of victory; 7. the 
Buddha's canopy of honor; and 8. the white conch. 

71. The eight sacrifice-symbols (S. astadravyaka; T. rDzas-brgyad), 
which refer to the life of the Buddha, are the mirror, the Gi-vang, yoghurt 
or sour milk, the durva grass, fruit, the white conch, red cinnabar pow
der, and white mustard seeds. 

72. The seven insignia of the true ruler (S. sapta-ratnani; T. Rin-chen 
sna-bdun) are the wheel of the law, the wishing jewel, the queen, the 
minister, the elephant, the horse, and the warrior. 

73. Evans-Wentz, The Tibetan Book of the Dead, p. 21. 
74. L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, Cambridge 1959, p. 

469; also E. Schlagintweit, Buddhism in Tibet, London 1968, where on 
p. 253 an east-Tibetan sByang-bu is shown, which is described as Me-
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lha'i rgyal-po. This picture is, like the ones shown in our book, also used 
for the death ritual and has the same symbols. 

75. sGyu-'phrul zhi-khro rab-'byams-kyi dkyil-'khor. 
76. dBang-bskur 'bring-po 'gro-drug rang-grol. 
77. See Biblio. VIII, l.a. nos. 9 and 38. 
78. See note 76. 
79. Tibetan: Phyi bum-pa'i dbyibs la nang lha'i gzhal-yas-khang 

chen-po. 
80. Na'ro chos-drug and also Ye-shes bla-ma, Fol. 58a-59b. 
81. Na'-ro chos-drug, part III, Fol. 26a-b and 27a. 
82. Biblio. VIII, l.B. nos. 4, Fol. 28b-29a. 
83. Zab-lam sukha chos-drug, Part I, Fol. 2a and 7a. 
84. We learn about the "clear light" in more detail in the Ye-shes 

bla-ma, fol. 24a. 
85. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 7, Fol. 47a. 
86. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 11, Fol. 18a. 
87. Ye-shes bla-ma, Fol. 22b. 
88. From a fragment from the texts of the Na-rag dong-sprugs genre, 

from an ancient manuscript from Bum-thang, Vol. K, a, Fol. 22b—23a. 
89. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 7, Fol. 23a. 
90. This arrangement of the often complex symbolism in the iconog

raphy of the five Tathagatas follows the texts in Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 2, 
3, 5, 6 part b, 7 and 4. 

91. On the five Tathagatas see also G. Tucci, Indo-Tibetan III, 1; D. 
L. Snellgrove, Buddhist Himalaya; D. I. Lauf, Tibetan Sacred Art; B. C. 
Olschak: Mystic Art of Ancient Tibet; L. Govinda, Foundations of Ti
betan Mysticism; and H . W. Schumann, Buddhismus, Dusseldorf 1971. 

92. This may vary: so according to the texts in Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 
6 part b and no. 4, the Tathagata Vairocana is assigned to the realm of 
consciousness (S. vijnana; T. rNam-par shes-pa'i phung-po), while Ak-
sobhya appears as lord of the element of body. 

93. According to the work Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po the dhar-
madhatujnana is a motionless wisdom resting in concentration and pure 
vision (T. dMigs-bsam spros-bral-ba'i chos-dbyings ye-shes). 

94. According to the sNying-thig tradition of the rNying-ma-pa 
schools the Buddha Vairocana can also appear as a Tathagata with four 
heads in the cosmic directions in the aspect of the Sarvavid-Vairocana (T. 
Kun-rig mam-par snang-mdzad), whereby the universality of the omni
science of the Buddha is emphasized. 
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95. According to Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po the "wisdom of the mir
ror" is: Gsal la grub-pa med-pa'i me-long ye-shes. 

96. According to Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po the "wisdom of equality" 
is: Ro-mnyam ngang la gnas-pa mnyam-nyid ye-shes. 

97. According to Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po the "wisdom of discrimi
nation" is: sNang-ba 'od-lnga ma-'dres kun-rtogs ye-shes. 

98. According to Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po the "wisdom of (karmi-
cally conditioned) action" is: gZung-'dzin gnyis snang sgrol-ba bya-grub 
ye-shes. 

99. Bodhisattva, an enlightened being who can be effectual in 
worldly and trans-worldly realms in working towards the well-being of 
sentient creatures. The bodhisattva finally, when all beings have attained 
liberation, reaches the state of buddhahood. 

100. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 9. 
101. Mani-bka'-'bum, Part Vam, Fol. 8b. 
102. In ancient Pali Buddhism we find as characterizations of the six 

realms of existence: deva, asuranikaya, manussa, tiracchanayoni, peta, 
and niraya. 

103. The assignment of the mantric syllables of the worlds of the 
titans and animals frequently varies. We find the syllables SU or TRI 
given for the titans as well as for the animals. This disparity in the texts 
seems to go back to very ancient confusions. Our arrangement follows 
Ye-shes bla-ma, Fol. 6b-7a. 

104. Biblio. no. 22, Fol. 3b-4a. 
105. The most important ritual work here is the gNas-'dren 'gro-

drug rang-grol khrigs-su bkod-pa from the collection Kar-gling zhi-khro. 
106. Rigs-drug gnas-'dren, Fol. 9a-b. 
107. The symbolism of the four Guardians follows the texts in Bib

lio. VIII, l .A. nos. 2 and 5. 
108. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 1. 
109. See Pad-gling gsung-'bum, Vol. Cha, Fol. 44b-45a. 
110. Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 1 and 7. 
111. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 7, Fol. 20b. 
112. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 5, a work from the Vimalamitra tradition 

in which there are ten Herukas in the bardo, called the ten dPal-chen 
Herukas. They appear in the following order: dPal-chen-po che-mchog 
Heruka, Vajra-, Buddha-, Ratna-, Padma-, and Karma-Heruka; then fol
low the Raksa-Heruka, Sanu-Heruka, Guhya-Heruka, and Yaksa-
Heruka. 
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113. Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 5 and 7. 
114. A further description of the symbolism of the eight Keurima 

can be found in Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 2 and 7. 
115. See table, p. 183, in D. I. Lauf, Tibetan Sacred Art, Berkeley 

1976. 
116. The description of the eight Phra-men-ma deities follows Bib

lio. VIII, l .A. nos. 2 and 7. 
117. Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 1, 2, and 7. 
118. Evans-Wentz names a tiger-headed deity in place of this horse-

headed Dakini. Our description has been compared with several texts, 
and it is possible that in the text on which Evans-Wentz's translation was 
based there was a confusion between the similar words rTa-gdong 
(horse-headed) and sTag-gdong (tiger-headed). Printing errors in Tibetan 
block prints and errors in manuscripts are often confusing, especially in 
relation to names from the Sanskrit; the various scripts also vary con
siderably and are used differently in different Tibetan dialects. Many 
such errors are handed down in the copying of texts over centuries. 

119. Biblio. VIII, l .A. nos. 1 and 2, and well as no. 7, Fol. 60a-71b. 
120. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 5. 
121. Evans-Wentz mentions an ape-headed goddess here, which 

does not appear in our texts. This is probably owing to an orthographic 
deviation in the Tibetan text: sPre = ape, Sre = mongoose. 

122. The colors of the 28 goddesses as well as their attributes are 
described differently in different texts. For example, in the Na-rag dong-
sprugs text we find the colors of the first six goddesses to be: reddish-
yellow, pale red, yellowish-black, whitish-red, yellow, and pale red. Ac
cording to the text in Biblio. VIII, l .A . no. 1, the colors are: off-white, 
yellowish-white, greenish-white, bluish-white, reddish-white, and white. 
In fact these variations are not irrelevant, since they indicate differing 
points of departure in relation to Tibetan mandala-cosmology. It is pos
sible to tell precisely from Tibetan paintings which texts they are based 
on. Connected with this are the references to the particular traditions and 
sects with which the scriptures as well as the paintings are connected. 

123. Biblio. VIII, l .A. no. 9. 
124. Biblio. VIII, l.B. no. 2. 
125. Biblio. VIII, l.B. no. 2, Fol. 2a-b. 
126. Biblio. VIII, l.B. no. 1. 
127. Biblio. VIII, l.B. no. 1, Fol. 10b. 
128. The deity Khri-bzhi nams-ting can be portrayed as white or 

indigo-blue. According to text no. 2 in Biblio. VIII, l.B., this deity 
appears after the five bDe-shegs rigs-lnga. 
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VIII. B I B L I O G R A P H Y 

1. Tibetan Original Sources 
Manuscripts, block prints, and more recent editions. The works cited are 
various versions of the Tibetan Books of the Dead, commentaries, and 
texts which contain explanations of certain contents of the Books of the 
Dead and of their iconography. 

A . T I B E T A N B U D D H I S T TEXTS 

1. Bar-do tbos-grol-gyi yang snying chos-spyod bag-chags rang-grol. 
2. Zab-chos zbi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol laslChos-spyod brgya-phyag 

sdig-sgrib rang-grol. 
3. Zab-chos zbi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol las I Zhing-khams snga'i 

smon-lam thos-pa rang-grol (gTer-ma scripture). 
4. Bar-do thos-grol chen-moland Khro-bo bar-do ngo-sprod gspl'-debs 

thos-grol. 
5. Dam-tshig thams-cad-kyi nyams-chags skong-ba'i lung-lnga. Text 

from the tradition of the Indian sage Vimalamitra. 
6. Zab-chos zhi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol las thos-grol chen-mo. Block 

print from sPa-gro chos-ldan skyed-chu lha-dbang. 
7. Zab-chos zhi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol laslBar-do'i gsol-'debs 

thos-grol chen-mo bklag-chog-tu bkod-pa 'kbrul-snang rang-grol. 
Block print from Bum-thang bkra-shis chos-gling. 

8. Zab-chos zhi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol laslKar-gling zhi-khro. Col
lection of 38 various primary texts, ritual texts, and supplications for 
the recitation of the Book of the Dead. 

9. Zan-chos zhi-khro nges-don snying-po sgo-nas rang dang gzhan-gyi 
don-mchog-tu sgrub-pa'i las-rim 'khor-ba'i mun-gzhoms kun-bzang 
thugs-rje'i snang-mdzod. 

10. Zhi-khro na-rag dong-sprugs rnal-'byor-gyi spyi khrus 'gyod-
tshangs-kyi cho-ga dri-med bzhang-rgyud. 

11. Bar-do'i spyi'i don thams-cad rnam-pa gsal-bar byed-pa dran-pa'i 
me-long. 

12. Bar-do'i rtsa-tshig. 
13. Zab-mo na'-ro'i chos-drug-gi nyams-len thun chos bdud-rtsi'i 

nying-khu zhes-bya-ba sgrub-brgyud karma kam-tshang-gi don 
khrid. 
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14. Zab-mo ni-gi chos-drug-gi khrid-yig zab-don tbad-mar brdal-ba 
zhes-bya-ba dklags-chog-ma. 

15. dPal-ldan na'-ro chos-drug-gi khrid-yig mchog-gi gra-chen dang 
gsan-spyod zlog sgom-gyi khrid-yig zil-non seng-ge'i nga-ro. 

16. rje-btsun mi-la ras-pa'i rnam-thar rgyas-par phye-ba mgur-'bum. 
17. rje-btsun mi-la ras-pa'i rdo-rje'i mgur-drug sogs gsung-rgyum thor-

bu 'ga'. 
18. bLa-ma mchod-pa'i cho-ga yon-tan kun-'byung, Fol. lla-12b. 
19. Bar-do thos-grolIThe Tibetan Book of the Dead, by the great Acarya 

Sri-Sihg-ha, Varanasi 1969, Tibetan text. 
20. Kun-gzang bla-ma'i zhal-lung. This compendium of Mahayana 

Buddhism gives detailed descriptions of the kinds of suffering in the 
various hells and of the six worlds of existence, and in addition 
contains a description of the process of dying. Fol. 7b, 11a—13a, 
50a-80a, and 295a-b. 

21. Lam-rim ye-shes snying-po. An important standard text with de
tailed commentary from the tradition of Padmasambhava. 

22. Thugs-rje chen-po yi-ge drug-pa'i gsol-'debs-kyi sgrub-thabs byin-
rlabs-can, Fol. 3b-4a. 

23. From the collection of the Klong-chen snying-thig: Bar-do' 'smon-
lam dgongs-gcig rgya-mtsho, Fol. 2b. 

24. bTags-grol-gyi skor-rnams. 
25. bTags-grol stong-gsal til-mtha' dbus-bral. 
26. sNying-thig-gi bshags-grol. 
27. Zhi-khro ngan-song sbyong-ba'i chog-sgribs khrom-dkrugs gsal-ba'i 

rgyan bklags-chogs-mar bkod-pa. From the sNying-thig. 
28. rDo-rje theg-pa sngags-kyi gso-sbyong bdud-rtsi'i rol-mtsho. 
29. rDzogs-pa chen-po klong-chen snying-thig-gi gdod-ma'i mgon-po'i 

lam-gyi rim-pa'i khrid-yig ye-shes bla-ma, Fol. 6b-7a. 
30. khong-chen snying-gi thig-le las bskyed-rim lha-khrid 'og-min 

bgrod-pa'i them-skas. 
31. Shes-rig rdo-rje rnon-po'i 'grel-balYang-zab kun-bzang bla-ma'i 

gsang-mdzodlLegs-bshad 'phrul-gyi Ide'u-mig, Fol. 45b-46a and 
97a-98b. 

32. Rig-'dzin padma gling-pa'i bka'-'bum yid-bzhin gter-mdzod /as/Part 
'Cha, Fol. 13a, 35b-36b, 38b, 45a, 55b-56a; Part Ja, Fol. 7a; Part 
Nga, Fol. 12a. 
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33. Mani bka'-'bum. 
34. Na-rag dong-sprug phyag-rgya gcig-pa'i rgyun-khyer yang-zab 

snying-po. 
35. rje-sgam-po rin-po che'i lam-mchog rin-chen 'phreng-ba. 
36. Na'-ro gsang-spyod-kyi dmigs-rim. 
37. rDo-rje theg-pa'i chos-spyod thun bzhi'i rnal-'byor-gyi rim-pa. 
38. bKa' rdzogs-pa chen-po yang-zab dkon-mchog spyi 'dus-kyi las-

byang khrigs-su bkod-pa 'khrul-med rab-gsal dngos-grub mchog-
ster. 

39. Bar-do'i gsol-'debs-kyi mchan-'grel nyung-bsdus thar-lam shing-rta. 

B . T I B E T A N T E X T S O F T H E B O N - P O R E L I G I O N 

1. sNyan-brgyud bar-do thos-grol gsal-sgron chen-mo. 
2. Na-rag pang-'gong rgyal-po. 
3. Pad-ma klong-yangs-kyi mdo. 
4. Theg-pa chen-po'i mdo. 

From the Bon-po Nispanna-Yoga of the rDzogs-chen zhang-zhung tradi
tion: 

5. rDzogs-pa chen-po zhang-zhung snyan-rgyud las rigs-drug rang-
sbyong-gi gdams-pa. 

6. rDzogs-pa chen-po zhang-zhung snyan-rgyud las phyi Ita-ba spyi 
gcod-kyi man-ngag le'u bcu-gnyis-pa. 

7. rDzogs-pa chen-po zhang-zhung snyan-rgyud las sgron-ma drug-gi 
dgongs don 'grel-pa. Published by L. Chandra and Tenzin Namdak, 
New Delhi 1968. 

2. Secondary Literature 

Abegg, E. Der Pretakalpa des Garuda-Purana. Berlin 1956. 
Abhedananda, Swami. The Mystery of Death. Calcutta 1967. 
Bromage, B. Tibetan Yoga. London 1959. 
Chandogya-Upanisad. Mylapore, Madras 1965. 
Chos-kyi grags-pa, Tibetan Dictionary. India, n.d. 
Chandra, L. Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary, Vols. 1-12. New Delhi 1959. 
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